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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Cancer risks of exposure to ionizing radiation are much better known than those of most other carcinogens. The Committee has previously summarized the results of numerous epidemiological studies of populations exposed to moderate to high doses of radiation exposure [U11, U12]. However, as discussed in annex A, at lower doses (generally below an absorbed dose of about 100 mGy from low-LET radiation), the uncertainties associated with epidemiological studies become increasingly large and tend to mask any possible effect. The estimation of risk from such exposures requires judgements against a backdrop of different sources of uncertainty and ongoing scientific debate. The uncertainties involved in these judgements and hence the estimation of risk need to be properly addressed and communicated in order to improve understanding by decision-makers and others.

2. In order to support its findings and provide a more rational basis for discussions of the risk from radiation exposure, the Committee has prepared this scientific annex on the uncertainties in estimates of risk following exposure to ionizing radiation. Many epidemiological studies of the health effects of radiation exposure derive risk estimates with confidence intervals that express only the impact of statistical fluctuations of the data in the frame of the risk model chosen. Other specific sources of uncertainty, such as those due to incomplete knowledge of exposures, or factors and mechanisms influencing the development of the disease, must also be addressed in order to more realistically describe the current state of knowledge. A main purpose of this annex then is to describe the current state of knowledge on (a) the various factors influencing estimates of risk from radiation exposure; and (b) the methodologies to integrate information on different sources of uncertainties so as to describe uncertainties on estimates of risk from radiation exposure more comprehensively than have previous reports of the Committee.

3. This scientific annex includes: (a) an evaluation of current knowledge on the impact of various sources of uncertainty on estimates of risk from radiation exposure and how they may be treated; (b) a comparison of frequentistic and Bayesian interpretations of uncertainty and probability for deriving information from new data; (c) a discussion of uncertainties in transferring risk estimates derived from a study to another population or a situation of interest; and (d) three examples of evaluations of cancer risk to demonstrate the structure and analysis of uncertainty. The main text of the annex is supported by four detailed technical appendices that provide more extensive discussion. A glossary supports the interpretation of terms for both this annex and annex A.

4. Uncertainty analyses in the field of risk estimation for radiation exposure have up to now focussed mainly on the risk of cancer. Consequently, much of the material summarized in this annex relates to radiation-induced cancer. The methods outlined, however, are equally well applicable to the analysis of other radiation-induced health effects.

5. The estimation of risks to human health from exposure to ionizing radiation is mainly based on epidemiological studies either of large exposed populations (cohort studies) or of the exposure distribution of persons with and without the disease of interest (case–control studies). There are also many radiobiological studies, including animal experiments, related to the effects of exposure to ionizing radiation [U11, U12]. These studies provide some insight into the mechanisms and processes that are involved in carcinogenesis after exposure to ionizing radiation. However, the studies cannot yet be used to improve quantitative estimation of the risks for humans of radiation exposure.
6. Risk estimates are derived generally for a group of people, defined by sex, birth year, ethnicity, occupation, smoking behaviour or other characteristics, and to specified exposure conditions. However, whether or not an individual will be affected depends on further, unknown factors, such as genetic or familial predisposition, pre-existing illnesses or pre-cancerous lesions, repair capacity, or immunological characteristics. At present, the possibilities for determining individual sensitivity are still limited and there is insufficient understanding of its interaction with radiation exposure. Therefore this report does not treat the assessment of individual sensitivity to radiation exposure.

II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

7. This chapter recapitulates some fundamental statistical concepts, including types of error and uncertainty, and statistical inference, as well as key concepts and terminology of epidemiology. Appendix A provides more detailed explanatory material on these concepts and on methods for quantifying and analysing uncertainties.

A. Statistical concepts of uncertainty

8. The difference between an estimate of a quantity of interest (e.g. a dose or the excess relative risk per unit dose in some exposed population) and the true but unknown value of that quantity is called the “error”, which itself cannot be observed or quantified. “Uncertainty” refers to the probability distribution of the possible errors and “uncertainty analysis” to the characterization of the error distribution taking account of all known sources of uncertainty.

9. Uncertainty in estimation of cancer risk from radiation exposure comes from several sources, including the inherently random nature of processes that lead to cancer, limitations in data, and the use of idealized models to describe the nature of the risks in both an exposed and a non-exposed population.

10. Uncertainties are composed of mixtures of systematic and random errors. The nature of the different types of error contributing to the uncertainty is important. Errors that are statistically independent between individuals are called “unshared errors”, while correlated ones are called “shared errors”.

11. There are two types of unshared errors:

(a) “Measurement error” is independent of the true value, and typically arises when using an imprecise (but unbiased) measuring device. The main determinants of the measurement error are characteristics of the measurement device, the study protocol and skill of the measuring personnel. In the case of measurement error, the variance of the observed values exceeds that of the true values by the variance of the measurement error. It is known that the regression coefficients in a dose–response analysis will be biased towards zero depending on the importance of measurement errors in the dose estimates. Measurement errors are also called “classical errors”.

(b) “Assignment error” arises when individuals are assigned representative values, often as a result of grouping, and is independent of the assigned value. Assignment errors describe random inter-individual variability of true values about a single value assigned to every individual
belonging to a distinct group. The variance of the assigned values will be less than that of the true variance by the variance of the individual peculiarity in the values about a given assigned value. When dose values are assigned in a dose–response analysis, the regression coefficients tend to be unbiased. Assignment errors are also called “Berkson errors”.

12. Shared errors include shared measurement errors (such as the use of an improperly calibrated measuring device) and shared assignment errors (such as mis-specification of values for parameters used in computation of observed values). Shared errors almost inevitably lead to biased estimates of the quantity of interest, and failure to account for them can lead to overconfidence in deriving risk estimates.

13. Statistical inference is critical in characterizing and quantifying uncertainty in both estimation of risk from radiation exposure for specific studies and in projection of risk to other populations and exposure scenarios. Statistical inference is based on data (observations) and models used to analyse the data. The probability density function for the data given a model, $\mathcal{M}$, its parameters, $\beta$, and the values of any explanatory variables, $Z$, is denoted by $f(\text{data} | \mathcal{M}, \beta, Z)$. When viewed as a function of the parameters given the data, the model and the values of the explanatory variables, the probability density function is called the likelihood function ($L$), which plays a central role in statistical inference. A hypothetical and unrealistic example would be the likelihood of a set of breast cancer incidence data being observed in a cohort of women given a model of the incidence rate that, say, were:

$$I = \beta_1 a (1 + \beta_2 d)$$

Here, the age, $a$, and the dose, $d$, would be explanatory variables, and best estimates of the parameters $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ would be determined, e.g. by the maximum of the likelihood of the observed data.

14. There are two main approaches of statistical inference:

(a) “Frequentist” inference uses observed data and aims at establishing the probability of the truth of statements about quantities of interest given the data and the model used to analyse the data. Frequentist probability can be interpreted as the relative frequency in a hypothetical set of realizations given the true parameter values of the assumed model;

(b) “Bayesian” inference interprets probability as a measure of the degree of belief or state of knowledge concerning the true values of the quantities of interest. With this interpretation, one’s “prior” state of knowledge about the quantity of interest can be explicitly updated with new information to make Bayesian probability statements about one’s “posterior” state of knowledge. From this probability density function of possibly true values, a central value (usually the arithmetic mean, median or mode) and a 90% or 95% credible interval can be obtained. A review of the application of Bayesian methods in epidemiology can be found in [G17].

15. Although the two concepts are fundamentally different, they often lead to similar conclusions, especially when their implementation is well-informed by the scientific context or when the data are strong enough to make the choice of the prior distribution less relevant.

16. Frequentist methods for quantification and assessment of uncertainties have generally served well in the estimation of risk in specific exposed populations, such as the survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan. However, Bayesian methods become more appropriate with increasing complexity, such as when estimating uncertainties in deriving cancer-specific risks from limited data or in doses calculated using complex Monte Carlo dosimetric modelling systems. They also become more important in making informed but qualified judgements about risk estimates so that they may be applied appropriately to address important societal questions.
17. Depending on the objective of an assessment, it may be necessary to distinguish variability from uncertainty. Variability describes the variation of values between individuals, while uncertainty refers to the variation in values due to unexplained stochastic processes or the state of knowledge about imperfectly known fixed quantities.

18. The Committee recommends that uncertainty in the measurements, variables, and models used to estimate exposures, doses and risks—both for specific individuals and for groups—be defined as probability density functions, representing the analyst’s state of knowledge, with account being taken of the dependencies or correlations between the distributions.

19. “Uncertainty propagation” is the process of combining all contributing components into an overall statement of uncertainty about the estimate of the quantity of interest. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation is preferred to closed-form algebraic solutions for all but the very simplest models. If it is necessary to distinguish between the variability of dose or risk among individuals and the uncertainty about values of fixed quantities, a two-dimensional Monte Carlo approach to uncertainty propagation is the preferred approach. This produces (a) sets of possibly true values of fixed quantities that are shared among groups of individuals; and (b) alternative realizations of possibly true sets of individual values representing the variability in the quantity of interest.

20. A “sensitivity analysis” of the effect of changes in values of the model input on its output determines which parameters or processes have the largest influence on a model result or on the uncertainty in that result.

B. Epidemiological concepts

21. Cohort studies, which involve the long-term follow-up of an exposed population having individually characterized exposures, can provide unbiased risk estimates for various outcomes. Analyses typically focus on how rates for the outcome of interest depend on radiation exposure allowing for “modifying” factors such as sex or age at exposure. The strength of cohort studies arises from the fact that rates of the disease of interest can be computed directly from the follow-up data. However, such studies are challenging to establish and costly to maintain over the long follow-up period needed, and lack statistical power for studying rare outcomes. Also, competing risk factors can often not be explicitly taken into account.

22. Case–control studies identify cases for an outcome of interest in a population together with a control sample of disease-free individuals from the same population. Cases and controls are matched on factors such as sex, or vital status at the age and time of diagnosis of the cases to reduce the chance that observed differences in the exposure distributions between cases and controls are due to factors other than radiation exposure. Such studies can be retrospective and can be undertaken with smaller population groups than those required for cohort studies. Thus they cost much less than cohort studies, but without careful design, risk estimates are likely to have more bias than those from cohort studies.

23. Epidemiological studies of radiation-induced health effects are observational and may suggest associations between some exposure and an outcome of interest. However, a single epidemiological investigation is unlikely to establish unequivocally a cause–effect relationship, in part because of the possible impact of risk factors that are correlated with both the outcome of interest and the exposure (“confounding factors”). Nevertheless, the consistency of results of many independent studies coupled with plausible biological reasoning can be convincing. Guidelines suggested by Bradford–Hill [H14]
are often used to judge the confidence that a risk factor (e.g. radiation exposure) might cause increased incidence in a population of health outcomes (e.g. cancer).

III. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTIES IN RADIOEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES

24. This chapter discusses the sources of uncertainty in analysing the results of epidemiological studies of populations exposed to ionizing radiation, specifically the uncertainties in information on health effects, in information on exposure and dose assessment. It considers the impact of these uncertainties and uncertainties in the dose–response model on risk assessment. Appendix B provides more detailed explanation, technical information and review.

A. Uncertainties in health effect information

25. Sources of uncertainty in information on health effects can be broadly classified into two groups: (a) “Selection bias” occurs when the study population is not representative of the population of interest. Examples are discussed in appendix B. Readily available information on disease status and exposure history, and truly random cohort or case–control sampling can help avoid this; and (b) “Information bias” involves erroneous or incomplete information about disease and exposure. Examples include cases recalling their exposure history differently than non-cases (recall bias), and subjects who may have left the geographical study area (ascertainment or follow-up bias). Previous UNSCEAR reports [U11, U12] have given examples of the ways in which errors can arise when assessing disease frequencies. Appendix B discusses various examples of information bias and how they have been accounted for in major radio-epidemiological studies.

26. Failure to adjust for confounding factors can distort risk estimates. For example, increases in cancer rates and decreases of exposure levels over time might suggest that normalized risks (expressed in terms of risk per unit dose) are increasing when actually improvements in medical diagnostics are helping to detect cancers earlier and before these cancers would otherwise manifest. Confounding is usually dealt with at the analysis stage, either by incorporating such factors into the regression model or by stratifying the data according to levels of the confounding factor. Cigarette smoking is one of the most serious potential confounding factors that have to be dealt with in epidemiological studies of the health effects of radiation exposure (radioepidemiological studies); clearly this is especially important when analysing diseases that are known to be related to smoking [U12].

B. Uncertainties in exposure and dose assessment

27. Uncertainties in the assessment of exposure and dose may affect the evaluation of the statistical significance of the dose response, the shape and steepness of slope, and the width of the confidence interval. Common errors and mistakes in dose estimation can arise, for example, with measurements, laboratory procedures, record keeping, programming, data input, and computation. Sources of such
errors must be addressed before estimating doses for epidemiological evaluation. Rigorous quality assurance/quality control procedures should include checks of model inputs, equations, intermediate results and individual dose estimates with calculations performed by different persons using independent computational platforms. If common errors and mistakes are not detected and corrected, expressions of uncertainty in dose estimation may be invalid. In general, some form of mathematical modelling is required to estimate the radiation dose to specific organs and tissues of the human body, because these cannot be measured directly. Assumptions made and uncertainties introduced by the modelling need to be taken into account in the analysis.

28. For external exposure to photons with an energy of more than 0.03 MeV, uncertainty in the estimation of organ dose is generally less than that for internal exposure. However, the more that models must be employed to estimate individual exposure and dose, the greater the anticipated uncertainty. The uncertainty varies from low for workers who wore individual dosimeters, to very large, e.g. when only the source term of an atmospheric release might be relatively well-known and modelling of atmospheric dispersion and radionuclide deposition is needed to estimate doses. Depending on the radiation type and the number of unknown variables, uncertainty in estimates of organ dose from external exposure to photons of less than about 0.03 MeV can be considerable.

29. Doses due to internal exposure must be determined indirectly using mathematical models that describe the distribution of the radionuclides in the body (biokinetic models) and delivery of dose over time (dosimetric models). The models used are similar to the widely used models developed by the International Commission on Radiological Protection for calculating dose coefficients for radiation protection purposes [I9, I13, I16]. Various methods are used to quantify the uncertainties in each stage of the dose calculation for internal exposure.

30. For radionuclides emitting photons or electrons of sufficiently high energy, measurements of the radiation leaving the human body allow a direct determination of the absorbed dose rate in the body or in a specific organ such as the thyroid. Models for the time course of uptake and the biokinetics following the uptake are needed to assess the cumulative dose.

31. The types of measurement used to estimate dose from internal exposure depend on whether the exposure setting is environmental, occupational or medical. For environmental exposure settings, dose assessments for internal exposure are often based on measurements of radionuclide concentrations in environmental media. If such measurements are not available for a specific location, models must use measurements made at other locations and times. Furthermore, the diet of specific individuals is seldom monitored directly, and thus the uncertainty in estimates of intakes by ingestion may be larger than in the doses per unit intake estimated by biokinetic and dosimetric models.

32. In occupational settings, doses can be derived from bioassay analysis using biokinetic models and assumptions about when intakes occurred, as well as from measurements of radionuclides in the environment and models of intake rates. An important source of uncertainty in estimating doses due to inhalation is the physico-chemical form of the inhaled material. The magnitude and uncertainty of intakes derived from bioassay data depend mainly on the solubility of the inhaled material in the lung. Mistaken assumptions regarding the rate of dissolution and uptake to blood can lead to significant systematic errors in estimated intakes and doses, especially those derived from measurements of radionuclides in urine.

33. In medical settings, often the quantity of radionuclides administered is known. In these cases the uncertainty in the dose estimation is dominated by uncertainties in the biokinetic and dosimetric models.
34. Because biokinetic models are generally designed to assess doses for representative members of exposed populations, uncertainty in the structure of biokinetic models represents a shared error in an epidemiology study. However, uncertainties of the parameter values for these models can be both shared and unshared. For retrospective assessments, bioassay data generally provide additional information about parameter values that will reduce uncertainties on dose estimates. However, there are parameters that do not strongly influence bioassay quantities, but may nevertheless significantly affect dose estimates. An illustrative example of this is long-term binding of inhaled plutonium to bronchial airways of the lung; here, a small bound fraction (in the order of a few percent) can increase absorbed doses to bronchial cells from inhaled plutonium by over two orders of magnitude [B12]. Over the past decade, Bayesian methods have proved useful in refining estimates of intakes and quantifying the uncertainties on intakes and doses estimated from bioassay data [D4].

35. Uncertainties in the absorbed fractions calculated using dosimetry models arise because of uncertainty in the positions of source and target tissues, and in the geometry and masses of these tissues. It is necessary to perform Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations for a set of phantoms that represent particular combinations of source and target geometries in the determination of the uncertainty distribution of interest. Estimation of uncertainty in absorbed fractions may need to account for a systematic difference between the idealized (reference) phantom and the average individual in the population of interest.

36. Uncertainties of dose estimates in various major epidemiological studies are discussed in appendix B. A limited number of studies have used parameter uncertainty analysis to quantify uncertainties on doses per unit intake. None of them distinguish variability from uncertainty in the distributions derived for model parameters since many of these studies were not intended for epidemiological purposes.

C. Uncertainties in risk assessment

1. Impact of uncertainty in health effect information on risk estimates and statistical power of epidemiological studies

37. Uncertainty in health effect information, namely, selection bias, information bias, the effect of confounding factors and changes in information over time may lead to systematic errors in the estimates of risks from radiation exposure and/or affect the precision of these risk estimates. Statistical methods have been developed to deal with multiple sources of bias. However, concerns have been raised about the methodological basis for such approaches (see discussion in [G16]). To date, these methods have been used infrequently in epidemiological analyses.

38. Studies with low statistical power, typically owing to small sample size and/or low radiation doses, usually yield indeterminate results whether or not there is a true underlying association between radiation dose and the disease of interest. However, confidence intervals at, say, the 95% level, each obtained from one of a very large number of independent studies, will over the long term give a significant result at least 5% of the time regardless of whether or not there is a true association between radiation dose and disease. For these reasons, the evidence regarding risk from radiation exposure relies heavily on studies of high statistical power with, when possible, replications of study findings in different exposed populations.
39. Combining data from several existing studies is a useful way to improve risk estimates or gain insights into the patterns of risk in different populations. There are two primary approaches: meta-analyses of published findings and combined analyses using original data.

40. Meta-analyses use data from existing studies without re-analysing the data. The published results are averaged with weights determined by the precision of the findings and in some cases judgements as to the overall quality or comparability of the specific studies. A concern is whether the variations between studies, either in the control for confounding factors or in modifying factors that influence the risk from radiation exposure, could lead to incompatibility in the results across the studies. A statistical approach that is often used in meta-analyses is the “random-effects” model that takes account not only of uncertainties within the studies, but also between the studies [L27]. Typically, the confidence interval for the overall risk estimate is wider under a random-effects model than in a straightforward meta-analysis (“fixed-effect” model), particularly if there is strong evidence of heterogeneity in the findings between the studies.

41. Combined analyses involve joint analyses of the original data pooled from various studies. With access to the data from the individual studies, it is possible to use the same approach to analyse all of the data; for example, by using common exposure categories and by applying the same form of adjustment for confounding factors. This should enhance the compatibility of the findings across the studies. Since a combined analysis is easier to perform if the individual studies are of a similar design, a prospective approach whereby studies are constructed around a common protocol may be more advantageous than a retrospective pooling exercise. Questions not in the original studies may also be addressed. For example, based on studies with comparable protocols, Darby et al. [D3] were able to look at how radon-related risks varied between continuing smokers, ex-smokers and never-smokers. Nevertheless, if there is statistically significant heterogeneity in estimates of risk between studies, careful examination is required of the possible reasons for this heterogeneity before deciding whether it is sensible to pool all or even part of the data.

2. Impact of exposure uncertainty

42. Uncertainty in dose estimates is a recognized and important source of potential bias and increased uncertainty in the estimation of risk from radiation exposure. While the nature of the impact of uncertainty in dose estimates on risk estimates is understood reasonably well, it is important to understand how the different types of dose uncertainty can affect risk estimates and the limits of existing approaches. More effort is needed to improve practical methods to ensure that risk estimates properly account for the impact of uncertainty in dose estimates.

43. In practice, the magnitude of systematic errors—expressed either as a proportion or as an absolute value—may vary according to the level of dose, possibly in a complex fashion. Consequently, the impact of these errors would need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Generally this involves sensitivity analyses, in which different assumptions are made about the form and magnitude of the systematic errors. For example, in analysing the United Kingdom National Registry for Radiation Workers, Muirhead et al. [M21, M22] explored the impact of dose recording practices by conducting sensitivity analyses that excluded some or all of the correction factors applied to recorded doses.

44. Shared errors in the estimation of dose increase uncertainty in estimates of risk from radiation exposure and can result in biased estimates of the risk. The shared errors in the estimation of dose are rarely considered for two reasons: (a) dose estimates rarely, if ever, include information on the nature or likely magnitude of shared errors; and (b) even if useful information on shared errors is provided
there are no well-established methods for incorporating this information into risk estimation. In some analyses of nuclear industry workers, including of workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [S25] and at Hanford [G8] in the United States, account was taken not only of correction factors to allow for differences between recorded doses and organ doses, but also for the uncertainty in these correction factors [T2]. In essence, these analyses took account of shared errors that arose from applying the same correction factors to doses for groups of people. Methods to effectively use two-dimensional Monte Carlo dosimetry systems providing information on shared errors in estimating doses for risk estimation are in the early stages of development. Thus, the main aim in dealing with shared errors in dose estimation is to develop methods to ensure that their effect is reflected in the uncertainty on estimates of risk from radiation exposure.

45. Differential measurement errors, such as when greater efforts are made to determine the dose for persons with the disease of interest than for persons without it, can introduce serious and unpredictable bias. While it may be possible to assess whether risk estimates have been underestimated—or overestimated—as a consequence of differential errors, quantifying the impact on dose–response analyses is almost impossible without a detailed understanding of the structure and magnitude of these errors. Avoiding such errors is a major concern in study design.

46. How non-differential unshared errors in the estimation of dose affect risk estimates is well understood and methods for dealing with them are well-developed, at least for relatively simple situations. For example, risk estimates based on observed doses that include unshared measurement errors are biased toward zero, while if dose errors result from assignment error then there is little or no bias in the risk estimates [C7, H18, S6].

47. An example of measurement error occurs when individual dosimeter readings are used to estimate individual doses to occupationally-exposed workers over a certain period; the error reflects a (random) lack of precision in each of the individual measuring devices. Here, assuming a multiplicative error model for dose and a linear dose–response model, the effect of error in the estimated dose is to flatten the fitted dose response gradually with increasing dose, creating an apparent negative curvature and a bias toward reduced slope [C7]. Similarly, if the true dose–response relationship were linear–quadratic with positive curvature, the fitted curve might show a reduced, zero, or even negative curvature.

48. A statistical method, regression calibration, can be used to adjust the doses and, at least approximately, adjust the risk estimate uncertainty for the effects of unshared errors in the dose estimates. The basic idea underlying regression calibration is rather intuitive: each measured (or assigned) individual dose is replaced by the expected value of the true individual dose given the measured (or assigned) dose and the distribution of true individual doses in the population [C7]. However, the distribution of true individual doses in the population is strictly not known and has to be replaced by an assumed distribution, which can be based, e.g. on a validation study for the dose estimates. If an additive and unshared non-differential measurement error and the true dose independently have normal distributions, with variances $\sigma_c^2$ and $\sigma^2$ respectively, then in linear regression the correction for measurement errors would increase the slope of the dose–response curve by a factor of $1 + \frac{\sigma_c^2}{\sigma^2}$. Schafer and Gilbert discussed other error structures that can be approached analytically [S6]. In a recent analysis by Pierce et al. [P6] of the Life Span Study (LSS) of the survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan, the correction for measurement errors with geometric standard deviations in the range 35% to 40% increased estimates of the risk per unit dose by 12% to 14%.

49. Except in the simplest situations, computations for regression calibration can be challenging. Considerable research, often in the context of studies of radiation-induced health effects, is facilitating its use in solving real problems. One line of research is the development of methods to perform regression calibration with fewer assumptions about the distribution of true doses in the population.
50. Regression calibration was originally developed to handle situations in which all of the dose error came from unshared either measurement or assignment error. However, in reality the unshared errors in radiation dose estimates come from a combination of the two types. Methods for handling this more realistic situation have been studied using a generalized model for unshared errors that can include both measurement and assignment errors.

51. While regression calibration and related methods to address unshared dose errors rely on frequentist methods, Bayesian methods provide an attractive, conceptually simple approach to characterize the influence of dose error on risk estimates (see, e.g. [L14]). The Bayesian approach involves specifying a dose–response model together with a prior distribution on the relative likelihood of specific parameter values. The data are then used to update the state of knowledge about possible values of the parameters. Recent advances in Monte Carlo-based Bayesian computational methods have made it possible to obtain samples from the posterior distribution of model parameters for many of the models of interest in studies of radiation-induced health effects. The information in these samples can then be used to provide estimates with credible uncertainty intervals for parameters of interest. In principle, the basic Bayesian approach can be extended to allow for unshared and shared dose errors by incorporating information on the nature of the dose errors and prior probabilities for parameters associated with these errors. However, further development of practical Bayesian methods applicable to large radiation studies is needed before they can be routinely used in estimation of risk from radiation exposure.

52. With increased awareness of the importance of dose uncertainties, the need for better ways to characterize uncertainties in individual dose estimates has become more obvious. A general statement about the average relative uncertainty in the dose estimates (e.g. 30% uncertainty) or statement of the uncertainty for individual doses, is not sufficient to properly assess the impact of dose uncertainty on risk estimation. Some indication of the relative contributions of measurement and assignment error to the dose estimates would be helpful. Information on shared errors is rarely provided, partly because of difficulties in determining their likely magnitude, but also because methods for using such information are still under development.

53. Over the past decade, dosimetrists have begun to develop complex Monte Carlo dosimetry systems that provide multiple realizations of individual dose estimates based upon a characterization of uncertainties about the individual’s exposure situation and in the dosimetric models. These systems aim to capture the effect of both shared and unshared errors. One of the biggest challenges is the removal of the effects of unshared measurement error, otherwise risk estimates will likely be biased and the uncertainty of those estimates understated.

54. Proper use of the dose realizations from such systems requires weighting that combines information about realization-specific risk estimates using likelihood-based weights. A relatively simple approach to obtain risk estimates would be to compute a likelihood-weighted average of the realization-specific risk estimates. Somewhat better estimates can be obtained using Monte Carlo maximum likelihood (MCML) calculations, in which one computes the profile likelihood for the parameter of interest for each realization and uses the average of these functions for inference about the parameter. Stayner et al. [S25] used data on cancer mortality in the cohort of ORNL nuclear workers to illustrate the use of the MCML method to adjust for shared errors.

55. Bayesian analyses that combine information from both the outcome data and the dose realizations from such systems with prior information on the risk model parameters, while fraught with computational challenges, have the potential to provide more information on risk uncertainty than MCML or related frequentist approaches. However, little work has been done to develop such methods
or to address the computational and data management issues to apply them to relatively large and complex data sets from many radioepidemiological studies.

3. Impact of model uncertainty

56. Models are designed to give a simplified description of the main processes or an assessment of key parameters of complex processes. The results of various models may approximate a given data set equally well but yet give different estimates for some quantities of interest. Evaluating the results from several models provides insight into the information contained in the data and possible artefacts introduced by specific models. Evaluating several models increases confidence in results that are common among them and that exhibit good quality of fit. Taking into account several models generally results in uncertainty intervals that are wider than those given by the single models.

57. Generally, the impact of model assumptions is small for upper dose categories (if they have sufficient statistical power) and for the central regions of the co-variables considered in a study, such as birth year, age at exposure, age at diagnosis or death, or smoking rate. At low doses and at the borders of the range of the co-variables considered, however, the impact might be quite large. For example, in an analysis of Preston et al., for survivors aged 60 at the time of the atomic bombings in Japan and who received a colon dose of 1 Gy, considering the incidence of solid cancer at age 70, the estimates of excess relative risk using two preferred models differed by a factor of 2.5 [P14]. In another example, for the risk of fatality from lung cancer among male Mayak workers at age 50 following an exposure to plutonium between the age of 20 and 40 years with a cumulative dose of 0.1 Gy, the estimates of ERR using preferred empirical and mechanistic models differed by a factor of four [J3].

58. Quantification of model uncertainty is complicated by the fact that it represents a conceptual uncertainty; however, one approach is to represent model uncertainty in an uncertainty analysis by assigning discrete probabilities to plausible alternative model structures.

59. Model that are too simplistic obviously describe the data poorly, while models with too many parameters may result in uncertainties of estimated quantities of interest too large to be real or may produce spurious effects. So-called “information criteria” have been derived to optimize the number of model parameters and select between different models. Criteria frequently used are the Akaike information criterion [A3, A4, B25, C10], derived from information theory, and the Bayesian information criterion derived from Bayesian statistics [S10, Y2]. Walsh suggested the application of the information criteria in analyses of radioepidemiological data [W2].

60. Multi-model inference is a methodology that combines results for a quantity of interest that were derived from the same data with different models. Weights based on an information criterion are assigned to probability density functions derived from different models. There is a large body of publications on model uncertainties (for summaries, see [B25, C10, H15]). However, applications in the field of radiation research are rare.

61. In some cases, publications of multi-model inference in the field of risk from radiation exposure demonstrated that uncertainty intervals derived by multi-model inference are wider than those derived from well-fitting descriptive models by up to a factor of two or even more; in other cases, results that were significant in a well-fitting descriptive model were no longer significant when more models were considered [K2, W4]. The Committee notes that neglecting model uncertainties may lead to considerable over-confidence in risk estimates, and considers that multi-model inference techniques should be used in future risk evaluations, and that model uncertainties should be explored using both empirical and mechanistic models.
IV. UNCERTAINTIES IN TRANSFERRING RISK QUANTITIES FROM GIVEN STUDIES TO OTHER EXPOSURE CONDITIONS OR POPULATIONS OF INTEREST

62. This chapter discusses the transfer of risk estimates derived from observational studies to draw inferences for other populations of interest who may be exposed under different conditions from the observational studies. Appendix C provides more detailed explanation, technical information and review, including consideration of the uncertainty in the dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF), and in modifying factors to estimate risks from exposure to high-LET radiation, lower-energy photons and low-energy electrons.

A. Transfer to another population or time period

63. The UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] considered that the best way to transfer estimates of risk from radiation exposure between populations was unknown, and that currently the most useful and relevant information came from multinational comparisons of cancer-specific, radiation-related risk. If two populations have distinctly different age-specific baseline rates for a given cancer site, additive and multiplicative projections of risk from one irradiated population (e.g. the LSS cohort of the atomic bombings survivors) to a second population yield discordant risk estimates. Though not necessarily correct, results of the projections differ little if the two populations have similar baseline rates.

64. Both additive and multiplicative projections are plausible in terms of possible biological mechanisms. If exposure to ionizing radiation—and other possible risk factors—act mainly as cancer initiators, then one might expect the effect of the exposure to be approximately additive. If this were the case, the dose-specific excess absolute risk (EAR) would be expected to be relatively independent of the baseline rate and the same for the two countries. In contrast, to the extent that differences in baseline rates reflect differential population exposure to cancer promoters, the dose-specific EAR might be expected to be proportional to the baseline rate. Thus, if this were the case, the dose-specific excess relative risk (ERR) would be expected to be about the same for the two countries [N7]. However, mechanisms of carcinogenesis are not sufficiently well understood to allow a decision on the appropriate risk transfer model. Instead, comparisons of estimates of risk from radiation exposure derived from different epidemiological studies are used (see, e.g. [N19, P11]). Uncertainty about the choice of projection model needs to be incorporated into estimates of radiation-related risk for the population of interest, particularly for public policy purposes such as radiation protection or adjudication of compensation claims for possible radiation-related cancer.

65. Useful site-specific data on baseline cancer rates as functions of attained age are readily available for many populations [I5]. Information on radiation-related cancer risk as functions of age is available from studies of exposed populations, including the LSS cohort and numerous studies of medically and occupationally-exposed populations [N19]. The relationship between the two sets of data varies by organ site and population, and is not straightforward. For example, age-specific baseline rates of female breast cancer are markedly lower in Japan compared to those in the United States, but radiation-related excess absolute risks are comparable between the LSS study cohort and medically irradiated populations in the United States. Assuming the dose-specific ERR to be the same for the LSS and for the United States population results in a risk estimate for the United States population that is four times higher than that obtained using an additive transfer model (table 1). Baseline rates for gastric cancer, on the other hand, are much higher in Japan than in the United States, yet radiation-related excess relative
risks are similar in the two countries [N19]. Appendix C of this annex discusses these and further examples in more detail.

66. Estimates of risk from radiation exposure obtained from epidemiological studies apply to the period of observation in those studies. For most members of a cohort study, the observation period does not, in general, extend up to the end of their lives. In order to derive lifetime risk estimates, extrapolations have to be performed that are based on the time dependencies seen during the observation period. Attained age is the independent variable most closely associated with extrapolating risks over a lifetime. Radiation-related risks tend to decrease exponentially with age attained. Annex A of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report of the Committee [U12] summarizes a number of quantities that are used to describe lifetime risks.

Table 1. Best estimates and 90% confidence intervals of excess cancer rates per unit dose in the United States based on different transfer models of LSS risk factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Risk quantity on which transfer is based</th>
<th>Extrapolated excess rate per unit dose (cases per 10^4 PY Gy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>36 (23, 54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>9.2 (6.8, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric cancer</td>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>1.2 (0.8, 1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>9.5 (6.1, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>8.2 (4.6, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>8.0 (4.4, 12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Transfer to risks from LSS to other exposure conditions

67. In this annex, the Committee uses a value of 0.1 Gy as an upper value of the low-dose range for low-LET radiation, and doses up to 1 Gy are called moderate, while doses above 1 Gy are called high. Low dose rate is used to express doses-rates for low-LET radiation below 0.1 mGy/min averaged over one hour. Although the Committee had previously reviewed the evidence related to transferring risk estimates derived from studies of acute exposures at moderate or high doses to exposure situations at low doses or low dose rates, it did not quantify uncertainty. The United States BEIR VII analysis derived a distribution of the dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) with a mode of 1.5 and a 95% credible interval of 1.5 to 2.3 [N19]. However, the resulting uncertainty distribution was considered to be misleadingly narrow and a wider distribution was used subsequently. The Committee considers that the present knowledge of the DDREF may be expressed by a ratio of the 95th percentile of the uncertainty interval to the 5th percentile of at least a factor of four.

68. In the past decade, a number of reports have shown evidence that the biological response to exposures at low dose is different from that at moderate and high dose (in terms of DNA double-strand repair, gene expression and abundance of proteins). Because carcinogenesis following low doses is not completely understood, estimates of cancer risks from radiation exposure are necessarily more uncertain when extrapolating from moderate- or high-dose studies to low dose.

69. Despite the increasing statistical power of epidemiological studies, the statistical power of single studies of cancer risk after protracted exposures with cumulative doses of at most a few hundred
Nevertheless, a meta-analysis of cohorts with prolonged occupational exposure has indicated that risks per unit dose are not inconsistent with those derived from the LSS cohort of the atomic bombing survivors [35].

70. Estimates of cancer risks from exposure to ionizing radiation are based primarily on analyses of data on dose response in the Japanese atomic bomb survivors, who mainly received an acute exposure to high-energy photons. In estimating cancer risks from exposure to other types of radiation (e.g., neutrons, alpha particles, and lower-energy photons and electrons), estimated risks for the atomic bombing survivors must be modified to address the dependence on radiation type. An exception involves the risk of lung cancer from inhalation of radon and its decay products, where the risk from radon exposure can be estimated directly from epidemiological data, without the need to estimate absorbed dose and the biological effectiveness of alpha particles.1

71. Modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of different radiation types compared with high-energy photons can be applied to estimates of absorbed dose at the site of an organ or tissue to obtain a biologically significant dose on which the risk of cancer at that site is assumed to depend [K6]. The Committee has discussed values for these modifying factors and their uncertainties that were developed for use in estimating cancer risks from actual exposures on the basis of data on relative biological effectiveness obtained from radiobiological studies. Modifying factors for some radiation types can also be estimated from epidemiological data. The Committee has reviewed published analyses of modifying factors and their uncertainties for radiation types of most general concern (neutrons, alpha particles, lower-energy photons, and low-energy electrons) and for inducing cancer in humans (appendix C to this annex).

V. UNCERTAINTIES OF SELECTED RISK EVALUATIONS

72. The Committee has considered three examples of risk evaluation that summarize the present state of knowledge, estimate the value of various quantities that express risk and indicate the impact of different sources of uncertainty:

(a) Solid cancer after external exposure to radiation with cumulative doses of the order of 100 mGy above that from exposure to typical levels of background radiation;

(b) Thyroid cancer after radiation exposure during childhood;

(c) Lung cancer after residential exposure to radon decay products.

For each of the first two cases, two calculations were performed. One was based on a recent major study. The second was based on extrapolating risk using data from other studies. This aims to show how the more recent studies have improved knowledge on the specific risk under consideration. More details on the risk evaluations are given in appendix D.

---

1 In radiation protection, the dependence of cancer risks on radiation type is represented by the quality factor (Q) and radiation weighting factor (wR). Point values of Q and wR are defined by the ICRP for use in calculating the radiation protection quantities: dose equivalent, equivalent dose, and effective dose. However, Q and wR are not intended for use in estimating cancer risks from actual exposures of identified individuals or groups.
A. Solid cancer risks after external exposure to cumulative doses of the order of 100 mGy above typical background exposure

73. Risk estimates for the combined group of solid cancers are usually based on comparatively large numbers of cases thereby increasing statistical power and reducing statistical uncertainty. However, the group comprises a large number of different cancer sites and types. Carcinogenic processes and causal associations with radiation exposure vary substantially between individual sites.

74. Overall, there is a strong body of evidence on solid cancer risks after external irradiation with cumulative doses exceeding 100 mGy based upon sophisticated analyses of data from the atomic bombing survivors and a growing number of other studies of people with occupational or environmental exposures.

75. Most work on sources of uncertainty beyond that on statistical sampling error has focussed on dosimetric errors, notably in the LSS and the international workers study [S25]. Uncertainty from other sources, such as procedural aspects of conducting the study or insufficient information on potential confounding factors, are often noted qualitatively, but usually not formally incorporated into risk estimation.

76. The Committee considered a risk evaluation for a population of workers who began work at age 30 and were occupationally exposed to low-LET radiation from the ages of 30 to 44 with a total dose of 100 mGy. Two approaches were taken to estimate radiation-related solid cancer risks and associated uncertainties:

(a) The first relies on a study of the United Kingdom National Registry of Radiation Workers (NRRW) for the risks of all cancers combined and considers possible age-related changes in the magnitude of the so-called “healthy worker effect” [M21]. The results indicate that the expected baseline lifetime risk of developing a solid cancer (other than non-melanoma skin cancer) is 40.3 (95% CI: 38.5, 41.4) per 100 exposed workers, with an expected risk of an exposure-associated cancer of 1 (95% CI: 0.07, 1.97) per 100 exposed workers. This indicates that roughly 2 (95% CI: 0.2, 4.8) per cent of all the cancers are expected to be associated with the exposure. This proportion was found to be essentially constant for all ages at diagnosis.

(b) The second characterized the effect of radiation exposure on solid cancer rates using site-specific and age-dependent risk models derived primarily from LSS cancer incidence data but excluding any consideration of the NRRW results [K7]. The estimate of radiation-related lifetime risk at age 45 was 0.81 (95% CI: 0.32, 1.6) per 100 exposed workers, and a total number of expected cases (baseline plus radiation-related) of 41.8 (95% CI: 38, 44) cases per 100, leading to an attributable fraction of 1.9 (95% CI: 0.8, 3.7) per cent (table 2). The uncertainty in the DDREF dominates the uncertainty in these estimates.
Table 2. Estimates of exposure-related risk of cancer incidence, based on the BEIR VII/NCI risk assessment methodology, for United Kingdom nuclear workers who received an absorbed dose of 100 mGy between the ages of 30 and 44 with no additional occupational exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95% credible interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cancer cases</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess cancer cases</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable fraction (%)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Total cancer cases and excess cases are expected values for an assumed population of 100,000 workers with follow-up from age 45 through to the end of life. The number of cases includes all solid tumours, except non-melanoma skin cancer.

77. The two approaches agree very well on a lifetime excess cancer rate of 1 case among 100 United Kingdom exposed workers after a total dose of 100 mGy between ages 30 and 44. Thus the new study of the United Kingdom NRRW data increased confidence in the transfer of risk estimates for all cancers from the LSS cohort to other populations. Although this approach took into account uncertainties due to the risk transfer from Japanese to United Kingdom populations, and from exposures ranging from acute to protracted, the calculated uncertainty interval (0.3 to 1.6 cases) is considerably smaller than the interval derived from the NRRW study alone (0.07 to 1.97 cases). (The large uncertainty for the NRRW study is due to its limited statistical power, in spite of its large size—177,000 workers). Whether or not the uncertainty interval based on the risk transfer is too narrow cannot be answered presently.

B. Thyroid cancer after radiation exposure during childhood

78. Previous UNSCEAR reports concluded that the thyroid is highly susceptible to the carcinogenic effects of external exposure to radiation during childhood, and thyroid cancer risks remain elevated for many decades [U12]. The excess risk decreases strongly for older ages at exposure. Evidence of the carcinogenic effects of exposure to $^{131}$I came from studies of individuals exposed to radiation from the Chernobyl accident during childhood or adolescence. A number of epidemiological studies resulted in consistent estimates of the ERR for thyroid cancer after an exposure during childhood or adolescence with a thyroid dose of 1 Gy. It was emphasized that medical surveillance of thyroid diseases escalated in the affected countries after the accident, increasing the number of thyroid cancer cases reported in registries.

79. Two new analytical studies on children who received external exposures during medical treatment resulted in risk estimates either similar [B11] to the previous study of the same cohort, or in a lower estimate of the ERR per unit dose [A1] (probably because of a decrease of risk with the longer follow-up times). The new study after the Chernobyl accident investigated data for a longer time since exposure than before and also tended to have a lower estimate of the ERR per unit dose.

80. Methods to correct estimates of thyroid cancer risk for the large random dose errors in two studies have been implemented [K10, L14]. For these cases, corrected estimates of the ERR per unit dose are larger by a factor of about three than those using a regression calibration with mean values for individual dose. Shared errors can influence the dose response further, but the impact remains to be evaluated explicitly. The Committee emphasizes that reliable risk estimates are normally derived from studies that have reliable dose estimates, and thus are less affected by dose uncertainties.
81. The impact of the choice of model on risk estimates has been analysed in two studies with more reliable dose estimates [W3]. At 12 years after exposure, ERR estimates for young ages at exposure appear to be strongly influenced by the baseline modelling, while EAR estimates were more stable.

82. The Committee evaluated thyroid cancer risk for a hypothetical group of Ukrainians who were 10 years of age at the time of the Chernobyl accident. Their cumulative thyroid dose was assumed to be 200 mGy almost exclusively due to incorporation of \(^{131}\)I. Surveillance of thyroid diseases in the group was assumed to correspond to the situation one to two decades after the accident in parts of Ukraine with higher levels of deposition. Two approaches to analyse risk and uncertainties were again used:

(a) A first approach used only studies conducted before the accident. According to the best estimates, the baseline rate of 14 cases of thyroid cancer during the lifetime of 10,000 males would be increased by the radiation exposure to about 20, while the baseline rate of about 60 cases during the lifetime of 10,000 females would approximately double (table 3). Baseline rates are larger for females than for males, and the relative risk from radiation exposure were also assumed to be larger for females than for males. The 95% credible interval for the radiation-associated rate ranges for males from 1.2 to 21 per 10,000, and for females from 11 to 210 per 10,000. The large uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the estimate of the ERR per unit dose for acute exposure followed by the uncertainty in the DDREF. In these calculations, the ERR was assumed to be independent of time after exposure.

(b) Studies conducted after the accident have, however, demonstrated high ERR values at a few years after exposure that decrease over the following one or two decades. Furthermore, in the first approach, above, the ERR was used to transfer risk from the LSS to the hypothetical Ukrainian population. However, studies conducted after the accident indicate that the EAR for thyroid cancer may also be appropriate to transfer thyroid cancer risk. Risk projections based on the EAR model transfer were higher than those based on an ERR model transfer, generally by a factor of two. It may be noted that the difference here is because of an uncertainty in the risk model, and not because of an uncertainty in the transfer model. If the EAR model estimate for the EAR is replaced by the product of the ERR and the baseline in the LSS, then the difference in the lifetime risks of the two transfer models is relatively small.

Table 3. Estimates of hypothetical numbers of rates of thyroid cancer (best estimates and 95% credible intervals) among 10,000 Ukrainians, who were of age 10 years at the time of the Chernobyl accident and received a thyroid dose of 200 mGy from incorporation of \(^{131}\)I, using the BEIR VII models [N19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Baseline (per 10,000)</th>
<th>Excess (per 10,000)</th>
<th>Total (per 10,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>14 (-)</td>
<td>6.6 (1.2, 21)</td>
<td>20 (15, 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>62 (-)</td>
<td>59 (11, 210)</td>
<td>121 (73, 272)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Lung cancer after residential exposure to radon

83. The main health effect from inhalation of radon decay products is an increased risk of lung cancer. More than 20 analytical studies (mostly case–control studies) of lung cancer and residential exposure to radon, and three pooled analyses of the individual data of the European [D3], North American [K15] and Chinese studies [L30] have been published. These pooled studies consistently showed an approximately linear increase in the risk of lung cancer with increasing long-term radon exposure.

84. The greatest challenge in such studies is to assess radon concentrations accurately for the relevant period of interest (from 5 years to about 35 years before lung cancer was diagnosed or, for the controls, before the date of their interview). Usually radon is measured for one year in one or two rooms of the current home and of all other dwellings inhabited by the cases and controls during the period of interest. Uncertainty in the exposure assessment arises from detector measurement error, the use of current measurements of radon concentrations in air to reflect past levels for up to 30 or more years ago, spatial variations within a home, missing radon concentration measurements, and failure to link radon concentration measurements with subjects’ occupancy patterns.

85. So far, the largest and most informative study on lung cancer and indoor radon is the pooled analysis of 13 European case–control studies [D3]. It includes 7,148 cases and 14,208 controls, all with detailed information on smoking histories and radon measurements in homes that the individual had occupied during the previous 15 years or more. The risk estimates were formally adjusted for measurement (year-to-year variability of measurements) and assignment (imputation of missing values) errors using regression calibration. Without these adjustments, the estimate for the ERR per unit average radon concentration was 0.08 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.16) per 100 Bq/m³. After adjustment the ERR estimate per unit average radon concentration increased to 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) per 100 Bq/m³.

86. Several other methods have been applied to account for the uncertainties in exposure assessment such as those associated with deriving doses from track-etch measurements or from direct measurements of radon in air, or with using a study design that limits participants to long-term residents. Other methods include conducting sensitivity analyses that limit subjects to those with more accurate information, or improving the exposure assessment by linking it with spatial and temporal occupancy patterns. Applying these methods consistently increased the estimate of excess relative risk of lung cancer by around 50% to 100% (see appendix B). In addition, uncertainty in the assessment of potential confounding factors, such as smoking, may distort estimates of the true risk. The true ERR per unit radon concentration could thus be somewhat higher, even after correction for year-on-year variation in measured radon concentrations [W8].
VI. KEY RESEARCH NEEDS

87. Research is needed to identify sources of measurement error, which leads to over-estimation of random variability of true dose in a cohort, and develop procedures to either remove them or account for them using regression calibration on each realization of a set of possibly true doses.

88. Because of the complex nature of risk analyses making full use of Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation to produce multiple realizations of cohort dose sets, there is a need to develop and distribute tools to make efficient implementations of these computationally intensive methods readily available to researchers. Guidelines would be useful to help researchers evaluate when shared errors in dose reconstruction models are likely to have a marked effect on dose response or its uncertainty.

89. Many exposures to ionizing radiation involve low-LET radiation at low doses or low dose rates or radiation types other than high-energy photons. To improve estimates of cancer risk and their uncertainties for such situations, further research is needed to quantify risks at low-dose and low-dose-rate exposures to low-LET radiation and modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of radiation types other than high-energy photons in inducing cancer in humans, and their uncertainties. A particularly important need is further research on the biological effectiveness of lower-energy photons, especially X-rays of various energies, given their common use in medicine.

90. While most studies of radiation-induced health effects focus on a single model to analyse the radiation dose response and quantify the uncertainty of the risk estimate, alternative models can also often describe the data. In general, not allowing for uncertainty about the form of the risk model underestimates uncertainty in estimates of the quantities of interest. There is a need to develop methods that incorporate uncertainty about the form of the model for radiation dose response.

91. New approaches are essential to improving understanding of radiation-related health risks and to reduce uncertainty of risk estimates at doses of general concern. One of these approaches is to incorporate radiobiological knowledge by analysing epidemiological data with models of carcinogenesis. The identification of a possible marker of radiation-induced cancer and performing measurements of the marker in a large epidemiological study is another approach that may also improve knowledge of low-dose radiation-induced health effects.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

92. Estimates of cancer risk from exposure to ionizing radiation derived from radioepidemiological studies are uncertain because of the power of the study, the intrinsic stochastic variability of cancer cases, imprecise characterization of risk factors, and the effects of risk factors other than radiation exposure that can distort results unless properly addressed. Reports of estimates of risk from radiation exposure should include a clear and thorough discussion of limitations of the data and a realistic assessment of how these limitations might affect the results.

93. In recent years, increased attention has been paid to the uncertainty in risk estimates associated with uncertain estimates or measurements of dose. Failure to account for dose uncertainty can lead to
biased risk estimates (often underestimates) and to overly optimistic statements about the confidence in these estimates. The different effects of errors in individual doses result from measurement or the assignment of representative values. There is increasing awareness that shared dose errors may bias risk estimates or underestimate the uncertainty of these estimates. In many situations, regression calibration (in which observed dose estimates are replaced by their expected values given what is known about the individual and the population dose distribution) is a relatively straightforward and often quite effective method for dealing with random individual dose errors. The development of multiple-realization dosimetry systems and computationally intensive Bayesian methods that make full use of the dose realizations to allow for the effects of dose uncertainty on risk estimates are topics of great interest. There is a need to develop practical methods for such analyses.

94. Risk analyses are based on models that describe the health effects of interest. These analyses typically involve only a single model, even though various models can describe the data with comparable quality but imply different values of risk. Neglecting model uncertainties may considerably underestimate the total uncertainty of risk estimates. Multi-model inference is a method that considers multiple models in risk analyses. The Committee suggests that future risk evaluations use multi-model inference techniques.

95. The contribution of the different sources of uncertainty in transferring risk estimates from an epidemiological study to another population or exposure situation of interest depends on the objective of the specific risk assessment. Usually, only a few factors dominate. For example, for protracted uniform whole-body irradiation and risk for all cancer sites combined, the uncertainty in transferring LSS risk estimates to low-dose and low-dose-rate exposure is usually an important contributor. For internal exposure of single organs, the uncertainty in the absorbed organ dose and in the organ-specific risk coefficients may dominate. Uncertainty in transferring risk coefficients from one population to another are of importance when these populations exhibit large differences in the baseline rates of disease. Additional uncertainties must be considered when using estimates of the excess relative risk to calculate the likelihood that the manifestation of a diagnosed cancer in a specific individual can be attributed to radiation exposure.

96. Selected examples of risk evaluations have shown that lifetime risks are well studied for all solid cancers combined after acute and after protracted exposure with cumulative whole-body absorbed doses of greater than about 100 mGy and for lung cancer after living for decades in homes with radon concentrations of greater than about 100 Bq/m$^3$ above average. Addressing known sources of uncertainty, the 95% credible intervals span about an order of magnitude. However estimates of site-specific cancer risks have larger uncertainties still, as shown by an example evaluating thyroid cancer risk after an absorbed dose to the thyroid of 200 mGy in childhood.
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I. STATISTICAL CONCEPTS OF UNCERTAINTY

A. Basic concepts and terminology

A1. Uncertainties on estimates of risk from radiation exposure include both those that arise in developing models and in estimating parameters based on a specific data set and those that arise when the resulting risk estimates are used to assess risks for some other population.

A2. Uncertainty in the characterization of cancer rates and risk estimation arises from a number of sources. The inherently stochastic nature of the processes leading to the response is a primary and omnipresent source of uncertainty in any attempt to describe radiation-induced health effects. Additional uncertainty arises because the amount of data available to characterize the risk is limited or even, in some cases, non-existent. Furthermore since risk estimates are virtually always based on idealized (and incomplete) models, the choice of model is another source of uncertainty in risk estimation. When risk estimates are based on data, imprecise specification of risk factors, particularly measures of dose or exposure, can be an important source of uncertainty in the resulting risk estimates.
A3. Additional uncertainties arise when risk estimates developed on the basis of a population exposed in a particular way (for example, survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan who received acute, relatively high-dose exposures) are used to assess the risk in a different population (for example, workers in the German nuclear industry who received low-dose-rate chronic exposures, or children who undergo CT scans). Sources of such uncertainties are described later in this report.

A4. Because of the importance of the relationship between the characterization of the dose–response function and the inherent, but often ignored, uncertainties in measuring or estimating radiation doses, the report gives considerable attention to methods of adjusting for dose uncertainties and to quantifying uncertainties in risk estimates that arise from using uncertain dose estimates.

A5. In this document the term “uncertainty” refers to the distribution of the possible true values of a quantity of interest. The actual difference between the true value of a quantity of interest and an estimate or measurement of that value, which is here called an “error”, is generally unobservable. Uncertainty analysis concerns the characterization of the distribution of the possible true values taking into account all known sources of uncertainty.

A6. In all but the simplest cases uncertainty arises from multiple sources and in ascertaining the effects of uncertainty it is useful and important to consider the different types of error that contribute to the uncertainty for a given quantity of interest. One useful classification concerns the mechanism by which errors occur and involves whether or not errors are independent (on some scale) of the true or observed value of the quantity of interest. This leads to a distinction between (a) “classical measurement” errors (for which the error is independent of true value) and (b) “assignment” or “Berkson” errors (for which the error is independent of the observed or assigned value). Another classification concerns whether or not the errors are independent between individuals. Errors that are dependent between individuals are called “shared” errors while those that are independent are called “unshared” errors. Both shared and unshared errors can arise as a result of either measurement or assignment error.

A7. Measurement (classical) error: If a quantity is measured with an imprecise measuring device then we have:

\[
\text{observed value} = \text{true value} + \text{measurement error}
\]

where “measurement error” is a random variable that is uncorrelated with the “true value”. An important feature of the classical error model is that the (population) variance of the observed values, \(\sigma^2_{\text{obs}} = \sigma^2_{\text{true}} + \sigma^2_{\text{merr}}\), where \(\sigma^2_{\text{true}}\) is the variance of the true (unobserved) values and \(\sigma^2_{\text{merr}}\) is the measurement error variance. Thus, in the case of measurement error the variance of the observed values exceeds that of the true values. In linear regression models in which the dependent variable has classical error, slope estimates based on observed values are biased towards zero because inter-individual variability of true values is overestimated.

A8. Assignment (Berkson) error is typically the result of some form of assignment in which individuals in a group are assigned a nominal representative surrogate value. Ideally the assigned value is equal to the true mean value for that group (in which case the assignment is said to be unbiased). Thus, using the terminology from [S6]:

2 Errors that are uncorrelated on one scale may be correlated on another scale. The text for this discussion focuses on additive measurement error (such as those described in this paragraph), but for many situations errors are multiplicative, i.e. observed value = (true value) \(\times\) (multiplicative measurement error). In this case the errors are additive (and uncorrelated) on the log scale, that is log(observed value) = log(true value) + log(multiplicative measurement error), even though the additive errors (i.e. observed value – true value) are correlated with the true values.
true value = assigned value + individual peculiarity

(A.2)

where “individual peculiarity”, which refers to the assignment error, is a random variable that is statistically independent of the assigned value and depends on (generally unknown) characteristics of an individual that affect their true value. In other words, assignment errors describe random inter-individual variability of true values about a single value assigned to every individual belonging to a distinct group. The value assigned to each individual in the group is assumed to be the true mean value for that group. (For the case of additive assignment errors the “true mean” refers to the arithmetic mean, while for multiplicative assignment errors the “true mean” refers to the geometric mean.) Incorrect specification of the group mean will introduce shared error (discussed below) and can lead to bias in quantities estimated using the incorrectly assigned values. In contrast to the situation with measurement error, with assignment errors the variance of the assigned values ($\sigma_{av}^2$) will be less than that of the true variance of values since $\sigma_{true}^2 = \sigma_{av}^2 + \sigma_{ip}^2$ or $\sigma_{av}^2 = \sigma_{true}^2 - \sigma_{ip}^2$, where $\sigma_{ip}^2$ is the variance of the individual peculiarity in the values about a given assigned value.

A9. In the presence of unbiased additive assignment error (i.e. when the expected value of the individual peculiarity is zero), risk estimates derived from a model that is linear in the true values (e.g. dose) that is fit using the assigned values will provide unbiased estimates of the slope of the regression on the true values. On the other hand, in the presence of unbiased multiplicative assignment error there will be a small systematic upward bias in the slope estimate. The magnitude of this bias is a function of the variance of the individual peculiarity factors.

A10. Assignment errors are quite common in radiation dose estimation. Examples include: (a) situations in which there is a single dose monitoring device at some workplace and all people who work in this location are assigned a dose based on the value recorded by this device, or (b), as is the case for the DS02 dosimetry used to compute doses for survivors who were in typical houses at the time of the atomic bombings, limited information on the nature of the house and the survivor’s location within the house is used to pick one of a small number of representative house models for which distance-dependent dose adjustment factors have been computed; the assigned value of these factors is used to convert estimated free-in-air kerma to an estimated shielded kerma for the survivor’s location.

A11. Figure A-I contains plots that illustrate the impacts of random measurement (top row) and random assignment (bottom row) errors on linear dose–response parameter estimates in the presence of multiplicative (left column) or additive (right column) dose uncertainties. The parameters for the fitted dose–response functions (solid lines) were estimated using the responses at the observed doses (large solid points). The plots also include the responses at the true doses (smaller open points) and the corresponding regression for the true doses (dashed lines). As can be seen, there is some downward bias in the regression estimate in the presence of either multiplicative or additive errors in the measured doses. However for additive random errors in individual assigned doses the fitted regressions are quite similar to those one would obtain if the true doses were available. There is a suggestion of small upward bias in the slope in the case of multiplicative assignment errors, which is as one would expect.
Figure A.1. Plots illustrating the effect of different types of random “dose” uncertainty on estimates of the parameters of a linear dose–response function

The plots in the top row involve dose measurement errors while the plots in the bottom row involve errors resulting from the assignment of representative doses to individuals (assignment errors). Each plot includes both the measured or assigned doses (large closed points) and the true doses (small open circles). The solid lines indicate the fitted value of the linear regression of the response on the measured or assigned dose, while the dashed lines are the fitted value of the linear regression on the true dose. The measured and assigned doses for the plots in the left hand column were generated with the assumption of multiplicative dose errors in which the magnitude of the error is on average about 40% of the true value. The observed doses for the plots in the right column were generated using normal additive uncertainties (mean 0 and variance 1).

A12. **Shared errors** are errors that are correlated between “individuals”. In the presence of shared error, the expected value of the difference between the observed or estimated value of the quantity of interest and its true value need not, and indeed generally is not, equal to 0. Thus shared error can lead to bias or systematic uncertainty. Shared errors can arise for many reasons. For example, improper calibration of a measuring device can result in measurements (for example, of doses) that differ in a systematic manner from the true value of the quantity of interest. Shared errors also arise when the quantity of interest is described as a function of some parameters and observed data and either the parameters or the functional form are mis-specified.

A13. Examples of shared errors include assignment of an incorrect mean dose to a group of people and use of incorrect parameters in a dose estimation model (for example, mis-specification of the yield or hypocentre location for the atomic bombings).

A14. **Unshared errors** are uncorrelated between individuals on an appropriate scale and for the purposes of this discussion, can be taken to have a mean of zero. Unshared errors might be the result of imprecise measurement of some quantity of interest (for example, dose) or because of the assignment of
representative values to groups of similar individuals. In the latter case, all uncertainty is due to random inter-individual variability of true values about the assigned value (that is, this situation is identical to what is referred to in paragraph A.8 as assignment error).

A15. Unshared errors can arise when quantities of interest are based on individual measurements or observations (for example, a reading from a personal dosimeter or statements about whether or not an individual was actually exposed or whether or not they consumed contaminated food products at the time of exposure and if so, how much).

A16. Hofer [H16, H18] has noted that it can also be useful to classify uncertainties as either “aleatory” (Type A), or “epistemic” (Type B). Aleatory uncertainties are those that reflect statistical variability in repeated observations or between different individuals in a population, whereas epistemic uncertainties are related to the state of knowledge or degree of belief about the unknown value of some specific quantity of interest. Random variability of repeated measurements or random variability of unknown true doses among unspecified persons are aleatory (Type A) uncertainties, while uncertainty about the true dose to specific individuals or in the value of the excess cancer incidence associated with a given radiation exposure in a population of interest is an epistemic (Type B) uncertainty.

A17. The terms “Type A evaluation of uncertainty” and “Type B evaluation of uncertainty” are used to describe key concepts in the Guide to Uncertainty in Measurements (GUM) [J8, J10, J11], which is a formal Bayesian approach to the characterization of measurement uncertainty widely used in the field of metrology. The GUM defines Type A evaluation of uncertainty as an assessment of uncertainty in measurements that is based on the statistical analysis of a series of observations. In contrast, Type B evaluation of uncertainty refers to non-statistical evaluation of measurement uncertainties (e.g. based on earlier measurements and evaluations or other information). These definitions differ from those of Hofer. Unless noted otherwise, throughout this document “Type A” and “Type B” are used to refer to classification of uncertainties in the sense of Hofer.

A18. Uncertainties on estimates of risk from radiation exposure are a consequence of “complex uncertainties” resulting from a mixture of shared and unshared errors of various types. Some of these uncertainties are a consequence of individual variability (aleatory uncertainty) while others reflect limited knowledge of mechanisms by which specific radiation-induced health effects occur (epistemic uncertainty).

B. Approaches to statistical inference

A19. As noted above, characterization of uncertainty involves describing the distribution of uncertainty in a quantity of interest. Examples of quantities of interest that are relevant to this annex include:

(a) Estimates of dose from external exposures for members of a cohort of occupationally-exposed workers based on measurements from personal dosimeters;

(b) Organ dose estimates arising from internal exposures to inhaled or ingested radionuclides for members of a worker population derived from a limited number of in vivo measurements (for example, from a single urine bioassay), data on occupational history, and computer models of nuclide transport and metabolism;
(c) The magnitude and shape of the radiation dose–response and how this relationship varies with time, gender, age and other factors, based on the follow-up of cancer mortality or incidence in a specific cohort from a well-defined exposed population;

(d) An estimate of the assigned share (probability of causation) for a cancer that has occurred in a person with a prior radiation exposure based on a (possibly uncertain) exposure history and estimates of risk from radiation exposure derived from observations on some other exposed population;

(e) Estimates of the cancer risk that might be expected to arise as a consequence of routine ongoing childhood CT exposures in a large population.

A20. Statistical inference plays a key role in estimating, describing and quantifying the uncertainties in quantities such as those listed above. Statistical inference is used to combine data (observations), models, and, in some cases, informed but uncertain judgements, to help reach conclusions about quantities of interest.

A21. There are two principal approaches to making statistical inference: the frequentist approach and the Bayesian approach. These two approaches will be briefly outlined here with an emphasis on the key contrasting features of these two approaches.

A22. The text in this section is intended solely to introduce key aspects of statistical inference that underlie material described later. Fuller descriptions of these concepts are given in numerous statistical textbooks. Cox and Hinkley [C17] provide a good discussion of frequentist methods. Gelman et al. [G3] provide a clear presentation of modern applied Bayesian methods, Bernardo and Smith [B6] and Jaynes [J7] provide a general discussion of the ideas underlying Bayesian statistics, and Greenland [G17] discusses the application of Bayesian methods in epidemiology.

A23. The key aspect of statistical inference is the use of data in order to arrive at conclusions concerning values of quantities of interest. In general, data do not permit exact calculation of these quantities. Rather, the observations can be considered as realizations of random variables from a probability density function (pdf) that describes the distribution of these random variables given the true but unknown values of various parameters and, in many cases, the possibly uncertain values of various explanatory variables (for example, radiation dose, age, time, and exposure to other risk factors). In general the parameters of the pdf are defined in terms of a model (\(M\)), and the quantities of interest are functions of model parameters (\(\beta\)) and explanatory variables (\(Z\)). The pdf can be represented as \(f(\text{data}|M, \beta, Z)\), which one reads as the probability density for the data given a model and its parameters\(^3\) and the values of any explanatory variables. This probability density, which when viewed as a function of the parameters given the data, is called the likelihood function (\(L\)) and plays a central role in both frequentist and Bayesian inference.

\(^3\) While it may seem that introducing models here unnecessarily complicates the presentation, it is important to stress that the nature of the parameters are almost always determined by a model. For example in a study of the effect of radiation exposure on cancer incidence one might usefully consider models that describe the data in very different ways (for example, excess relative risk (ERR) models, excess absolute rates (EAR), or two-stage clonal expansion (TSCE) models). On the other hand, in many cases, such as investigation of the shape of the radiation dose response for the ERR, one model (for example, linear in dose) might involve only a subset of the parameters in another model (linear–quadratic in dose). Models of this latter type are said to be nested, whereas the former type of models (ERR, EAR, and TSCE models) are non-nested.
1. Frequentist approach

A24. In the frequentist approach to inference the observed data are viewed as one of many hypothetical realizations of the data given the unique true values of imperfectly known parameters which are not considered to be random variables [I1, J8, J10, N6, N9, N11]. The pdf is interpreted as a measure of the relative frequency of the observed data in this set of hypothetical realizations. Since the parameters are viewed as unique values, it does not make sense to make probability statements about their values.

A25. Frequentist inference is typically based solely on the pdf (likelihood) of the data. The probabilities in frequentist inference (P values for hypothesis tests, confidence intervals) are concerned with the truth of statements about some parameter(s) (or functions of the parameters) given the actual values of the parameters.

A26. Parameter estimation. Although other approaches are possible, parameter estimates are often determined by choosing values that maximize the likelihood function for the observed data and explanatory variables. Parameter estimates determined in this way are called maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs).

A27. MLEs have a number of desirable properties. In some simple situations, the expected value of the MLE (that is, the arithmetic mean from many hypothetical realizations of the data) is close or equal to the true value of the quantity of interest. More generally, under certain conditions, the expected value of the MLE will approach the true value of the quantity of interest as the amount of data collected increases; however, the properties of the MLE may be affected adversely if many parameters are estimated simultaneously. Further details can be found elsewhere (for example, [B1]).

A28. The likelihood can be used to provide estimates of the variance (one measure of the uncertainty) of the parameter MLEs, which, in frequentist inference, is the variance of the parameter estimates from many hypothetical realizations of the data given the true model parameters. The most common way to do this involves an assumption that, given the true parameters, the distribution of the parameter estimates can be described by a normal distribution. Variance estimates obtained in this way are called Wald estimates. Wald estimates can be used to approximate the variance of functions of the parameters. Alternatively one can view the logarithm of the likelihood as a function of the parameter(s) of interest and examine the shape of this function as the parameter(s) of interest are varied and the value of the function is maximized with respect to all other parameters. When the (log-)likelihood is viewed as a function of the parameters of interest maximized with respect to any other parameters it is called the (log-)profile likelihood.

A29. Hypothesis tests. Frequentist hypothesis testing involves the specification of null and alternative hypotheses concerning the model parameters and defining a function of the data and the relevant parameters (a test statistic) for which it is possible to evaluate (at least to a good approximation) the distribution over multiple hypothetical realizations of the data given the null hypothesis. This distribution is then used to determine the probability that one would obtain a value of the test statistic that is at least as extreme as that seen for the observed data if the null hypothesis were true. The null hypothesis is said to be rejected if this probability is small (typically less than 0.05). This probability is called a P value. A typical null hypothesis in estimation of the risk from radiation exposure would be that cancer rates do not vary with dose while the alternative hypothesis would be that the rates do depend on radiation dose.

A30. Tests of the hypothesis that the true value of a parameter is zero are often based on the ratio of a parameter estimate and the Wald estimate of its standard deviation, which is assumed to follow a
normal distribution. Wald tests are widely used, but may be misleading when the data are limited or when the distribution of the parameter estimates is not symmetric. Generally somewhat more reliable tests can be obtained by looking at the difference between the maximized value of the log-profile likelihood function and the value of this function when the parameters of interest take on their values determined by a null hypothesis. Minus twice this difference, is called the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Under certain conditions when working with models in which the parameters in the model corresponding to the null hypothesis are a subset of or impose some constraints on the parameters under the alternative hypothesis, the LRT has a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters for the null and alternative models.

A31. When comparing non-nested models (i.e. models in which the parameters in the null model are not simply a subset of the parameters of the alternative model) there are no simple methods for hypothesis testing. In recent years a number of measures, called information criteria, have been developed to help quantify and compare the information content in alternative models. These criteria generally involve functions of the log-likelihood and the number of free parameters in the model. One of the simplest and most widely used is the Akaike information criteria (AIC) [A4] which is defined as $\text{AIC} = -2\ln(L) + 2p$, where $\ln(L)$ is the natural logarithm of the maximized likelihood for the model of interest and $p$ is the number of free parameters in the model. The AIC and other information criteria play a central role in multi-model inference [B25] which is useful for addressing uncertainty in model specification. Multi-model inference is discussed in appendix B of this report.

A32. Confidence intervals and confidence regions. Parameter estimates and hypothesis test results do not provide information on uncertainty. In frequentist inference the uncertainties in specific parameter estimates are usually described using confidence intervals with some defined level of coverage, typically 95%. When parameter estimates are highly correlated (as might be the case, for example, for the coefficients of dose and dose-squared in a linear–quadratic dose–response model fit to cohort survival data) it can be informative to consider the joint confidence region for all of the parameters of interest. (In general it is challenging to compute confidence regions for two parameters, and almost always impractical to compute or summarize confidence regions for three or more parameters).

A33. Given the nature of frequentist inference, a confidence interval does not provide information on the probability that the true value of the parameter of interest is contained within the interval. Rather, the proper interpretation of a 95% confidence interval is that in repeated hypothetical realizations of the data, 95% of these confidence intervals would encompass the true value of the parameter of interest.

A34. Confidence intervals are most commonly determined using the point estimate of the parameter of interest together with the (estimated) variance (covariance matrix) of the parameter estimates. However, it is often better to define confidence intervals directly in terms of LRT. This is done by determining those values of the parameter(s) such that the LRT has the desired level of significance (e.g. $P = 0.025$ for a two-sided 95% confidence interval for a single parameter).

2. Bayesian approach

A35. The Bayesian approach makes use of a broader conceptualization of probability than is used in the frequentist approach. In the Bayesian approach probabilities are interpreted as a measure of one’s state of knowledge or degree of belief concerning the true values of imperfectly known quantities of interest (which often correspond to parameters in frequentist inference). Given this interpretation it
makes sense to make probability statements about possible true values of some unknown quantities given the available information and to define a probability density function that describes one’s current state of knowledge or degree of belief. Furthermore, as outlined below, one can use Bayes’ theorem, to combine information based on the current state of knowledge with new information (for example, with new data from an experiment or study) to update the pdf describing the current state of knowledge and this updated pdf can be used to make probability statements about the true values of unknown quantities of interest.

A36. The Bayesian approach starts from a particular probability density function (pdf), called a “prior distribution”, which summarizes the state of knowledge or degree of belief about values of the parameters of interest in the absence of the data under analysis. The prior distribution depends on the model and, possibly, the values of some explanatory variables or other information (Z). The model can be viewed in a general sense as a summary of existing knowledge, including knowledge obtained from other studies, about the quantity (quantities) of interest. This prior distribution can be used to define a pdf (prior density) that can be written as \( f_{\text{prior}}(\beta | M, Z) \). This prior density is then combined with a pdf for the data, \( f(\text{data} | M, \beta, Z) \). In the Bayesian framework, this pdf is interpreted not in terms of frequencies from multiple realizations, but rather as a summary of the betting odds that would be placed on the data realization for given true values of the parameters, quantities of interest and explanatory variables. Bayes’ Theorem can then be used to combine these two pdfs to provide a posterior density for the parameters given the model and data, \( f_{\text{post}}(\beta | \text{data}, M, Z) \). The relationship between the posterior density, the prior density and the likelihood can be written as:

\[
 f_{\text{post}}(\beta | \text{data}, M, Z) = \frac{f(\text{data} | M, \beta, Z) f_{\text{prior}}(\beta | M, Z)}{f(\text{data} | Z)} 
\]

The denominator in this equation is the marginal density of the parameters given the explanatory variables and is obtained as a weighted sum (integral) of the likelihood over all values of the parameters with weights defined by the prior density. The posterior density reflects a combination of both one’s prior knowledge and information gained from the current data. One could generalize the above formulation to allow, for example, for uncertainties about the nature of the model, in which case the data may change one’s view of the nature of the model.

A37. The posterior distribution forms the basis of inference under the Bayesian approach. Until recently the application of Bayesian methods has been hampered by the difficulties in evaluating the posterior density for all except the simplest problems. However, in recent years, the applicability of Bayesian methods has been revolutionized by the development of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods and associated computational software, which avoid the need to calculate the posterior distributions using analytical methods [G12]. MCMC methods use a Monte Carlo (simulation) approach to evaluate the often difficult integrals and hence the posterior distribution, as well as the quantities described below. One particularly popular MCMC method is Gibbs sampling [G4] under which—rather than sampling from the joint distribution of all of the relevant variables—sampling is conducted from the distribution of each variable in turn, conditional on the values specified for the other variables. It is generally easier to simulate from each of these conditional distributions rather than from the joint distribution, particularly if the conditional distributions have a simple form (for example, log-normal).

A38. In spite of the advances made in recent years in developing MCMC methods, some caution may be required in interpreting the results obtained in this way, owing to problems with convergence that might occasionally arise [G17]. Various tests of convergence have been proposed and these are particularly important in situations where there are multiple peaks in the distribution(s) from which
sampling is taking place. The number of computer simulation runs until the Markov Chain converges can typically be in the range from thousands to tens of thousands or more [G12].

A39. An especially attractive feature of MCMC methods is that they summarize the generally non-standard posterior distributions that arise for almost all interesting problems by samples from these distributions. These samples can easily be used to obtain information on the marginal posterior distribution for specific parameters or for functions of the model parameters that are of particular interest.

A40. Detailed discussion of MCMC methods is beyond the scope of this report. For more details, see for example Gilks et al. [G12] and Gelman et al. [G3] and the references therein. There are freely available, flexible and powerful software packages (e.g. [L33]) that implement MCMC methods.

A41. Parameter estimation. It is common to use the expected value (arithmetic mean) of the marginal posterior distribution to provide a “best estimate” of the value of a parameter or for a quantity of interest defined as a function of the model parameters. An alternative that is sometimes used is the mode of the posterior distribution, that is, the most likely value of the parameter according to the posterior distribution.

A42. Hypothesis tests. Rather than testing a null hypothesis (based on a simple model) against an alternative hypothesis (based on a more complex model that includes the null model as a special case), the Bayesian approach focuses on the calculation of betting odds in favour of each of possibly many hypotheses. This allows one to directly compare betting odds for multiple hypotheses (including comparisons involving non-nested models). This contrasts markedly with frequentist methods which focus on the probability of seeing the observed data if some null hypothesis is true, but provide no information on the odds in favour of any specific hypothesis. Thus, unlike in the frequentist approach, the Bayesian approach does not give special status to any specific hypothesis (that is, there is no need for the concept of a null hypothesis).

A43. Credible intervals and regions. Bayesian credible intervals (in the case of a single quantity of interest) or regions (for several quantities of interest) are defined so that, given the data and the prior information, the true values of the quantities of interest fall within a particular interval or range with a specified probability. The subjective probability that a single parameter value falls outside a (say) 95% Bayesian credible interval is 5%. Unlike frequentist confidence intervals, Bayesian credible intervals are based on probability statements about the true value of a quantity (or quantities) of interest. Credible intervals and regions can be determined directly from the marginal posterior distribution of the quantity (or quantities) of interest.

3. Comparison of frequentist and Bayesian approaches

A44. In spite of the fundamentally different conceptual basis for these two approaches, Bayesian and frequentist methods often lead to similar conclusions. This is especially likely to be the case when the implementation of these methods is well-informed by the scientific context [G17] or when the data are sufficiently strong to outweigh the choice of the prior distribution.

A45. When good prior information is available, the Bayesian approach provides a natural method for combining one’s current state of knowledge or degree of belief with information obtained from the data. Of course when the data are sparse prior information becomes increasingly important. However,

---

4 In the metrology and some other areas [J8, J10, J11], credible intervals are called “coverage intervals”.
when the data are limited and prior information is lacking, then the way in which the prior distribution is specified might have a notable impact on the posterior distribution. Indeed, if a “flat” prior distribution (that is, one with a constant pdf) were assigned to a variable that can only take values greater than zero, then the pdf for the logarithm of this variable would not be flat. Hence it is not possible in general to have a totally uninformative prior distribution; the posterior distribution could change according to which prior distribution is selected, particularly if the data are not strong enough to outweigh the influence of the prior distribution. Nevertheless, in this situation, inferences would be limited irrespective of whether a Bayesian or a frequentist approach is adopted.

A46. Statistical inference is central to the estimation of risks from radiation exposure and to the assessment of both the uncertainty in these risk estimates and the additional uncertainties that arise as the existing, but necessarily limited, knowledge of radiation-induced health effects is used to address societal needs and concerns. Both frequentist and Bayesian approaches to inference are useful for these efforts. Frequentist methods have generally served well in estimating radiation-induced health effects in specific exposed populations, such as the atomic bombing survivors. However, with increasingly complex issues, such as those related to the interpretation of site-specific cancer statistics estimated from limited data [P15] or efforts to make use of information on uncertainty in doses estimated by complex Monte Carlo systems for simulating doses, Bayesian methods are likely to become increasingly useful and important. Similarly, as current, uncertain risk estimates are used to address important societal questions, the need to allow for uncertainties in existing knowledge and make informed but qualified judgements about how to apply these risk estimates is likely to increase the importance of Bayesian methods in the quantification of uncertainty.

C. Quantifying uncertainty

A47. The Committee recommends that uncertainty in the measurements, variables, and models that are used to estimate exposures, doses and risks—both for specific individuals and for groups—be expressed in terms of probability density functions that represent the degree of belief about true values of imperfectly known quantities. In this document, the term “probability density function” will be used to represent the uncertainty about a true value of a fixed quantity (that is, a single value) within the context of the assessment of dose and risk for a specific situation. The term “frequency distribution” will be used to describe the inter-individual variability of true values or the variability of measurements or observations.

A48. In the case where there is uncertainty about the form of a frequency distribution that describes the variability, other probability density functions may be specified that represent alternative (possibly true) values for the mean, spread, shape or other aspects of the true but unknown frequency distribution. This gives rise to alternative realizations of the uncertain frequency distributions, each having a unique mean, variance, and shape [I1, N6, N9, N10, N11]. If the form of these frequency distributions is itself uncertain, then this may be addressed—to some extent at least—by placing probability density functions on the mean, variance and shape parameters of those frequency distributions. In a Bayesian context, this is known as a hierarchical Bayes approach [G17].

A49. Probability density functions representing uncertainty in models used to estimate dose and risk may be obtained from statistical analysis of repeated measurements (the frequentist approach) or from subjective representation of the full state of knowledge derived from evaluation of all evidence available about each fixed but uncertain quantity and the model used to evaluate dose and risk (the Bayesian approach) [I1, J8, J9, J10, J11, N6, N9, N11].
1. When sufficient data are available

When an estimate of uncertainty about the true value of a quantity is obtained from a large number of repeated observations (or measurements) taken from a randomized design, the shape of the frequency distribution of values likely conforms to the laws of nature. Normal and log-normal distributions are commonly used in statistical analysis of the variability of data obtained from a randomized design. These and other probability density functions resulting from statistical analysis of the variability in data are discussed in numerous statistical textbooks and references on quantitative uncertainty analysis [11, J8, J9, J10, J11, N6, N9, N11].

2. When data are sparse

When uncertainty is defined as a probability density function of possibly true values for a unique quantity that is imperfectly known and for which directly relevant data are limited, the distribution can be of any form that subjectively describes the present state of knowledge or degree of belief for that quantity [N6, N9, N11]. Commonly used probability density functions representing possibly true values for unique quantities that are imperfectly known include the normal and log-normal, but also the uniform, triangular, log-uniform and log-triangular, beta, Weibull, gamma, and many other continuous or discrete distributions, including mixtures or hybrids of different distributions [J8, J10, J11, N9].

When judgement and past experience are the primary basis for proposing a probability density function representing uncertainty, it is not unusual for the analyst to propose a piece-wise uniform or piece-wise log-uniform distribution. In a piece-wise uniform distribution, equal probability density is assigned to all values falling within specified intervals, but different subjective weights are assigned to each interval to reflect differences in degrees of plausibility associated with each interval [J8, J10, J11, K6, N6, N9]. The subjective weights will sum to unity for each distribution.

Sometimes it becomes necessary to describe probability density functions that are a mixture (hybrid) of a continuous and a discrete distribution. Such is the case when there is evidence supporting the chance that the true value of a model parameter could be zero, and a chance that the parameter would take on positive (non-zero) values. For example, hybrid probability density functions have often been used to describe the state of knowledge or degree of belief associated with the modifying factor representing differences in risk for exposure to different energies and types of radiation, as compared with exposure to high-energy gamma radiation [K6].

D. The distinction between variability and uncertainty

The terms variability and uncertainty are widely used throughout the literature on quantitative uncertainty analysis. Sometimes these two terms are used interchangeably, and sometimes they are used as separate components of an uncertainty analysis of a quantity of interest. This section will attempt to clarify the distinction in meaning of these two terms.

Variability is the term used to describe the variation or dispersion of values resulting from (a) repeated measurements for a quantity of interest, (b) a group of single measurements or observations taken of a set of multiple quantities of interest (such as single “best estimate” doses made for each of a larger number of people who make up a cohort in an epidemiological study), or (c) the variation or
dispersion of true values (such as the variation or dispersion of true individual doses in a cohort). To a certain extent variability can be explained through the use of explanatory variables that indicate why values differ. However, to the extent that variability cannot be explained, variability is assumed to occur from natural stochastic processes. Distributions used to represent stochastic variability among a set of true but unknown values are referred to in this report as “frequency distributions.” The distributions are contrasted with “probability density functions” that represent the state of knowledge or degree of belief about a quantity of interest that is a single (true) value.

A56. **Uncertainty** refers to both (a) the variation in values of quantities due to unexplained stochastic processes (as described in the previous paragraph) and (b) the state of knowledge or degree of belief about imperfectly known fixed quantities. As noted earlier in this document, using the terminology of Hofer \[H16, H18\], uncertainty that reflects unexplained stochastic variability of true values among a group or population of unspecified individuals is referred to as “aleatory” or “Type A” uncertainty while the state of knowledge or degree of belief about possibly true values for a quantity for which there is only a fixed (single) true value is referred to as “epistemic”, or “Type B” uncertainty.

A57. If the variability of true values can be specified by the use of a mathematical model with a system of explanatory variables, and if all other remaining sources of uncertainty are due to unexplained random variability of true values about the estimated value, the system will involve only aleatory uncertainty. This uncertainty arises from the assignment of fitted values to represent the true values, under the condition that the assigned value is unbiased, i.e. equal to the expected value for each subgroup sharing the same attributes identified by the explanatory variables. If the observed, measured, or estimated variability of values is composed of (a) variability explained by a model and its system of explanatory variables, (b) unexplained variability of true values of quantities, and (c) random measurement error, then both assignment and classical measurement errors are present. Uncertainty in the assigned value applied to a group of individuals or to the standard deviation describing inter-individual variability of true values within that group is a form of systematic error that is shared by all members of the group.

A58. **Complex uncertainties** are composed of mixtures of systematic and random errors, including uncertainties that are shared and unshared among individuals in a cohort. Complex random uncertainties are composed of mixtures of assignment and measurement errors. When assigned values are based on an imprecise measurement or an uncertain fixed quantity that is shared by one or more subgroups, there will be the potential for systematic bias in the estimate of central or expected values.

A59. **The role of the assessment objective in determining the need to distinguish variability and uncertainty.** The objective of the assessment determines whether or not it is necessary to distinguish between inter-individual variability of true values versus uncertainty about quantities that are fixed. When the assessment objective itself is a fixed true quantity, information about variability of true values and uncertainty about fixed true quantities may be combined into a single subjective probability density function representing the state of knowledge or degree of belief about possibly true values for the quantity of interest \[I1, J8, J9, J10, J11, N6, N9, N11\]. However, when the assessment objective is the estimation of variability of true values, such as the inter-individual variability of true exposures or dose, estimates of the inter-individual variability of true values must be processed separately from the uncertainty about quantities that are imperfectly known but shared among members of a subgroup or groups of individuals. Separate processing of information about variability of true values and uncertainty about shared quantities is necessary to avoid substantial overestimation of the amount of variability of true values and to address uncertainty about quantities such as the mean dose and dose variance for the cohort \[I1, N6, N9, N11\].
E. Accounting for dependences among uncertain model inputs and assumptions

A60. In the case where the assessment quantity is a single unique value, all uncertain terms are described as either discrete or continuous probability density functions of possibly true values. In so doing, it is important to account for dependences or correlations between the probability density functions specified for each uncertain parameter with models used to estimate exposure, dose, or risk. If such dependences are ignored, the probability density function of the final result may be too broad (uncertainty is over-expressed) or too narrow (producing a statement of overconfidence).

A61. Dependences will usually have a noticeable effect on the probability density function of the final result when they occur among components of the model that contribute most to the overall uncertainty in the final result; and on the other hand, accounting for dependences among uncertain model components or parameters that are associated with low sensitivity and/or small uncertainty will usually not contribute substantially to the overall uncertainty of the final result [I1, N6]. An exception to this general rule is when extreme values in the tails of the probability density function of the final result are used for decision-making. These extremes would lie beyond the limits of a 90% or 95% credible interval. In these situations, the upper extremes are likely to be affected by even relatively weak dependences among uncertain inputs and model assumptions [I1, N6].

F. Uncertainty propagation and sensitivity analysis

A62. Uncertainty propagation is the process by which all components contributing to uncertainty in the estimate of the quantity of interest are combined into an overall statement of uncertainty about that quantity. Uncertainty propagation can account for most known sources of uncertainty, including uncertainty in measurements, and uncertainty in model coefficients and explanatory variables. Current approaches of uncertainty propagation are limited in taking into account uncertainties due to assumptions made in the analysis of the data (model uncertainty). Other approaches to deal with model uncertainty are described in appendix B.

A63. In the case where the uncertainty in model inputs is described by probability density functions of possibly true values, the model result (the estimate of the quantity of interest) will itself be described as a probability density function of possibly true values. From this distribution of possibly true values, a central value (usually the arithmetic mean, median or mode) and a 90% or 95% credible interval (also called credibility interval, subjective confidence interval, coverage interval, or uncertainty interval) can be obtained [I1, N6, N10, N11].

A64. In the rare case where the quantity of interest can be estimated using very simple equations, uncertainty propagation can be carried out using closed-form algebraic solutions. This is the case for simple models composed predominantly of a multiplicative series of uncertain terms, in which the product of the series of terms is represented by a log-normal distribution, or when normal distributions are assumed for the uncertain input to models composed of a summation of terms [I1, N6, N9, N10, N11]. A variety of closed-form algebraic solutions to the uncertainty propagation of simple combinations of uncertain terms are discussed in other references [J8, J10, N9]. When the quantity of interest is estimated using more complex equations, or when the probability density functions assigned to uncertain model inputs are neither normal nor log-normal, Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation is preferred to closed-form algebraic solutions.
1. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation

A65. The method most commonly used for uncertainty propagation in equations and models used for dose and risk assessment is a computer-based numerical algorithm known as Monte Carlo simulation [I1, J11, N6]. This method is constrained neither by the complexity or structural form of the equations used for dose and risk assessment, nor by the shape and dependencies among probability density functions representing uncertainty in model inputs or outputs. Uncertain model results are expressed as numerous alternative realizations of possibly true values (as in the case of an assessment of dose or risk to an individual) or possibly true sets of cohort doses (as in the case where a two-dimensional Monte Carlo dose reconstruction is used to support an epidemiological study and where true random inter-individual variability is separated from uncertain degrees of systematic bias).

A66. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation may be based on computer algorithms representing simple random sampling of values from probability density functions describing uncertain model inputs to produce random results of dose or risk. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation may also be based on stratified sampling strategies, the most common being various forms of Latin hypercube sampling [I1, N9, N11]. Latin hypercube sampling is often preferred because stable results are produced with lower sample sizes than with simple random sampling. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation can address dependences between uncertain model inputs and equations as statistical or functional relationships [I1, J10, J11, N9].

A67. One-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation. When the assessment end point is a quantity with a single true but imperfectly known value, such as the dose or risk to a specific person, all uncertainties are of Type B. A one-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation combines all known sources of input uncertainty (expressed as probability density functions that are either continuous or discrete) to produce a probability density function of model results (i.e. values for the assessment end point). This probability density function of model results is made up of numerous alternative realizations of possibly true values for the single true but uncertain value for the assessment end point (figure A-II). One-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation combines all known sources of uncertainty, such as variability in repeated measurements and lack of knowledge about the values of fixed quantities for which directly relevant data are sparse or missing. Uncertainties resulting from the use of competing plausible models can also be addressed within one-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation [I1, N6, N9, N10, N11].
Figure A-II. One-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation

Uncertain model inputs $P_1, \ldots, P_n$ are specified as probability density functions representing the analyst’s state of knowledge or degree of belief for each uncertain input parameter $P$. Single values are sampled at random from each probability density function for $P_1$ to $P_n$ to produce a single realization of the model result. This process is repeated many times, producing numerous alternative realizations of possibly true values for the model result (a quantity for which there is only one true but unknown value).

![One-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation diagram](https://unscear.org/images/2012-report-advance-copy/chapter-a/figure-a-ii.png)

A68. **Two-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation.** The separation of inter-individual variability of true values from uncertainty about fixed true values of a quantity is often necessary when the assessment end point or quantity of interest is the exposure of or dose to a group or population of individuals. In this case, a two-dimensional Monte Carlo (2D MC) uncertainty propagation is often a preferred option. A 2D MC uncertainty propagation may be necessary when dose reconstruction for individuals in an epidemiological cohort is carried out using mathematical models instead of direct measurements.

A69. When models are used as surrogates for direct measurements of the quantity of interest, the results for each individual may be composed of varying amounts of systematic error shared by some or most of the individuals in the cohort. A 2D MC approach allows for sets of possibly true fixed values that are shared or alternatively unique to each individual to be simulated in one dimension and alternative realizations of possibly true sets representing individual variability of the quantity of interest in the second dimension. Each realization of a set representing inter-individual variability of true dose is conditioned on a unique set of possibly true fixed values (see example in figure A-III), which is explained in detail below.
Figure A-III. Multiple realizations of the distribution of possible true doses in the selected cohort obtained using two-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation

Each realization is a representation of one possibly true set of inter-individual variability of doses in the cohort, while the differences between realizations are interpreted as Type B uncertainty [N6]. Estimates of inter-individual variability of true values include the effect of stochastic inter-individual variability (Type A uncertainty).

A70. In 2D MC uncertainty propagation, each set of inter-individual variability of possibly true values for the quantity of interest is partially determined by fixed values of explanatory variables, such as residence history, diet, age, sex, lifestyle, occupation, and shielding. These fixed values are unique to each person or subgroup of persons. These values change only from one realization to the next. Another portion of inter-individual variability is due to stochastic variability of true dose (aleatory uncertainty).

A71. When producing alternative sets representing inter-individual variability of true values, it is essential to remove the effect of random classical measurement errors and avoid overestimating the amount of variability of true values [H18].

2. Example of two-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation to separate inter-individual variability of true values from uncertainty in fixed quantities

A72. This section illustrates the basic elements of a two-dimensional Monte Carlo (2D MC) uncertainty propagation for an idealized case in which inter-individual variability of the quantity of interest, \( R \), is a function of three parameters \( X \), \( Y \), and \( Z \)

\[
R = f(X, Y, Z)
\]
To be specific, \( R = XYZ \) may be the dose to the heart, \( X \) the conversion factor from the dose measured in front of the breast at the place of the dosimeter, \( Y \) the calibration factor of the same dosimeter used by all study participants, and \( Z \) the dose in front of the breast, which is based on a measurement for each of the participants.

A73. In this example, \( X \) is a frequency distribution representing stochastic variability of true values of the calibration factor among each individual (Type A uncertainty). Parameter \( Y \) is an uncertain fixed quantity that is shared among all individuals, and it is assigned a probability density function of possibly true fixed values (Type B uncertainty that is shared). Parameter \( Z \) is unique to each individual, thus probability density functions that represent uncertainty in the true unknown value of \( Z \) are assigned separately to each individual (unshared type B uncertainty).

A74. The shape of \( X \) is assumed to be log-normal, but because the centre and spread of this frequency distribution are uncertain, probability density functions of possibly true fixed values (Type B uncertainty) are assigned to the uncertain geometric mean (GM) and geometric standard deviation (GSD). The probability density functions assigned to GM and GSD represent the analyst’s state of knowledge or degree of belief about the true fixed but uncertain GM and GSD of \( X \) (Type B uncertainty).

\[
X = \text{log-normal} \left( \text{GM}_x, \text{GSD}_x \right)
\]

One alternative realization of \( \text{GM}_x \) and \( \text{GSD}_x \) produces an alternative realization of the true frequency distribution of \( X \) from which values of \( x \) are sampled at random and assigned to each individual. For each realization, a unique value (\( \text{gm}_x \)) is drawn at random from the probability density function assigned to \( \text{GM}_x \) and a unique value (\( \text{gsd}_x \)) is drawn at random from the distribution assigned to \( \text{GSD}_x \). The values of \( \text{gm}_x \) and \( \text{gsd}_x \) sampled for each realization define a unique frequency distribution of \( X \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Realization 1} & : X_1 = \text{log-normal}(\text{gm}_1, \text{gsd}_1) \\
\text{Realization 2} & : X_2 = \text{log-normal}(\text{gm}_2, \text{gsd}_2) \\
\text{Realization m} & : X_m = \text{log-normal}(\text{gm}_m, \text{gsd}_m)
\end{align*}
\]

From each unique frequency distribution of \( X \) obtained for a given realization \( j \), a single value is drawn at random for each of \( n \) individuals (\( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \)).

A75. \( Y \) is a fixed but uncertain parameter whose true value is the same for all individuals in the population or subgroup (the subjective probability density function that is assigned to \( Y \) represents alternative realizations of a true value that is shared among all individuals).

\[
Y = \text{fixed uncertain value}
\]
For each realization $j$, a unique value of $y_j$ is drawn from its subjective probability density function and is shared among all individuals.

A76. $Z$ is a fixed but uncertain parameter defined separately for each individual ($i = 1$ to $n$) in the population or subgroup.

\[
Z = \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Individual 1} & \text{Individual 2} & \cdots & \text{Individual n}
\end{array}
\]

For each realization, a unique value of $z_i$ is drawn from the subjective probability density function assigned for each individual; thus, each person is assigned a unique value of $z_i$, which changes from realization to realization.

A77. The combination of values of $x$, $y$ and $z$ assigned to each individual produces a unique value of $r$ per individual. This unique value of $r$ represents one possibly true value. The set of all individual values of $r$ for this realization represents one possibly true set $R$ for the group of individuals. For each realization $j$, each individual value of $r_i$ is partially explained by a unique value of $y$ applied to all individuals, individual-specific values of $z$, and by randomly sampled values of $x$ that vary from individual to individual. Each realization produces a unique set of results ($R$) representing a possibly true outcome of inter-individual variability. Each unique set of results ($R$) will have its own unique value of mean, variance, shape, and minimum and maximum.

| \multicolumn{4}{c}{Result for each individual ($i$) and realization ($j$)} |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $r_{ij} = f(x_{ij}, y_j, z_{ij})$ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual 1</th>
<th>Realization 1</th>
<th>Realization 2</th>
<th>Realization $m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_{1,1} = f(x_{1,1}, y_1, z_{1,1})$</td>
<td>$r_{1,2} = f(x_{1,2}, y_2, z_{1,2})$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$r_{1,m} = f(x_{1,m}, y_m, z_{1,m})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{2,1} = f(x_{2,1}, y_1, z_{2,1})$</td>
<td>$r_{2,2} = f(x_{2,2}, y_2, z_{2,2})$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$r_{2,m} = f(x_{2,m}, y_m, z_{2,m})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{n,1} = f(x_{n,1}, y_1, z_{n,1})$</td>
<td>$r_{n,2} = f(x_{n,2}, y_2, z_{n,2})$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$r_{n,m} = f(x_{n,m}, y_m, z_{n,m})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Sensitivity analysis

A78. An analysis of the effect on a model output of changes made to values of model input (including model coefficients and explanatory variables), is often referred to as a “sensitivity analysis”. Sensitivity analysis can help determine which parameters or processes have the greatest impact on a model result or on the uncertainty in that result [I1, N6, N9, N11].

A79. Sensitivity analyses may be conducted at two levels, (a) local and (b) global. Local sensitivity expresses the impact of a parameter on a model result when the parameter is varied only in the region very near a specific value. Global sensitivity expresses the impact of a parameter when it is varied across the full range of possible values. An output variable may have a high local sensitivity to a parameter, but because of low parameter uncertainty, global sensitivity would be small. Likewise, an output variable may have a low local sensitivity to a parameter, but because of very large parameter uncertainty, global sensitivity would be large.

A80. Global sensitivity can be estimated using many different calculational and computational strategies. Some methods require computationally intensive sampling designs [I1, N9]. Global sensitivity analysis is used to evaluate the contribution of uncertain model input to the uncertainty in the model result produced by Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation [I1]. Such methods include statistical regression analysis of the rank order of uncertain model inputs versus model outputs and/or visual inspection of scatter plots of values obtained from probability density functions of model inputs and model results. Other sampling strategies for conducting a sensitivity analysis of the results of Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation are discussed in references [N6, N9].
II. EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

A81. Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of disease in human populations. In this context “disease” could refer to a specific condition, e.g. breast cancer or myocardial infarction or to a grouping of conditions such as death from any cause. Epidemiological studies are primarily concerned with describing incidence rates (new cases arising per unit time in the population of interest), however there is also interest in other descriptions of disease occurrence including cumulative incidence (the proportion of the population that contracts the disease in some well-defined time period), and prevalence (the proportion of the population with the disease at a specified point in time). Some epidemiological studies, such as clinical and field trials, are experimental studies in which the exposed population is chosen and the assignment of exposures (“treatments”) is controlled by the investigator. However, most epidemiological studies, especially those concerned with the health effects of radiation exposure, are generally, observational (i.e. non-experimental) studies in which the occurrence and magnitude of the exposures of interest and the choice of the exposed populations are not controlled by the investigators. While the ultimate goal of epidemiological research often concerns the identification of causal factors, observational epidemiological studies can demonstrate associations between disease occurrence and factors of interest, but cannot prove causation. However, Hill [H14] proposed a set of criteria that are often used to guide conclusions about causality based on epidemiological data (see annex A of this report, and for example the discussion in the preamble to the IARC monograph on carcinogenic risks of ionizing radiation to humans [I3]).

Causal inference is an important subject that is beyond the scope of this appendix. See reference [R4] for a discussion of causation and causal inference. If some variable is associated with a change in disease risks then that variable is called a risk factor. When an association has been observed, it may be possible, given suitable data, to use epidemiological data to describe the nature and magnitude of the association (e.g. to describe the magnitude and shape of a dose–response relationship) and to describe how the magnitude of the association is affected by other factors (effect modification). It can also be possible to consider the nature of the joint effect (interaction) of two or more risk factors on the occurrence of a disease of interest. Since most epidemiological studies are observational in nature, the magnitude of effects of interest might be distorted if one fails to adjust for a risk factor that is also correlated with the exposure of interest. This effect is called confounding and the risk factor can be called a confounding factor or confounder. Unfortunately, the term confounding factor is often used to describe what is really a potential confounding factor.

A82. Studies of the effects of radiation exposure on the risk of health effects in humans are virtually all observational studies in which the subjects and nature of the exposures are determined by factors that are not under the control of the investigators. Findings of statistical significance on the basis of a hypothesis test in a specific observational study must be interpreted with some caution [S17, Y3].

A83. This section briefly describes several of the most important types of observational epidemiological study designs, comment on the strengths and limitations of these designs, and note some of the methods used to analyse data from the different types of studies. The focus here concerns the two major types of epidemiological approaches, namely cohort and case–control studies. However, geographical correlation studies (often called “ecological studies”) are also briefly discussed here. Annex A of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] contains a discussion of these concepts. For a more thorough description of epidemiology and epidemiological study designs and statistical methods see, for example [C11, J13, R7].
A. Cohort studies

A84. Cohort or follow-up studies involve the identification of a disease-free population whose members have different degrees of exposure to the factor of interest (e.g. radiation) and whose health is observed over time to determine when cohort members develop the disease(s) of interest. An essential characteristic of a cohort study is that the probability of inclusion in the cohort is independent of disease status. However, it is almost always the case that the selection probability will depend on the level of exposure. For example, the Life Span Study cohort of atomic bombing survivors was defined using records from Japan’s 1950 national census and some related local censuses. As originally defined, the cohort was limited to Japanese citizens who were living in or near Hiroshima or Nagasaki at the time of the census (a) who were not military personnel and (b) for whom the family registry was in one of the two cities. The cohort was defined on the basis of a core group who were determined to have been within 2 km of the hypocentres at the times of the bombings and who suffered acute radiation-induced health effects. This core group was augmented with three groups of the same size that were matched to the core group on age, sex, and city at the times of the bombings. These three groups were: (a) people who were exposed within 2 km of the hypocentre but did not report suffering from acute radiation-induced health effects; (b) people who were between 2.5 km and 10 km from the hypocentres at the times of the bombings; and (c) people who were not in the cities (that is, who were more than 10 km from the hypocentres at the times of the bombings). Over time, as methods to estimate individual doses became available, the cohort was expanded to include almost all civilian Japanese citizen respondents to the 1950 census and who were within 2.5 km of the hypocentres regardless of the family registry location (see references [B4, P9] for additional details).

A85. The strength of cohort studies arises from the fact that disease rates of interest can be computed directly from the follow-up data. Rates for cohort members with different levels of exposure can be compared to detect and characterize the nature of the association between the potential risk factor(s) of interest and the occurrence of the disease. Provided that it is possible to obtain complete data on the occurrence of specific outcomes, a cohort study can be used to look at the relationship between exposure and the occurrence of several different outcomes. The primary disadvantages of cohort studies relate to the cost and length of follow-up required to obtain the disease data and the difficulties (including cost) in obtaining detailed information on covariates of interest (including dose estimates, the factor(s) of primary interest) for all cohort members.

A86. The basic data for each individual in a cohort study include entry and exit (event occurrence or end of follow-up) times, some measures of exposure (e.g. radiation dose, which may be time dependent, and work history), basic characteristics such as sex, date of birth, ethnicity, and other risk factors/potential confounding factors (e.g. smoking history or family history of cancer).

A87. Analysis of data from cohort studies typically focuses on disease rates (hazard rates or functions) though it is possible to look at other outcomes, such as life expectancy and cumulative incidence (e.g. lifetime risk). Cohort data are often analysed using log-linear proportional hazards models fitted directly to the individual survival data using semi-parametric partial-likelihood methods such as Cox regression modelling [C16]. In Cox regression modelling, the focus is on rate ratios (relative risks) with no direct methods to characterize rate differences (excess absolute rates). An important alternative to Cox regression, which is widely used in studies of radiation dose response, is Poisson regression in which one directly models the full hazard rate function [C11, F9, P10]. In order to use Poisson regression models one must restructure the cohort data as a stratified person-year (rate) table. The stratification typically includes time (with the potential for multiple time scales, e.g. attained age and calendar time), basic data (such as sex, race, and region), exposure (dose, age at first exposure, time since exposure), and other risk factors (e.g. smoking history, alcohol consumption, and family
Some stratification factors can be time-dependent (e.g. lagged cumulative dose, time since exposure, duration of smoking, or time since smoking cessation). Poisson regression is attractive for the analyses of cohort studies, because it allows (but does not require) one to model the full hazard including the time dependence (e.g. on attained age) of the baseline rates and the effects of interest. The effects of interest may be described in terms of rate ratios (RR), (the ratio of the rates in groups with different exposures) the excess relative risk (ERR) (which is the proportional increase in the risk in one group—or at a given dose—relative to that in another group—usually those with no exposure—and is equal to the RR minus one), or the rate difference (or excess absolute rate, EAR) models for the exposure associated hazard. The risk models may consider effect modifiers (factors, such as attained age, age at exposure, and sex, that modify the exposure-associated risk). The approach is computationally more efficient than Cox regression modelling, especially when the risk models include time-dependent covariates. ERR and EAR models are particularly useful when considering dose–response functions and the joint effect of two or more continuous risk factors (e.g. radiation and smoking). Maximum likelihood methods based on individual data are alternative ways to analyse cohort data, which avoid the potential loss of information by using only grouped data in Poisson regression [E3, K1].

A88. As noted above, cost is often a limiting factor in the conduct of cohort studies. Since follow-up is essential to cohort studies, those costs are inherent to the conduct of a cohort study. However, in recent years several cohort-based designs have been developed that seek to reduce the (often non-trivial) costs associated with the collection of covariate information (including dose estimation) by limiting the need to collect this information to a subset of the full cohort. These designs include nested case–control and case–cohort designs.

A89. In a nested case–control study, one includes all of the cases in the cohort and a sample of non-cases, typically matched to individual cases on various factors such as sex, vital status and age at the time of diagnosis of the case. The advantage of this type of study is that detailed information on exposure and other risk factors needs to be obtained only for the cases and their matched controls, which almost always comprise only a small fraction of the total cohort. Nested case–control study data are typically analysed using the same methods (conditional logistic regression) that are used for matched case–control studies (see below). These analyses lead to estimates of the (excess) relative risk. A nested case–control study is limited to a specific outcome, which distinguishes “cases” from “controls”. The advantage of a nested case–control study to a (non-nested) case–control study (see next section) is that data of the cohort study can be used, and only data on additional risk factors need to be collected.

A90. As in a nested case–control study, a case–cohort study includes all cases identified in the cohort. However rather than matching non-cases (controls), one selects a subsample of the cohort with a known (possibly stratified) sampling fraction and obtains detailed exposure and risk factor data for all of the cases and all members of the subcohort. Analysis involves a slight modification of standard Cox regression methods [L7] with an adjustment to adjust for the fact that the analysis is using only a subset of the full cohort with oversampling of cases. Although some work has been done on the analysis of case–cohort data using Poisson regression methods, there are not yet any tools or practical methods for carrying out such analyses. Case–cohort studies have an advantage over nested case–control studies in that one can use the same subcohort to analyse the effects of exposure on various outcomes. It has recently been recognized that case-cohort studies are a special case of multi-stage sampling designs [B22] that permit more effective use of available data from the full cohort.
B. Case–control studies

A91. Case–control studies involve the identification of individuals with a specific outcome of interest (cases) and a sample of individuals (controls) from the same population who could have become a case but did not. Case–control studies are best suited for the study of a relatively rare disease (e.g. with prevalence of less than 10%). Analyses involve comparing exposure to a risk factor of interest in the cases and the controls. Case–control studies result in estimates of the odds-ratio for exposure in cases and controls. If the exposures are numerically continuous (e.g. as is usually the case with radiation dose), the odds ratio can be expressed as a function of exposure. Odds ratio estimates from a well-designed case–control study are approximations to the relative risks that one estimates in cohort studies. This approximation is generally quite good for rare diseases.

A92. The primary advantages of case–control studies are that they involve many fewer study subjects than cohort studies and they do not require long-term follow-up. Thus they can be considerably less costly than cohort studies and can often be completed in much less time than cohort studies.

A93. The primary challenge in the design of case–control studies is to ensure that one can obtain useful estimates of the odds ratio. The key issues in designing a good case–control study are (a) inclusion of all cases in a population of interest; and (b) selection of controls from the same population; that is, people who could have developed the outcome ("disease") of interest and who, had they developed the disease, would have been identified and selected as a case. It is also important that the nature and quality of the information on the exposure(s) of interest be the same for cases and controls. Case–control studies often involve matching on some factors, other than the exposure(s) of interest that are known to affect rates (such as sex, race, or being at risk at the age of identification of the corresponding case).

A94. Data from case–control studies are analysed using logistic regression if there is no matching, and conditional logistic regression when there is matching. These methods are discussed in detail in reference [B21]. The results are estimates of the odds ratio as a function of exposure and, as noted above, the odds ratio is approximately equal to the relative risk one could estimate from a cohort study in the same population. It is not possible, without additional—and often unavailable—information on population rates for the outcome of interest, to estimate excess rates from case–control data.

A95. As noted above, case–control studies are generally much less costly and can usually be carried out more rapidly than cohort studies. They are ideally suited to the investigation of a rare outcome. Perhaps the biggest challenge in conducting a case–control study is to obtain comparable exposure information for cases and controls. This is an especially important issue when the characterization of exposure might be different for cases and controls. For example, being a case might prompt one to become more aware of the details of their past exposure or, if cases are deceased or otherwise unavailable to provide information on exposure, information might be more likely to come from proxies rather than the study subjects themselves and this could affect the quality and comparability of the exposure assessment. While it is possible to examine the (joint) effects of different exposures in a case–control study, in contrast to cohort studies, as noted above, the analysis must focus on a single pre-determined outcome that differentiates cases from controls.
C. Geographical correlation studies

A96. Cohort and case-control studies involve the direct observation of outcomes, exposures, and other characteristics in individuals. However in some situations, outcome and exposure data are only available at the population level. For example, one might have only summary information on disease rates or risks in some populations of interest together with information on exposure status (yes/no, proportion exposed, or population mean dose) for these populations. These data are then used to investigate the association between the summary measures of outcome and exposure across groups. Results from geographical correlation (sometimes called “ecological studies”) should be interpreted cautiously, because they are based on proxy summary measures of exposure, which may attenuate the relationship between exposure and the rate (and estimated risk) of the outcome of interest, and because it is generally much more difficult (if not impossible) to control for confounding than in studies based on individual observations.

A97. Issues related to problems of confounding in geographical correlation studies are highlighted in the discussion [L28, P19] of a study of United States county-level lung cancer mortality rates and average radon levels in homes [C14]. Despite their limitations, under some circumstances geographical correlation studies can provide useful descriptive information on health risks when the exposure data are based on relevant direct measurements, or there is good individual data on important potentially confounding risk factors. Examples of useful geographical correlation studies include (a) an analysis of thyroid cancer risks in Ukraine and Belarus following the Chernobyl accident [J2] in which the assigned doses were based on large numbers of age-, village-, and sex-dependent doses and (b) an analysis of lung cancer and residential radon risks in a large United States cohort with individual smoking data and region-dependent radon measurements [T11].
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I. UNCERTAINTIES IN HEALTH EFFECT INFORMATION

A. Selection bias

B1. A concern that may arise in epidemiology is whether the persons included in the study are representative of the population of interest. In principle, this ought not to be a problem if the study population coincides with this target population; for example, if—in an occupational study—all of the relevant workers are included. However, whilst this approach might be possible in some cohort studies, there are other study designs such as case–control studies and case–cohort studies that include samples of persons selected, respectively, from the target population or the cohort. If participation were determined purely on the basis of random sampling from
the relevant population, then this approach ought not to lead to bias. However, non-random failure to participate may lead to bias, as the following examples will illustrate:

(a) In a cohort study of occupationally-exposed workers, it may not be possible to include all of the workers in the target population because identifying details or information on their radiation exposure is missing. If such information were missing at random, then this ought not to lead to bias, although the reduction in the study population would diminish the statistical power, albeit by a small amount if the level of dropout were low. However, if the health of those workers with missing information tended to differ from that of included workers with similar distributions for factors such as age and sex, then comparisons of disease mortality or morbidity between occupationally-exposed workers and a reference population would be affected. Since record-keeping might sometimes be poorer for workers employed for a very short time than for workers employed for a longer period and because some studies (for example, [G6])—although not all (for example, [C5])—have suggested that workers employed for a very short time might have higher mortality rates, studies of occupationally-exposed workers often define the target population as those employed (or monitored for radiation exposure) for at least six months [M21] or a year [V3];

(b) Persons eligible for participation in an epidemiological study (or persons acting on their behalf) may choose not to take part. For example, in some cohort studies, such as the United Kingdom’s National Registry for Radiation Workers (NRRW) [M21], eligible occupationally-exposed workers are given the opportunity to opt out of the study. Provided that—as in this study—the level of dropout is very low (about 1% in the NRRW) and the characteristics of those choosing not to take part (for example, in terms of age and dose distributions) do not differ greatly from those of participating workers, then prospective opting out is unlikely to bias the study. However, if the level of dropout is high—for example, if participation is based on opting into the study rather than opting out—or if participation is influenced by whether or not the person has developed the disease(s) under study, then the results of the study may be unreliable. An example of problems with retrospective decisions on study participation arises in case–control studies, where information is sought on persons with the disease(s) of interest (i.e. the cases) and a sample of non-diseased controls. For non-fatal disease or for disease/mortality in childhood, a case or the case’s parents may be more motivated to take part in the study than a healthy adult or the parents of a healthy child. In this situation, participation may be high among potential cases but low among potential controls. Conversely, in a case–control study of mortality, it may be difficult to obtain agreements to include dead cases but easier to enrol live controls. Furthermore, the decision on participation in retrospective studies might be influenced by the level of exposure received. In particular, a person with a non-fatal disease and a relatively high exposure may be more motivated to take part than a healthy person with the same level of exposure.

B2. When the selection of study subjects results in the exclusion of a substantial proportion of eligible persons—and particularly if this proportion differs notably between persons with the disease or condition under investigation and those without this disease or condition—then the potential for bias may be considerable.

B. Information bias

B3. Errors in the information collected in an epidemiological study either on the disease under investigation or on the exposures received by the study population can affect inferences. The impact of uncertainties in exposure and dose assessment is considered in a later section. Here the focus will be on errors in information on disease.

B4. Previous UNSCEAR reports [U11, U12] have given examples of the ways in which errors can arise when assessing disease. “Follow-up bias” can arise if, unbeknown to the investigator, some of the study subjects have left the area under investigation. This may occur if data on mortality or cancer incidence are collected by linking records to regional mortality or cancer registers, but information is not available on whether persons have migrated from the regions covered by these registries. A specific example concerns studies of cancer incidence among the survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan [P14], where information on cancer is available for residents of Hiroshima city and Nagasaki prefecture but not for those survivors who had moved to other parts of
Japan. In contrast, information on mortality is available for the whole of Japan. Unless a person was removed from the follow-up at the time of migration from the study area, then he or she would appear “immortal” unless information on later disease or death for that person was collected. This in turn would tend to biased estimates of disease risks towards zero [U12]. In the case of studies of cancer incidence among the survivors, the investigators have adjusted the numbers of person-years to reflect rates of immigration from and emigration to the catchment areas for the cancer registries [P14]. Although information on these patterns is not available for all members of the Life Span Study (LSS) cohort, it is available for a subgroup of these survivors (within the Adult Health Study, AHS) and this was used to make the aforementioned adjustments. Although the person-years calculated in this way would not be exactly the same as that obtained had follow-up information been available for the full cohort, the differences are unlikely to be great.

B5. The ascertainment of disease is often not exact and varies according to the disease in question and whether the focus is on disease incidence or mortality. For example, it is not always easy to establish the underlying cause of death, and the diagnostic tools and criteria available to assess cancer incidence mean that cancer registration data are often preferred to mortality data in epidemiological studies of cancer. For reasons such as this, random or systematic misclassification of disease may arise, which would tend to bias estimates of disease risks towards zero. An example of systematic errors is the finding, from an analysis of death certificate diagnoses among autopsy cases in the LSS cohort studied by the Radiation Effects Research Foundation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, that cases who had died at home and who were later confirmed at autopsy to have died of lung cancer, frequently had originally received diagnoses of pneumonia as recorded on their death certificates.

B6. Annex A of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] gave some examples of ascertainment bias. The detection of thyroid and non-melanoma skin cancers in the LSS cohort tends to be more complete for survivors with higher rather than lower doses, because many of the people with higher doses are also in the AHS and hence received biennial medical examinations. In contrast, the follow-up for these diseases was not so intensive for cohort members not in the AHS. Consequently, the study investigators included adjustments in their analyses for participation in the AHS, in order to avoid the over-estimation of risks that would have arisen otherwise [P14]. Ascertainment bias might also arise if comparisons are made between a working population that receives frequent medical examinations and a general population that is not subject to the same degree of surveillance; for example, as previously highlighted by the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] in connection with a study of leukaemia incidence among Chernobyl recovery operation workers [I22]. In this circumstance, it is better to focus on comparisons between workers rather than on comparisons with a population followed in a different manner; for example, as in a study conducted within the aforementioned cohort of Chernobyl recovery operation workers and which—unlike the earlier study—did not find a raised incidence of leukaemia [I23].

B7. It is better to ascertain information on disease from registers of disease or mortality, rather than from the study subjects or from relatives or friends. In a similar way that—as mentioned earlier—some persons might be more inclined to take part in a study if they have developed the condition under investigation, someone might be better able to recall a past medical event (or mistake this for something else) if they suspect a link to a past exposure. The same point would apply if a proxy were asked about the past health of another person. In such studies, checks with disease information collected from objective sources for a subgroup of individuals are valuable to assess the possible impact of any recall bias. For example, in a study of United States radiologic technologists, Sigurdson et al. [S18] assessed the accuracy of the technologists’ personal reports of cancer diagnosis by comparing these reports with information obtained from medical and pathology records. This showed good agreement for some cancers, such as breast, but less so for some others. Consequently, for cancer sites with a high metastatic potential (cancers of the liver, bone or joints, soft tissue and brain) and for uterine cervical cancer (owing to the large numbers recorded with carcinoma in situ), Sigurdson et al. included in their calculations of Standardized Incidence Ratios only those self-reported cancer cases that had been validated with medical records [S18].

B8. Self-reported disease status can often be misleading, especially in situations where there has been a great deal of publicity about cancer risk associated with a controversial exposure, such as to radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons testing. A rather extreme example of information reporting bias is an analysis of cancer incidence data in a cohort of 4,125 members of Mormon families living in three counties in south-western Utah in the United States, plus a relative few in nearby areas in Nevada and Arizona during 1951–1962, as identified
from telephone books in selected communities [J15]. “Family” as defined in the study included all persons related by blood or marriage, and the survey, by trained volunteers from the surveyed towns, was filled out by the surveyor and the head of the family working together. Response items included church membership, health effects felt immediately after fallout (such as skin burns, eye burns, hair loss, change in hair colour, nausea, and diarrhoea), and diagnoses of cancer among family members. Respondents reported a total of 288 cancers among 4,125 family members for the combined periods 1958–1966 (chosen to detect leukaemia) and 1972–1980 (for solid cancers), which is 60% higher than the 179 estimated according to published cancer incidence rates for all Utah Mormons. This ratio is comparable to that observed in survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan who received over 1 Gy. Rate ratios were extremely high for certain cancers: 5-fold for leukaemia, 8-fold for thyroid cancer, 2-fold for breast and brain cancer, 3-fold for melanoma, and 11-fold for bone cancer. Among those who were reported to have suffered from acute health effects from exposure to fallout, the rate ratios were 45 for leukaemia, 11 for breast cancer, and 5 for all cancers, numbers that are considerably higher than those calculated for atomic bomb survivors with near-lethal doses exceeding 4 Gy.

B9. A partial replication based on Utah county mortality statistics for 1950–1980, was conducted with the rationale that increases in cancer incidence of the magnitudes reported in the interview study [J15] would surely be reflected in mortality statistics for the three Utah counties covered. This study found a significant deficit of overall cancer mortality relative to the rest of Utah. However, the study did find statistically significant evidence of an excess of leukaemia mortality, including 9 childhood leukaemia deaths, in the three counties. The leukaemia mortality finding was consistent with conventional estimates of radiation-related risk, and far smaller than the 5-fold increase reported in the interview study [M1].

C. Confounding

B10. “Confounding factors”, which are correlated both with the disease under study and with an exposure of interest, are discussed in paragraph 8 of UNSCEAR 2006 Report, volume I, annex A [U12]. In a simple example presented as an illustration, incidence of thyroid cancer among patients administered $^{131}$I for diagnostic purposes is slightly elevated; the excess incidence was likely related to the fact that diagnostic screening was motivated by concerns about possible existing thyroid cancer [H1]. It is noted that confounding usually is dealt with at the analysis stage, either by incorporating such factors into the regression model or by stratifying the data according to levels of the confounding factor.

B11. It was also noted that cigarette smoking is one of the most serious confounding factors that have to be dealt with in epidemiological studies, especially those dealing with smoking-related diseases [U12]. A recent analysis by Furukawa et al. [F11] found that models assuming generalized interactions of smoking and radiation fit markedly better than simple multiplicative or additive interaction models. The joint effect appeared to be super-multiplicative for light/moderate smokers (that is, excess relative risks were greater than those estimated by a multiplicative interaction model), involving a rapid increase in excess risk with smoking intensity up to 10 cigarettes per day, but additive or sub-additive for heavy smokers smoking a pack or more per day. The estimated sex-averaged excess relative risk (ERR) per unit dose at age 70 after radiation exposure at age 30 was $0.59$ (95% CI: 0.31, 1.00) Gy$^{-1}$ for non-smokers, about $1.6$ (95% CI: 0.73, 2.4) Gy$^{-1}$ for those who smoked 10 cigarettes (one half pack) per day, but only about $0.1$ (95% CI: −0.15, 0.37) Gy$^{-1}$ for those smoking one pack per day. The impact of smoking on estimates of lung cancer risk from indoor exposure to radon is discussed in appendix D of this annex.

B12. Cigarette smoking is also a confounding factor for lung cancer risk associated with exposure to inhaled radon and radon progeny in underground mines and in dwellings, and individual smoking histories must be taken into account in dose–response analyses. However, a recent pooled analysis of three European case–control studies of uranium miners [L12] of the effects of radon exposure on lung cancer risk including adjustment for smoking found little indication that smoking acted as a confounding factor of the radon risk estimates. The BEIR VI Committee [N18] evaluated the joint effect of radon and smoking on lung cancer risk in six cohorts of underground miners for which smoking data were available. The modelling of joint effects was handicapped by the small number of miners who had never smoked and by limited quantitative information on tobacco smoking;
however, the BEIR VI Committee assigned a twofold greater lifetime radon-related ERR for never-smokers compared to that for ever-smokers. The nature of the joint effect of radiation exposure and smoking was also considered in the pooled European miner study mentioned above [L12]. In this analysis it was reported that the data favoured a sub-multiplicative interaction between radon exposure and smoking.

B13. Geographical correlation studies of lung cancer risk based on area-wide estimates of radon and cigarette smoking levels in different geographical areas, which lack individual information on smoking levels and radon exposure, are particularly vulnerable to bias, as discussed in chapter III of annex A to the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12].

D. Changes in information over time

B14. Site-specific and age-specific population cancer incidence rates are subject to secular changes, in part because of lifestyle trends involving risk factors such as smoking, diet, and reproductive history, but also because of increased surveillance and improved diagnostic methods. Examples of the latter include mammography screening for female breast cancer and ultrasound screening for thyroid cancer, which are widely used to diagnose existing cancers early so that treatment may be more successful. Collateral effects include shifting of cancer incidence rates in public health statistics toward younger ages, and diagnosis of indolent cancers that in the absence of screening might never have become clinically significant [N17].

II. UNCERTAINTIES IN EXPOSURE AND DOSE ASSESSMENT

B15. Uncertainties in exposure and dose may influence interpretation of the epidemiological dose response. Uncertainties in individual dose estimation may affect the evaluation of the statistical significance of the dose response, the shape and steepness of slope, and the width of the confidence interval.

B16. The degree to which dose uncertainties affect interpretation of the dose response depend on whether the random errors are due to measurement or assignment error and the nature of any shared errors. In many instances, the uncertainties in dose estimates used to support an epidemiological study may be complex mixtures of multiple sources of systematic and random errors. Methods for evaluating the effect of dose uncertainties on the dose response, including a review of epidemiological studies that have explicitly considered the effect of dose uncertainties, are discussed in section III.B of this appendix.

B17. In general, the radiation dose to specific organs and tissues of the human body cannot be measured directly. Some form of mathematical modelling is required to estimate the dose to specific organs or tissues after measurements are taken from dosimeter readings or bioassay, or are made of radionuclide concentrations in air, water, food, or soil in the location where the individual may have been exposed.

B18. Uncertainty in dose estimation can be expected to increase according to the extent to which mathematical models are used to compensate for an absence of direct measurements of exposure or radionuclide concentrations in the human body or in specific media of the workplace or the environment. The further away from the human receptor that models must be employed to estimate individual exposure and dose, the greater the uncertainty anticipated. These uncertainties may include complex combinations of random and systematic errors [N9, N10, N11]. The following section discusses various sources of uncertainty associated with dose estimation.
A. Sources of uncertainty in exposure and dose estimation

1. Common errors and mistakes

B19. Common errors and mistakes in dose estimation can arise, for example, with measurements, laboratory procedures, record keeping, programming, data input, and computation. Such common sources of errors can invalidate the overall interpretation of a dose response. Thus, it is essential that these common sources of errors be identified and corrected prior to using dose estimates for epidemiological evaluation.

B20. When individual organ doses are estimated with computer models that account for multiple exposure events, numerous contributing pathways of exposure, and time-varying residence and dietary histories for thousands of subjects, rigorous quality assurance/quality control procedures should be followed to identify and correct mistakes. These procedures should include cross-comparison of model inputs, equations, intermediate results and individual dose estimates with independent calculations performed by different persons using independent computational platforms [L31, S20]. All discrepancies identified through these procedures should be resolved and corrections made before estimates of individual doses and their uncertainties are deemed suitable for the evaluation of the dose response.

B21. In the subsequent discussions of this section, it is assumed that all exposure and dose estimates are free of common errors and mistakes. Nevertheless, even after initial dose estimates have been tested by a quality assurance/quality control protocol, the potential for residual errors and mistakes remains. This means that uncertainty in dose estimation may extend beyond the credible intervals and probability density functions specified to represent the states of knowledge about values of dose assigned to individual members of the cohort.

2. Interview data

B22. Often data must be obtained from individual members of an epidemiological study regarding their personal histories of occupation, residence, diet, and lifestyle. These data can be subject to both random and systematic errors. Systematic errors can be the result of numerous causes, including bias inherent in the formulation of interview questions and the conduct of the interview itself [H7, R5, R6, W9]. For epidemiological studies that are of retrospective case–control design, systematic errors are often due to associated recall bias, such as when individuals recall only times when they consumed large quantities of a particular food type, but not times when they avoided the food type completely or when they consumed only smaller portions. Recall bias can also occur when parents or nearest relatives are asked to estimate quantities of specific foods consumed by subjects when these subjects were infants and young children. In general, the amount of recall bias will tend to increase the greater the time between past exposure and the conduct of the interview [R5, R6].

B23. An important type of recall bias occurs when answers given to a questionnaire are correlated with the disease status of the subject. In epidemiological texts, questionnaire information that is correlated with the status of the subject with respect to other variables, including disease status, is referred to as “differential bias.” An example would be subjects with lung cancer who during their interview under-report their past history of smoking. Recall bias that is correlated with disease status can have a profound effect on the dose–response analysis. Differential bias can both exaggerate and suppress the slope of a dose–response relationship [R6]. Recall bias that is not correlated with the status of the individual with respect to exposure or disease, is referred to as “non-differential bias.” In general, but not always, non-differential recall bias will tend to bias the dose response towards the null.

B24. When data are obtained from individual subjects via an interview and systematic errors such as recall bias have been corrected or judged to be of negligible importance, remaining errors in individual responses to questions will tend to have a random error structure that is classical (that is, the variability in individual responses to interview questions will be greater than the true inter-individual variability of true values) [C7].
Removal of recall bias from interview data, however, will be difficult for those epidemiological studies based on a subject’s memory of past exposures in a retrospective case–control design [G18, H7, R5].

### 3. Uncertainty in estimation of external exposure

**B25.** Organ doses due to radiation emitted from sources external to the human body are usually estimated from conversion coefficients that are tabulated in terms of kerma in air. The estimates are hence based on values of kerma in air inferred from (a) direct readings of dosimeters worn on the clothing of radiation workers, (b) approximations for individuals without dosimeters made by extrapolating information from those who wore dosimeters and who were present in the same location at the same period of time, or from those who wore dosimeters and had similar occupational assignments, or (c) the measurement or model estimate of the radiation dose rate at the location of human exposure, combined with an estimate of the time over which the individual was exposed and the type and effectiveness of any shielding present [N9]. In general, for exposure to high-energy photons, the uncertainty in the estimation of an individual’s organ dose due to external radiation will be less than that in the estimated dose due to internal emitters [N9, N10, N11]. However, depending on the radiation type, and the number of unknown variables, uncertainty in the estimate of the dose from external exposure due to low-energy photons (of <0.03 MeV) can be considerable [N9].

**B26.** Larger uncertainties will be expected if the kerma in air at the location of exposure is not obtained from a measured value, but instead is approximated using mathematical models of atmospheric dispersion and surface deposition to first estimate the concentration of radionuclides in air, on the ground, and on other surfaces at that location, and from these modelled concentrations, to calculate the corresponding kerma in air and subsequent organ dose [N10].

**B27. Measurement uncertainty.** The major sources of measurement uncertainty in estimating doses from external sources result from imperfect knowledge of the radiation field in which the instrument was used or the dosimeter exposed, owing to differences in energy and angular response between the calibration field and the actual field of radiation. Other important sources of measurement uncertainty include bias in reading and recording the instrument output, finite resolution and sensitivity, inexact calibration standards, and poor precision. The uncertainty can be expected to be greater if the measurement was reported as an operational quantity (for example, as personal or ambient dose equivalent) rather than as a physical quantity (for example, as air kerma or fluence) [N9]. The directional distribution of the field will also contribute significantly to the uncertainty, because some of the dose estimates will be based on isotropic quantities (for example, kerma in air or ambient dose equivalent) whilst others will be based on strongly directional quantities (for example, personal dose equivalent). Organ doses in a given field are strongly influenced by the directional distribution of the field and the orientation of the individual.

**B28.** In general, the uncertainty for measurements currently made using most personal dosimeters and survey instruments in gamma radiation fields is within limits set by international and national standards organizations [N9]. These standards generally require that a measurement be accurate to within ±30% to ±50% of a true value. However, such a high degree of accuracy was not the case for dosimeter measurements made in the 1950s and 1960s, which are often used for historical dose reconstructions. There may be additional uncertainty associated with changes to the dose quantities that have been used over extended periods, since it will not always be possible to know what quantity was used for some dose estimates. The uncertainty in neutron measurements and mixed field doses is generally greater than for photon and charged-particle exposures. A detailed discussion of the major sources of uncertainty for various instrument systems used to assess external exposure is given in [N9] and summarized in table B1.
Table B1. Summary of major sources of uncertainty for various instrument systems [N9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument system</th>
<th>Major sources of uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AREA MEASUREMENTS OF GAMMA AND BETA RADIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion chambers</td>
<td>Energy and angular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM counters</td>
<td>Energy and angular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scintillation detectors</td>
<td>Energy and angular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor detectors</td>
<td>Energy and angular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film and TLDs</td>
<td>Energy response, calibration, processing, fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ gamma spectrometry</td>
<td>Calibration, data processing (unfolding spectral data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AREA MEASUREMENTS OF NEUTRON AND MIXED RADIATION FIELDS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue equivalent proportional counters</td>
<td>Lower limit of detection, energy and angular responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-detector neutron spectrometers</td>
<td>Data processing (unfolding), calibration (response matrix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scintillation detectors for neutron spectrometry</td>
<td>Data processing, photon–neutron discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen and helium proportional counters</td>
<td>Pulse height discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation detectors</td>
<td>Calibration, energy and angular response, data processing to infer fluence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERSONAL DOSIMETERS FOR MONITORING GAMMA AND BETA RADIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film dosimeters</td>
<td>Calibration, processing, energy response for beta, X-rays, fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLDs</td>
<td>Calibration, processing, energy response, fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLs</td>
<td>Similar to TLD but potential fading more important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic dosimeters</td>
<td>Detector-dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERSONAL DOSIMETERS FOR NEUTRON AND MIXED RADIATION FIELDS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTA* film</td>
<td>Fading, energy response, track counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD for neutrons</td>
<td>Neutron–gamma partition, energy response, laboratory processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track-etch detectors</td>
<td>Track counting, angular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron bubble detectors</td>
<td>Response varies with temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B29. **Uncertainties in conversion of measured quantities to organ absorbed dose.** The true dose to tissues and organs cannot be measured directly, but must typically be calculated by using some type of a model and relevant input data [N9]. Model calculations often require assumptions about conditions that cannot be known with certainty. The model itself may also contribute uncertainty in that it may not perfectly represent the actual exposure scenario and physical situation being assessed. The uncertainty of an estimated dose will be significantly larger than the precision of related measurements because of lack of knowledge about important exposure-related variables. Thus, depending on the circumstances and the state of knowledge about the conditions of irradiation, the evaluation of total uncertainty associated with measurements, models, and the assumptions necessary to estimate the absorbed organ dose may vary from the relatively simple to a highly complex process. The number and relative importance of assumptions necessary to estimate the uncertainty in organ dose can be expected to vary with the exposure situation [N9].

B30. **Variations in body size and orientation of the body with respect to the direction of incident radiation contribute to the overall uncertainty.** Even if the reported measurement represents an accurate estimate of the exposure rate in air, if the actual incident energy and geometry is not specified, the model estimate of the absorbed organ dose can be highly uncertain, particularly for low-energy penetrating radiations with energy less than 0.03 MeV [N9]. Conversely, even if the model used to convert measurements to absorbed dose is based on
the actual energy and geometry of the assessment scenario, if the measurement calibration is conducted in an energy field that differs substantially from the actual energy spectrum, the reported kerma in air can be markedly in error. High uncertainty in the reported kerma in air will translate directly into high uncertainty in the estimate of absorbed dose in an organ [N9].

B31. A comprehensive treatise on uncertainties in the measurement and dosimetry of external sources of radiation has been recently published [N9]. It includes a comprehensive chapter dedicated to the evaluation of the uncertainty in instruments used to measure external exposure, and it includes, in chapter 4, 13 tables of information summarizing the uncertainty in dose conversion factors obtained from mathematical models used to convert measurements of the kerma in air to absorbed organ dose, for various radiation types, energies, organs and tissues, and various irradiation geometries. The analysis is based on published data for 18 different computational phantoms. Table 4.9 in [N9] shows that for higher energy photons (>0.1 MeV) and a known irradiation geometry, the uncertainty in the conversion from air kerma to red bone marrow (RBM) dose is very small, the geometric standard deviation (GSD) varying from 1.01 to 1.12. This small uncertainty can be contrasted with the case where exposure is to low-energy photons (<0.03 MeV) with an unknown irradiation geometry (GSDs vary from <2.0 to >10, depending on the specific situation (tables 4.10 and 4.11)). Tables in [N9] are also given to correlate individual body mass index with estimated values of absorbed organ dose per unit kerma in air, in order to make more precise estimates of individual-specific doses from external exposure.

B32. Table B2, taken directly from [N9], provides estimates of ratios of the maximum to minimum absorbed doses for example organs and radiation spectra when irradiation geometry is unknown. These maximum-to-minimum dose ratios vary from a low of 1.4 for 18 MV bremsstrahlung irradiating the colon and RBM to 38.0 for 60 kV X-rays irradiating the thyroid gland. Maximum-to-minimum ratios for external doses due to deposited radionuclides after the Chernobyl accident or following detonation of a nuclear fission-based weapon vary from 1.5 for the skin to 3.8 for the thyroid gland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum or source of exposure</th>
<th>Maximal/minimal ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 kV X-rays</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 kV X-rays</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 kV X-rays</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radionuclide deposition from Chernobyl accident</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallout from detonation of fission-based nuclear weapon</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma rays (prompt and delayed) from detonation of fission-based nuclear weapon</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 MV bremsstrahlung</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Uncertainty in estimation of internal exposure

B33. For radionuclides that have entered the body by inhalation, ingestion, skin absorption, or via wounds, doses must be determined indirectly using appropriate mathematical models that describe the distribution and delivery of dose over time. Biokinetic models are used to describe the distribution, retention and excretion of radionuclides and dosimetric models of organ and tissue structures are used to calculate doses. The most widely used models are those developed by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) for the calculation of effective dose coefficients for protection purposes [I7, I14]. However, the same models, or
adaptations of them, are also often used for scientific purposes, including the calculation of doses for epidemiological studies [H5, S11, S20, V1]. Dose calculations may be prospective or retrospective. Prospective calculations for managing planned or potential exposures include those performed by ICRP to provide dose coefficients (expressed as values of equivalent and effective dose per unit intake of activity). Retrospective calculations are made for epidemiological studies and risk assessments, and also for protection purposes to determine compliance with occupational and public dose limits and constraints. The steps in the calculation of average absorbed organ or tissue doses that are required for epidemiology or risk assessment are shown in figure B-I. The additional steps in the calculation of the protection quantities, equivalent and effective dose, are also shown. This section reviews some of the important sources of uncertainty in the calculation of internal exposure, including: uncertainties in the biokinetic and dosimetric models, and measurement uncertainty. Other uncertainties not discussed here can include the time of intake, the route of intake and uncertainty on the isotopic composition of the incorporated material [N11].

Figure B-I. Steps in the calculation of internal absorbed and equivalent organ dose, internal effective dose and radiological risk

B34. Measurement to intake. Intakes of radionuclides incurred by individuals or populations are estimated from measurements. Doses to individuals are often determined from bioassay measurements, which can include whole or partial body counting or measurements of activity excreted in urine or faeces. The estimation of the intake from bioassay measurements requires a suitable biokinetic model (discussed below). For populations exposed to radionuclides, intakes may be determined from measurements of radionuclides in air, soil, vegetation, food or water, or from an estimation of the amount released by the source, combined with a suitable environmental pathway model to estimate the intake by the population group.

B35. Intake to dose. This is a two-stage process: first, biokinetic models, which estimate the uptake and dynamic distribution of radionuclides within the body, are used to calculate the number of nuclear disintegrations that occur in organs and tissues. Then, a suitable dosimetric model, which relies on defined spatial relationships between source and target organs, and on the assumed geometries and masses of these organs, is used to convert the number of disintegrations into the average absorbed dose received by each tissue and organ (figure B-I).

B36. Biokinetic models. These are compartment models which follow first-order kinetics and are used to calculate the number of nuclear disintegrations occurring in individual organs and tissues. Specialized models are used to determine the deposition and clearance of inhaled radionuclides to blood from the lungs [19], the
transit and uptake to blood of ingested radionuclides from the alimentary tract [I13], or the uptake to blood of radionuclides deposited in wound sites [N8]. For radionuclides entering blood, element-specific models are used to calculate the distribution of radionuclides in systemic tissues. The most widely used models are those published by the ICRP. These include the Human Respiratory Tract Model (HRTM) which is used to calculate the deposition and clearance of inhaled radionuclides [I9], and the Human Alimentary Tract Model (HATM), which describes the transit and absorption of radionuclides in the alimentary tract [I13]. The ICRP also publishes a range of element-specific models for calculating radioactive disintegrations occurring in systemic tissues after radionuclides have been taken up to blood from the respiratory or alimentary tracts [I8, I10]. Updated systemic models, such as those for plutonium [L10], caesium [L9] and polonium [H5, L10], have been developed based on more recent information. Some of these models are considered for potential use by the ICRP.

B37. **Dosimetric models.** These models estimate the fraction of energy absorbed in every target organ for each disintegration that occurs in a source organ or tissue. The fraction of energy absorbed in a target tissue for a particular source organ/target organ pair and emission type and energy is referred to as the absorbed fraction (AF). For penetrating radiations, AFs have been calculated using Monte Carlo radiation transport algorithms and anthropomorphic phantoms developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [C18]. In these, the sizes and positions of the source and target organs are defined by quadratic surfaces in an idealized representation of the human body. More recently, the ORNL type phantoms have been superseded by voxel phantoms which are based on medical imaging data of real people and adjusted to the sizes and proportions of reference males and females [I16, L13]. For non-penetrating radiations, the AF is unity unless the sizes and dimensions of source and target regions prohibit this assumption. Such a situation occurs for walled tissue structures such as the respiratory and alimentary tracts, or for sources in the skeleton. With the exception of the latter, which is represented by a simplified energy-independent model, AFs for the target regions in the HRTM and HATM have been determined using Monte Carlo radiation transport algorithms and three-dimensional models representing source and target cell, or tissue geometries [I9, I13]. The dosimetric model for the skeleton is currently being revised to address a number of simplifications in the ICRP Publication 30 model; these include accounting for electron escape from the trabecular spongiosa to surrounding cortical bone and variations in absorbed fractions with changes in bone marrow cellularity [B17].

B38. Various methods have been used to quantify the uncertainties present at each stage of the dose calculation for internal exposure. The most significant is probably parameter uncertainty analysis, where uncertainties on parameters are propagated through to the calculation of dose using the Monte Carlo method [T10]. Another popular approach is to directly assign a subjective probability statement to the dose in question [N11].

B39. When quantifying uncertainty it is important to consider the purpose of the dose assessment. For estimating the average risk to populations from radionuclide exposures with a linear model, population mean doses to organs and tissues are of interest. Estimates of these doses are convoluted with appropriate organ or tissue-specific risk coefficients to obtain estimates of lifetime cancer risk (cancer risk per unit intake). For example, the United States government publishes lifetime risk coefficients for exposures to environmental radionuclides [U1]. These coefficients apply to an average member of the United States public, or more precisely, a “hypothetical population whose survival functions and cancer mortality rates are based on recent data for the United States” [P1]. In this case, it is uncertainty on population mean absorbed organ and tissue doses per unit intake that is of interest in estimation of risk using such risk coefficients.

B40. When attempting to quantify uncertainty on population mean absorbed organ dose per unit intake it is important to distinguish between the effects of uncertainty (model parameters that have fixed but unknown values) and variability (model parameter values that vary between individuals), since the misclassification of variability as uncertainty will tend to exaggerate the uncertainty on the mean dose per unit intake. In contrast, if the purpose of the assessment is to estimate the uncertainty on the risk to a specific individual resulting from an internal exposure then it is the distribution of all possible organ doses for the individual in question that is required. Under these circumstances, both variable and uncertain model parameters may be expressed as probability density functions and the one-dimensional Monte Carlo method described in appendix A can be used to calculate the uncertainty on dose. However, if additional bioassay data are available, then Bayesian methods may be used to calculate the conditional distribution of dose given the data. For estimating cancer risk from
internal exposures in an epidemiological study, the effects of uncertainty and variability should be separated to account for their differential effects on the estimate of risk. Under these circumstances an appropriate method, such as the two-dimensional Monte Carlo method described in appendix A can be used.

B41. Uncertainty in measurements. The type of measurements used for the estimation of internal exposure differs depending on whether the exposure setting is occupational, medical, or environmental. Measurements related to internal exposures in the workplace involve direct and indirect bioassay measurements, workplace measurements in air, water, and on surfaces, and biodosimetry [N11]. The sources of uncertainty in direct measurements of whole or partial body emission of photons include calibration uncertainties that involve unknown distributions of radioactivity in the subject, unknown thicknesses of overlying tissue, and other differences between the subject being measured and the calibration standard. Uncertainties in bioassay measurements of excreta, sweat, or saliva arise from: sampling, the critical issue of which is the representativeness of the sample; storage conditions, which include the duration of storage and variable storage conditions; chemical analysis, the main problem being chemical yield recovery; and counting, for which the critical issue is the calibration of the measurement system [N11].

B42. The calibration of direct bioassay measurements requires the use of anthropomorphic phantoms. Uncertainties may arise because of differences between the amount of shielding provided by overlying tissue of a real person and that provided by the phantom. This is less of a problem for the detection of high energy gamma radiation stemming from the decay of uniformly distributed radionuclides such as $^{137}$Cs or $^{60}$Co, but much more of a challenge for the detection of lower energy photons that are not uniformly distributed [N11].

B43. Analysis of excreta samples is used to assess intakes of radionuclides that do not emit energetic photons. It is much more sensitive in detecting radioactivity in a sample, with few of the calibration problems associated with whole body or partial body counting. Radionuclide concentrations in excreta can vary with time for the same individual and from person to person. This inter- and intra-person variability of samples becomes an additional source of uncertainty, which, along with factors associated with proper sample collection, will introduce uncertainty that likely exceeds the uncertainty in the measurement of the sample’s activity alone [N11].

B44. The term “workplace measurements” is used to refer to measurements of radioactivity of samples collected from the work environment. These may include, but are not limited to, workplace air samples, or smears of workplace surfaces. For radionuclides that emit no penetrating radiations and that have very low rates of excretion from the body, workplace samples may be the only means available to derive an estimate of intake [N11]. Although the measurement uncertainties may be similar to those encountered with excreta sampling, the uncertainty in the estimate of intake may be greater because it is the worker’s environment, rather than the individual worker, that is being monitored.

B45. The term “environmental measurements” is used for measurements of radionuclides in samples taken of air, soil, water, vegetation, and agricultural and non-agricultural food products. Measurement uncertainties are similar to those for bioassay analyses, but a more important source of uncertainty is the representativeness of the sample for estimating the actual exposure or intake of a subject in an epidemiological cohort. When direct measurement of radionuclide concentrations in environmental media at a specific location is absent or sparse, mathematical models are employed using coefficients and algorithms to use measurements and observations made at other locations and time periods. The representativeness of modelled estimates to actual concentrations of radionuclides in the environment is a major source of uncertainty in estimating internal exposure. The uncertainty in the estimation of environmental concentrations in the absence of direct measurements may equal or dominate over the uncertainty in the estimation of the dose per unit intake [A9, A11, N10, N11].

B46. Uncertainty in intakes. Exposure to internally-emitting radionuclides can be acute or protracted, and they can be from inhalation, ingestion, skin absorption, uptake from wounds, or from intravenous injection. In occupational settings, intakes can be derived from bioassay analysis and the use of biokinetic models. In addition, estimates of intakes can be made from measurements of radionuclides in the air or the environment.

B47. An important source of uncertainty in the estimation of dose due to inhalation is knowledge of the physico-chemical form of the radionuclide in air. This affects the extent to which the radionuclide is deposited
and retained in the airways of the respiratory tract, and the rate at which the material is cleared to blood or the alimentary tract.

B48. The magnitude and uncertainty of intakes estimated from bioassay data depend mainly on the solubility of the inhaled material in the lung. Erroneous assumptions regarding the rate of dissolution and uptake to blood of inhaled aerosols can lead to significant systematic errors in estimated intakes and doses, especially those derived from measurements of radionuclides in urine [B12, D5]. This is especially noteworthy because intake and dose estimates from urine bioassay have been used in epidemiological studies of workers exposed to plutonium and other actinides, including those of the Sellafield workforce [O3] and workers of the Mayak Production Association [G1, S23]. Over the past decade, Bayesian methods have proved useful in identifying true values of intakes and calculating uncertainties on intakes and doses estimated from bioassay data [D4, M14, P16]. The technique has proved a useful tool for incorporating different forms of prior knowledge regarding the exposure. For example, the prior can include workplace measurements of intakes, such as air sampler data, together with plausible ranges of biokinetic parameter values determined from experimental studies.

B49. When measurements of radionuclides in the air or environment are available, intake from inhalation is determined as the product of the time-integrated radionuclide concentration in air, the breathing rate of the individual estimated as an average for the time of passage of the radioactive plume, and any factors accounting for indoor filtration of air compared to outdoors. Rates of inhalation will vary considerably depending on whether the individual is engaged in light or heavy physical activity, or is resting at the time of passage of the plume. To estimate uncertainty in intakes due to inhalation of fallout particles from distant testing of nuclear weapons, the United States National Cancer Institute assigned a geometric standard deviation of 1.3 to age- and sex-specific geometric mean values of inhalation rates [N3]. These log-normal distributions of inhalation rates were to represent uncertainty mostly due to inter-individual variability in breathing rates among individuals of the same age and sex.

B50. Intakes by ingestion are more common in environmental settings where radionuclides released to air and water lead to subsequent radionuclide concentrations in drinking water and terrestrial and aquatic food sources of importance to the human diet. Intakes by ingestion are less common in occupational settings. Intakes from ingestion are derived from the product of the measured or estimated concentration of the radionuclide in water or food, the estimated consumption rate for drinking water and specific food types, and factors that account for radionuclide losses due to water filtration, food preparation, radiological decay during the delay time between food harvest and consumption, and dietary dilution owing to the intake of water and food materials obtained from sources with no radionuclides [N10, N11].

B51. Ingestion rates are obtained from dietary surveys of the individuals, their parents or closest relatives, or from more general dietary surveys of populations composed of individuals of like age and gender. Uncertainties in the estimate of an individual’s intake from ingestion will be a combination of the uncertainty in all of the factors mentioned above. As mentioned previously (see section II.A.2 of this appendix), the uncertainty in information obtained from dietary surveys involving an individual’s or parent’s memory of past intakes of specific food types will be subject to the systematic error of recall bias. Because of the multiple sources of uncertainty affecting the overall estimate of uncertainty for the ingestion of specific radionuclides, the uncertainty in intake via ingestion may often be as great as or greater than the uncertainty associated with the estimate of the absorbed organ dose per unit intake via ingestion [N10].

B52. In a few circumstances, intakes via ingestion for some members of epidemiological cohorts have been determined by direct measurement of radionuclides in food and water combined with bioassay measurements. This has been the case for the estimation of $^{131}$I and $^{137}$Cs intakes during the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident and $^{90}$Sr intakes via ingestion of foodstuffs contaminated by releases to the Techa River [N11].

B53. Uncertainty in biokinetic models. There are two sources of uncertainty: uncertainty in how well the structure of the biokinetic model represents the underlying processes that describe the retention and excretion of the radionuclide in question (“model uncertainty”), and uncertainty in the values of the parameters for a given model structure (“parameter uncertainty”). Because biokinetic models are generally constructed for representative members of exposed populations, uncertainty in biokinetic model structure represents a shared error in an epidemiology study. However, uncertainties on biokinetic model parameter values can be shared or
unshared. Parameters that describe individual-specific physiological processes (for example, those describing the systemic retention and excretion of radionuclides) have shared and unshared components. The uncertainties in mean and standard deviation of the distribution describing variability are shared among individuals, while the samples from these distributions for a given mean and standard deviation are unshared. Material-specific parameters, however, such as those describing the deposition and clearance of inhaled materials from the lungs, will usually have shared errors among individuals.

B54. The extent of the uncertainty in the structure of a biokinetic model is dependent on the quality of the data that were used to derive it. Direct measurements of radionuclides of interest in humans are the most representative data in formulating a biokinetic model [L8]. Data expected to be less reliable include measurements of radionuclides of interest in animals, or measurements of chemical analogues in humans or animals. Generally, the most complete data pertain to radionuclides that are of the greatest radiological significance and the best understood biologically. These categories have been used as a tool to derive subjective probability statements regarding the uncertainty in the dose per unit intake for a given exposure pathway [N7]. Quantification of model uncertainty is complicated by the fact that it represents a conceptual uncertainty; however, one approach is to represent model uncertainty in an uncertainty analysis by assigning discrete probabilities to plausible model structures.

B55. The uncertainty on parameter values is more easily quantified than model uncertainty. In many cases it is difficult to measure the value of a biokinetic parameter directly. However, where variation in the parameter value produces an observable change in a bioassay quantity, and suitable data are available, an empirical distribution can be derived that reproduces the observed variation in this quantity in the human population [A10, N11]. For example, rates of uptake of plutonium to skeleton and liver can be varied in the systemic model for plutonium in order to reproduce the observed inter-subject variation in uptake by these organs. It is less straightforward, however, to derive empirical uncertainties for parameters that do not strongly influence bioassay quantities, but may nevertheless significantly impact dose estimates. Under such circumstances, much greater reliance is placed on subjective judgement to assign an uncertainty. The uncertainty assigned to these parameters will significantly affect the uncertainty in the dose for the organ in question. An illustrative example of this is long-term binding of inhaled plutonium to bronchial airways of the lung; here, a small bound fraction (in the order of a few per cent) can increase absorbed doses to bronchial cells from inhaled plutonium by over two orders of magnitude [B12]. However, the inclusion of binding at these levels has a negligible effect on urine bioassay or lung content over time.

B56. For retrospective assessments, bioassay data will generally provide additional information about parameter values that will reduce uncertainties on dose estimates. Bayesian methods have proved useful in this regard by combining existing knowledge with individual-specific data [D4, M20, P18].

B57. Uncertainty in dosimetric models. Uncertainties in the absorbed fractions (AFs) calculated using dosimetric models arise because of uncertainty in the positions of source and target tissues, and in the geometry and masses of these tissues. However, quantifying uncertainties in AFs is not straightforward.

B58. To properly account for uncertainties in AFs for penetrating photon emissions it is necessary to perform Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations for a set of phantoms that represent particular combinations of source and target geometries in the uncertainty distribution of interest; such a calculation is computationally very difficult. The variability in the AF values for $^{137}$Cs was approximated by Apostoaiei and Miller [A10] by quantifying the variation in the ICRP AFs due to the variability in body mass among adult males and females. Estimation of uncertainty in AFs should account for the systematic difference that may exist between the idealized (reference) ORNL phantom and the average individual in the actual population of interest. Voxel-based phantoms offer a means of assessing the likely differences between doses calculated for reference individuals using the ORNL phantom and doses to actual or “true” individuals (a set of AFs that represent the mean of the human population under consideration). Studies show that the biggest discrepancies between the ORNL and voxel phantoms exist for organ cross irradiation (the source and target organs are different) at low photon energies (<100 keV) [Z1]. On the other hand, the differences in the AFs for self-irradiation of organs (the source and target organ are the same) is small when adjustments have been made for organ mass. As might be expected, the overall effect on absorbed organ doses is less pronounced: doses calculated with the ORNL type phantom are lower than those calculated using the voxel type phantoms, but appear to be typically within 50% [Z1].
B59. For low-penetrating alpha and beta radiation, significant uncertainties in dosimetry exist where the dimensions of source and target regions are small and separated by short distances (a few micrometres). Such situations arise in dosimetric assessments for the respiratory and alimentary tracts and the skeleton. In the lung, the target cells in the bronchial airways are assumed to be the basal and secretory cells in the airway wall. In the formulation of lung dose, the dose to the bronchial region is assigned 33% of the weighted lung dose; however the mass of the bronchial cells constitute around 0.1% of the total lung mass [I9]. Sensitivity analyses of lung doses from radon progeny have confirmed that the dose received by these cells is indeed sensitive to the spatial relationship that exists between them and the low-penetrating alpha-emitting radionuclides that are deposited in the mucus layer of the airway wall [M7]. This sensitivity was comparable to the sensitivity of the lung dose to the assumed physico-chemical form of the inhaled aerosol [M7]. However, for radionuclides with long half-lives that are inhaled in a less soluble form, the uncertainty on lung dose is likely to be dominated by a lack of knowledge of the solubility of the material.

B60. An additional uncertainty is introduced when the location and identity of target cells is poorly defined. In the current bone dosimetry model, for example, it is assumed that the radiosensitive cells that give rise to bone tumours reside in a 10 μm layer of tissue adjacent to the endosteum. However, research by Gössner [G14] and Gössner et al. [G15] indicates that the development of bone sarcomas resulting from irradiation of mesenchymal stem cells is complicated and not dependent on a single cell type. These studies also suggest that the target cells extend at least up to 50 μm from the surface of the endosteum into the active marrow.

B61. Uncertainties in the dose per unit intake for an unspecified person. For assessing the risk of internal exposure for a population group, it is the uncertainty in absorbed organ doses per unit intake for an unspecified, but representative or average person, in the population of interest that is required.

B62. An extensive discussion of the various sources of uncertainty associated with the estimate of dose per unit intake for an unspecified person is given in NCRP Report 164 [N11]. This comprehensive report includes tables of uncertainty estimates for specific radionuclides, exposure conditions and organs, when person-specific information from direct or indirect bioassays is not available. Table B3 provides estimates of uncertainty in the absorbed dose to the lung per unit exposure to radon (222Rn) and its decay products [N11]. This average dose to the thoracic region of the respiratory tract accounts for the uncertainty in sensitivity to radiation of different regions of the thoracic airways and has a plausible range (defined as the ratio of the upper to lower bound estimate) of a factor of 10. However, for exposure to radon and its decay products in particular, there is evidence that most lung cancers occur in the bronchial and bronchiolar regions (83%) rather than in the alveolar region (16% [S1]), suggesting that a meaningful quantity for epidemiology or risk assessment could be the absorbed dose to the bronchial and bronchiolar regions, as opposed to the average dose to the entire lung.

B63. Table B4 (adapted from [N11]) provides central estimates, together with “likely” upper and lower bound estimates of the associated uncertainties on the central values, of absorbed organ doses for selected radionuclides in which intakes are acute or chronic through ingestion or inhalation, and the intake is of a variety of physico-chemical forms. The uncertainty estimates were largely based on subjective judgements of NCRP. The ratio of upper to lower bound dose estimates varies considerably. For example, for an acute ingestion of 137Cs incorporated in food (or as a soluble inorganic form) and for absorbed dose to the RBM, the ratio of upper to lower bound dose estimates is a factor of 2. This ratio increases to a factor of 5 for the colon. Comparable uncertainties are associated with thyroid doses resulting from chronic intakes of 131I (upper to lower bound dose ratios of 3.4). Higher uncertainties are associated with ingestion of 106Ru in food (upper to lower bound dose ratios ranging from 25 to 40, depending on the organ of interest). Larger uncertainties will be present when the physico-chemical form of the intake is unknown, and if uptake via the alimentary tract is associated with acute, as opposed to chronic, exposure.
Table B3. Central estimates and plausible ranges of absorbed dose to lung tissues per unit exposure to radon (\(^{222}\text{Rn}\)) and its decay products

Estimates are for intake by a typical healthy adult male and can be applied for residential or workplace exposures [9, N11, N18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Absorbed dose per unit exposure to radon ((^{222}\text{Rn})) and its decay products (mGy per WLM)</th>
<th>Ratio of upper to lower bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best estimate</td>
<td>Lower bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung(^{a}) (D(_{\text{lung}}))</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchial region of lung(^{b}) (D(_{\text{BB+bb}}))</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Detriment-weighted average dose to lung [N11]. Uncertainty range represents a 90% confidence interval and was obtained by Monte Carlo methods for uncertainty propagation. The range accounts for uncertainty in weighting the radiosensitivity of the different tissues (bronchi BB, bronchioles bb, alveolar interstitium and thoracic lymph nodes) considered in the ICRP lung model [I9].

\(^{b}\) Dose to the bronchial region (BB+bb) [N18]. Uncertainty range represents a 90% confidence interval.

Table B4. Central estimates and plausible ranges of 50-year committed doses per unit intake of selected radionuclides

Estimates are for intake by a typical healthy adult male [N11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Best estimate (Sv/Bq(^{a}))</th>
<th>Lower bound (Sv/Bq(^{a}))</th>
<th>Upper bound (Sv/Bq(^{a}))</th>
<th>Ratio of upper to lower bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute ingestion of (^{131}\text{I})</td>
<td>Incorporated in food</td>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>(4.2 \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>(1.8 \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>(1.0 \times 10^{-6})</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic ingestion of (^{131}\text{I})</td>
<td>Incorporated in food</td>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>(4.2 \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>(2.3 \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>(7.8 \times 10^{-7})</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute ingestion of (^{137}\text{Cs})</td>
<td>Incorporated in food or soluble inorganic form</td>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>(1.3 \times 10^{-8})</td>
<td>(6.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(3.0 \times 10^{-8})</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Red marrow</td>
<td>(1.4 \times 10^{-8})</td>
<td>(8.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(1.6 \times 10^{-8})</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingestion of (^{106}\text{Ru})</td>
<td>Incorporated in food</td>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>(5.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(1.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(2.5 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>(3.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(5.0 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>(2.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>(1.5 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>(2.5 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>(9.0 \times 10^{-9})</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) The values for \(^{131}\text{I}, \(^{137}\text{Cs}, and \(^{106}\text{Ru}\) of equivalent dose per unit intake (Sv/Bq) and absorbed dose per unit intake (Gy/Bq) are equal.

\(^{b}\) The ratio of the upper to lower bound approximates a “likely range”, not an absolute minimum or maximum value.

B64. A limited number of studies describe the application of parameter uncertainty analysis to quantify uncertainties on doses per unit intake, some of which have been reviewed by NCRP [N11]. These studies have focused on radionuclides of high radiological importance that are well understood biologically; these including iodine [A10, F8, H3, H23], tritium [H6, M10], caesium [A10] and plutonium and americium [P18]. The studies calculate distributions of absorbed or equivalent organ doses, or effective dose per unit intake. Some of the analyses acknowledge that the doses should be regarded as population mean or central values and interpret their results accordingly [A10, H6, P18]. Generally, however, no attempt was made to distinguish variability from uncertainty in the distributions that were derived for model parameters since many of those studies were not intended for epidemiological purposes. It is therefore likely that the distributions of doses that were calculated overestimate the uncertainty in the population mean absorbed organ doses per unit intake. However, it is possible to infer the uncertainty in the mean values for the exposure pathways that were considered. Approximate ratios of upper to lower bounds of mean dose per unit intake for adult members of the public are:
(a) Within a factor of 2 for absorbed organ doses resulting from ingestion of $^{137}$Cs in food [A10] and absorbed dose to the thyroid from ingestion of soluble forms of $^{131}$I [A10, D10, F8, H3];

(b) Within a factor of 3 for absorbed organ doses from inhalation or ingestion of tritiated water [H6, M10];

(c) Within a factor of 4 for absorbed dose to the thyroid from inhalation of environmental aerosols bearing $^{131}$I [F8, H8];

(d) Within a factor of 5 for absorbed organ doses from ingestion of organically bound tritium [H6, M10];

(e) Within a factor of 10 for absorbed doses to liver and bone surfaces from ingestion of $^{239}$Pu or $^{241}$Am [P18].

B65. Uncertainties in doses for specific individuals. Uncertainties on absorbed organ doses resulting from internal exposures to radionuclides have been calculated for individuals in a number of epidemiological studies. From the standpoint of uncertainties in the internal dosimetry model, these range from the fairly simple (e.g. thyroid doses resulting from ingestion of iodine) to the complex (e.g. lung doses resulting from inhalation of plutonium).

B66. Estimates of dose to the thyroid have been calculated to derive estimates of risk of thyroid cancer in childhood or adolescence following the Chernobyl accident [D8, D9, S28]. In these studies, uncertainties on individual thyroid doses were calculated using Monte Carlo techniques and accounted for uncertainties in the exposure pathway in addition to uncertainty in the dose per unit intake to the thyroid. In both studies uncertainty in the latter was simply taken directly from estimates of the variation in thyroid dose per unit intake estimated by Apostoaei and Miller [A10] or Dunning and Schwartz [D10]. Thus it was assumed that the range of thyroid dose per unit intake for the subjects in the study groups was comparable to those observed in United States subjects of similar ages. In addition to deriving uncertainties on parameters, Drozdvitch et al. [D8] categorized parameters as shared or unshared, with a view to preserving this error structure in a Monte Carlo analysis of risk. The uncertainties on doses calculated by Stepanenko et al. [S28] were included in a risk analysis by Kopecky et al. [K10]. However, because the uncertainties on thyroid doses were calculated separately for each individual, shared and unshared parameters were not distinguished in the analysis of risk [K10].

B67. The study of nuclear workers exposed to plutonium and other actinides is an invaluable tool for obtaining risk estimates of lung cancer for alpha emitters other than radon progeny. So far, risk estimates have been derived from point estimates of lung dose that are often estimated from urine or faecal bioassay [G9, S23]. However, such estimates ignore errors in lung dosimetry. As a consequence, there has been significant interest in applying Bayesian inference methods to calculate uncertainties in these estimates. Miller et al. [M15, M16] derived prior distributions of biokinetic model parameters with a view to applying them in a Bayesian analysis of former workers of the Mayak Production Association. This distribution was limited to a small set of biokinetic “types”; each type consisted of a set of parameter values associated with a biokinetic model and was derived by fitting the data to one of 41 sets of worker bioassay and autopsy data. However, representing the prior uncertainty on parameters as a discrete set of sets rather than as continuous distributions may distort the uncertainty on dose and may also make it difficult to distinguish shared from unshared parameters. In a more recent analysis, Puncher et al. [P17] derived uncertainties in the ICRP Human Respiratory Tract Model [I9], in the form of a multivariate continuous prior distribution. This was used to calculate uncertainties on lung doses for 2,056 European nuclear workers in a recent European case-control study of lung cancer risk from occupational exposures to actinides [T5]. Although the Bayesian calculation was performed separately for each worker, the sampling regime was implemented so that parameters identified as being shared or unshared would be preserved between workers. Effectively what was calculated was a joint posterior distribution of worker doses conditioned on the matrix of worker bioassay data.
B. Reconstruction of external exposure in specific studies

1. DS02 dosimetry for survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

B68. The most recent set of dose estimates for the survivors of the 1945 atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki is referred to as DS02 [G23, K4]. Estimates of the external absorbed dose to each organ for each survivor provide the basic foundation for the most recent updates of risk coefficients from the Radiation Effects Research Foundation of Japan (RERF). The absorbed dose estimates from DS02 [G23] provide the basis for the majority of estimates of standardized coefficients of risk per unit dose, including those published by the United States National Research Council [N19], ICRP [I14] and UNSCEAR [U12]. To date, almost all radiation risk coefficients are derived from the Lifespan Study cohort (LSS) of RERF; exceptions are risk coefficients from pooled studies for breast and thyroid, and for lung cancer due to exposure to radon and its decay products [I14, N19, U13]. A detailed analysis of uncertainty in the DS02 dose estimates has been conducted by Kaul et al. [K4]. They evaluated uncertainties in each modular component of the individual dose calculation and compared their calculated total uncertainty estimates with field measurements to test the validity of the results. The computational process for estimating absorbed doses in DS02 is composed of three independent elements: (a) propagation of the radiation leakage from the weapon through air to derive the radiation field above bare, flat ground (referred to as the “flat field”), (b) transmission through and around structures and terrain to produce a “shielded radiation field”, and (c) transmission into the body to compute mean radiation fields and doses in individual organs of each survivor. Calculations are differentiated by neutron and gamma-ray components. The dose uncertainties of each computational element are inferred from input parameters, reaction cross sections, computational methods, computational statistics, assumptions made in creating the computational description of events and on expert judgement. Uncertainties are differentiated into two types: “systematic,” describing the likelihood that doses to all individuals at a given city will increase or decrease together, and “random,” which affect each individual survivor more or less independently.

B69. To evaluate the validity of the computed dose uncertainties, comparisons were made between ensemble uncertainties (computed for individual computational elements and radiation dose components) and field observations, at critical intervals in the computational process for survivor dose estimation. These comparisons included observed and calculated radiation free-field components; the observations included thermal- and fast-neutron activation and gamma-ray thermoluminescence. These comparisons are relevant to the evaluation of systematic uncertainty in DS02. Comparisons were also made between field observations and calculations of survivor shielding, where the observations consisted of biodosimetric measurements for individual survivors. These comparisons were relevant for evaluation of the amount of random uncertainty specified in DS02.

B70. Systematic uncertainty. Sources of systematic uncertainty include the yield of the weapon for prompt and delayed radiation, radiation output (that is, radiation leakage from the weapon, describing the disassembly of the bomb as it explodes), height of the burst, air density, air moisture, soil moisture, air transport, nuclear cross sections, fission product radiation uncertainties (including gamma-ray and neutron dose), shielding calculation methodology, and the calculational methodology adopted for estimating organ dose. The total estimated systematic uncertainty for a representative survivor is expressed as a coefficient of variation (CV, also called standard error as a percentage of the central estimate) of 13.6% for the city of Hiroshima and 12.6% for the city of Nagasaki (tables B5 and B6). In this situation, the CV accounts for one standard error about the estimate of the mean, or 64% of the total uncertainty about the mean value.

B71. Random uncertainty in dose at a known location. The various factors considered in estimating the random component of total uncertainty are: the distance of the survivor to the hypocentre of the bomb detonation, shielding associated with house modelling, shielding assignment for an individual survivor, shielding histories associated with the use of the 9-Parameter Shielding Model, the use of a variable phantom model and assumptions about the orientation of each survivor to the influence of irradiation, survivor coordinates, survivor recall of location and factors affecting shielding, and recall of posture and orientation (based on re-interviewing 88 survivors of the Nagasaki bombing). The total random uncertainty in survivor dose estimates range between
20% and 41% (coefficients of variation) for the Hiroshima bombing and between 25% and 44% for the Nagasaki bombing.

B72. Total dose uncertainty. The uncertainty for each component of the dose calculation for a representative survivor and representative conditions of orientation, shielding and dose at 1,500 m distance from the hypocentre are given in table B5 for Hiroshima and table B6 for Nagasaki. The total uncertainty is dominated by the random uncertainty and ranges in terms of the coefficient of variation from 24.4% to 43.3% for Hiroshima and 27.9% to 45.3% for Nagasaki. These uncertainties appear to be substantiated by limited comparisons for a small number of survivors (22) whose gamma kerma doses could be determined using biodosimetric information [K4].

B73. Dose uncertainty assumed for LSS risk estimation. In their evaluation of risk coefficients from the LSS cohort, Preston et al. [P14] assumed a general dose uncertainty (CV) of 35% for survivor dose estimates from both the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. This was assumed to be random and associated with classical measurement error. Pierce et al. [P6] re-evaluated the assumptions used by Preston et al. [P14] and concluded that the total random uncertainty associated with each individual survivor dose estimate ought to be more appropriately expanded to 44%. Of this, a CV of 40% is considered as classical measurement error and a CV of 20% assignment error (referred to in [P6] as “averaging errors”). Of the two types of random errors, classical measurement errors have the most profound effect on introducing a bias in the dose–response analysis (see section III.B of this appendix).
Table B5. Representative DS02 random and systematic uncertainties in total marrow dose at Hiroshima (from [K4])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Absorbed dose uncertainties (CV, %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron output</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air density and moisture</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air cross sections</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrodynamic model</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fission product source</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air transport calculation method</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst height</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypocentre location</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor coordinates</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House materials</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding assignment</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(5.0–35.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding calculation method</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(5.0–10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom materials and orientation</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(5.0–10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ dose calculation method</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding survivor recall</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture and orientation recall</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(24.4–43.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total random</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(20.3–41.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note of survivor specifications:** City: Hiroshima; Distance: 1,500 m.

Conditions of shielding: First floor, external structure within 22.5 degrees to hypocentre, unshielded factor >3, slant penetration from outer surface to survivor 6 metres.

Adult survivor facing hypocentre.

Total dose: 22.7 mGy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Absorbed dose uncertainties (CV, %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron output</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air density and moisture</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air cross section</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrodynamic model</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fission product source</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air transport calculation method</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst height</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypocentre location</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor coordinates</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House materials</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding assignment</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom materials and orientation</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ dose calculation method</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding survivor recall</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture and orientation recall</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(27.9–45.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total random</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Range)</td>
<td>(15.5–38.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note of survivor specifications:**
- **City:** Nagasaki; **Distance:** 1,500 m.
- **Conditions of shielding:** First floor, external structure within 22.5 degrees to hypocentre, unshielded factor >3, slant penetration from outer surface to survivor 6 metres.
- **Adult survivor facing hypocentre**
- **Total dose:** 44.3 mGy
2. Occupational exposures

B74. In epidemiological studies of occupationally-exposed people, estimates of absorbed doses to organs of individual workers are used to evaluate dose–response relationships. Procedures must be developed that translate dosimetric data recorded for workers—obtained both from current dosimetry systems designed to estimate the Personal Dose Equivalent (known as $H_{p}(10)$, the energy absorbed at a depth of 10 mm in tissue), and from older dosimetry systems for which the dose objective was not so clearly defined—into estimates of the absorbed dose in an organ. While translating historical and more recent recorded doses into estimates of organ dose, attention is given to account for systematic and random sources of uncertainty. The following material reviews cohorts occupationally exposed primarily to external sources of high-energy gamma radiation. Individuals exposed occupationally to internal emitters or externally to neutrons or low-energy photons are excluded from consideration.

B75. Hanford workers. In a study presenting results of dose–response analyses based on estimated external radiation doses for Hanford workers, Gilbert [G8] corrected for bias in recorded doses to produce estimates of absorbed dose for organs, and they estimated the systematic and random uncertainty in the correction factors. Sources of uncertainty in the bias correction factors were found to include both the random variation of laboratory measurements and the limited ability of the personal dosimeters worn by workers to respond accurately to all radiation energies, as well as the uncertainty arising when measured dose is converted to absorbed dose in an organ. Systematic uncertainty about the overall bias $B$ for specified time periods is represented as a ratio ($K_{S}$) between the upper 97.5th percentile of a probability density function for the bias correction factor and the geometric mean value for $B$ for red bone marrow dose and lung dose. The systematic uncertainty in the bias correction factors used in this study were assumed to be perfectly correlated among workers [G7].

B76. The study by Gilbert [G8] of dose–response analyses relied on an earlier study of the same Hanford cohort which evaluated bias and uncertainty in estimates of external exposure derived from measurements using personal dosimeters [G7]. That 1996 study focused on recorded doses as the primary information for estimating absorbed doses to organs, addressing the extent that uncertainties for different workers were correlated. This analysis involved categorizing errors as random (reflecting uncertainties that were independent among individual workers), and systematic or biased (reflecting uncertainty between the mean of the reported dose and the true mean of the absorbed dose to organs for an identified subgroup within the exposure period). The authors assume that uncertainty due to individual sources is described by independent log-normal distributions. Overall uncertainty factors are obtained through propagation of log-normal distributions of uncertainty through a series of multiplicative terms. Data that would allow rigorous determination of uncertainties were not available; thus, the uncertainty factors presented in that paper reflect subjective judgement of the authors.

B77. The evaluation focused on uncertainty resulting from the fact that dosimeters, especially those used in early periods of plant operation, were limited in their ability to respond accurately to all radiation types to which workers were exposed (that is, beta, photon, and neutron) and to radiation coming from different directions (for example, anterior–posterior or rotational). This specific energy and geometry dependence of exposure conditions was a major source of both random and systematic error in the Hanford dose estimates. Because of the different capabilities of dosimeters used in different time periods, separate evaluations were made for the periods 1944–1956, 1957–1971, 1972–1983, and 1984–1993. It was concluded that systematic uncertainties in different dosimetry systems were unlikely to be perfectly correlated, and so the overall systematic uncertainty in cumulative doses that include contributions from more than one of these time periods were likely less than that for uncertainty contributed by individual exposure periods.

B78. The estimated doses follow approximate log-normal distributions, characterized by bias factors $B$ and 95% uncertainty factors $K_{R}$ (quantifying the systematic uncertainty regarding how well the bias factors are known) and $K_{R}$ (quantifying the inter-individual variability of true dose among workers, given a possibly true value for $B$ that is without systematic uncertainty). The recorded doses were translated into estimates of deep dose and estimates of absorbed dose to the red bone marrow and lung (see table B7). $K_{R}$ represents only aleatory uncertainty or assignment error. Classical error resulting from variability of laboratory methods was not
considered, because it was only a minor contributor to the total uncertainty of most members of the cohort, especially for those who experienced multiple exposure events over a period of several years.

Table B.7. Overall bias and uncertainties in recorded doses of monitored workers as estimates of deep dose, red bone marrow dose, and lung dose [G7, G8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEP DOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall bias (B)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic uncertainty (K_s)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From energy and geometry</td>
<td>1.4, 1.8</td>
<td>1.3, 1.5</td>
<td>1.2, 1.3</td>
<td>1.2, 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random uncertainty (K_r)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED BONE MARROW DOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall bias (B)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic uncertainty (K_s)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From energy and geometry</td>
<td>1.5, 1.8</td>
<td>1.3, 1.6</td>
<td>1.3, 1.4</td>
<td>1.3, 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall uncertainty</td>
<td>1.6–1.9</td>
<td>1.4–1.7</td>
<td>1.3–1.4</td>
<td>1.3–1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random uncertainty (K_r)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUNG DOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall bias (B)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic uncertainty (K_s)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From energy and geometry</td>
<td>1.5, 1.8</td>
<td>1.3, 1.6</td>
<td>1.3, 1.4</td>
<td>1.3, 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall uncertainty</td>
<td>1.6–1.9</td>
<td>1.3–1.6</td>
<td>1.3–1.4</td>
<td>1.3–1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random uncertainty (K_r)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Values of B and K_s define a log-normal distribution representing systematic uncertainty in the central estimate of bias correction that is shared by all members of an exposure period subgroup. B is the geometric mean of the bias correction factor and K_s is the ratio of the upper 97.5th percentile to the geometric mean. K_s is often referred to as a “95% uncertainty factor,” because when it is divided into the geometric mean and then multiplied by the geometric mean, it defines a 95% uncertainty interval for a log-normal distribution.

b The first entry is uncertainty for the anterior–posterior geometry; the second entry is uncertainty for the rotational geometry.

c The selection of a possibly true value for systematic uncertainty in bias correction combined with K_r define the inter-individual variability of true doses for each person in the exposure period subgroup.

d Overall systematic uncertainty reported in [G8].

B79. A 15-country study of radiation workers. In order to derive direct estimates of risk of cancer due to chronic exposure to radiation, a 15-country collaborative study of radiation workers in the nuclear industry was conducted, using a common core protocol. An investigation of shared errors in dosimetry was established as part of the study and reported in Thierry-Chef et al. [T2]. One of the main objectives of this investigation was to identify and quantify bias and uncertainties in available recorded dose estimates. Bias correction factors (with their uncertainties) specific for individual recorded doses for each facility and calendar-year period were estimated to correct absorbed doses for organs that would be, on average, unbiased estimates of each subject’s organ dose of interest.
B80. Because historical practices for measuring lower-energy photons (<100 keV), very-high-energy photons (>3,000 keV), neutrons, and internal contamination by fission and activation products were less reliable than those for measuring high-energy photons, those workers who had the potential for substantial doses from these radiation types were excluded from the investigation. In addition, independent, unshared (classical) errors due to sampling variation in measurements inherent to different types of dosimeters were not evaluated.

B81. The identified sources of errors in doses associated with high-energy photon irradiation were: exposure conditions in the workplace, dosimetry technology, calibration practices, and administrative practices for recording doses in files. Methods were developed to enable the comparison of recorded doses through time and among different facilities and to quantify identified bias and uncertainties in historical recorded worker doses. Table B8 lists the characteristics of the sources of uncertainty considered by [T2] and identifies which were considered in the quantification of systematic sources of uncertainty.

Table B8. Characteristic source of errors in dose estimates for the 15-country study of radiation workers [T2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of errors</th>
<th>Uncertainties in estimated bias factors</th>
<th>Uncertainties resulting from variation in the correct bias factors among workers*</th>
<th>Potential impact on the dose estimates</th>
<th>Considered in the quantification of errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONDITIONS OF EXPOSURE</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other environmental factors (heat, humidity, light)</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSIMETRY TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>Response to energy</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response to geometry</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laboratory practices (dosimeter processing and reading)</td>
<td>Unshared</td>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIBRATION PRACTICES</td>
<td>Dosimetric quantity</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiation source used for calibration</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backscatter factor</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factors affecting sources</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES</td>
<td>Frequency of monitoring</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Generally minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criteria for monitoring</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Generally minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rules for below threshold doses and for missing doses</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Generally minor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* With the exception of laboratory practices, the errors in the estimated bias factors from each of the sources are shared among workers within a group defined by time period and facility and are due to assignment.

B82. Thierry-Chef et al. [T2] determined a bias factor $B$ (geometric mean) and its uncertainty factor $K$ ($= \text{GSD}^{1.96}$, where GSD is the geometric standard deviation) to estimate a 95% uncertainty range assuming a log-normal distribution. Doses to colon, lung, and active bone marrow were estimated by dividing the individual recorded doses by a random value selected from the log-normal distribution of the bias factor (as defined by $B_i$ and the uncertainty factor $K$ for a given organ $i$, see table B9). Once a random value of the bias correction factor is applied for each facility and year, that sampled value is applied for each subject with a recorded dose who worked at the facility and in that year and who was exposed to high-energy photons. The error structure is
assumed to be 100% due to assignment (that is, inter-individual variability of true dose varies stochastically and independently about an unbiased mean value that is applied for each cohort subgroup).

Table B9. Final estimated biases and uncertainties in dose estimates for radiation workers in selected facilities in France and United States [T2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Lung</th>
<th>B_Lung</th>
<th>K_Lung</th>
<th>Red bone marrow</th>
<th>B_RBM</th>
<th>K_RBM</th>
<th>Colon</th>
<th>B_Colon</th>
<th>K_Colon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( B = \) bias factor (geometric mean).

\( K = \) uncertainty (geometric standard deviation).  

B83. Although uncertainties in bias correction factors across different facilities are neither perfectly correlated nor independent. Since common assumptions were used to develop the bias correction factors [G10], the effect of partial correlations in the uncertainty of individual bias correction was not considered.

B84. Oak Ridge National Laboratory workers. An illustrative case study by Stayner et al. [S25] developed a method to account for shared errors in exposures within a dosimetry system for a cohort of nuclear workers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, United States. Data from this study facility, comprising annual records of external radiation doses from personal dosimeters for all workers, is publicly available from the United States DOE “Comprehensive Epidemiologic Data Resource: A digital collection of public use data sets (CEDR)” website (https://www.orau.gov/cedr/). The ORNL cohort included 5,345 workers, and, following the protocol for the 15-country study [T2], workers who received substantial doses from neutrons and from internal exposures were excluded from the analysis. The bias factors and uncertainties developed for the ORNL facility in the 15-country study were used in Monte Carlo simulations, repeated 10,000 times for each individual in the cohort, to randomly select a set of bias factors from the log-normal distribution for each time period, defined by \( \beta \) and \( \kappa \) in table B10. The bias factors \( (B) \) were then used to estimate annual ‘corrected’ doses for each worker in the study, by dividing their annual recorded doses by the appropriate sampled bias factor. Workers were assigned the same correction factor for each year of the period, thus sharing a common assignment error and preserving the correlation structure in the errors in doses between individuals in the sampling process. Uncertainty due to
classical measurement error was not addressed. Inter-individual variability of recorded dose was assumed to be equal to inter-individual variability of true dose once the recorded dose was divided by the sampled value of \( B \) to correct for systematic errors.

Table B10. Parameters of the log-normal distribution for bias factors developed for ORNL workers [S25]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Geometric mean (( \beta ))</th>
<th>Uncertainty factor (( \kappa ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2.048</td>
<td>1.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944–1952</td>
<td>1.353</td>
<td>1.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953–1979</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>2.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–1997</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>1.708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( \kappa = \) the ratio between the upper 97.5th percentile and the geometric mean of a log-normal distribution for the bias correction factor; the ratio represents systematic uncertainty.

3. Medical cohorts

B85. **Thyroid cancer following scalp irradiation. A reanalysis accounting for uncertainty in dosimetry.** In the 1940s and 1950s, scalp irradiation was used as a medical treatment for over 20,000 children in Israel who had ringworm, or tinea capitis, in order to induce epilation. Follow-up studies showed that this radiation exposure was associated with thyroid malignancies, but the individual doses to the thyroid gland estimated in these studies contained probable errors. Schafer et al. [S5] and Lubin et al. [L29] have developed methods to account for the uncertainties in the dose estimates for individuals in this cohort.

B86. Schafer et al. [S5] developed a variant of the multiplicative assignment error model to refine the uncertainties in dose estimates used in the dose–response estimation. Starting from a large data set with health outcomes and imprecisely-determined doses from the tinea capitis cohort, they incorporated data from a separate study of anthropomorphic phantoms exposed to X-rays under similar conditions to formulate and characterize a model for estimating dose. This approach results in assignment error due to using the expected dose from a regression model as a surrogate for the individual’s true dose. Schafer et al. [S5] distinguished between classical measurement errors and assignment errors in their approach, as well as noting that the classical errors in dose estimates for different individuals are correlated.

B87. Schafer et al. developed a model for the distribution of dose on a single course of treatment which included error terms for: (a) intra-individual effects, reflecting the different thyroid doses that would occur if a child were irradiated twice under identical conditions, (from movement during treatment or differences in positioning the body), (b) between-individual effects, reflecting the different doses for different children due to differences in head size and shape, and (c) random errors due to the differences between prescribed and actual skin exposure. These error terms were represented as the standard deviation of logarithms of dose, with the mean of the logarithm of dose assumed to be zero (that is, the uncertainty in dose be unbiased). All three sources of uncertainty are assumed to be associated with 100% assignment error.

B88. The variance of logarithms of the uncertainty variables was considered to be known; moreover, the analysis was conducted with several combinations of values varied within speculated ranges. Values for intra-individual variation of true dose, inter-individual variation of true dose, and random errors due to differences between prescribed and actual skin exposure were assigned standard deviations of logarithms of 0.17, 0.49 and 0.15. The analysis was repeated varying the values of the standard deviation of logarithms to (0.17, 0.25, 0.25) and to (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), respectively.

B89. In analysing the same Israeli tinea capitis cohort, Lubin et al. [L29] present an alternative method to account for uncertainties in dose. They base their analysis on an externally-estimated dose-prediction equation that used results from studies of anthropomorphic phantoms. As with the paper by Schafer et al. [S5], Lubin et
al. adjusted for uncertainties inherent in the prediction of true dose based on studies of phantoms, for random
differences in sizes of children of a given age, and for random movements by children during treatment.
Additional accommodation was made for uncertainties associated with missing data for ages at subsequent
exposure for those receiving multiple treatments. When the prediction equation for individual dose includes
uncertainty arising from estimation of the equation parameters, this type of uncertainty also represents a shared
error common for all subjects. A second source of uncertainty results from the random deviation of the (log)
dose prediction for each subject from the (log) true dose and is called (multiplicative) assignment error [L29].

B90. As was the case with [S5], the intra-individual variability of true dose was estimated as a standard
deviation of logarithms of 0.17, based on 13 degrees of freedom, from the data of Modan et al. [M17], in which a
phantom was repeatedly repositioned and re-irradiated. The inter-individual variability of true dose was
estimated as a standard deviation of logarithms of 0.49. Additional random uncertainty associated with the
difference between actual skin exposure and the amount prescribed by a single X-ray machine was estimated as
the standard deviation of logarithms of 0.25. All remaining sources of random uncertainty, such as machine
power output, the time the machine was on, and treatment records, were assumed to be minimal. The result was
that expected values for true doses were larger than original mean estimates. For example, person-year weighted
means for original doses and expected true doses were 94 mGy and 108 mGy, respectively, for treated patients;
101 mGy and 116 mGy for thyroid cancer cases; and 102 mGy and 115 mGy for benign tumour cases. Mean
expected true doses are higher than the mean original doses for each category of number of treatments. While the
assessment includes most major sources of uncertainty, not all sources of uncertainty are accounted for
explicitly. The extent to which the study does not correctly account for random processes generating missing
data, or ignores systematic influences, is unknown; however, the authors conclude that any residual random or
systematic errors are likely small. Furthermore, the extent of classical error associated with the parameters that
define the relationship between added filtration and dose was determined to be small relative to random
prediction error from phantom studies.

C. Reconstruction of internal exposure to radon and its progeny in
specific studies

1. Occupational exposure (miner data)

B91. Colorado Plateau uranium miners. Review of the literature on occupational exposure to radon and
radon decay products reveals few epidemiological studies in which exposure uncertainty has been accounted for
explicitly. An exception is the paper by Stram et al. [S31], who re-evaluated estimates of individual exposure
rates for each of the 3,347 uranium miners of the Colorado Plateau cohort who were exposed for one or more
years over the period of 1950 to 1969. Mine–year exposure rate estimation involved averaging measured
exposure rates (in working level months, WLM) for each mine–year for which there were measurements,
followed by extrapolating those average measured exposure rates to years and mines for which there were no
measurements. Measured and extrapolated mine–year estimates were then combined with each miner’s history
of employment in the industry to produce monthly exposure-rate estimates for each member of the cohort. A
crucial aspect of this procedure is the extrapolation of measured exposure rates to years and mines without
measurements, taking into account proximity in both time and location.

B92. The authors re-examined the interpolation scheme originally used to create estimates of exposure
histories for each of the miners, and computed revised exposure estimates for the large majority of miners in the
cohort. Their measurement error correction method was based on the calculation of imputations of mine–year
exposure rates for each mine and year of interest. A multi-level analysis of variance model for true average
exposure rate as a function of year, mine, locality, and district, was combined with a multiplicative measurement
error model for the errors in the actual measurements of exposure rate in that mine–year (if any were taken).
Imputations for each mine–year for which at least one cohort member was represented were calculated as the
expectation of the true average exposure rate, conditioned on all measurement data specific to a given mine, year, and locality within a given mine district. In the Colorado Plateau miner cohort, errors in exposure estimates come from at least four important sources: (a) from the interpolation process used to estimate dose rates in mines without measurements; (b) from sampling error in the years with measurements owing to the fact that the mines were not monitored continuously; (c) from within-mine differences in miners’ true exposures from the average estimated for that mine–year; and (d) inadequacies in each miner’s work history data. Of these four sources of uncertainty, differences in each miner’s true exposure from the average estimated for that mine–year was ignored, assuming that if the estimated average is unbiased then all remaining uncertainty is due to assignment error.

B93. A coefficient of variation (CV) of approximately 50% appears to reasonably characterize the variability of measurements within a given mine–year. However, uncertainty about an imputed average exposure to radon (expressed in working level months, WLM) for a given mine–year is a function of how many measurements were taken in the same mine in other years, and in other mines in the same locality or district both in the same year and in other years. For example, in 1950, two years prior to any available measurements, the average imputed value of 74 WLM for exposure rates in a typical mine has a 95% CI ranging from 0.3 WLM to 541 WLM. By contrast, a single imputation of a typical true dose in a mine–year with measurements available was approximately equal to 8.7 WLM with a 95% CI from 5.5 WLM to 13.1 WLM. For years with a single interpolation based only on early exposure-rate estimates obtained from the United States Public Health Service, a typical average mine–year of 13 WLM would have a 95% CI extending from 0.7 WLM to 66 WLM. Further information regarding the calculation of exposure imputations supporting this analysis is available in a supporting technical report [S30].

B94. **French miner cohorts.** The uranium industry in France developed in the aftermath of the Second World War. Prospecting for uranium began in 1946. The last uranium mine in France closed in 1999. The French cohort of uranium miners serves as an important source of information about the risk of lung cancer associated with exposure to low levels of radon and its decay products [A6]. It is recognized that all studies of miner exposure to radon decay products are associated with uncertainty, the nature of which varies with the measurement method. To address uncertainty in the estimate of radon exposure (expressed in Working Level Months, WLM), Allodji et al. [A6] (a) reviewed the uranium extraction process, mining conditions and changes in radiation monitoring methods over time, (b) estimated the overall magnitude of uncertainty in exposure estimates, and (c) characterized the structure of uncertainty in terms of its nature and shape of the uncertainty distribution. This work is a preliminary step towards taking uncertainty into account in the risk models for this cohort and in assessing their impact on the exposure–risk relationship.

B95. The overall size of the uncertainty in the exposure to radon decay products was evaluated using the root sum square (RSS) method. This method is derived by analogy to the statistical calculation that would be used to estimate the variance of a product of independent random variables. The size of each individual source of relative uncertainty was estimated, and the size of the combined relative uncertainty was then calculated as the square root of the sum of the squares of each individual relative uncertainty. In this work, all uncertainties were determined as Type B (characterizing uncertainty about unknown fixed values of the quantity of interest using methods other than a statistical summary of the variability of direct measurements). All sources of uncertainty were separated into two categories: random unshared uncertainties and systematic (shared) bias. It is recognized that random uncertainty can be composed of combinations of assignment errors and classical measurement errors. Measurements were not available for the years 1946-1955, and exposures were retrospectively reconstructed by an expert group. However, because of the likelihood of significant correlations among the sources of uncertainty, it was not possible to determine all of the characteristics of uncertainty for this early period. For this reason, the analysis of uncertainty was restricted to the period of 1956-1999 [A6].

B96. Six primary sources contributed to the overall uncertainty in exposure to radon decay products in French uranium mines: (a) natural variations of airborne gas concentrations; (b) precision of the measurement device; (c) approximation of the equilibrium factor to estimate the proportion of radon decay products to radon gas in air; (d) human error; (e) estimation of working time; and (f) record-keeping and data transcription. The combined relative uncertainty (expressed as a relative standard error) ranged from 46.8% during the period of 1956-1974 to 10.1% during the period of 1983–1999. Uncertainty in the natural variation of radon gas
concentrations, precision of the measuring devices, and equilibrium factor dominated the overall uncertainty from 1956 to 1982. For the time period of 1983 to 1999, only the uncertainty in the precision of measuring device dominated the overall uncertainty in the estimate of radon exposure because of an improved system of continuous monitoring of each individual miner. These results do not address the issue that shared errors can lead to a bias in the central estimates of exposure. Prior to 1983, the overall annual mean exposures ranged from 21.3 to 1.4 WLM from 1956 to 1982. From 1983 to 1999, the annual mean exposure was 0.4 WLM. From 1956 to 1982, the overall uncertainty was assumed to be 100% assignment error. From 1983 to 1999, the uncertainty was assumed to be composed of 100% classical measurement error. The presence of shared sources of uncertainty, and how this potential source affected possible bias in the estimates of the overall mean annual exposure was not addressed.

2. Residential exposure to radon

B97. Residential radon exposure in south-west England. In a 1998 case-control study of lung cancer in south-west England, Darby et al. [D1] used measured radon concentrations at the addresses where subjects had lived for 30 years, in a period ending five years before the study. For each residence in which measurements had been taken, an average annual radon concentration in indoor air was estimated. Each subject’s time-weighted average indoor radon concentration was calculated over the 30-year period of interest, the weights being equal to the number of years living at each address. When the measured radon concentration at a specific address of a subject was available, its value was used. For estimating missing values of radon concentrations, a method of analysis was developed that accounted for uncertainty due to measurement error associated with the estimate. The mean time-weighted average radon concentrations, adjusted for uncertainties, are the average values for the subjects in question. For each subject, this quantity is the expected value of the true time-weighted average radon concentration given the observed value, conditional on current residence. All remaining uncertainties are assumed to be due to assignment.

B98. Residential radon exposure and lung cancer—a collaborative analysis of 13 epidemiological studies in Europe. In a 2006 collaborative analysis by Darby et al. [D3], data from studies of residential radon exposure from 13 European countries were assembled in a uniform manner in order to investigate any association between radon exposure and lung cancer. The major source of uncertainty in exposure originated from variability associated with repeated measurements in the same dwelling. Analyses were first carried out using the observed radon concentration without making any adjustment for the effect of random uncertainties in the assessment. The major analyses were then repeated with an approximate adjustment to take these uncertainties into account. Long-term measurements (of at least two months) of radon gas concentrations in the residences were made, which were expected to be representative of the levels experienced by the study subjects during the time in which they lived there. A weighted average was calculated to give a single representative value for each dwelling. A time-weighted average (TWA) of the observed radon concentrations was calculated for each subject. In order to correct for the biases caused by both assignment and classical error, it was assumed that the “true” radon concentrations had a log-normal distribution. It was also assumed that, on a log scale, the variability associated with repeated measurements in the same dwelling was normally distributed about the true radon concentration for that dwelling. The TWA of the radon concentrations were corrected by assuming that every measured or estimated radon concentration was equal to the expected value of the corresponding distribution of the true radon concentrations given the observed value, using the distribution for the logarithm of the true radon concentration. These corrected values were used to derive the mean corrected radon concentrations for groups of persons. The main analyses were then repeated. Using the corrected TWA of the radon concentrations rather than the observed ones in a regression calibration assumes that any remaining error is 100% due to assignment.

B99. Residential radon exposure in a high-exposure area of Gansu Province, China. In a 2002 case-control study of lung cancer in a predominantly rural area of China with low mobility and high radon levels, Wang et al. [W5] identified three important sources of error in assessing radon exposure: (a) detector measurement error; (b) use of contemporary measurements to estimate radon levels throughout the house and in prior years; and (c) missing radon values. The authors restricted data to subjects for whom data were nearly complete in order to reduce the effect of missing radon values, thus minimizing assignment error. Classical error from the estimation of radon levels was the predominant form of uncertainty affecting the study. A sub-study, in which six alpha-
track detectors were placed for one year in each room of 55 houses over three consecutive years, was conducted to provide data to adjust for exposure variability. Uncertainties were assumed to have resulted from random variations in radon concentrations within houses and over time, and residential mobility was assumed to be unrelated to radon level. Use of a component of variance analysis estimated a GSD of about 1.5 for the error distribution. A Monte Carlo approach was used to evaluate error, in which a randomly-sampled value was chosen for each subject’s house in order to compute a “true” time-weighted average radon concentration. Later measurements of Yamada et al. in the same homes in Gansu, with a discriminatory radon detector measured both radon (\(^{222}\text{Rn}\)) and thoron (\(^{220}\text{Rn}\)) [Y1]. Thoron was a significant fraction of the total measurement signal, suggesting additional bias and uncertainties in the exposure estimates.

B100. Adjusting lung cancer risks for temporal and spatial variations in radon concentration in dwellings in Gansu Province, China. In a 2005 re-analysis of the Wang et al. [W5] study of residential radon exposure in Gansu Province, China, Lubin et al. [L31] used a three-year sub-study to model the temporal and spatial variations in radon levels. Their error model specified random variation about a true mean radon concentration (Bq m\(^{-3}\)) for each dwelling type and random variation common to all homes. Bootstrap sampling accounted for the usual sampling variability of the data, the uncertainty in estimating mean and variance from the control data, and the imputation of gaps in the exposure-time window. Regression calibration shrunk exposures toward the mean of the true distribution and reduced the range of exposures. The study’s estimate of uncertainties in adjusted mean radon concentration was expressed as a GSD of 1.50, corresponding to a CV of 0.43 (95% CI: 0.40, 0.46).

B101. Residential radon exposure assessment in Sweden. In a re-analysis of an epidemiological study of residential radon exposure and lung cancer in Sweden, Lagarde et al. [L1] attempted to refine the quantification of random error in the exposure assessment. Radon measurements were made in 8,992 dwellings over a period of 3 months during the heating season. In the original study [P2], information on imprecision in exposure assessment [B3] was used to evaluate possible bias in risk estimates related to random error in the retrospective assessment of time-weighted average radon concentrations. Simulated “true” exposures and corresponding “estimated” exposures were modelled, using the square of the correlation coefficient (R\(^2\)) between the “true” and “estimated” exposures, to show a measure of the discrepancy between “true” and “estimated” exposures related to the sources of errors modelled in the simulations. A coefficient of variation (CV) of 35% was used in the original study to represent the combined error due to radon measurement and extrapolation to a long-term average concentration, in accordance with the findings of Bäverstam and Swedjemark [B3]. However, subsequent simulations in the re-analysis, which reflected more of the error conditions from the original study, showed a CV of 53%. A value for R\(^2\) of 0.55 as observed in the simulations involving multiple error components was then chosen to reflect the more appropriate size of the CV and used in the re-analysis of the data [L1]. Some underestimation of error is still expected because uncertainties associated with choices for placement of detectors in rooms and incorrect address information were not taken into account. Individual “corrected” exposures were based on the use of imputed values of the expectation of the true time-weighted average exposure as a surrogate for the observed time-weighted average. Once corrected exposures were obtained, all remaining uncertainty was assumed to be 100% assignment error.

D. Reconstruction of internal exposure from other pathways in specific studies

1. Hanford

B102. The Hanford Nuclear Site in south-eastern Washington State, United States, was established in 1943 to produce plutonium for atomic weapons. From 1944 through 1957, approximately 27 PBq of \(^{131}\text{I}\) were released to the atmosphere [K8]. The potential impact of these releases on children off-site consuming milk containing \(^{131}\text{I}\)
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was addressed by the Hanford Thyroid Disease Study (HTDS) [D6]. Individual dose estimates were made for 3,191 participants who made up a retrospective cohort study [D6, K8, K9].

B103. Individual doses were calculated for HTDS using the computer program, Calculation of Individual Doses from Environmental Radionuclides (CIDER), developed by the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project [F1]. CIDER provided 100 alternative sets of 3,191 dose realizations, an early version of a two-dimensional Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation. The CIDER uncertainty analysis addressed both inter-individual variability of possibly true doses and uncertainty in individual doses.

B104. Point estimates of individual doses, composed of the median of the 100 Monte Carlo dose realizations for each individual were used for the primary dose–response analysis performed by HTDS. Individual median doses ranged from 0.0029 mGy to 2,823 mGy. The arithmetic mean of all individual median dose estimates was 174 mGy, with a standard deviation of 224 mGy. These statistics provide an indication of inter-individual variability of dose. They do not address uncertainty in dose estimation.

B105. The uncertainty of each individual’s dose estimate was characterized as the ratio of the individual’s upper 95th percentile to the 50th percentile (median) of the 100 alternative dose realizations produced by CIDER for each person. These uncertainty ratios ranged from 1.8 to 13.7. Of these individual dose uncertainty ratios, 80% ranged from 2.7 to 5.3. The GSD (exponential of the standard deviation of log-transformed values) of the uncertainty in the individual dose estimate ranged from 1.56 to 5.42. A total of 890 participants had dose estimates with uncertainties expressed by GSDs of less than 2.0.

B106. The primary dose–response analysis was based on the individual median dose. All uncertainty was assumed to be due to stochastic inter-individual variability of true dose. Thus the dose uncertainty was assumed to be associated with pure assignment error. It was further assumed that there were no important systematic sources of bias [D6, H19, K8].

B107. Hoffman et al. [H19] reviewed the dose estimates of HTDS and concluded that the dose uncertainties were likely larger and more complex than originally estimated and reported. HTDS individual dose uncertainties were composed of mixtures of shared and unshared assignment errors, classical errors, and uncertain degrees of systematic bias in the estimate of the centre and spread of model coefficients used to simulate stochastic inter-individual variability of true dose. For example, the central value of the transfer coefficient for $^{131}$I in the milk of commercial dairy cows may have been overestimated by as much as a factor of five, resulting in a systematic bias towards large overestimation of the thyroid dose for individuals consuming dairy milk from commercial sources. Data obtained from personal interviews of a subject’s parent or other relative were assumed to be without random or systematic error, even though information was obtained from memory recall of events that occurred more than four decades previously. Assumptions about dietary sources, dairy management practices, and participant and residence histories were assumed to be known without error. Concomitant exposure to significant amounts of $^{131}$I from 1950s fallout from the Nevada Test Site was treated as a general confounding variable, but these additional exposures were not included in estimating individual doses. Hoffman et al. [H19] concluded that underestimation of the magnitude and complexity of dose uncertainty affected the overall interpretation of the HTDS findings, namely increasing the magnitude of uncertainty on risk estimates and decreasing the power of the study to detect a statistically significant dose response for thyroid cancer and other thyroid neoplasms.

2. weapons fallout studies

B108. Exposure to fallout from detonation of nuclear weapons at the Nevada Test Site. Nuclear weapons were tested above ground at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) from 1951 to 1958. Additional releases continued on occasion through 1968 as the result of venting from underground tests. In the 1980s, individual thyroid doses and uncertainties were estimated for a retrospective study cohort of 2,473 subjects who were children at the time of exposure [K5, S29]. In a recent effort to restore the databases and computer codes used to estimate doses reconstructed in the 1980s, various deficiencies were found in the estimated doses owing to improperly operating computer codes, corruption of secondary data files, and lack of quality control procedures [S20]. From 2001
through 2004, the dosimetry system was restored and corrected, and individual doses were recalculated for 2,497 subjects. Although the arithmetic means of all individual mean dose estimates were not changed significantly, many individual mean doses were revised by more than an order of magnitude [S20].

B109. As the result of this revised dose reconstruction with improved quality control procedures, individual mean doses varied from 0.0011 mGy to 1,400 mGy. The arithmetic mean of individual mean dose estimates was 120 mGy with a standard deviation of 167 mGy, indicating inter-individual variability of thyroid doses among individuals in the cohort.

B110. Uncertainty in individual doses was represented by the GSD, which ranged from about 1.5 to 8.5, with 90% of the cohort GSDs ranging from about 2.0 to 4.0. Assuming a log-normal distribution of individual dose estimates, these GSDs would translate into a ratio between the upper 95th percentile of individual dose to the median of individual dose ranging from about 1.9 to 34, with 90% of the cohort ranging from 3.1 to 9.8. These uncertainties were estimated using algebraic solutions to the propagation of uncertain terms in multiplicative and additive series [S20].

B111. The initial dose–response analysis performed by Lyon et al. [L34] used regression calibration and point estimates of individual doses based on the individual mean dose, assuming 100% unshared assignment error. Subsequent analysis by Li et al. [L14] evaluated the uncertainty in dose accounting for mixtures of shared and unshared assignment errors and classical errors. Individuals were classified into 40 strata depending on the type of exposure, the location of exposure, and the source of milk consumed. Ranges of 50% to 70% were set for the shared assignment correlation of Washington county residents who consumed milk from local commercial sources, 40% to 60% for local backyard sources of milk, and roughly 20% to 40% for other sources of exposure. For residents from other Utah counties, lower ranges of shared assignment correlations were specified. It was also estimated that 30% to 50% of the total uncertainty assigned to each individual’s dose was composed of random classical measurement error. Mixtures of assignment and classical uncertainty were accounted for explicitly in the dose–response analyses performed by Li et al. [L14] (see section III.B of this appendix).

3. Other environmental exposures

B112. Chernobyl accident cohorts. In a study supporting the Kopecky et al. [K10] case–control epidemiological study of childhood thyroid cancer in Bryansk oblast after the Chernobyl accident, Stepanenko et al. [S28] estimated individual thyroid doses for 26 cases and 50 controls, all of whom were children born before 26 April 1986 and diagnosed with thyroid cancer before October 1997. The children were all present in one of the most contaminated areas of the oblast on 26 April 1986. In the months May–June 1986, thousands of measurements were taken of the radiation emitted from the necks of residents of the contaminated areas, in order to estimate the 131I activities in their thyroids. These direct measurements served as the basis for thyroid dose estimates for samples of the population, but such data were not available for all affected individuals. Because the epidemiological study required that thyroid doses should be estimated using the same method for all study subjects, a semi-empirical model was selected that could be applied uniformly to all cases and controls. Using this method, modelled doses for all study subjects were calibrated using direct measurements available for sample individuals. Uncertainty in individual thyroid doses comes from a variety of sources: the unknown coefficients of empirical regression models (derived using data from settlements in reference territories), the isotopic ratios (131I to 137Cs, which ranged from 10 to 45 with an average of 24, and GSD of approximately 1.4), and the 137Cs deposition densities (measured in nine locations, with substantial variation among the average doses for the same settlement contamination level). The uncertainty in individual thyroid doses was estimated using a Monte Carlo calculation procedure, with uncertainty distributions of all of the variables in the thyroid dose calculations sampled repeatedly and used to compute 10,000 estimates of the thyroid dose for each person. The distributions of individual dose estimates were typically log-normal, and the overall uncertainties were characterized by the GSDs of the log-normal distributions of dose estimates. The GSD representing the uncertainty characteristic of reference individual thyroid dose estimates ranged from 3.0 to 3.9, depending on the type and source of milk consumed and the time interval between consumption and cessation of 131I uptake [S25]. The mean ratio of the thyroid doses between those estimated using the semi-empirical model and those estimated using direct thyroid measurements was 1.2 ± 0.99 (sample standard deviation); the geometric mean ratio was
0.77 (GSD = 2.9); the distribution of model-to-measurement ratios was approximately log-normal. The investigators found no evidence of a systematic bias in the individual dose estimates. All sources of uncertainty in this study are assumed to be random classical measurement error, although it is recognized that uncertainties are likely complex, composed of classical and assignment error. To the extent that uncertainties are shared, systematic uncertainty affecting multiple groups of individuals simultaneously remains to be investigated.

B113. Supporting an epidemiological study for Astakhova et al. [A14], Gavrilin et al. [G1] conducted an extensive evaluation of thyroid dose for individuals, considering the contribution of $^{131}$I, short-lived radioiodines ($^{132}$I, $^{133}$I, and $^{135}$I) and short-lived radiotelluriums ($^{131m}$Te and $^{132}$Te). The model was based on three “reliability groups” originally developed by Gavrilin et al. [G2], in which doses were (a) derived from direct measurement of the thyroid gland; (b) derived by affinity (for example, when milk consumption accounted for most of the thyroid doses in a village, it was assumed that the $^{131}$I concentrations in milk were relatively uniform throughout the village and therefore that the thyroid doses for individuals of a given age was a linear function of their milk consumption; for every village with a sufficient number of residents with measured thyroid doses, individual thyroid-dose distributions—“passport doses”—were determined for several age groups and levels of milk consumption); or (c) empirically derived (“inferred” from measurement of $^{137}$Cs deposition). The overall method selected for individual dose assignment was the “inferred” methodology, as this method was available for all cases and controls. This “inferred” method was used in estimating doses due to $^{131}$I, making use of the observed relationships between the $^{137}$Cs deposition density and the mean adult thyroid doses derived for the people with direct thyroid measurements in the areas considered. Although this method provides dose estimates that are more uncertain than other methods, only the place of residence of the subjects within a few weeks of the accident and the $^{137}$Cs deposition density at those locations were available for all subjects. Overall uncertainties attached to the estimates are characterized by GSDs of 2.2 to 2.8 if the milk consumption rate is relatively well known, and 2.5 to 3.1 if the milk consumption rate is unknown. For a number of cases and controls, “measured” and “passport (derived by affinity)” doses could be compared to the “inferred” doses. The results of this comparison are illustrated in figure B-II.

B114. In a supporting study for the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) a population-based case–control study described by Cardis et al. [C2], Drozdovitch et al. [D9] reconstructed thyroid doses for young people aged 0–18 who resided in the areas of Belarus and Russia that were heavily contaminated after the Chernobyl accident. They estimated doses derived (a) from internal ingestion of $^{131}$I; (b) from the short-lived radioisotopes of iodine, $^{132}$I, $^{133}$I, and $^{135}$I and of tellurium, $^{131m}$Te and $^{132}$Te; (c) from internal exposure to long-lived radionuclides such as $^{134}$Cs and $^{137}$Cs; and (d) from the external irradiation of the thyroid resulting from deposition of radionuclides on the ground. In general, the fraction of the thyroid dose due to exposure to the short-lived iodine and tellurium isotopes, from external exposure, or from radioactinium ingestion, was found to be nearly 1% for each pathway mode. Because a single uniform method for the dose reconstruction was required for all individuals in the study, Drozdovitch et al. [D9] conducted an inter-comparison evaluation of four dosimetric models previously developed for use with Chernobyl cohorts who had not had their thyroids directly measured in order to select the model with which to estimate individual thyroid doses (figure B-III).
Figure B-II. Comparison of the “inferred” thyroid dose estimates and (a) the “measured” thyroid dose estimates for the 12 cases with direct thyroid measurements, (b) the “passport” thyroid dose estimates available for 51 cases, and (c) the “passport” thyroid dose estimates available for 58 controls. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (adapted from [G1]).
An uncertainty analysis was performed on the estimates of thyroid dose due to $^{131}$I intake, as this was the dominant pathway for thyroid exposure for the majority of study subjects [D8]. A Monte Carlo method was used to obtain the stochastic distribution of individual dose estimates for each study subject, simulating 1,000 possible dose realizations for each person in each trial, with a probability density function assigned to each uncertain model parameter. The values of some model parameters were common to groups of subjects (shared), for which inter-individual correlations were also defined to account for the shared errors. For other uncertain subject-related model parameters, the values were independent from subject to subject (unshared), and different levels of uncertainty were associated with these unshared errors. Characteristics of the distributions were evaluated using a maximal-likelihood method, and a mean or median of distribution and CV or GSD were used to describe the parameters. Around 70 parameters were used in the dose reconstruction and considered in the uncertainty analysis. The GSD of the thyroid doses varies from 1.7 to 3.7 among study subjects with a mean GSD over all subjects of 2.3 (figure B-IV). The extent to which shared uncertainties are associated with unique conditions of systematic error and to which random uncertainties can be separated into classical and assignment errors is a subject that requires further investigation.
**E. Summary**

B116. A summary of the uncertainties in the estimation of absorbed dose to organs is given in table B11 for external exposure, table B12 for internal exposure to radon and its progeny, and table B13 for internal exposure to other radionuclides. To enable a comparison of dose uncertainties in tabular form, all reported uncertainties in specific studies (with the exception of table B12) were converted to a 95% uncertainty factor, assuming an underlying log-normal distribution. For example, where uncertainties are reported as a geometric standard deviation (GSD), the 95% uncertainty factor (UF$_{95}$) is calculated as

$$ UF_{95} = GSD^{1.96} \quad (B.1) $$

In the case where uncertainties are reported as a coefficient of variation (CV), the 95% uncertainty factor is calculated as

$$ UF_{95} = \exp \left[ 1.96 \sqrt{\ln \left( 1 + CV^2 \right)} \right] \quad (B.2) $$

For occupational exposures based on recorded doses, the recorded dose is divided by a bias correction factor to obtain an estimate of the absorbed dose to a specific organ. The 95% uncertainty factor or the bias correction factor represents systematic uncertainty that is applied to the correction of each individual’s recorded dose. Additional uncertainty associated with the inter-individual variability of true dose is assumed to be associated with 100% assignment error. The uncertainty associated with inter-individual variability of true dose in occupational exposures is only quantified in the study of Hanford workers [G7, G8]. Among the studies of external exposure reviewed, only Pierce et al. [P6] make an explicit distinction between the amount of total uncertainty that is composed of assignment error and the amount of total uncertainty that is classical.

B117. For the studies on internal exposure (table B13), the 95% uncertainty factor refers to the uncertainty associated with dose estimation for specific organs of particular or representative individuals. The uncertainty
Factors for estimation of internal exposure (which range from 2.21 to 66.3) are markedly higher than the uncertainty factors for external exposure given in Table B11 (which range from 1.07 to 2.61). Among the studies on internal exposure, only the study by Li et al. [L14] made an explicit distinction between the amount of total uncertainty that is shared and unshared assignment error and the amount that is classical.

For the radon exposure studies summarized in Table B12, all studies that address exposure uncertainties use a form of a regression model to impute an expected value of a true time-weighted average radon exposure for groups of individuals occupying the same mine or residential dwelling, respectively, conditioned on information obtained from measurements and data about occupation or residence history of study participants. This imputed expected value of a true time-weighted average radon exposure is used as a surrogate for observed or measured values of time-weighted averaged exposure assigned to the individual. All remaining uncertainty is associated with inter-individual variability of true exposure rates, and thus the remaining uncertainty is assumed to be composed of assignment error. Uncertainty associated with the imputed true time-weighted average value of radon exposure varies as a function of the number of measurements and other information available for a given mine or dwelling, and with the data available about the working or residence history of each study participant.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Size of uncertainty</th>
<th>Accounts for</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias correction factor</td>
<td>95% uncertainty factor</td>
<td>systematic error?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Hiroshima 1.6–2.25 Nagasaki 1.71–2.33</td>
<td>Yes - Hiroshima 1.3 Nagasaki 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaul et al. 2005 [K4] c d</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston et al. 2007 [P14] c f</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce et al. 2008 [P6] c f</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Size of uncertainty</th>
<th>Accounts for</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias correction factor</td>
<td>95% uncertainty factor</td>
<td>systematic error?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert 1998 [G8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red bone marrow</td>
<td>1.40–1.75</td>
<td>1.3–1.9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>1.06–1.33</td>
<td>1.3–1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry-Chef et al. 2007 [T2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red bone marrow</td>
<td>1.19–2.31</td>
<td>1.19–1.72</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>1.00–1.93</td>
<td>1.17–1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>1.06–2.05</td>
<td>1.07–1.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORNL workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayner et al. 2007 [S25]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(specific organs not given)</td>
<td>1.14–2.05</td>
<td>1.60–2.46</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ANNEX B**

**UNCERTAINTIES IN RISK ESTIMATES FOR RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Size of uncertainty</th>
<th>Accounts for</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias correction factor</td>
<td>95% uncertainty factor</td>
<td>systematic error?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDICAL COHORTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israeli tinea capitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schafer et al. 2001 [S5]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-person variation of true dose</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between–person variation of true dose</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences between prescribed and actual skin exposure</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lubin et al. 2004 [L29]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-person variation of true dose</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between–person variation of true dose</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences between prescribed and actual skin exposure</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Bias correction factor is divided into recorded dose to estimate absorbed dose to a specific organ.

*b* Ratio of 97.5th percentile to the 50th percentile.

*c* 95% uncertainty factors derived from coefficient of variation (%), assuming a log-normal distribution.

*d* Total marrow dose for representative individuals, for both Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

*e* Assignment vs. classical errors are not specifically identified within the general uncertainty category designated as random uncertainty.

*f* Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombing survivors are assigned the same dose uncertainty.

*g* Systematic uncertainty about a central estimate (geometric mean) of the bias correction factor.

*h* 95% uncertainty factors that account for random inter-individual variability of true dose.

*i* Total systematic and total random uncertainty for a representative individual located at 1,500 m from the hypocentre.

*j* Bias correction factor and its uncertainties are dependent on the specific facility and the time period of exposure.

*k* Classical error assumed to be inconsequential.
### Table B12. Epidemiological studies of radon exposures that discuss uncertainties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINER COHORTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Plateau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stram et al. 1999 [S31]</td>
<td>Typical variability of measurements (CV = 50%) within a mine-year. Uncertainty about imputed average radon exposure for a given mine-year varies considerably depending on the number of measurements available in the same and nearby mines for the same and other mine-years. Imputation of monthly average values of radon exposure for each miner assumes all remaining uncertainty is 100% assignment error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL COHORTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-west England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darby et al. 1998 [D1]</td>
<td>The mean time-weighted average radon concentrations, adjusted for uncertainties, is used as the expected value of the true time-weighted average radon concentration given the observed value, conditional on each subject’s residence history. All remaining uncertainty is assumed to be 100% assignment error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European collaborative study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darby et al. 2006 [D3]</td>
<td>To correct for biases caused by assignment and classical error, it was assumed that the “true” radon concentrations had a log-normal distribution and that the variability of repeated measurements was log-normally distributed about the true radon concentration for each building. Corrected time-weighted average concentrations were substituted for observed values for each subject, assuming all remaining uncertainty was 100% assignment error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gansu Province, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. 2002 [W5] and Lubin et al. 2005 [L31]</td>
<td>The estimate of uncertainties in adjusted mean radon concentration was expressed as GSD equal to 1.5. All remaining uncertainty assumed to be 100% assignment error once corrected mean radon concentrations were assigned to each subject, conditional on dwelling type, location, and residence history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagarde et al. 1997 [L1]</td>
<td>Simulated “true” and corresponding “estimated” exposures were modelled and showed CV of 53% representing the combined error from radon measurements and extrapolation to a long-term average concentration in homes. Once the adjusted expected value of a time-weighted average exposure is obtained for each study participant, all remaining uncertainty is assumed to be 100% assignment error, although additional sources of uncertainty due to placement of detectors and the presence of errors in addresses were not addressed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B13. Epidemiological studies of internal exposure that discuss uncertainties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Size of uncertainty</th>
<th>Bias correction factor&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>95% uncertainty factor&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>systematic error?</th>
<th>assignment error?</th>
<th>classical error?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HANFORD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis et al. 2004 [D6] and Kopecky et al. 2004 [K8]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.39–24.5&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All uncertainty assumed to be 100% assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEAPONS FALLOUT STUDIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada Test Site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon et al. 2006 [S20] and Lyon et al. 2006 [L34]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.21–66.3&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All uncertainty in [L34] assumed to be 100% assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. 2007 [L14]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Total individual dose uncertainty same as in [S20]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Assumed 20–70% of total uncertainty was shared assignment error&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Assumed 30–50% of total uncertainty was classical&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopecky et al. 2006 [K10] and Stepanenko et al. 2004 [S28]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>8.6–14.4&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All uncertainty in [K10] assumed to be 100% classical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavrilin et al. 2004 [G1]</td>
<td>Milk consumption rate relatively well known</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.69–7.52&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk consumption unknown</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>6.03–9.18&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drozdovitch et al. 2010 [D9]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.83–13.0&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Bias correction factor is divided into recorded dose to estimate absorbed dose to a specific organ.

<sup>b</sup> Ratio of 97.5th percentile to the 50th percentile.

<sup>c</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 1.56–5.42.

<sup>d</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 1.5–8.5.

<sup>e</sup> The degree of shared assignment versus classical measurement error depends on location and individual diet.

<sup>f</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 1.5–8.5.

<sup>g</sup> The degree of shared assignment versus classical measurement error depends on location and individual diet.

<sup>h</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 2.2–2.8.

<sup>i</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 2.5–3.1.

<sup>j</sup> Obtained from individual dose GSDs ranging from 1.7–3.7.
III. UNCERTAINTIES IN RISK ASSESSMENT

A. Impact of uncertainty in health effect information on risk estimates and statistical power of epidemiological studies

1. Impact of uncertainty in health effect information on risk estimates

B119. Section I summarizes four types of uncertainty in health effect information, namely, selection bias, information bias, confounding and changes in information over time. These uncertainties may lead to systematic errors in the estimates of risks from radiation exposure and/or affect the precision of these risk estimates. Section I provides examples of how each of these types of uncertainty may affect the risk estimates.

B120. As mentioned in annex A (section I.D) of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12], statistical methods have been developed to deal with multiple sources of bias, such as those listed above (for example, [G16]). However, concerns have been raised about the methodological basis for such approaches (see discussion in [G16]). To date, these methods have been used infrequently in epidemiological analyses.

2. Statistical power and aggregation of epidemiological studies

B121. Low statistical power, associated with studies of small sample size and/or low radiation doses, typically will result in non-significant results whether or not there is a true underlying association between radiation dose and the disease of interest. Such a finding, in isolation, has very little informational value, since the same result is to be expected under the null hypothesis of no association or the alternative hypothesis of a positive association. However, the statistical inference process, in order to allow for the possibility of a statistically significant finding under the alternative hypothesis, requires the possibility of an occasional statistically significant finding when there is no association between exposure and disease occurrence as the price of being able to detect a true association. At the 5% significance level, for example, over the long term it can be expected that one in twenty well-conducted studies will reject the null hypothesis, regardless of whether or not there is a true underlying association. Moreover, if a study of low statistical power results in a significant finding, then by definition the point estimate of risk likely will be exaggerated [L3]. In such cases the confidence intervals on the risk estimate are likely to be very wide (although by definition the limits will not include zero). Thus, the body of evidence regarding radiation-related risk relies heavily on a combination of studies of high statistical power and replications of study findings in different exposed populations.

B122. Aggregating findings from different studies that address the same topic increase the statistical power and ought to give more precise estimates of risk. Furthermore, as described below, this approach
may provide insights into how the risks of radiation exposure vary according to possible modifying factors such as age, time and smoking status. However, care is required to ensure that the process of data aggregation does not lead to invalid findings.

B123. **Meta-analyses of published findings.** An approach that is sometimes adopted involves combining published findings from several studies. For example, estimates of relative risks or absolute rates for specific exposure categories or estimated linear or log-linear trends in relative risks or absolute rates with some measure of radiation exposure—together with the corresponding confidence intervals—may have been cited in the publications giving the results from these studies. It may then be possible for each exposure category to calculate average values of the risks, weighted according to the reciprocals of the corresponding variances. Alternatively, an overall estimate of the trend in risk could be calculated, either as a weighted average of the estimated trends from each study or via weighted regression of the average risks for each exposure category. For example, in examining the risk of lung cancer following exposure to radon in homes, Lubin and Boice [L27] fitted—for each of eight studies—a weighted linear regression model to the published estimates of the logarithm of the relative risk for each exposure category. A weighted average of the estimated trends from each study was then calculated.

B124. In principle, conducting a meta-analysis is fairly straightforward, provided that the necessary information has been published. However, this condition is not always met, because, for example, different exposure categories might be used in different studies, the measures of risk used might vary or the confidence intervals or standard errors might not be given for all of the relevant quantities. A further concern is whether the variations between studies, either in the control for confounding or in modifying factors that influence the risks from radiation exposure, could lead to incompatibility in the results across the studies. A statistical approach that is often used in meta-analyses is a “random-effects” model. Unlike a “fixed-effects” model, where the underlying risk is assumed to be constant across studies, the random-effects model assumes that the underlying study-specific risks vary between studies according to, say, a normal or a log-normal distribution. In this instance, it is possible to calculate an overall risk estimate and confidence interval using an approach that takes account not only of uncertainties within the studies, but also between the studies. Lubin and Boice [L27] describe the application of this technique to the aforementioned analysis of radon exposure and lung cancer. Typically, the confidence interval for the overall risk estimate is wider under a random-effects model than under a fixed-effects model, particularly if there is strong evidence of heterogeneity in the findings between the studies.

B125. While the random-effects model provides a statistical means of allowing for differences between studies, care is required in its use. Without a clear understanding as to why risk estimates might vary between studies, the computation of an overall estimate may have little meaning. Furthermore, if it is clear from the description of the individual studies that some studies were much better conducted and/or made better allowance for confounding than other studies, then it is questionable as to whether the findings from all of these studies should be combined. Rather, there would be a case for combining those studies that are judged—based on criteria defined a priori—to be methodologically superior.

B126. If the impact of modifying factors could differ between studies, then it would be better to combine studies with similar values for these factors, rather than to combine all studies. For example, it would be more sensible—at least in the first instance—to look at studies of childhood exposure separately from those of exposure in adulthood. A more sophisticated approach is taking into account differences in modifying factors by scaling the results to a comparable quantity before combining them in a meta-analysis (see, e.g. [J5]).
Combined analyses using original data. On occasion, investigators who have been studying the same topic in, say, different countries or regions may collaborate in a combined analysis of their individual-level data. For example, combined analyses of radon exposure in homes and lung cancer have been conducted in Europe [D2, D3], North America [K14, K15] and China [L30]; these analyses are discussed further in appendix D. This approach has several advantages over meta-analyses of published findings:

(a) By bringing together their data, the investigators ought to be able to recognize any differences in the way in which the data had been collected or in which exposures had been assessed. This ought to inform decisions about how the data might be combined. For example, data from cohort studies and those from case–control studies might be pooled separately in the first instance, because of the differing potential for bias between study designs. Alternatively, analyses may be restricted to persons with a specific form of radiation exposure (for example, by excluding persons with high-LET irradiation in an analysis of low-LET irradiation). More generally, since a combined analysis is easier to perform if the individual studies are of a similar design, a prospective approach whereby studies are constructed around a common protocol may be more advantageous than a retrospective pooling exercise. This approach was advocated for an international study of cohorts of occupationally-exposed workers in the nuclear industry [C1] and for case–control studies of lung cancer and residential radon exposure [S2];

(b) In contrast to meta-analyses, it is possible in a combined analysis of original data to use the same approach to analyse all of the data; for example, in using common exposure categories and in applying the same form of adjustment for confounding factors. This should enhance the compatibility of the findings across studies. In the case of radon exposure in homes and lung cancer, a key advantage of the combined analyses was the ability to adjust for smoking (the leading cause of lung cancer) in a uniform way across studies, whereas the published findings from individual studies had used differing adjustments. It is notable that whereas the earlier meta-analysis of Lubin and Boice [L27] found statistically significant heterogeneity between studies in the radon-related lung cancer risk, this was not the case for the combined analyses in Europe [D2, D3], North America [K14, K15] and China [L30] which used individual-level data;

(c) In general, the published findings are not sufficiently detailed to allow for a full examination in a meta-analysis of how risks might be modified by factors such as age, time and smoking. In contrast, this topic can be addressed using the original data from the studies. For example, Darby et al. [D2, D3] were able to look at how radon-related risks varied between continuing smokers, ex-smokers and never-smokers. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the findings, for example, to the form of adjustment made for confounding or the exposure metric used, may be addressed using the original data but not through the published findings.

Thus, in addition to increasing statistical precision, combined analyses may be able to resolve apparently conflicting results from different studies. By aligning the studies in a parallel fashion and analysing them using a common approach, it may be possible to explain such differences on the basis of, for example, different categorizations of the exposure data. Although there is a greater opportunity to address this topic in combined analyses of original data than in meta-analyses, it is important in both types of analysis to consider the compatibility of data from different studies before combining findings across studies. If there is statistically significant heterogeneity in estimates of risk between studies, then it is not sufficient simply to report findings based on a random-effects model; rather, careful examination is required of the possible reasons for this heterogeneity and, based on this, then to decide whether it is sensible to pool all or even part of the data.
B129. Another difficulty that may affect attempts to pool findings across studies is publication bias, that is, the selective reporting of results depending on whether the outcome was judged to be positive or negative. However, this tends to arise for small or ad hoc studies, which would carry less weight in a pooled analysis if a number of large studies with clear, predefined objectives were included. Furthermore, in contrast to meta-analyses, it is possible in combined analyses to address a wider range of questions than were addressed in the original publications, thereby reducing the impact of any selective reporting within studies.

B. Impact of exposure uncertainty on risk estimates

B130. The impact of exposure uncertainty on risk estimates was considered briefly in the UNSCEAR 2006 Report (annex A, section I.D) [U12]. Key distinctions were made between the effect of random errors and systematic errors, and whether or not these errors were differential, that is, related to the disease outcome.

B131. Systematic errors in exposure assessment could arise, for example, from incorrect calibration of a dosimetry badge reader or from incorrect assumptions or coefficients in an algorithm to reconstruct doses [U12]. The impact of systematic errors depends on the particular context and it is not possible to make a general statement on how such errors would bias dose–response relationships. There are some exceptions to this. For example, if all doses had been underestimated by a given fixed factor and a linear dose response had been used to model the relationship between disease risk and dose, then the effect of these systematic dose errors would be to overestimate the slope of the dose response by the same factor.

B132. In practice, the magnitude of systematic errors—expressed either as a proportion or an absolute value—may vary according to the level of dose, possibly in a complex fashion. Consequently, the impact of these errors would need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Generally this involves sensitivity analyses, in which different assumptions are made about the form and magnitude of the systematic errors. For example, in analysing the United Kingdom National Registry for Radiation Workers, Muirhead et al. [M21, M22] explored the impact of dose recording practices by conducting sensitivity analyses that excluded some or all of the correction factors applied to recorded doses. Here—and in many other examples where investigations of systematic errors indicated little impact on the dose–response analyses—no adjustments were made to estimates of risks from radiation exposure or their confidence intervals to reflect the possible impact of systematic errors. This contrasts with the situation regarding random errors where—as will be described below—more sophisticated approaches have been used to quantify the impact of these errors on dose–response analyses. However, in some analyses of nuclear industry workers, including of workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [S25] and at Hanford [G8] in the United States, account was taken not only of correction factors to allow for differences between recorded doses and organ doses, but also for the uncertainty in these correction factors [T2]. In essence, these analyses took account of shared errors that arose from applying the same correction factors to doses for groups of people.

B133. Differential measurement errors, such as when greater efforts are made to determine the dose for persons with the disease of interest than for persons without it, can introduce serious and unpredictable bias. Whilst it may be possible to assess whether risk estimates have been underestimated—or overestimated—as a consequence of differential errors, quantifying the impact on dose–response analyses is almost impossible without a detailed understanding of the structure and magnitude of these errors. Avoiding such errors is a major concern in study design.
B134. Non-differential random measurement errors, which are not influenced by disease status, affect virtually all quantitative epidemiological studies to some degree and can introduce bias. However, such bias can often be addressed and corrected in the analysis, based on information about the statistical structure of the errors. These errors form the focus of much of the research undertaken into the impact of exposure uncertainty on risk estimates, as described below.

B135. In epidemiology, measurement errors of true exposure will generally result in a bias of a dose–response function towards the null [C7, H18, S6, U12]. Thus, what appears to be a source of random measurement error will actually lead to a systematic bias towards overestimation of the statistical power of an epidemiological study and an underestimation of risk [C7, H16, H17, H18, S6]. An example of measurement error occurs when individual dosimeter readings are used to estimate individual doses to occupationally-exposed workers over a certain period; the error reflects a (random) lack of precision in each of the individual measuring devices. Here, assuming a multiplicative error model for dose and a linear dose–response model, the effect of error in the estimated dose is to flatten the fitted dose response gradually with increasing dose, creating an apparent negative curvature and a bias toward reduced slope [C7]. Similarly, if the true dose–response relationship were linear–quadratic with positive curvature, the fitted curve might show a reduced, zero, or even negative curvature. Another example is with the reconstructed gamma-ray doses from the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which were affected by uncertainties about the locations of individual survivors and the shielding provided to them by buildings and other structures. In addition to inducing bias, classical error reduces statistical power, but bias correction typically does not involve a further decrease in statistical power [S6].

B136. Virtually all epidemiological studies of the radiation dose response for cancer or other disease outcomes rely on individual dose estimates derived largely from idealized dosimetry systems that were based on few, if any, direct measurements of the relevant doses. Even in nuclear worker studies for which there might be individual film badge readings, numerous models and assumptions must be made to develop the (organ) dose estimates needed for risk assessment. In studies of environmental exposures (including, for example, survivors of the atomic bombings or populations exposed as a result of accidental releases of radioactive material) there are often few, and in many cases no, measurements of individual dose.

B137. Traditionally dosimetry systems have provided point estimates of the dose for individual (or representative individual) members of the population of interest. However, as awareness of the potential effects of uncertainty in individual doses (including biased risk estimates and underestimation of the uncertainty in these estimates) has increased, efforts are being made to provide more information on the magnitude and nature of the uncertainty in individual dose estimates. When information about the uncertainty of individual dose (component) estimates is available, it comes in many forms. Some examples are:

(a) A statement that estimated doses have an uncertainty of x %;

(b) An uncertainty associated with each individual dose (component);

(c) A set of realizations of dose (component) estimates for each person based on a complex dosimetry system; uncertainties associated with measurements, model parameters, individual characteristics (such as age or residence location) and other factors affecting dose are described in terms of (generally subjective) distributions; and dose realizations are determined using a Monte Carlo-based system to determine specific values for the parameters associated with an individual dose (component).
Methods for quantifying the impact on risk estimates of exposure uncertainties will now be described in more detail, together with summaries of radiation epidemiology studies in which these methods have been applied.

1. Regression calibration

The basic idea of regression calibration is as follows. If the true values of an explanatory variable (referred to here as “dose”) are unknown, then these values are replaced in a regression analysis by the expected values of dose given the observed values [C7]. In other words, “observed dose” is replaced in the regression analysis by “E(true dose|observed dose)”. If the expected value of the dependent variable in the regression analysis (in this context, a disease rate or an indicator of whether or not an individual has the disease under investigation) were to vary as a linear function of “true dose”, then this linear relationship would be preserved—with the same slope—if E(true dose|observed dose) were used instead. In contrast, if the relationship based on “true dose” were non-linear, then this relationship would not be preserved if E(true dose|observed dose) were substituted into the regression analysis. However, in practice this approach appears to work well in a range of non-linear regression models [C7].

A complication is that E(true dose|observed dose) may not be known exactly. For additive assignment errors as defined in appendix A, the situation is simple, because in this situation E(true dose|assigned dose) is equal to the “assigned dose”. Thus, the regression analysis would proceed based on the observed doses. However, for measurement errors, the calculation of E(true dose|measured dose) would require knowledge of the distributions of the measurement error and of true dose. If, for example, these latter two variables are distributed independently as normal, with variances \( \sigma_c^2 \) and \( \sigma^2 \) respectively, and if the measurement errors were unshared, then:

\[
E(\text{true dose}|\text{measured dose}) = \frac{\sigma^2 \times \text{measured dose} + \sigma_c^2 \times E(\text{true dose})}{\sigma_c^2 + \sigma^2}
\]

which is a weighted average of the measured dose and the expected true dose. Thus, in this situation, measured dose is replaced by a value that is closer to the expected value for true dose. The spread in the values of E(true dose|measured dose) is narrower than that in measured dose, by an amount that depends on the ratio of the variance of the measurement errors to the variance of the true doses. If this ratio were much smaller than 1, then the values used in the regression analysis would be similar to the measured doses. Conversely, if this ratio were larger than 1, indicating that much of the variation in the measured doses is due to classical measurement errors, then the values used in the regression analysis would be “shrunk” towards E(true dose). For linear regression under the assumptions outlined above, correction for unshared non-differential classical measurement errors would increase the slope of the dose–response curve by a factor of \( 1 + \sigma_c^2 / \sigma^2 \), which corresponds to the ratio of the variance of measured dose to that of true dose. In order to implement this approach, estimates of these two variances are required.

In practice, the situation may be more complicated. First, if there were assignment errors, but they were multiplicative rather than additive, that is if

\[
\log(\text{true dose}) = \log(\text{assigned dose}) + \text{individual peculiarity},
\]

then E(true dose|assigned dose) would not be equal to “assigned dose”. As shown by Schafer and Gilbert [S6], multiplicative assignment errors would lead to an overestimation of the slope of a linear dose–response model and would overstate the degree of curvature in a linear–quadratic dose–response model.
model, unless account were taken of these errors. Secondly, if there were multiplicative rather than additive classical measurement errors, that is if

$$\log(\text{measured dose}) = \log(\text{true dose}) + \text{measurement error},$$

(B.5)

then $E(\text{true dose}|\text{measured dose})$ could not be calculated using the simple expression given in the preceding paragraph. Unless these errors are taken into account, they may induce downward curvature in the observed dose–response relationship and understate the evidence for any upward curvature [S6]. Thirdly, if the errors were of a more complex form—for example, containing a mixture of assignment and classical measurement errors, either or both of which may be multiplicative, and possibly including shared errors—then it would not be possible to make general statements about the impact of these errors and the calculation of $E(\text{true dose}|\text{observed dose})$ might be more difficult than in the preceding situations.

B142. In situations where $E(\text{true dose}|\text{observed dose})$ cannot be calculated analytically, an alternative is to use simulation. This has the advantage that shared errors can be handled automatically as part of the simulation process. However, it is important to be aware of the importance of specifying the relevant probability density functions correctly. In particular, Schafer and Gilbert [S6] highlighted the potential for confusion between the population distribution of “true dose given observed dose” and the hypothetical distribution of “true dose given observed dose” for a particular individual. Otherwise, shared errors might not be handled correctly, for example. Furthermore, the parameters used to specify these distributions are themselves unknown and the use of estimates rather than the true values of these parameters may have some impact on the effectiveness of regression calibration [S6], although the magnitude of this impact would vary according to the situation under study.

B143. In some instances, regression calibration implies the same—not only in terms of best estimates of the risks from radiation exposure, but also in terms of measures of uncertainty such as confidence intervals—as an approach based on the probability density function for the disease outcomes conditional on the observed doses. For example, through the use of maximum likelihood under a frequentist approach or combining the likelihood function with a prior distribution under a Bayesian approach. This equality will hold if the expected value of the dependent variable (that is, a disease rate or an indicator of whether or not an individual has the disease under investigation) varies as a linear function of “true dose”. However, if this relationship is non-linear, then regression calibration and methods based on the likelihood function may give different answers. Consequently, other statistical methods have been developed to deal with such situations. These methods and their application in radiation epidemiology are described in subsection 2 below.

B144. The principal applications of regression calibration in radiation epidemiology will now be described.

B145. Life Span Study. Recent analyses of the Life Span Study (LSS) of Japanese atomic bombing survivors (e.g. [P14]) have routinely incorporated corrections for additive measurement errors using regression calibration. The foundation for these corrections was an analysis by Jablon [J1], in which he concluded that the errors in the dosimetry were most likely to be distributed log-normally, with a coefficient of variation of about 30%. Pierce et al. [P4] examined the impact of such errors on analyses of cancer in the LSS, based on linear dose–response models. Using regression calibration, Pierce et al. [P4] concluded that risk estimates would be increased by 6% to 17%, once adjustment was made for measurement errors with a coefficient of variation in the range 30% to 40%. However, the increase was only 4% to 11% if, as in some analyses of LSS, survivors with dose estimates above 4 Gy were excluded from the analysis. Pierce et al. [P4] did not quantify the impact of these errors on the width of confidence intervals. A later analysis by Pierce et al. [P6] considered both classical and assignment
error models. They presented formulae for \(E(\text{true dose}|\text{observed dose})\), based on log-normally distributed classical and assignment errors and applied this approach to data on solid cancer mortality in the LSS. Having excluded survivors with dose estimates above 4 Gy, allowing for measurement errors with GSDs in the range 35% to 40% increased estimates of the risk per unit dose by 12% to 14%. Additional adjustment for assignment errors had little impact on the risk estimate. Pierce et al. \[P6\] also found that adjustment for classical errors increased the evidence for curvature in the solid cancer dose–response, such that the risk per unit dose increased with increasing dose. Again the impact of these adjustments on the precision of risk estimates was not quantified.

B146. Medical exposures. Lubin et al. \[L29\] analysed data on thyroid neoplasms in a cohort of 10,834 Israeli patients who were treated with X-rays for tinea capitis, together with unexposed comparison groups. In so doing, they took account of uncertainties in dose estimates that arose from:

(a) modelling of phantom data and extrapolating this to all ages of exposure; (b) applying the prediction model for a given age, filtration and beam exposure; and (c) adjusting for missing patient information.

First, the relationship between dose to the thyroid and various predictor variables was modelled. Secondly, because the patient data were complete, missing values of the predictor variables were imputed based on the data that were available. Having estimated the expected values for true individual dose given the predictor variables, these expected values were then inserted into the regression model linking radiation dose to the risk of thyroid neoplasms. The expected true doses were generally larger than the original doses, particularly for those persons who received only one treatment. In contrast, for persons with two or more treatments, the ratio of original dose to expected true dose was generally less than one, because of the adjustments made for age of exposure and the failure of the original doses to account for ages at second or later treatments. The estimated excess relative risk (ERR) of thyroid cancer per unit absorbed dose, based on a linear dose–response model, was slightly smaller (by 12%) based on the expected true doses, compared with the original doses, reflecting the tendency for the former doses to be greater than the latter doses. The impact of using expected true doses on the modifying effects on the ERR per unit dose of factors such as age at exposure and time since exposure was minimal.

B147. In this study, there were both shared classical measurement errors, associated with the estimation of parameters in the prediction equation, and assignment errors, resulting from random deviations between the predicted and true doses. Although the confidence intervals for the ERR per unit dose calculated by Lubin et al. \[L29\] based on the expected true doses were similar to those based on the true doses, they cautioned that regression calibration would not have accounted for the variability arising from measurement errors. However, an earlier analysis of these data using a likelihood-based approach that took account of measurement errors \[S5\] suggested that the upper and lower confidence limits for the ERR per unit dose should be multiplied and divided by a factor of about 1.06, respectively; this means that the impact on the confidence interval should be small.

B148. Residential radon exposure and lung cancer. In a combined analysis of case–control data from European studies of radon exposure in homes and lung cancer, Darby et al. \[D2, D3\] calculated risk estimates and associated confidence intervals that were adjusted for classical and assignment errors. Classical errors are particularly important in studies of this topic, because measurements made in the same dwelling in different years show considerable variability, with a coefficient of variation that may be of the order of 40% \[D2\]. Thus, representing the long-term average radon concentration in a dwelling by a measurement made in a single year is a major source of uncertainty. This uncertainty is likely to be due not only to the measurement process, but also reflects variation in the true radon concentration arising from year-on-year changes in weather, changes in the habits of the occupants of the dwelling and structural changes to the dwelling. In addition to classical errors, assignment errors arose through the need to input values for dwellings where no measurement of radon levels could be made. In these situations, the arithmetic mean of the concentrations measured for controls was used,
either for all of the controls in the study in question or—for those studies where the mean square error of prediction was improved by more than 10%—by using solely data for those controls within the same area [D2].

B149. In order to allow for classical measurement errors, Darby et al. [D2, D3] assumed that within each geographical district, the “true” (i.e. long-term average) radon concentration followed a log-normal distribution. It was also assumed that the variability associated with repeated measurements of radon concentrations in the same dwelling followed a log-normal distribution about the true concentration for that dwelling. For those countries where repeated radon measurements had been made, these data were used to estimate a country-specific coefficient of variation for the classical measurement errors. For the remaining countries, a coefficient of 40% was assumed, based on the median of the variances for the logarithm of measured concentrations for those countries where data were available. Having used regression calibration to replace the measured radon concentrations by their expected values, the mean radon concentration for the lung cancer cases fell from 104 Bq m\(^{-3}\) to 90 Bq m\(^{-3}\), whilst the corresponding values for the controls were 97 Bq m\(^{-3}\) and 86 Bq m\(^{-3}\), respectively. As expected, regression calibration “shrank” the range of concentrations: for those persons (cases and controls combined) associated with a measured concentration of more than 800 Bq m\(^{-3}\), the mean measured value was 1,204 Bq m\(^{-3}\), whereas the mean corrected value was 678 Bq m\(^{-3}\). Similarly, for those persons (cases and controls combined) associated with a measured concentration of less than 25 Bq m\(^{-3}\), the mean measured value was 17 Bq m\(^{-3}\), whereas the mean corrected value was 21 Bq m\(^{-3}\).

B150. Based on a linear model, the excess relative risk was estimated to be 0.084 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.16) for 100 Bq m\(^{-3}\) without adjustment for classical measurement errors and 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.30) when adjustment was made for these errors using regression calibration [D2]. Adjustment for these errors using a more sophisticated approach, namely Monte Carlo integration of the likelihood gave a very similar result to that from regression calibration, specifically an ERR of 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) for 100 Bq m\(^{-3}\). Analyses of effect modification by sex, age, smoking status and histological type of lung cancer gave similar results with and without correction for classical measurement errors, although the correction had a proportionately greater impact on the ERR estimate for ex-smokers and lifelong non-smokers than on the corresponding estimate for current smokers. Nevertheless, there was no statistically significant heterogeneity in the ERR between smoking categories, either with or without adjustment for measurement errors. Furthermore, the ERR estimates and confidence intervals from the analyses of effect modification were similar using the regression calibration and integrated likelihood approaches. In a related methodological paper, Fearn et al. [F2] suggested that regression calibration ought to perform very well in adjusting for measurement errors in studies of residential radon exposure and lung cancer and that more sophisticated approaches are not required.

B151. Uranium miners. Stram et al. [S31] analysed data on lung cancer among the United States Colorado Plateau uranium miners, with corrections for errors in the measurement of radon exposures. This involved the development of a multi-level model for the “true” average exposure rate (expressed in Working Levels, WL, of radon progeny) in a given year, mine, locality and district, combined with a multiplicative measurement error model that described the variability in measurements that were made of exposure rates, classified by year and mine. According to the fit of the multi-level model to the exposure rate measurements, the “true” average exposure rate decreased by about 11% per year over the period 1950–1969, which is of particular relevance to the miners in the study. For each mine and year in which at least one cohort member was exposed, the measured exposure rate was replaced in the epidemiological analysis by the expected value of this exposure rate, given all of the measurements made in that district.

B152. Adjustment for measurement errors provided a statistically significant improvement in the fit of models to these data. The estimated slope of a linear exposure–response model increased by about
60% and the standard error of the estimated slope was nearly doubled as a consequence of this adjustment. Both with and without adjustment of measurement errors, the data indicated a sub-multiplicative relationship for the joint effect of radon and smoking on the risk of lung cancer. Similar patterns in the modifying effects of time since exposure and age at exposure were seen with and without adjustment for measurement errors, although again the estimates and their standard errors were larger when this adjustment was made. There was less evidence for an inverse exposure rate (i.e. a higher risk per unit exposure at lower rather than higher exposure rates) with adjustment for measurement errors. This adjustment had little impact on the estimated risk per unit exposure at relatively low exposure rates (below 15 WL) but increased the corresponding estimate at higher exposure rates, to bring it closer to the value for lower exposure rates. This change was particularly pronounced when miners who started work prior to 1952—and whose early exposures are highly uncertain—were excluded from the analysis. However, it is unclear whether the lack of evidence for an exposure–rate effect in the restricted cohort is a reflection of low statistical power rather than of errors in the assessment of exposures before 1952.

B153. *Fallout from nuclear weapons testing.* Lyon et al. [L34] conducted a re-analysis of thyroid disease in a cohort of persons exposed to radioactive iodine in childhood as a consequence of nuclear weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site in the United States. This analysis included corrections to dose estimates and to information on disease classification. When fitting dose–response models, the authors used the arithmetic mean of the dose for each person, assuming a log-normal distribution for alternative realizations of that person's dose. Because a multiplicative rather than an additive error model was used, the arithmetic mean of the dose realizations was not equal to the output from the dosimetry model. Whilst the focus of this analysis was not on the use of regression calibration to allow for dose uncertainties, Lyon et al. commented on the impact of assuming, as here, that these uncertainties are purely due to assignment. They referred to an earlier methodological paper by Mallick et al. [M6] that analysed earlier data from this study accounting for a mixture of assignment and classical measurement errors. Mallick et al. showed that as the ratio of classical to assignment errors increases, the estimated ERR per unit dose increases, as do the length and upper end of the corresponding 95% confidence interval. For example, if 50% of the measurement errors are assumed to be classical and the remainder to be due to assignment, rather than all of the errors being due to assignment, the estimated ERR per unit dose for thyroiditis increases from 4.2 (95% CI: 1.4, 9.6) mGy\(^{-1}\) to 7.2 (95% CI: 2.9, 14.9) mGy\(^{-1}\).

2. Other methods

B154. *Generalization of regression calibration.* Reeves et al. [R1] develop a simple error model, originally suggested in [T6], that includes classical measurement error and assignment errors. The additive version of the model describes the true \((X_t)\) and observed/surrogate \((X_s)\) value as functions of an unobservable latent variable \((\hat{X})\) with \(X_t = \hat{X} + e_t\) and \(X_s = \hat{X} + e_s\), where \(\hat{X}\), \(e_t\) and \(e_s\) are independent random variables with means \(\mu_t\), 0 and 0, and variances \(\sigma^2_t\), \(\sigma^2_t\) and \(\sigma^2_s\), respectively. If, as is often the case for radiation doses, the measurement uncertainty is assumed to be proportional to the magnitude of the true dose, then the error model can be written in terms of the logarithms of the latent variable and the true and surrogate doses: \((\tilde{Z} = \log(\hat{X}), Z_t = \log(X_t), \text{and } Z_s = \log(X_s))\). This model can be used to develop the likelihood for a linear regression model \((Y = \alpha + \beta X_t)\) and, an approximate likelihood for the standard logistic \((\Pr(Y = 1 | X_t) = e^{\alpha + \beta X_t} / (1 + e^{\alpha + \beta X_t}))\) regression model that depends on true dose–response parameters \((\alpha\text{ and } \beta)\) and four parameters (which are referred to here as “nuisance parameters”) not directly related to the dose response \((\mu, \sigma^2_t, \sigma^2_s, \sigma^2_s)\). The authors show that it is possible to obtain good estimates of the dose–response parameters and their uncertainties using...
relatively simple methods that do not require difficult computations based on the full likelihood of all of the parameters.

B155. Fearn et al. [F2] extend the method developed by Reeves et al. [R1] for use with a linear odds model \( \frac{\alpha(1 + \beta x)}{1 + \alpha(1 + \beta x)} \). They compare the results of this generalized regression calibration approach to a more precise but computationally more demanding method involving Monte Carlo integration of the full likelihood (discussed below) in a pooled analysis of 13 European studies of the effects of residential radon exposures on lung cancer risks [D2, D3]. It was found that not only did the simpler regression calibration approach give virtually the same point estimates as the integrated likelihood method, but that the adjusted confidence intervals were also virtually identical for the two methods.

B156. Regression calibration as described in this document requires computation of the expected value of the true dose (\( X_t \)) conditional on the observed dose (\( X_s \)) and, possibly, other relevant information. Unless information about the distribution of the observed dose given the true dose, \( f(X_s | X_t) \), is available from a validation study in which the distribution of true doses is approximately the same as in the study population, \( f(X_s) \), the determination of \( E(X_t | X_s) \) can be quite complicated. Pierce and Kellerer [P5] have proposed a relatively simple method for the estimation of \( E(X_t | X_s) \) when it is reasonable to assume that the distribution of the observed dose given true dose, \( f(X_s | X_t) \), is log-normal with a constant coefficient of variation and that the distribution of true doses is reasonably smooth. The method involves approximating the empirical density of the observed doses using a smooth function with at least two continuous derivatives and then using simple Laplace transformations [B1] to estimate correction factors that can be used to approximate \( f(X_s | X_t) \).

B157. In addition to providing adjusted estimates of dose (and powers of dose) for use in simple regression calibration, Pierce and Kellerer [P5] extend their approach for use in situations in which the uncertainty in individual dose estimates arises because of a combination of classical measurement error and assignment error when one has information about both the coefficient of variation in the observed doses associated with classical error and that associated with assignment error. The computation of the adjustment factors to be applied to the observed doses is no more difficult when the dose uncertainty reflects a mixture of classical and assignment error than in the case in which the dose uncertainty arises solely due to classical error. As noted above, Pierce and Kellerer [P5] have used these methods to analyse the atomic bombing survivor data. Their results suggest that even fairly large dose uncertainties (coefficients of variation of 40% for classical error and 20% for assignment error) have a relatively small effect on estimates of cancer risk that are assumed linear with dose (increasing them by 10% to 15%), but tend to increase the evidence for upward curvature in the dose response for doses less than 2 Gy. It was also found that allowing for dose uncertainty has little impact on the precision of the estimates of cancer risk since the effect of the over-dispersion (see below) arising from this uncertainty is much smaller than the uncertainty inherent in the cancer data.

B158. As discussed thus far regression calibration involves determination of an expected value of the true dose given the observed dose and possibly other relevant information, and the use of this expected true dose in standard, often maximum-likelihood-based, risk analyses for the outcome of interest (\( y \)) with, possibly, some adjustment to allow for the uncertainty in the expected true dose. This is a relatively simple approximation to a full likelihood analysis. The likelihood of interest can be written as \( f(y | X_t, z, \theta) \), where \( z \) are other factors that affect the risk of the outcome and \( \theta \) is a set of unknown parameters. However, \( X_t \) is not known and in its place we have an observed surrogate, \( X_s \). Assuming that the outcome is independent of \( X_t \) if \( X_t \) is known then the likelihood of interest is:
Since risk modelling generally requires some specification of the likelihood in terms of the true dose and since any form of regression calibration involves some characterization of $f(X_i | X_s)$, it is possible, at least in principle, to directly maximize this likelihood. This general form of regression calibration is discussed in detail by Carroll et al. [C7]. In practice, direct evaluation of the integral in the above expression is infeasible for all but the simplest problems. However for some problems the integral can be evaluated using Monte Carlo methods especially if conditioning can be used to reduce the problem to one involving only a single parameter.

B159. Regression calibration is an attractive method since after computing $E(X_i | X_s)$ (which can be challenging) the analyses generally proceed using standard methods with, possibly, some adjustment of the variance of the parameter estimates to allow for the additional uncertainty associated with the estimation of the expected true dose. Pierce and Kellerer [P5] argue that when dealing with analyses of rare events, such as cancer cases, the adjustment for this additional uncertainty will have little impact on inference unless it is large relative to the uncertainty that is inherent in the basic statistical model for the outcome. If a simple linear model is considered for (say) cancer incidence data of the form

$$y = \alpha + \beta X_s + \varepsilon$$

where $\varepsilon$ is an error term with variance $\sigma^2_s$ determined by the nature of the data, the regression calibration model can be written as:

$$y = \alpha + \beta E(X_i | X_s) + \beta(X_i - E(X_i | X_s)) + \varepsilon = \alpha + \beta E(X_i | X_s) + u + \varepsilon \quad (B.7)$$

where $u = \beta(X_i - E(X_i | X_s))$ is an unobserved random effect with variance $\sigma^2_u = \beta^2 \text{var}(X_i | X_s)$, and $\text{ERR} = \beta / \alpha$. Thus the regression calibration model is said to be over-dispersed relative to the model in true dose since the error variance of the regression calibration model is $\sigma^2_u + \sigma^2_s$. While this over-dispersion will increase the variance of the estimate of the ERR ($\beta / \alpha$) (or the other parameters), this effect will be small provided that $\sigma^2_u / \sigma^2_s << 1$. For data following a Poisson distribution $\sigma^2_e / \sigma^2_s = \beta^2 \text{var}(X_i | X_s) / \alpha(1 + \text{ERR} X_i) = \alpha \text{ERR}^2 \text{var}(X_i | X_s) / (1 + \text{ERR} X_i)$ and $\sigma^2_e = \alpha + \beta X_i$ will be much less than 1 even for relatively large dose errors, such as those seen in the LSS. Therefore in cancer risk analyses there is little need to adjust the variance estimates in regression calibration. However, in analyses of binomial outcomes, such as the proportion of chromosome aberrations in (say) 100 or 1,000 cells per subject, dose errors can lead to substantial over-dispersion, and adjustment of the variance using methods such as those given in [R1] is important.

B160. Simulation-extrapolation (SIMEX) methods. In 1994, Cook and Stefanski [C15] proposed a simple Monte Carlo-based method for estimating and reducing bias in regression estimates arising from measurement error. The method is easiest to describe for the case of normal, additive measurement error but is readily generalized to handle multiplicative or many other types of non-additive errors. It is also assumed that the variance of the measurement is known (or that an estimate is available). The observed data consist of the outcome of interest ($Y_i$) together with measures (surrogate) doses such that $X_{ij} = X_{ij} + u_i$ with $u_i$ having a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance, and other variables, $Z_j$, that affect the risk. The dose–response model can be taken as $Y_i = f(X_{ij}, Z_i | \beta, \theta)$ where $\beta$ represents the dose–response parameters and $\theta$ are additional parameters. It is also assumed that we have some method, such as the maximum likelihood method, that can be used to provide estimates of $\beta$ and $\theta$ given dose estimates and values of the other variables. The basic idea is that by adding fixed amounts of additional variability to the doses and then examining the relationship between the parameter estimates and the amount of additional variability in the doses, it is possible to obtain information that allows one to extrapolate to the situation in which there is no dose error. In particular, SIMEX uses
simulation methods to examine how the parameter estimate changes as a function of an error variance inflation factor, $\xi \geq 0$, chosen such that measurement error variance is $\sigma_u^2 (1 + \xi)$ and then extrapolates this relationship back to the hypothetical value of $\xi = -1$ for which, in principal, the measurement error variance is 0.

B161. While SIMEX is a simple, attractive, alternative to the regression calibration method for dealing with the effect of dose errors on risk estimates, it has some limitations that restrict its applicability in realistic situations that involve complex dosimetry systems. It was designed for situations in which the uncertainty arises primarily as a result of independent measurement errors and it requires some knowledge of the measurement error variance. SIMEX can be used in situations where the relevant dose is a function of a number of components (such as annual dose estimates or doses arising from internal and external exposures), but the number of replications necessary to obtain reliable estimates for each variance inflation factor value increases. It is possible to apply SIMEX to situations involving a mixture of measurement (classical) error and assignment error if the magnitude of the different types of error is known (see [B5, F10]).

B162. Kopecky et al. [K10] used SIMEX to adjust for the effect of dose uncertainty in an analysis of childhood thyroid cancer risks in a Russian population exposed as a consequence of the Chernobyl accident. Assuming that all of the error in the doses was measurement error, the dose uncertainty adjustment increased the point estimate of the ERR per unit dose by a factor of three. However, as noted by the authors, the adjusted estimate is almost certainly too large since it is unlikely that all of the dose uncertainty arose from measurement error.

B163. More recently, Kukush et al. [K17] have compared the performance of various approaches to estimating risks from radiation exposure for a binary outcome (such as cancer incidence) when doses are estimated as a ratio of two quantities determined with error, one of which ($^{131}$I activity in their example) is measured with classical error and the other (thyroid mass) is subject to assignment error. The analysis was motivated by studies of thyroid cancer incidence in the Ukraine following the Chernobyl accident [L15, T8].

B164. They used a simulation study to examine the bias and uncertainty in estimates of the baseline rate and excess absolute risk per unit dose for seven approaches to error adjustment for a broad range of uncertainties in the two values used in dose estimation. The methods used were the naive analysis (in which the measured doses are used without adjustment), two full maximum-likelihood methods (one of which assumes that the error in the activity measurements is log-normal while the other uses a categorical model to describe the measurement error), regression calibration methods (assuming either log-normal or categorical models for the measurement error), and a pair of SIMEX methods (one of which uses the ordinary method for parameter estimation and the other uses an efficient estimation method developed specifically for the problem of interest). For each method they consider two measurement area scenarios. In one of these the activity measurement errors follow a log-normal distribution, while in the second scenario the measurement errors are from a truncated log-normal distribution.

B165. The authors found that the full maximum likelihood and regression calibration methods exhibited little bias when the measurement error distribution was characterized non-parametrically and that the computationally efficient SIMEX method performed quite well for a broad range of errors. They concluded that while the categorical full maximum likelihood or efficient SIMEX methods were somewhat more accurate than simple regression calibration using a categorical measurement error model, the latter method was much easier to apply and has the advantage that risk estimates can be carried out using standard computer programs for risk estimation.
B166. **Bayesian methods.** The regression calibration methods described above deal with measurement error and have all relied on frequentist methods. Bayesian methods provide a conceptually simple and attractive approach to characterization of the nature of the dose error on risk estimates. In the following paragraphs a Bayesian framework for risk estimation is outlined in the context of dose uncertainties that involve classical, and shared and unshared assignment error. Following this discussion some published applications of these methods are described.

B167. An assumption is made that there is a dose–response model for an outcome ($y$) of interest (such as an ERR or an EAR model for cancer incidence rates) that depends on the true dose ($X_t$) and some other covariates ($Z$) with unknown dose response (and possibly effect modification) parameters ($\beta$) and additional parameters ($\theta$) related to the dependence of the outcome on the other covariates. The likelihood of outcome $y$ given the covariates and model parameters is represented by $p_y(y|X_t,Z,\beta,\theta)$. A Bayesian analysis involves specification of a prior density, $\pi(\beta,\theta)$, for the model parameters and the combination of the likelihood and the prior density to compute the posterior density for the parameters given the observed data, $\pi(\beta,\theta|y,X_t,Z)$.

B168. Inference about the dose–response parameters can then be based on the (marginal) posterior density for $\beta$. In general, determination of a posterior density for all but the simplest problems requires evaluation of multi-dimensional integrals. However readily available Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) software [L33] can provide samples from posterior (marginal) densities for many fairly complex problems. Given a sample of the posterior density for a parameter (or parameters) of interest it is possible to present representative values (such as mode, mean, or median), credible (or Bayesian confidence) intervals, or other quantities of interest for a specific parameter or for functions of parameters of interest.

B169. The basic Bayesian inferential framework described above can readily (if not always easily) be extended to address inference about dose–response parameters when there are uncertainties in dose. In this case, in addition to the likelihood function and prior distribution noted above, a model (density function) for distribution of the measured dose ($X_s$) given $X_t$, $p(X_s|X_t,y)$, is needed, as well as for the distribution of true doses in the population of interest, $p(X|\eta)$ and a prior density ($\pi_X(y,\eta)$) for the parameters of these densities. Given this setup, the complete probability function used in determining the posterior density can be written as

$$p_y(y|X_t,Z,\beta,\theta) \times p_{X_s}(X_s|X_t,y) \times p(X_t|\eta) \times \pi(\beta,\theta) \times \pi_X(y,\eta)$$

(B.8)

B170. A somewhat more specific formulation considers a Reeves-type [R1] error model for log-dose (indicated by the * superscript) in which the true and surrogate log-doses for person $i$ are defined as $X_{i,t}^* = \tilde{X}_{i,t}(Z_i) + \varepsilon_{i,t}$; $X_{i,s}^* = \tilde{X}_{i,s}(Z_i) + \varepsilon_{i,s}$, respectively. If the classical and assignment error components are assumed to be normal with mean 0 and variance $\sigma_{c,i}^2$ and $\sigma_{s,i}^2$, respectively, the latent variable taken as normal with mean $\mu_i(Z_i)$ and variance $\sigma_{c,i}^2$, and some correlation ($\rho$) between the $\tilde{X}_{i,t}^*$ then we have a model with some shared error. The posterior density for this situation is

$$p_y(y|X_t,Z,\beta,\theta) \times \phi(X_{i,t},X_{i,s},X_{i,t}^*,\tilde{X}_{i,s}^*,\sigma_{c,i}^2,\sigma_{s,i}^2) \times \phi(\tilde{X}_{i,s}^*|\mu_i,\sigma_{c,i}^2,\rho,Z_i) \times \pi(\alpha,\beta) \times \pi(\sigma_{c,i}^2,\sigma_{s,i}^2,\mu_i,\sigma_{c,i}^2,\rho)$$

where $\phi(\ldots)$ are normal densities.

B171. This Bayesian framework is similar to that used in an analysis of data on the effects of exposure to fallout from the Nevada test on thyroiditis and thyroid neoplasm risks in a cohort of about 2,500 people carried out by Li et al. [L14]. In this dataset the information on dose uncertainty had the
fairly common form of an estimate of the total (classical plus assignment) geometric standard deviation for each individual dose and with no explicit information on the magnitude of the correlation induced by the shared error. To address the limited information on the nature of the dose uncertainty, the authors used informative priors for the between-subject correlations (uniform on the range 0.3 to 0.5) and assumed a constant, but unknown fraction of the total uncertainty was due to assignment error with prior distributions that were uniform on region-specific ranges. A custom MCMC algorithm was used to obtain samples from the posterior parameter densities, and inference about the parameter of interest (the ERR per unit dose) was based on the posterior marginal densities resulting from two different priors for the ERR. The first of these was a normal distribution truncated at 0 with a mean chosen as “a plausible point estimate” and a “reasonably large variance”. The second was a scale-invariant prior called a Jeffrey’s prior \[ J12 \]. The data were also analysed using simple regression calibration and using a non-Bayesian approach in which the full likelihood was maximized using a complex Monte Carlo estimation maximization (MCEM) algorithm [M9]. The Bayesian posterior mode and the MCEM estimates of ERR were similar for each outcome. However, for the rarer outcome (neoplasms) the posterior density for the ERR was skewed to the extent that posterior mean or median values were much greater than the non-Bayesian estimates. In comparison to estimates that allow for a mixture of classical, and shared and unshared assignment error, regression calibration estimates were considerably less than estimates based on either Bayesian or MCEM estimates using general dose error models that allowed for a mixture of shared and unshared assignment and classical error. Allowing for shared errors had little impact on either the risk estimates or the width of the Bayesian credible or confidence intervals.

B172. Mallick and colleagues [M6] use earlier data on thyroid cancer in the Nevada test site fallout cohort to illustrate a Bayesian risk analysis allowing for uncertainty in dose estimates. Except for some brief comments in the discussion they do not consider shared errors but in other respects their analysis is similar to that of Li et al. [L14]. A primary feature of this analysis is the consideration of both parametric and rather complicated semi-parametric models for the distribution of the latent log-dose variable \( \hat{X} \) in a Reeves-type measurement error model and the dose–response function. They find that a model that allows for a mixture of classical and assignment error provides the best description of the dose uncertainty and that while allowing for dose uncertainty leads to some increase in the risk estimate, the main effect is a marked increase in the width of the confidence interval for the excess risk parameter owing mainly to an increase in the upper bound.

B173. Even with the availability of software that can greatly simplify the conduct of MCMC analyses, conducting full Bayesian risk analyses that incorporate dose uncertainty remains challenging, especially if one wants to consider the impact of systematic uncertainties arising from the uncertainties about the nature of the doses or the models used to estimate the doses. In addition, at this time, carrying out such analyses is difficult in large cohorts (such as the LSS) because of the intensity of computation involved. However, since Bayesian analyses and the MCMC methods used to implement them provide a natural way of looking at the impact of complex dose uncertainties on risk estimates, further research and development of these methods is extremely important.

B174. **Risk analyses using data from multi-realization dosimetry systems.** In both of the analyses discussed above, the data on dose uncertainty were limited to a single value for the uncertainty in individual dose estimates. Ideally one would like to have more detailed information on, for example, the nature and magnitude of classical and assignment errors and of the relative importance of shared errors on individual dose estimates. However, except possibly for the simplest dosimetry systems, it is neither feasible nor, in most cases, possible to characterize this information in any simple way. In order to deal with this issue dosimetrists are developing increasingly complex systems that provide multiple realizations of individual dose (or dose component) estimates based upon an assessment of the nature and magnitude of uncertainties in various aspects of the dosimetry system.
B175. These systems are often two-dimensional Monte Carlo systems (see appendix A) that attempt to take into account systematic uncertainties in factors that affect all relevant individuals in a predictable manner (such as the values of parameters in a model for the source term or transport of radiation from some environmental exposure) and uncertainties in individual doses that arise as a consequence of assigning representative (but not necessarily correct) doses to members of specific groups (such as when all residents of an exposed village are assigned the estimated mean dose for the village). A proper Monte Carlo dosimetry system provides alternative realizations of values of the expected true dose for individuals conditional on what is known (or uncertain) about the individual’s exposure situation and model uncertainties. It is important to understand that these systems should not provide alternative realizations of surrogate doses. That is, Monte Carlo uncertainty systems are intended to capture variability arising from systematic and assignment errors but individual measurement (classical) errors must be addressed independently. For example, if dose estimates depend on individual values measured with error then a Monte Carlo dosimetry might make use of an error-corrected (such as regression calibration) estimate of the measured value for that individual in each realization. A better, but more challenging, approach would be to characterize the distribution of the true values given the measured values and then incorporate sampling from this distribution into the dosimetry system.

B176. Hofer [H18] has highlighted the importance of removing effects of classical error in Monte Carlo dosimetry systems. It would be useful if the documentation of Monte Carlo dosimetry systems included some discussion of sources of classical error and how these were addressed in the development of the system.

B177. As indicated above, a properly specified Monte Carlo dosimetry system provides a sample from the distribution of true dose given knowledge of the nature of the dosimetry system for each study subject (including the value of dose surrogates if they exist). Given this information one could then carry out a standard regression calibration analysis using the mean dose and any non-linear functions of dose (such as dose-squared) that enter into the dose–response modelling for each subject. The main limitations of this simple and straightforward approach are that it fails to allow for the effect of inter-subject correlations arising from shared errors and it assumes that the uncertainties in the dosimetry system were properly characterized in the sense that the system leads to unbiased estimates of mean individual doses. As noted in [S32] ignoring shared errors will have little effect on testing of the hypothesis of no dose response, but will tend to result in confidence intervals that are too narrow primarily because of underestimation of the upper bound.

B178. More comprehensive analyses would make direct use of the information from all of the dose realizations for each subject. A naive approach to doing this would be to carry out a separate risk analysis for each dose realization, and describe the risk based on the distribution of the risk estimates resulting from these analyses. However, this naive method will lead to risk estimates that are biased toward zero. This is because the variability in individual dose estimates across realizations is an instance of classical error in which the distribution of the differences between a dose realization for an individual and the true dose for an individual is independent of the true dose for that individual.

B179. Stram and Kopecky [S32] describe complex “Monte Carlo dosimetry” systems based on a generalized assignment error model that includes shared and unshared additive and multiplicative errors. They then outline a Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood method to obtain estimates and confidence bounds for dose–response parameters when one has a set of realizations from the distribution of true dose conditional on what is known (or uncertain) about the dosimetry system and individual characteristics ($Z$), (such as those provided by a “Monte Carlo dosimetry” system).
B180. If the likelihood for the data given the true dose and some parameters is \( p_j(y \mid X_t, \alpha, \beta) \), where \( \beta \) represents parameters describing the dose response and \( \alpha \) represents other parameters (such as those related to the risk in the absence of exposure), then the likelihood ratio test (LRT) of the hypothesis that \( \beta = \beta_0 \) against the alternative that \( \beta = \beta_1 \),

\[
    l_0(\beta) = \log \left( E \left( \frac{p_j(y \mid X_t, \alpha(\beta), \beta)}{p_j(y \mid X_t, \alpha(\beta), \beta_0)} \mid y, Z, \alpha_0, \beta_0 \right) \right)
\]

(B.9)
can be approximated by the average of the LRTs over realizations of the expected true dose, that is

\[
    \hat{l}_0(\beta) = \log \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{p_j(y \mid X_{t_i}, \alpha(\beta), \beta)}{p_j(y \mid X_{t_i}, \alpha(\beta), \beta_0)} \right)
\]

(B.10)

The approximation has some limitations. First, when \( \beta \) is far from \( \beta_0 \) the approximation can require a large number of dose realizations. Second, the exact expression involves conditioning on the outcome variable, \( y \), while the dosimetry system provides estimates of \( X_t \) conditional only on \( Z \). Since the likelihood of the outcome does not depend on \( X_t \) when there is no dose response (\( \beta_0 = 0 \)), using this approach works best when testing the null hypothesis of no response. However, if there is a strong dose response then it can take a large number of dose realizations to obtain a good approximation to the LRT. Nevertheless, if these limitations can be overcome the above expression can be used to find point maximum-likelihood estimates of the dose–response parameters and likelihood-based confidence bounds for these estimates.

B181. Stayner et al. [S25] use data on cancer mortality in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory nuclear worker cohort to illustrate the use of the Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood method to adjust for shared uncertainties. In their example the only uncertainty is a period-dependent bias-factor that is applied to individual annual doses. For each of the 10,000 realizations of dose the dosimetry system chooses a multiplicative bias factor for each of four periods by sampling from period-specific log-normal distributions, and all individual doses are adjusted by the same set of bias factors without allowance for any other dosimetric uncertainties. Radiation-induced health effects were modelled using a simple linear ERR model without effect modification with age-dependent baseline rates. Even in this simple, and relatively small (5,345 workers with 225 cancer deaths over 136,673 person–years), the authors noted some computational challenges in dealing with 10,000 dose replications. In comparing the results from analyses that used average bias correction factors (unsimulated analyses) with the Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimates based on 10,000 dose realizations (simulated analyses) they found small changes in the point estimate of the risk and only a slight increase in the confidence interval width. Because of the simple shared assignment error structure used in this analysis, one would not expect a substantial difference between the risk estimates in the unsimulated and simulated analyses. However, the simulated analyses ought to lead to wider confidence intervals, as was the case here. Nevertheless, even these differences were small. The authors speculate that this is a consequence of the fact that the bias factors were of similar magnitude for all four periods and that the effect on the width of the confidence interval would be greater if the period-specific biases were more heterogeneous.

B182. As noted above, with considerable effort Stayner et al. [S25] used the results from a simplistic Monte Carlo dosimetry system in which dose uncertainty arose owing to variability in a single bias factor affecting a simple measure of total dose and one was interested in a single risk parameter (such as the ERR per unit dose). However, in real-world problems there are a large number of sources of uncertainty affecting dose estimates; the doses of interest are often time-dependent lagged values that combine doses to the (presumably) relevant organ or tissue received from various sources (such as
doses to different organs or tissues arising from a combination of external occupational or environmental exposures, internal occupational or environmental exposures and possibly even from medical diagnostic procedures). Furthermore, risk is almost certainly not adequately estimated from simple ERR or excess rate parameters but depends on factors such as sex, age, or time since exposure. Thus, there is a need to consider other methods for making use of the often vast amount of dosimetry data that arises from a complex, multi-realization, Monte Carlo dosimetry system.

B183. One possibility that seems useful to explore involves the use of multiple dose realizations in a Bayesian risk analysis. This might be done through the implementation of an MCMC analysis in which sampling is from suitable prior densities for the risk model parameters and a (discrete) uniform prior density over the dose realizations. The result of the analysis would be samples from the posterior densities of the risk parameters and a set of unequal weights for the dose realizations. If this method were carried out for a relatively simple risk model, it might be possible to use the posterior dose realization weights to compute weighted mean doses that could be used in some relatively straightforward regression calibration-like analyses for more complex risk models.

B184. While there is considerable interest in complex dosimetry systems and efforts are being made to develop such systems for a number of populations, including X-ray technologists in the United States, Chernobyl emergency and recovery workers, people exposed along the Techa River, and Mayak workers, there has been remarkably little progress in the development of methods that make effective use of the resulting individual dose distributions. A primary reason for this is that, as challenging as it can be to develop Monte Carlo dosimetry systems that adequately capture the nature of the uncertainties in individual dose components, using the resulting information about individual dose component uncertainties in risk estimation is even more challenging. Except for the simplest problems, the estimation of risks from radiation exposure is an iterative, exploratory process. Increasing the computational burden significantly by allowing for the effects of dose uncertainty, when fitting even the simplest risk models, tends to push investigators towards analyses that largely ignore the effects of dose error or that focus on a single risk summary that may fail to capture adequately the nature of the radiation-associated risk. There is clearly a need for considerably more effort to develop practical methods that account for the impact of dose uncertainty in realistic dose–response models.

C. Impact of model uncertainties

B185. Models are designed to give a simplified description of the main processes or an assessment of key parameters of complex processes. Thus, in the sense of giving a complete picture of reality “all models are wrong, but some are useful” [B19]. Various models may approximate a data set equally well but give different results for some quantities of interest. An evaluation of the results from several models is a tool of clarifying the messages contained in the data and, possibly, the artefacts introduced by the use of specific models. Evaluation of several models will increase the confidence in the results that are obtained commonly by those models that exhibit a good quality of fit. If differences between two model estimates are not statistically significant, then this is often considered as a confirmation of the result. Nevertheless, this difference will have an impact on the uncertainty range. Taking both models into account will generally result in an uncertainty range wider than each of the uncertainty ranges of the two models. This may imply, for example, that a risk estimate, which is significant in a preferred model, does not remain significant, if other models are taken into account.
B186. There is a large body of publications on model uncertainties (for summaries, see [B25, C10, H15]). Fields of applications are manifold including ecology [W11], econometrics [L12], analysis of microarray data [A8], phylogenetics [P8], and applications in meta-analyses [B9].

B187. In the frame of estimates of risk from radiation exposure, only initial approaches to the application of formal procedures for model selection and derivation of model uncertainties, for example, by multi-model inference, have been reported. Consequently, most evaluations of results, for example, on excess risks from radiation exposures, are overconfident. A number of reports, including previous reports of the Committee, acknowledged model uncertainties but studies that quantified them had not been conducted (such as NCRP and UNSCEAR [N9, U11]).

B188. In general, radioepidemiological data are obtained for a range of variables, such as age at exposure, dose, or age at diagnosis of, or death due to, a disease. In most cases, central estimates are relatively insensitive to the choice of the model [E3, J4, P14, W3]. However, model uncertainties are greater in the border zone of the observed ranges of variables, for example, at young or old age at exposure, at low dose, or young age attained.

B189. The Committee noted in the UNSCEAR 2000 Report that the outcome of cancer risk modelling is often dependent on the initial biological assumptions made. This is clearly a source of model uncertainty ([U11] annex G). Key questions concerning model uncertainties are how to select models that have to be considered, and how the variability of results produced by different models can be taken into account. One method of dealing with such model uncertainties is multi-model inference of risk quantities, which is also called in the statistical literature “model averaging”. Before addressing these questions, this section summarizes types of models considered in the risk analyses, and the evidence for model uncertainties in the estimates of cancer risks after exposure to ionizing radiation.

1. Model types

B190. Radioepidemiological data can be analysed with a variety of models. For the discussion below, model types are subdivided into two major groups: empirical models and mechanistic models.

B191. Empirical models use simple mathematical terms to describe baseline morbidity or mortality rates and excess risks associated with radiation exposure. Baseline rates can be modelled by allowing for different baseline rates in a number of strata (groups) defined, for example, by sex and ranges of birth year and age. Conventionally, such models are called stratified. Other models use parameters for relative risks in different dose categories (categorical models). Alternatively, functions of the variables are used in so-called parametric models. Excess rates are expressed as excess relative risk (ERR) or excess absolute rate (EAR) depending on dose and possibly further variables [U12]. Empirical models have two advantages: (a) mathematical simplicity; and (b) often an estimate of a quantity of main interest, for example, in a linear model, the ERR per unit dose and its uncertainty distribution are obtained directly by the fit of the model to the data.

B192. In cohort studies, such as the Life Span Study (LSS) of atomic bombing survivors [P14], baseline cancer rates and dose-specific EAR or ERR can be estimated as parametric functions of age at exposure, attained age, sex, and other variables of interest, whereas in matched case–control studies, absolute rates can be estimated only if the baseline rates can be estimated from other data sources. In a cohort study, a typical rate model where the rate is assumed to vary linearly with dose might have the form:

\[
\text{Total rate} = \exp(a_0 + \sum a_i x_i) + \beta D \times \exp(\sum \delta_j y_j),
\]

(B.11)
while a typical excess relative risk model has the form:

$$\text{Total rate} = \exp(\alpha_0 + \sum \alpha_i x_i) \times [1 + \gamma \times \exp(\sum \varepsilon_j y_j)]. \quad (B.12)$$

Here, in these models $\beta$, $\gamma$, $\alpha_0$, $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, $\ldots$, $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$, $\ldots$, and $\varepsilon_1$, $\varepsilon_2$, $\ldots$ are unknown parameters and $x_1$, $x_2$, $\ldots$, and $y_1$, $y_2$, $\ldots$ represent possible modifiers of baseline and dose-specific rates or relative risks, respectively. For example, the baseline rate of female breast cancer might be represented by the exponential function $\exp(\alpha_0 + \sum \alpha_i x_i)$, where $x_1$ has value 1 for Hiroshima and value $-1$ for Nagasaki, $x_2$ is the attained age in years and $x_3$ is age at first full-term pregnancy; $D$ might be breast tissue dose in grays; and $\exp(\sum \varepsilon_j y_j)$, representing possible modification of dose-related excess rate, might have $y_1$ as age at radiation exposure, $y_2$ as attained age in years, and $y_3$ as age at first full-term pregnancy (often the same variables can be modifiers of both baseline and excess rate). More complex dose dependences as, for example, linear–quadratic, linear–quadratic–exponential or threshold-type dose dependences, are typically considered as well.

B193. In the field of risks from radiation exposure, the main use of mechanistic models is related to cancer induction and development. These models were initially developed to describe the age dependence of cancer [A12, M18, M19]. Although more recent models are quite complex (such as [L19]), they still represent a huge simplification because not all of the many processes leading to cancer induction and development are well understood. The relevant molecular pathways, cellular processes, tissue reactions and influences of the immune system depend on the site and the type of cancer. Because of insufficient knowledge of these processes and to the limited statistical power of epidemiological studies, it is generally not possible to identify uniquely one mechanistic model of carcinogenesis that is superior to others. Nevertheless, a main advantage of mechanistic models is that they provide the possibility of integrating knowledge on radiobiological processes in the evaluation of radioepidemiological data [J6]. For example, Eidemüller et al. [E3] concluded that the age dependence of the radiation-related excess incidence of breast cancer among the Swedish haemangioma patients may be related to a radiation-induced genomic instability, which causes a lifelong increase of the (otherwise spontaneous) initiation rate of carcinogenesis. Shuryak et al. [S16] related the limitation of the growth of pre-neoplastic lesions to age and dose dependencies of cancer after exposure to ionizing radiation. Brugmans et al. [B23] incorporated the effects of decreased cellular proliferation at very advanced age for improving the description of the baseline lung cancer risk among miners.

B194. An attempt has been made to assess the impact of individual radiation sensitivity on the estimation of risk factors for population groups [M13].

B195. The Committee recommends applications of empirical and of mechanistic models to the same radioepidemiological data in order to explore model uncertainties.

2. Evidence for effect of model uncertainties on estimates of risk from radiation exposure

B196. A study by Preston et al. [P14] of solid cancer incidence was based on 17,448 first primary cancers (including non-melanoma skin cancer) diagnosed from 1958 to 1998 among 105,427 survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan. In their standard model with an ERR decreasing exponentially with age at exposure, the ERR at age 70 after an exposure of 1 Gy at age 60 was 0.27. Describing the age-at-exposure dependence by a log–quadratic spline with a single knot at age 40 improved the quality of fit ($P = 0.02$) and resulted in an ERR estimate that was higher by a factor of 2.5.
Lung cancer mortality risk was studied by Jacob et al. [J3] for male Mayak workers, for whom lung doses were estimated from the measured plutonium content of urine and for whom additional information was available on external exposure and smoking behaviour. Among 6,293 workers, 301 lung cancer cases were registered in the follow-up period until the end of 2002. At age 50, after a plutonium exposure of the lung during the age period of 20–40 years with a cumulative dose of 0.1 Gy, an ERR of 0.12 was obtained with the preferred model of carcinogenesis. With an empirical model, however, the value was larger by a factor of four.

Richardson et al. [R2] analysed leukaemia mortality among Japanese atomic bombings survivors. The analysis included 310 deaths due to leukaemia during the period 1950–2000 among 86,611 people in the LSS. In their preferred model, the dependence of the ERR on time after exposure was a cubic spline function with a knot at 30 years. For a bone marrow dose of 1 Gy, a best estimate of the ERR of 0.8 was found for 30 years after an exposure that occurred at age 10. BEIR VII [N19] obtained for the same specification with a simpler model, an ERR of 4.5. Thus, based on very similar data, the two risk estimates differ by more than a factor of five.

The three examples discussed above demonstrate that considerable model uncertainties have been observed for estimations of cancer risk after exposure to ionizing radiation in specific circumstances. A first step to dealing with the problem is to select models that are appropriate for analysing the epidemiological data.

### 3. Selection of a preferred model

Plausibility considerations are an important part of model selection. For example, fits of mechanistic models may result in biologically implausible parameter values; thus parameter values need to be restricted to plausible values.

An important quantity in model selection is the likelihood, $L$, of the data given a model, $M_0$, and the maximum likelihood estimator, $\hat{\theta}$, of the parameters. Because of technical reasons, the logarithm of the likelihood multiplied by $-2$ is used, which is for generalized linear models, apart from a constant, the deviance:

$$\text{dev}_i = -2 \ln[L(\text{data}|M_0, \hat{\theta})]$$

In analyses with a large number of degrees of freedom, as is normally the case in analysing epidemiological data, generally only differences of the deviance are considered so that the constant term does not play a role. The term “deviance” is also used for other models than generalized linear models as a convenient abbreviation for minus twice the logarithm of the likelihood (plus an unknown constant).

The addition of more terms to a model generally increases the likelihood and thus reduces the deviance. However, the resulting more complex model is not necessarily an improvement, because a model with many parameters may result in over-fitting of the data. The relevance of various possible parameters for a description of the data can be tested by calculating measures of the quality of fit as, for example, the deviance. Generally, the uncertainty of parameter estimations increases with the complexity of the model (see figure B-V). As a consequence only parameters that really matter ought to be included in the selected model [C10]. Already in the fourteenth century, this has been expressed by the principle of parsimony (the so-called “Occam’s razor”) (Occam, ca. 1320, referenced by Posada and
Buckley [P8]). Methods for model selection aim at avoiding too large deviances by oversimplification and too large uncertainties by over-fitting.

Figure B-V. Deviance and parameter uncertainty as a function of the number of parameters

Generally, the deviance (more generally expressed by minus twice the logarithm of the likelihood) decreases and the uncertainty of parameter estimates increases with the number of parameters in a model [P8]. Methods for model selection aim at finding a balance between these two trends.

B203. Methodologies for model selection depend on whether the models considered are nested or non-nested. Model selection may also depend on the procedure for adapting the models to the data [C10]. The Committee emphasizes the importance of defining the criteria for model selection before a study is performed and of making the criteria transparent in the publications.

B204. Two models are called “nested”, if the simpler model can be obtained from the more complex model by deleting one or several terms in the model equations. Thus, deletion of one term \( \delta_j y_j \) in equation (B.11), where \( y_j \) is, for example, the risk modifier “age at exposure”, in a model, \( M_1 \), results in a model \( M_2 \), which is nested in \( M_1 \). An approach to selecting one of the two models is based on the likelihood ratio test. This test is based on the fact that the difference of the deviances of two nested models in Poisson regressions is approximately chi-square distributed [H4, N14]. If the deviance of the more complex model is according to the chi-square statistics significantly lower than the deviance of the simpler model, then the more complex model is selected, because it is considered to have an improved quality of fit. Otherwise, the additional terms in the more complex model are dropped and the simpler model is retained. Table B14 gives the limiting values for the difference in deviance for an improvement of the fit at the 95% confidence level [W2]. Thus, if the two models differ by a term with one additional parameter, then the model including this term will be selected if its deviance is smaller...
than the deviance of the simpler model by more than 3.84. The likelihood ratio test is not only applied
to Poisson regression but also to analyses of individual data.

Table B14. Difference in deviance indicating an improvement of fit of nested models at the 95%
confidence level [W2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Δ number of parameters</th>
<th>Δ deviance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B205. A criterion for the relative quality of fit of non-nested models has been derived by extension of
the maximum likelihood principle using information theory [A3, A4, B25, C10, W2]. Akaike used the
Kullback-Leibler information as the fundamental basis for model selection [A3, A4]. The Kullback-
Leibler (K-L) information, I(f, k), is the information lost, when the model 𝒜ₖ is used to approximate
full reality, f [A7, K3]. Akaike’s major invention was the idea to calculate not the K-L information
itself, but the expectation of the K-L information and linking it to the log-likelihood function at its
maximum. The complex mathematical analysis yielded a simple expression, the Akaike Information
Criterion, AIC, as a measure of the “distance” in information between a model and full reality.

B206. In its first approximation, the AIC is defined by twice the difference of the number of
parameters and the natural logarithm of the likelihood:

$$\text{AIC}_k = 2 (n_k - \ln(L_k))$$ (B.14)

where $n_k$ is the number of parameters of a model $\mathcal{M}_k$. The model with the lowest value of AIC is
selected as the one with the highest probability. In this algorithm, a model is preferred to one with $\Delta n$
fewer parameters, if twice the logarithm of its likelihood is larger by at least $2\Delta n$. Unlike the likelihood
ratio test for nested models, the Akaike approach prefers more complex models. The term $2n_k$ is often
called the “penalty term”, because the more parameters there are, the more the model is weighed down
by the information criterion.

B207. In the approach of Akaike, the probability for a model improvement is given by:

$$p = 1 - \exp(-0.5 \Delta \text{AIC}) / (1 + \exp(-0.5 \Delta \text{AIC}))$$ (B.15)

where $\Delta \text{AIC}$ is the difference of the AICs for the two models under consideration [W2]. Under these
conditions, a model has a 95% probability of improvement if the difference in the AICs amounts to 5.9.

B208. Based on Bayesian statistics, an alternative criterion for the relative quality of fit of non-nested
models has been proposed by Schwarz and Yang [S10, Y2]. The Bayesian Information Criterion is
defined by:

$$\text{BIC}_k = n_k \ln(N) - 2 \ln(L_k)$$ (B.16)
where \( N \) is the sample size [C10, P8]. Again the model with the lowest BIC is selected. Compared to the AIC, the BIC prefers simpler models for sample sizes larger than 7. Most authors in the field of radioepidemiology have tended to favour the use of the AIC [K2, L19, W4]. The BIC, however, has been used for the selection of a model describing lung cancer risk after exposure to radon and cigarette smoke in a joint analysis of three European case–control studies among uranium miners [L12]. Some papers include both indices in their model selection procedure [J3, J6, W3]. None of the papers state, however, why the AIC or the BIC has been chosen for model selection.

B209. The Deviance Information Criterion, DIC, is specifically designed for model adaptations to data based on Bayesian MCMC methods [S24]. In these methods, the prior information may be considered to reduce the degrees of freedom. Correspondingly, the number of parameters, \( n_k \), in the penalty term in the definition of the AIC for a model \( M_k \) (see equation (B.14)) is replaced by the number of “effective parameters”, \( p_D \). The number of effective parameters is defined by the difference between the posterior average of the deviance and the deviance evaluated at the average of the posterior parameter distribution. Little et al. [L17] have calculated the DIC for some models, which they considered for the evaluation of radiation-induced lifetime cancer risk and its uncertainty employed in the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12].

B210. Besides AIC, BIC and DIC, other criteria have been developed that are designed for special purposes or small-size data sets [C10].

B211. Model selection techniques as described above generally reject stratified or categorical models in favour of parametric models [C10], because the number of parameters that have to be determined from the data is considerably larger for the parametric models. Walsh et al. [W3] used additional tests to select between parametric and semi-categorical models (models that described some variables by functions and other variables by parameters for different categories). They analysed thyroid cancer incidence after the Chernobyl accident. The results on the time and age dependences of the excess relative risk estimates of the parametric and non-parametric models were significantly different. Quality-of-fit tests based on the AIC and on the BIC favoured modelling of the baseline incidence by continuous functions, because the number of parameters in the semi-categorical model is considerably larger. The authors finally preferred the model with a parametric description of the baseline risk, because the number of thyroid cancer cases in various age and time-after-exposure classes was better predicted than by the semi-categorical model.

B212. Posada and Buckley [P8] noted that model selection techniques may not result in one optimal model. A possible way of overcoming this problem is to use multi-model inference.

4. Multi-model inference

B213. In order to take into account more than just one preferred model, a strategy is needed to select those models that are to be considered in the assessment of model uncertainties. In principle, there are an infinite number of models that could be tested. For example, one may start with the model in equation (B.11). There is already an infinite number of new models with one additional parameter, \( \varepsilon \), obtained by adding a term with one of the covariates, \( x_i \), to the power of \( k \), that is \( \varepsilon(x_i)^k \). Multi-model inference strategies based on an infinite or very large number of models are dealt with shortly in the following paragraph, whereas the focus of this section is on strategies that base the inference on a more limited selection of models.
B214. An approach based on a very large number of models is the MCMC model composition, MC$^3$ [H15, M4]. The Markov chain starts with some model $M$ and constructs a neighbourhood to the model. For example, if the model represented by equation (B.11) is the starting point, then models as constructed in the last paragraph (such as up to a specified power, $k_{\text{spec}}$) can be defined to be part of the neighbourhood of $M$. A model $M'$ is sampled from the neighbourhood of $M$. If the conditional probability of $M'$, $p' = p(M'|\text{data})$, is larger than the conditional probability of $M$, $p = p(M|\text{data})$, then $M'$ is accepted as the next model in the Markov chain. If the conditional probability of $M'$ is smaller than the conditional probability of $M$, then $M'$ is accepted with probability $p'/p$. Otherwise, the chain remains in state $M$. The approach is known in physics as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm of importance sampling [C8]. The Committee is not aware of any application of this approach in evaluating the risks from radiation exposure.

B215. An approach with a more limited selection of models has been proposed by Madigan and Raftery [M3]. This approach corresponds to discarding all models that are less supported—to 95% probability—by the data than the model with the highest probability. Applying the approach to models, as they have been constructed in the first paragraph of this subsection, would result in an infinite number of selected models.

B216. A simple approach to selecting models is to analyse only models that have been defined in the literature as preferred models, and to apply model selection approaches to such a set of models [P8].

B217. Jacob et al. [J4] discussed model uncertainties in estimation of risk from radiation exposure for solid cancer among the survivors of the atomic bombings in a three-step procedure:

(a) Definition of four groups of models: (i) empirical models; (ii) two-step clonal expansion, TSCE, models with a radiation action on the promotion rate of precancerous cells; (iii) TSCE models incorporating a classical cell-killing term for precancerous cells; (iv) TSCE models incorporating low-dose hypersensitivity in cell killing of precancerous cells;

(b) Application of the likelihood ratio test within each group of models to select for each group of model with the best quality of fit;

(c) Comparison of the risk estimates obtained by the four selected models.

The TSCE model was found to represent the data more economically than the empirical risk model: a similarly good description of the data was achieved with a smaller number of parameters. However, the statistical power of the data was sufficient to give a clear preference to one of the four selected models. Central ERR and EAR estimates (at 1 Sv, for age at exposure 30 y and age attained 70 y) were similar in all of the four selected models. The TSCE models with radiation-induced cell killing tended to give for young ages at exposure lower risk estimates than the empirical model.

B218. Various approaches to multi-model inference are discussed in the statistical literature [C10, H15, P8]. An estimator of a quantity, $\hat{\mu}$, is calculated by a weighted average of estimators, $\hat{\mu}_i$, obtained with model $M_i$:

$$\hat{\mu} = \sum_i w_i \hat{\mu}_i$$

(B.17)

Generalizing equation (B.15) to a number of $k$ models, and choosing the weights of the models according to the probability of the data in the Akaike approach, results in:
where $AIC_i$ is the AIC for model $i$. In a Bayesian approach to multi-model inference, a similar result is obtained, in which the AIC in equation (B.18) is replaced by the BIC. Again, other information criteria are used for special purposes or if the data set has a limited size [C10].

B219. Analytical approaches have been developed to derive parameters of the distribution of a quantity of interest, $\mu$ [C10, H15]. Alternatively, a straightforward Monte Carlo procedure can be applied [W4]. The procedure is based on probability density functions for a quantity of interest as derived from the various models under consideration. The probability density function of the quantity of interest according to multi-model inference is then obtained by sampling with probability $w_k$ from the probability density function according to model $M_k$.

B220. Walsh and Kaiser [W4] included nine recently published relative risk models (see equation (B.12)) in a multi-model inference study of leukaemia mortality among the Japanese atomic bombing survivors. Walsh et al. fitted all models to the same data set (DS02CAN.DAT from www.rerf.or.jp). The model selection and weighting procedure was based on the AIC. The lowest AIC was obtained by the model published by the Committee in 2006 [U12]. According to the weighting procedure in equation (B.18), 51% of the samples in the pdf for the multi-model inference were drawn from the pdf produced by the model of the Committee. Corresponding results are summarized in table B15 for all nine models considered. The different models give similar results for ages attained and ages at exposure that are in the central regions of the data set (see table B16 for $a = 55$ and $e = 30$). In this central data region, best estimates and confidence intervals in the multi-model inference are close to those in the model with the highest weight. Larger variability is observed, however, for ages that are not in the central region of the data. For attained age 17 after an exposure at age 7, for example, best estimates of the nine models for the ERR at 1 Gy range from 11.3 to 86.4. Multi-model inference resulted in an ERR of 18.4 (95% CI: 0.6, 35.6) [W4]. The best estimate is close to the best estimate of the model of the Committee [U12]. The confidence interval, however, is wider. The ratio of the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval is 38 in the model of the Committee and 59 according to multi-model inference [W4]. The impact of dose uncertainty on the width of the uncertainty ranges for the risk estimates has not been considered in the analysis.

B221. Kaiser et al. [K2] analysed breast cancer incidence in the LSS cohort of Japanese atomic bombing survivors. Applying a formal selection procedure to a large number of models, one empirical model and three versions of the TSCE model of carcinogenesis were selected for multi-model inference. Carcinogenesis of baseline cases in the TSCE models was characterized by an initiation rate increasing with age from birth up to about 25 years, and a growth rate of preneoplastic lesions that dropped for those in their forties. Multi-model inference resulted in uncertainty ranges of values for the ERR per unit dose that were larger than uncertainty ranges of the preferred empirical model, especially for young ages at exposure. For aged 10 at exposure and age 70 at diagnosis, for example, ratio of the 95th to 5th percentiles increased from 2.5 to 5.9 (see table B17).

B222. The Committee notes that neglecting model uncertainties may lead to a considerable underestimation of the total uncertainty of risk estimates, and recommends the application of multi-model inference techniques in future risk evaluations. This will allow more realistic assessment of the uncertainty of risk estimates than in most analyses up to now.
Table B15. The number of parameters, minus twice the logarithm of the likelihood, the AIC<sub>k</sub> and the sampling weight w<sub>k</sub> applied in multi-model inference for leukaemia risk among the Japanese atomic bombing survivors [W4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>nk</th>
<th>-2 ln(Lk)</th>
<th>AIC&lt;sub&gt;k&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>wk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preston et al. [P13]&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2 258.7</td>
<td>2 302.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEIR VII, phase 2 [N19]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2 255.2</td>
<td>2 293.2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Model 2, table A1 [R2]</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2 250.1</td>
<td>2 292.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider and Walsh LQ model [S9]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2 258.0</td>
<td>2 284.0</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider and Walsh LQ-exp model [S9]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2 253.9</td>
<td>2 281.9</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little et al. [L17]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 259.7</td>
<td>2 281.7</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCEAR [U12]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 260.0</td>
<td>2 280.0</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Main model [R2]</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1 915.5</td>
<td>2 811.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Model 3, table A1 [R2]</td>
<td>1 086</td>
<td>1 560.3</td>
<td>3 732.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The functional form of the EAR model of [P13] has been used to construct a corresponding ERR model.

Table B16. Best estimates with 95% confidence intervals of the ERR for leukaemia mortality among Japanese atomic bombing survivors at attained age a after exposure at age e following a bone marrow dose of 1 Gy [W4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>e = 7; a = 17</th>
<th>e = 30; a = 55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preston et al. [P13]&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>11.3 (4.3, 21.9)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.72 (1.21, 4.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEIR VII, phase 2 [N19]</td>
<td>19.9 (-12.2, 43.8)</td>
<td>2.72 (1.21, 4.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Model 2, table A1 [R2]</td>
<td>22.7 (-12.1, 43.8)</td>
<td>2.50 (-0.10, 3.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider and Walsh LQ model [S9]</td>
<td>19.2 (-0.6, 38.8)</td>
<td>2.73 (1.60, 4.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider and Walsh LQ-exp model [S9]</td>
<td>19.3 (2.0, 36.5)</td>
<td>2.95 (1.51, 4.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little et al. [L17]</td>
<td>18.5 (0.2, 35.6)</td>
<td>2.78 (1.53, 4.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCEAR [U12]</td>
<td>17.9 (0.9, 34.6)</td>
<td>2.71 (1.49, 3.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Main model [R2]</td>
<td>86.4 (12.1, 582)</td>
<td>2.55 (1.12, 4.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. Model 3, table A1 [R2]</td>
<td>31.0 (-32.6, 66.6)</td>
<td>2.72 (1.12, 4.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-model inference</td>
<td>18.4 (0.6, 35.6)</td>
<td>2.77 (1.43, 3.84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The functional form of the EAR model [P13] has been used to construct a corresponding ERR model.

<sup>b</sup> Results for the age group 0–19 years were taken.
### Table B17. Best estimates with 90% confidence intervals of the ERR for breast cancer incidence among Japanese atomic bombing survivors at attained age \( a \) after exposure at age 10 following a breast dose of 1 Gy [K2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( a = 30 )</th>
<th>( a = 70 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empirical, linear dose response modified by age attained</td>
<td>5.2 (2.6, 9.8)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.60, 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSCE, lifelong effect of acute exposure on growth rate of pre-neoplastic lesions</td>
<td>8.9 (4.2, 20)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.91, 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSCE, immediate initiation of pre-neoplastic lesions by acute exposure</td>
<td>3.2 (2.4, 4.1)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.14, 0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-model inference</td>
<td>5.1 (2.6, 14)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.27, 1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. TRANSFER TO ANOTHER POPULATION

C1. The UNSCEAR 2006 Report (annex A, I. Features of Epidemiological Studies, H. Transfer of radiation risk estimates between populations, and interactions of carcinogens, paragraphs 39–48) [U12] considered that the question of how to transfer risk estimates derived from one population to a different population remains unanswered, and that available data suggest that there is no simple solution to the problem. The question is related to the issue of how one should model interactions between radiation and other agents in relation to cancer risk, as extensively reviewed in annex H of the UNSCEAR 2000 Report [U11]. It was concluded, however, that for the foreseeable future, the most useful information relevant to transferring radiation-related risk coefficients from one population to another will come from multinational comparisons of site-specific, radiation-related risk, rather than from investigations of underlying cancer risk factors and their interactions with radiation dose.

C2. *Baseline and excess risk*. Epidemiological information about radiation-related cancer risk is obtained by studying population groups characterized by individual demographic data such as sex, birth year, nationality, lifestyle factors, history of exposure to ionizing radiation, site-specific cancer incidence and/or mortality, and other factors that conceivably might be informative about “baseline” cancer risk unrelated to radiation dose, and by dose-related “excess” cancer risk. Useful site-specific data on baseline cancer risks as functions of attained age are readily available for many populations, as published periodically by the International Agency for Research on Cancer [I5]. Dose–response analyses of data from a particular population of interest are conducted to determine the extent to which cancer risk in this population may depend upon radiation dose, and the extent to which baseline and excess risk may vary according to factors other than radiation dose. In particular, evidence about modification of baseline risk and/or radiation dose response by demographic factors such as sex, age at exposure, and attained age, and by lifestyle factors such as tobacco use, diet, and reproductive history, is of interest because such findings might lead to more useful risk estimates and, ultimately, to better understanding of the biological processes of radiation carcinogenesis in man.

C3. *Additive and multiplicative expressions of risk*. It is computationally and cognitively convenient to express excess risk in absolute terms, as an addition to baseline risk:

\[
\text{additive risk} = \text{baseline risk} + \text{excess absolute risk (EAR)},
\]

(C.1)

and in relative terms as a multiple of baseline risk:

\[
\text{multiplicative risk} = \text{baseline risk} \times (1 + \text{excess relative risk (ERR)}),
\]

(C.2)

“Baseline” risk, by definition, is not influenced by radiation dose and therefore its estimate would be expected to be essentially the same whether the excess risk is expressed in absolute terms using an additive model or relative terms using a multiplicative model as in equations (C.1) or (C.2). An immediate practical problem concerns the portability of radiation-related, site-specific risk estimates from one population to another. If the two populations have distinctly different age-specific baseline rates for a given cancer site, additive and multiplicative projections of risk from one population, such as the LSS cohort of atomic bombing survivors [P14], to another, for example, to the population of another country, will yield discordant risk estimates in the second population. Additive and multiplicative projections will not differ much if the two populations have similar baseline rates, although of course it does not necessarily follow that the projection to the second population will be accurate.

C4. *Breast cancer example: Projection of radiation-related risk between Japanese and American populations*. Baseline rates for female breast cancer are substantially different between Japan and the United States, which historically have had among the world’s lowest and highest breast cancer rates, respectively [I5, M2]. Table C1 shows linear model estimates, with 90% confidence intervals, of ERR and EAR per unit dose for LSS female breast cancer at age 70 following exposure at age 30 (i.e. in 1985) ([P14] table 29). Under the reasonable assumption that the ERR and EAR estimates are consistent in describing the same phenomenon, the relevant LSS baseline risk for breast cancer at age 70 in 1985 can be estimated as the ratio of the EAR and ERR.
per unit dose estimates, i.e. 9.2 per (10^4 PY Gy) divided by 0.87 Gy^-1 resulting in 10.6 per 10^4 PY (table C1). A recent estimate of the United States baseline female breast cancer rate at age 70, based on data from the 14-centre SEER Registry tumour registry [15], is 41.4 per 10^4 PY; or 3.9-fold higher than the corresponding estimate for the 1985 LSS baseline. Multiplying the contemporary United States baseline rate by the LSS-based estimate of ERR per unit dose gives a multiplicative projection of 36.0 (90% CI: 22.8, 53.8) per (10^4 PY Gy), which is 3.9 times the estimated additive projection of 9.2 (90% CI: 6.8, 12.0) per (10^4 PY Gy) as provided by the LSS estimate of EAR per unit dose.

C5. **Female breast cancer: International pooled analysis of radiation-related risk.** In a pooled analysis of female breast cancer incidence data from the LSS cohort and from seven western populations exposed to medical X-rays, Preston et al. [P11] found that age-specific EAR estimates per unit tissue dose to the breast were consistent among the LSS cohort of Japanese atomic bombing survivors, two United States cohorts of tuberculosis patients given multiple chest fluoroscopies during lung collapse therapy [B16], and a cohort of United States children given X-ray therapy for what was at one time considered to be enlarged thymus glands [H13]. As discussed in the previous paragraph, ERR estimates differed significantly between the LSS and United States cohorts. Therefore the “restricted pooled-analysis” EAR estimate based on these four populations was adopted for the United States population as a whole by the BEIR VII committee [N19], after including more recent LSS breast cancer data [P14]. Despite the large United States–Japan difference in baseline rates, this estimate is very close to the additive projection estimate discussed in the previous paragraph and in part 1 of table C1.

C6. **Female breast cancer: Inconsistencies among irradiated study populations.** Data from each of four additional study populations (comprising United States women treated for acute post-partum mastitis [S15], Swedish women treated for benign breast disease [M8], and two populations of Swedish women treated with radium plaques for skin haemangioma in infancy [L16, L32]) were found to be statistically inconsistent with a common model for EAR per unit dose as discussed in the previous two paragraphs or indeed with each other [P11]. Thus, the Preston et al. [P11] analysis supports the use of an additive projection of radiation-related breast cancer risk from the LSS cohort to the general United States population, or (equivalently) of the “restricted pooled-analysis” risk model discussed in the preceding paragraph. However, the additive models may not be appropriate for populations with benign breast disease such as acute post-partum mastitis, or for infants treated with radium plaques for haemangioma.
### Table C1. Best estimates and 90% confidence intervals (CI) of risk for specific cancers at age 70 per unit dose of low-LET radiation at age 30 using a linear model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk quantity on which transfer is based</th>
<th>LSS coefficients (90% CI)</th>
<th>LSS baseline&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Estimated LSS excess rate per unit dose (90% CI)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>United States (SEER) baseline&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Extrapolated excess rate per unit dose (90% CI) for US population&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female breast cancer risk per unit dose (Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;) [P14], table 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>0.87 (0.55, 1.3) Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10.6 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>9.2 (5.8, 13.7) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td>41.4 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>36.0 (22.8, 53.8) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>9.2 (6.8, 12.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.2 (6.8, 12.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric cancer risk per unit dose (Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;), sex averaged [P14], table 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>0.34 (0.22, 0.47) Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>27.9 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>9.5 (6.1, 13) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td>3.63 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>1.2 (0.80, 1.70) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>9.5 (6.1, 14.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 (6.1, 14.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer risk per unit dose (Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;), sex averaged [P14], table 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR per unit dose</td>
<td>0.54 (0.30, 0.81) Gy&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14.8 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>8.0 (4.4, 12) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td>15.2 per 10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY</td>
<td>8.2 (4.6, 12.3) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR per unit dose</td>
<td>8.0 (4.4, 12.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.0 (4.4, 12.0) per (10&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt; PY Gy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Estimated as the LSS ratio of site-specific EAR to ERR coefficients.

<sup>b</sup> LSS ERR × LSS baseline.

<sup>c</sup> Baseline incidence at age 70 from SEER 14-registry data [I5]

<sup>d</sup> LSS ERR × SEER baseline.
C7. Gastric cancer: Baseline rates in Japan and the United States. For gastric cancer, age-specific population incidence rates in Japan are roughly an order of magnitude higher than those in the United States [15], and there is strong evidence of a radiation dose response over the dose range 0–4 Gy among members of the LSS cohort [P14]. Along with the LSS breast cancer estimates just discussed, table C1 presents sex-averaged, linear model estimates of ERR per unit dose and EAR per unit dose for gastric cancer at attained age 70 following exposure at age 30, with 90% confidence intervals ([P14] table 12). As is the case with breast cancer, the relevant LSS baseline risk for gastric cancer at age 70 in the year 1985 can be estimated as the ratio of the EAR to the ERR per unit dose estimates, i.e. 9.5 per (10^4 PY Gy) divided by 0.34 = 27.9 Gy⁻¹. According to [15], the current sex-averaged gastric cancer rate at age 70 in the United States, as represented by the 14-centre SEER Registry, is 3.63 per 10⁴ PY, or 7.7-fold less than the corresponding LSS rate. Multiplying the LSS estimate for ERR per unit dose, 0.34 (90% CI: 0.22, 0.47) Gy⁻¹, by this baseline rate yields a multiplicative model projection of the LSS estimate for the United States population, EAR per unit dose of 36 (90% CI: 23, 54) per (10⁴ PY Gy) that is 4-fold higher than the corresponding additive model projection given by the LSS EAR per unit dose estimate, 9.2 (90% CI: 6.8, 12) per (10⁴ PY Gy).

C8. Gastric cancer: United States cervical cancer study. Unlike breast cancer, very few published estimates of radiation-related gastric cancer risk are available for comparison with the LSS ERR and EAR estimates in table C1. One source is a large case–control incidence study of women treated for cervical cancer, mostly by radiotherapy [B16]. Cases (i.e. patients who developed a second cancer) and their matched controls were identified based on records from 20 clinical centres and 19 tumour registries in Canada, Europe, and the United States. Stomach doses averaging 2 Gy were associated with a borderline elevated gastric cancer risk (ERR at 1 Gy = 0.69 with 90% CI: 0.01, 2.25). As in most epidemiological studies, the confidence interval is just based on statistical fluctuations and does not take into account other sources of uncertainty, such as uncertainties of the dose estimates. A “crude” approximate estimate of EAR per unit dose, 3.16 (90% CI: 0.05, 10.4) per (10⁴ PY Gy), was calculated from the estimated ERR at 1 Gy multiplied by an estimate of baseline gastric cancer incidence based on previous cohort analyses for the appropriate person-years of observation [B16]. That estimate is statistically consistent with both the LSS multiplicative and additive gastric cancer projections in table C1 part 2, but is closer to the multiplicative projection. However, the authors cautioned that a relatively large number of the second cancers identified in the stomach were without pathological confirmation [B16]. An additional, somewhat minor consideration is that women with cervical cancer might not have the same baseline gastric cancer risk as the general population.

C9. Gastric cancer: United States peptic ulcer study. A long-term follow-up study of American peptic ulcer patients given multiple therapeutic doses of 250 kVp X-rays to the stomach found a statistically significant overall excess of gastric cancer mortality in 1,860 patients irradiated between 1937 and 1965 compared to 1,859 non-irradiated patients treated between 1929 and 1959 [C6, G19]. Cumulative radiation doses, averaged over the entire stomach (mean 14.8 Gy, standard deviation 5.6 Gy, and range 1–42 Gy) and delivered in one or two 6- to 14-day courses of treatment, were far higher among the irradiated patients than those estimated for any members of the LSS cohort. The estimated ERR per unit dose over the entire dose range, based on 1,475 patients with more than 10 years of follow-up and an approximately equal number of non-exposed patients, was 0.06 (95% CI: 0.02, 0.10) Gy⁻¹, significantly lower than the LSS estimate of 0.34 (90% CI: 0.22, 0.47) Gy⁻¹ [P12]. However, the estimated ERR per unit dose based on the 309 patients who received stomach doses of 10 Gy or less (mean dose 8.9 Gy) was 0.20 (95% CI: 0.0, 0.73) Gy⁻¹, which is statistically consistent with the LSS estimate based on radiation doses under 5 Gy.

C10. Gastric cancer: implications for projection from the LSS cohort. The estimated values of ERR per unit dose obtained from the peptic ulcer study [C6, G19] for different dose ranges are consistent
with the LSS estimate of 0.34 (90% CI: 0.22, 0.47) Gy$^{-1}$ and inconsistent with estimates an order of magnitude higher, as would be implied by an additive model projection from the LSS to the United States SEER population. The cervical cancer study results [B16] are also consistent with multiplicative projection from the LSS but, because of wider confidence bounds for the ERR per unit dose, they are not significantly different from the LSS additive projection.

C11. Colon cancer. The third analysis shown in table C1, for sex-averaged colon cancer, is methodologically similar to those for female breast cancer and for gastric cancer. In the case of colon cancer, however, baseline rates at age 70 are similar between the LSS cohort and the SEER registry, and consequently there is little difference between additive and multiplicative projections from the LSS cohort to the United States SEER population. Risk estimates based on populations other than the LSS cohort pertain mainly to patients receiving radiotherapy directed at nearby organs, and are generally consistent with the LSS cohort findings, for example, an ERR per unit dose of 0.5 Gy$^{-1}$ for colon cancer mortality among women who received colon doses under 5 Gy following irradiation with intra-uterine radium ($^{226}$Ra) capsules (used for treating benign gynaecological bleeding disorders) [I21]. In this case there is some support for multiplicative projection, but with essentially no consequences in terms of projected risk.

C12. Possible relevance of biological mechanisms for radiation-related cancer. Both additive and multiplicative projections are plausible in terms of biological mechanisms. For example, to the extent that different baseline rates in the two populations reflect differential exposure to cancer initiators, and assuming that ionizing radiation acts mainly as a cancer initiator, one might expect the dose-specific EAR to be the same regardless of baseline rate while, to the extent that the difference in baseline rates reflects differential population exposure to cancer promoters, the dose-specific EAR might be expected to increase or decrease proportionally to the baseline rate [N7]. Probably, both kinds of interaction are involved to some extent and, in the absence of more detailed information on competing initiators and enabling or disabling promoters, it may be useful to model the process as a random mixture of interactions of radiation with such baseline risk modifiers. Thus, additive projection would seem to be strongly supported by the analytical results for the pooled breast cancer analysis involving only the LSS, pneumothorax, and thymic irradiation cohorts, but not by the results for women therapeutically irradiated for benign breast disease in general, acute post-partum mastitis in particular, or skin haemangioma. The gastric cancer dose–response comparisons are more consistent with multiplicative projection from the LSS compared to the additive projection. However the support from these comparisons is not as clear-cut as that provided for breast cancer by the data on the atomic bombing survivors, pneumothorax patients and thymic irradiation patients. Both analyses, and particularly the gastric cancer example, leave room for uncertainty about the appropriateness of choosing either of the two simple projection models.

C13. Expressing uncertainty about the relationship between excess and baseline risk: the interactive NIH radioepidemiological tables program (IREP) and NRC BEIR VII committee examples. In cases where baseline risk differs between two radiation-exposed populations, as it does in the breast cancer and gastric cancer examples given above, it is certain that multiplicative and additive projections of radiation-related risk from one of the populations to the other will differ, and thus there is a very real possibility that whatever projection is chosen will be wrong if it is not supported by comparisons of dose–response data from both populations. In general, it seems reasonable to incorporate subjective expressions of the uncertainty about the choice of projection model into the estimate of radiation-related risk for the population of interest. This is particularly so when the choice of estimate has consequences for public policy such as radiation protection or adjudication of compensation claims for radiation-related cancer as was the case for the 2003 NIH radioepidemiological tables report [L5]. This is also the case for the 2006 BEIR VII report [N19], which is an important information resource for lifetime risk projections developed at the National Cancer Institute [B7].
C14. For most cancers, the 2003 NIH working group [L5] used a subjective, uncertain mixture of additive and multiplicative projection models for transferring cancer risk from the LSS cohort (based mainly on LSS Tumor Registry data [T4]) to the United States population, as follows:

\[
\text{Projected risk} = X \times (\text{additive risk}) + (1 - X) \times (\text{multiplicative risk})
\]

where \( X \) is a Bernoulli \((p)\) random variable with uncertain parameter \( p \) uniformly distributed over the unit interval \((0, 1)\) with probability 0.95, triangular \((-0.1, 0, 0)\) with probability 0.025, and triangular \((1, 1, 1.1)\) with probability 0.025 to express complete uncertainty between the two simple projection models and to allow for the possibility that the truth might lie outside the additive-multiplicative domain. For breast cancer, the uncertain Bernoulli distribution parameter was assigned the value \( p = 1 \) with probability 0.5, and the model described by equation (C.3) was uniformly distributed with probability 0.5. For stomach cancer the IREP task group assigned probability 0.5 to the value \( p = 0 \) and 0.5 probability to model (C.3).

C15. Like the 2003 NIH working group, the BEIR VII committee [N19] expressed radiation-related risk as a stochastically weighted average of an addition (EAR) to and a multiplier (ERR) of baseline risk. EAR and ERR were formulated as sex-specific functions of radiation dose \((D)\), age at exposure \((e)\), attained age \((a)\), and time \((t)\) between exposure and observation for risk (essentially, \( t = a - e \)):

\[
\text{Risk}(\text{pop}, D, e, a, t) = \text{baseline}(\text{pop}, a) + \text{EAR}(D, e, a, t), \quad (C.4)
\]

and

\[
\text{Risk}(\text{pop}, D, e, a, t) = \text{baseline}(\text{pop}, a) \times (1 + \text{ERR}(D, e, a, t)) \quad (C.5)
\]

Most site-specific formulations of EAR and ERR for solid cancers were based solely on analyses of incidence data from the LSS cohort of atomic bombing survivors studied by the Radiation Effects Research Foundation [P14]. One exception was the female breast, for which the approach of [P11], as discussed above, was used with the 1958–1984 LSS tumour registry data replaced by then unpublished 1958–1998 data [P14]. Another exception was thyroid [R3], also used by NIH IREP, for which the formulations were based on pooled analyses of site-specific dose–response data from several different study populations, including the atomic bombing survivors; and another was leukaemia (all types combined except CLL) which was based on mortality data from an earlier LSS analysis [P13].

C16. Comparison of IREP and BEIR VII. For most cancer sites, the BEIR VII algorithm is based upon more recent data than the earlier NIH (IREP) algorithm, and is to be preferred for that reason. However, there are other differences that may favour the IREP approach. Both committees assumed that thyroid cancer risk was multiplicative and that leukaemia risk was additive with respect to site-specific population baseline risk. BEIR VII used additive risk for breast cancer, with no probability assigned to multiplicative risk, whereas the NIH IREP committee [L5] used a random mixture of additive and multiplicative risks, strongly weighted toward additivity. For all other cancers addressed except lung cancer, the BEIR VII mixture between additive and multiplicative interaction was on a logarithmic scale with weights of 0.7 for a multiplicative projection and 0.3 for an additive projection. For lung cancer this weighting was reversed: 0.3 for the multiplicative and 0.7 for the additive projection. Compared to arithmetic averaging, as in IREP, the BEIR VII multiplicative averaging scheme is biased towards lower estimated risk because the geometric mean (weighted or unweighted) of two positive numbers is never greater than the arithmetic mean (figure C-I), that is:

\[
x^p \times y^{1-p} \text{ is always less than or equal to } p \times x + (1 - p) \times y \text{ for } 0 < p < 1, y > 0 \text{ and } x > 0. \quad (C.6)
\]
Figure C-1. Comparison of $p$-weighted arithmetic and geometric means of 1 and 10 for fixed values of the parameter $p$ between 0 and 1

Given $p$, the arithmetic mean is $p \times 1 + (1-p) \times 10$ and the geometric mean is $1^p \times 10^{1-p}$.

C17. Summary. The comparison of the IREP and BEIR VII approaches to transfer between populations of risk estimates when additive and multiplicative risk projections differ, show that choice of a mixture algorithm can make a substantial difference. The geometric and arithmetic mixture algorithms agree at the extremes, where $p=0$ or $p=1$, but as shown by the ratio of arithmetic to logarithmic mixtures, the geometric mixture always gives a smaller risk estimate for intermediate values of $p$. When the two projections differ substantially, and when the mixture algorithm is more or less evenly weighted between additive and multiplicative mixtures, (e.g. for $p=0.5$), the difference can be substantial. In this case, a choice made for computational convenience may unduly influence the conclusions.

II. EXTRAPOLATING RISKS OVER LIFETIME

C18. Typically, for epidemiological studies of cancer risk in irradiated populations which have been followed over time following a single exposure, accumulated information on radiation dose will be specific with respect to age $e$ at exposure and information on subsequent disease events will be specific with respect to age $a$ at observation or (equivalently) time $t = a - e$ following exposure, assuming survival until age $a$. In the BEIR VII report [N19] site-specific, radiation-related solid cancer risks and
leukaemia risks in the LSS cohort were modelled as uncertain parametric functions of sex $s$, neutron-weighted radiation dose $D$, exposure age $e$, and attained age $a$. Both additive and multiplicative models were estimated, as follows:

$$\text{Risk}_{\text{add}}(D, s, e, a) = \text{Base}(s, e, a) + \beta_{s,\text{add}} D \exp(\gamma e^*) (a/60)^\eta$$

(C.7)

$$\text{Risk}_{\text{mult}}(D, s, e, a) = \text{Base}(s, e, a) [1 + \beta_{s,\text{mult}} D \exp(\gamma e^*) (a/60)^\eta]$$

(C.8)

The above representation is adapted from BEIR VII table 12–2 [N19] to represent total, rather than excess risk as in the original table. The uncertain, sex-specific parameters $\beta_{s,\text{add}}$ and $\beta_{s,\text{mult}}$ are specified in the BEIR VII report [N19] as log-normal random variables with tabulated medians and 95% confidence intervals, pertaining to exposure age $e$ and attained age $a$. The symbol $e^*$ represents $(e - 30)/10$ for $e \leq 30$ and zero for $e > 30$ for all cancer sites represented by the BEIR VII committee. Both the original and the adapted formulae are complex, requiring eight footnotes in the original publication to record details.

C19. For present purposes, which are concerned with lifetime risk projection, it is sufficient to consider two examples: female breast cancer, and stomach cancer among males. The BEIR VII committee’s preferred model [N19] for female breast cancer was that of additive risk which, as estimated from a pooled analysis by Preston et al. [P11], was consistent across four exposed population data sets including the Japanese atomic bombing survivors and three populations of American women exposed for reasons unrelated to breast disease, two of which received multiple chest fluoroscopy examinations during lung collapse therapy for tuberculosis and one which received radiation therapy during infancy for a condition that was at one time considered to be a dangerously enlarged thymus gland. The preferred linear model risk estimate, that for excess absolute risk per $10^4$ person-years per gray at age $a$ following exposure at age $e$, is

$$\text{EAR}(D, e, a) = \beta D \exp(-0.51 \max(0, (e - 30)/10) (a/60)^\eta),$$

(C.9)

where $\beta$ is distributed as log-normal with median 9.4 and 95% confidence intervals (6.7, 13.3), and the value of $\eta$ is 3.5 for $a \leq 60$ and 1.1 for $a > 60$, and where a 5-year minimum lag period was assumed between radiation exposure and cancer diagnosis.

C20. An interactive computer program under development at the United States National Cancer Institute and called RadRAT for “Radiation Risk Assessment Tool,” calculates estimated lifetime, site-specific excess cancer risks associated with user-provided data on organ-specific radiation dose, age at exposure, sex, and other factors of interest [B8]. The concept is straightforward: age-specific excess risk at age $a$ following a single exposure at age $e$ is modelled as an uncertain function of $a$, $e$, and dose $D$ as in the BEIR VII-based risk model formula given in the previous paragraph. For a single exposure, age-specific risk estimates are calculated for each attained age $a$ following the stipulated exposure age $e$, and summarized as a life table-weighted sum over all ages $a$ greater than $e$, conditional on survival until age $e$. For several exposures at different ages, separate calculations could be performed for each exposure and summed, conditional on survival until the oldest exposure age.

C21. For gastric cancer among males, the additive BEIR VII model [N19] for excess absolute risk at age $a$ per $10^4$ person-years per gray following exposure at age $e$ is

$$\text{EAR}_{\text{add}}(D, e, a) = \beta D \exp(-0.41 \max(0, (e - 30)/10) (a/60)^2.8),$$

(C.10)

where $\beta$ is log-normal 4.9 (95% CI: 2.7, 8.9).

---

5 There is a possible exception for breast and thyroid, because the text on BEIR VII pages 272-273 [N19] is contradictory.
C22. The BEIR VII report [N19] allows for the possibility that radiation-related gastric cancer risk is multiplicative as well as additive with respect to baseline risk. The corresponding absolute risk value for a multiplicative risk model is

\[ \text{EAR}_{\text{mult}}(D, e, a) = \text{Base}(s, a) \times \text{ERR}(D, e, a), \]  

(C.11)

where Base(s, a) is the baseline risk for sex s and attained age a at dose zero assuming survival until age a.

\[ \text{ERR}(D, e, a) = \beta D \exp(-0.30 \times \max(0, e-30)/10) \times (a/60)^{-1.4}, \]  

(C.12)

again assuming survival to age a, and where \( \beta \) is log-normal 0.21 (95% CI: 0.11, 0.40).

C23. The BEIR VII report recommended that the multiplicative and additive model estimates should be combined in the form of a weighted geometric mean of EAR_{add}(D, e, a) and EAR_{mult}(D, e, a) ([N19], table 12–5B). As discussed above in section A of this appendix, there are some arguments against the use of geometric as opposed to arithmetic means.

III. TRANSFER TO LOW-DOSE AND LOW-DOSE-RATE EXPOSURE WITH LOW-LET RADIATION

C24. The estimates of excess cancer risks among the atomic bombing survivors relate to acute exposure with mainly moderate to high doses of low-LET radiation. Most radiation exposures in occupational or medical diagnostic settings, however, occur at low doses or low dose rates and over longer times. For radiation protection purposes, an extrapolation of risk coefficients obtained from the LSS for the atomic bombing survivors has been used in conjunction with a “dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF)” [I14]. This specific interpretation of DDREF has to be differentiated from the results of biological experiments, in which some biological end points are studied for animals or cell cultures with different radiation exposures but otherwise similar conditions. To be more specific, it is not straightforward to apply radiobiological results of the DDREF derived from biological experiments directly to transfer risk values from the LSS to occupational or medical exposures in populations that have a lifestyle and genetic background different from the atomic bombing survivors. However, such an application of radiobiological results is justified as an approximate approach so long as no sufficient epidemiological data are available. In this context it is important to note that epidemiological studies of cancer risks after low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures are becoming increasingly relevant because of the longer follow-up of the historical cohorts of exposed persons, and because of improvements in dosimetry, health data and statistical methods. The present section reviews the emergence of the concept of DDREF and relevant new radiobiological and epidemiological evidence; and provides an evaluation of the uncertainty related to extrapolating risk coefficients from the LSS to low-dose and low-dose-rate exposures of other populations.
A. Statements of various bodies up to the UNSCEAR 2006 Report

1. UNSCEAR

C25. In the UNSCEAR 1977 Report, the Committee based the derivation of dose–response relationships for radiation-induced cancer on experimental work on animals, because “the human epidemiological evidence is (in general) too limited, either in the range of radiation exposures or in the precision of estimated cancer induction at each dose, to establish clearly the mathematical form of this dose–effect relationship” [U6]. The Committee concluded that the excess cancer risk per unit dose at low doses might be substantially lower than the values derived from the atomic bombing survivors with exposures to gamma rays with doses of the order of 1 Gy. According to annex G, “Radiation carcinogenesis in man”, of the UNSCEAR 1977 Report, the Committee concluded on the basis of observations of genetic effects of low-LET radiation that excess risks per unit dose at low doses could be lower by a factor of 2 to 4 than those for doses of the order of 1 Gy. The Committee emphasized that dose–response curves varied among cancer locations, with cancer in the female breast possibly not showing any dose or dose-rate effect.

C26. In annex B, “Dose–response relationships for radiation-induced cancer”, of the UNSCEAR 1986 Report, the Committee used a linear–quadratic dose–response model for analysing experimental data on chromosomal exchanges, mutations and induction of some malignancies [U7]. It was estimated that incidence of radiation-induced health effects per unit dose at about 10 mGy are lower than at about 1 Gy by a factor of about 1.5 to 3.0. Based on animal data, the Committee concluded that a linear extrapolation of risk coefficients obtained at acute exposures with doses of the order of 1 Gy to low dose or low dose rates “would very likely overestimate the real risk, possibly by a factor of up to 5”. The Committee defined low dose as being less than 0.2 Gy and low dose rate independent of the dose as being less than 0.05 mGy/min.

C27. In its 1988 Report, the Committee concluded that the risk at low doses might be lower than the estimated values by a factor in the range of 2 to 10, depending on the dose, dose rate and exposed organ [U8].

C28. Based on fractionation effects observed for the induction of cancer in animal studies, the Committee defined in its 1993 Report [U9] low dose rates as those less than 0.1 mGy/min of low-LET radiation averaged over an hour. The Committee recommended the application of a DDREF for the assessment of cancer risks from low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures. Annex F of the 1993 Report concluded that DDREF values obtained from animal experiments ranged up to 10. However, the Committee pointed out that there was little evidence in epidemiological studies of a lower effectiveness for solid cancer induction after low-dose exposures, with the exception of breast and thyroid cancer. For cancer in these two tissues, the Committee judged the DDREF to be of the order of 3. The Committee recommended the adoption of a value for the DDREF not larger than 3.

C29. In its 2006 Report, the Committee notes that a value of DDREF much larger than 2 would not be consistent with the data for the atomic bombing survivors ([U12] annex A). In contrast to its earlier reports, the Committee explicitly calculated lifetime cancer risks using a linear–quadratic and a linear–quadratic–exponential dose–response model. In a related publication, the linear–quadratic model was favoured [L19]. According to this model, the lifetime risks per unit dose at doses of 0.01 Sv and 0.1 Sv were lower than that at a dose of 1.0 Sv by about 20%. In the linear–quadratic–exponential model, the
risks per unit dose at 0.01 and 0.1 Sv were lower than that at a dose of 1.0 Sv by about a factor of 2 and 3, respectively. Both models implicitly adjust for extrapolation to low doses. The Committee added that no extra adjustment for chronic exposure (i.e. the application of a DDREF) was needed. Because of the large uncertainties involved, the calculations are consistent with an assumed value of 2 for the DDREF at low-dose and low-dose-rate exposures. Based on these considerations, the Committee defined a value of 0.1 Gy as an upper value of the low dose range ([U12] annex A, table 6).

C30. Non-targeted and delayed cellular effects of radiation (including genomic instability), i.e. bystander effects that manifest in neighbours or descendants of cells directly hit by radiation, have been reported for exposures with low and moderate dose. These effects raised concerns about the linear no-threshold dose–effect model. Annex C of the 2006 Report of the Committee surveyed these new developments in radiation biology [U13], but concluded at that time that the data currently available did not require changes in risk coefficients for cancer and hereditary effects in humans of radiation exposure. Nevertheless the Committee continues to follow developments in this area.

2. Other bodies

C31. In its 1990 Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection, ICRP included a DDREF in the calculation of nominal risk coefficients for exposures with absorbed doses below 200 mGy and for exposures with higher absorbed doses when the dose rate is less than 100 mGy per hour [I26]. These values are broadly consistent with the definition of low dose and low dose rate adopted by the Scientific Committee in its 1988 Report [U8]. ICRP noted that “the full range of DDREF values obtained from studies in animals, namely 2–10, may extend over a broader dose range than human data and therefore include higher values than are relevant,… some human experience shows little evidence of fractionation effects while others indicate possible effects of up to 3 or 4 at most” and “direct statistical assessment of the A-bomb survivor data does not seem to allow for much more than a factor of 2 for the DDREF”. Based on these observations, ICRP adopted a value of 2 for the DDREF and considered this as conservative. In the 2007 Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection ICRP continued to use a value of 2 for the DDREF in calculations of nominal risk coefficients for exposure with doses below about 100 mSv and emphasized that “different dose and dose-rate effects may well apply to different organs/tissues” [I14].

C32. The BEIR VII committee of the United States National Research Council derived a probability density function for the DDREF for an analysis of cancer risks at low doses or low dose rates of ionizing radiation and its uncertainties [N19]. Low doses were defined by the range of doses below 100 mGy of low-LET radiation, low dose rates by the range below 0.1 mGy per minute. Medium doses are defined as doses in excess of 100 mGy up to 1 Gy. BEIR VII analysed mouse data to motivate the assumption that the reduction in risk for low doses is equal to the reduction in risk for dose protraction. Based on a Bayesian analysis of animal data on cancer risk and life shortening, a probability density function of the DDREF with a mode of 1.5 and a 95% credible interval from 1.0 to 4.4 was obtained. An analysis of the atomic bombing survivors resulted in a probability density function for the DDREF with a mode of 1.3 and a 95% credible interval from 0.8 to 2.6. Combining both distributions, BEIR VII obtained a probability density function for the DDREF with a mode of 1.5 and a 95% credible interval from 1.1 to 2.3. Having performed this analysis, BEIR VII considered the resulting uncertainty distribution as misleadingly narrow and increased the variance of the logarithm of the DDREF to a subjectively chosen value of 0.09. Assuming a log-normal distribution this corresponds to a geometric standard deviation of 1.35, which leads to a 95% adjusted credible interval of 0.82 to 2.73.
C33. In the Interactive RadioEpidemiological Program (IREP), Kocher et al. use a discrete probability density function for the DDREF [K7]. The distribution has a mean of 1.8, the lowest value assumed is 0.5, the highest value is 4.0 (see figure C-II).

Figure C-II. Cumulative probability density functions for the DDREF

The smooth solid line corresponds to the inverse of a combined estimator of the ratio of the excess relative risks for solid cancer in low-dose-rate, moderate-dose studies and the excess relative risk among atomic bombing survivors for the same group of cancer types, organ dose, gender distribution and corresponding age at exposure and age attained [JS]. The smooth broken line gives the distribution as derived by BEIR VII [N19]. Note that BEIR VII used in its risk calculations an uncertainty distribution with a width larger than that given in the figure. The dotted line gives the discrete distribution used in IREP [K7].

B. New radiobiological information

C34. The Committee summarized biological effects at low radiation doses in annex G of its 2000 Report [U11] and updated the statement by information on non-targeted and delayed biological effects of exposure to ionizing radiation in the 2006 Report [U12]. This present section summarizes shortly new information in the field of radiobiological research potentially relevant to an evaluation of the uncertainty in the DDREF for solid cancer after exposure to low-LET radiation with low doses, or with moderate doses with low dose rates.

C35. Recent research supports the thesis that radiation causes damage to DNA in linear proportion to dose over a wide range of doses down to very low doses [L20]. Also, the reduction rate of the number of phosphorylated ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) foci with time after exposure did not depend on dose in a range of 10 mGy to 1,000 mGy [S34]. However, a number of observations show
that the DNA damage response to that damage might well be non-linear [G24, N13, O2]. A DNA damage threshold level seems to be required, for example, for the activation of the early G2/M cell cycle checkpoint resulting in low-dose hypersensitivity in the survival of many—but not all—cell types [D7, L21, W12]. In summary, it is unclear whether double-strand-break (DSB) repair is equally efficient after exposures with low and moderate/high doses.

C36. Bystander effects, such as mutations, chromosomal aberrations or apoptosis, are induced at low doses and saturate at moderate doses [N1, P7]. It is presently unclear whether such bystander effects influence carcinogenesis after radiation exposure, and, if yes, whether they are protective or detrimental.

C37. Gene expression and phosphoproteomics profiling suggest differences in processes induced by low and moderate doses of low-LET radiation. A number of studies identified genes that were modulated by low doses but not by high doses [F6, J14, K18, L24, S13]. In another study, the number of genes with changed expression was found to increase with dose rate, indicating that higher dose rates influence more cellular processes than low dose rates [U4]. Analyses of the proteome indicated overlapping and unique biological processes after exposures with 20 mGy and with 500 mGy [Y2]. Overall, the state of knowledge on gene expression and proteome abundance after exposure to ionizing radiation and its relevance to carcinogenesis is still very limited.

C38. In its 2006 Report [U12], the Committee stated that the implications of non-linear dose responses of cellular effects for the form of the dose response of carcinogenesis in humans are unclear. The statement remains valid for the new finding described above. In summary, cellular radiation biology contributes in only a limited manner to an extrapolation of observable cancer risks at high/moderate doses to low doses, and thus to quantifying the DDREF.

C39. Recent experiments on solid cancer in irradiated mice resulted in values of the excess relative risk per unit dose at about 0.1 Gy comparable or even larger than those at about 1.0 Gy [C19, S3, S4]. There is thus little evidence in recent animal experiments that the ERR per unit dose for solid cancer is lower for low doses than for dose values that were relevant for determining risk values in the LSS (0.2 to 2 Gy).

C40. It has been argued in the literature that the response of cells, tissues, organs or the whole body to damage caused by ionizing radiation may involve deterministic mechanisms that may lead to practical thresholds in the dose response [F3, T9]. Such mechanisms include: scavenging of toxins; molecular repair of DNA; removal of damaged cells by apoptosis, necrosis, phagocytosis, cell senescence or immune responses; or loss of the potential for self-renewal of preneoplastic cells by differentiation. A prolongation of life span of mice exposed at low dose rates has been found and associated with immunological modifications [I20]. The Committee acknowledges that developments in studies on these kinds of mechanisms need to be followed to gain better insight for the evaluation of health risks from low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures.

C. New epidemiological information

C41. Muirhead et al. analysed an update and extension of mortality and cancer incidence data for the United Kingdom National Registry for Radiation Workers [M21]. This study is a large study of cancer after occupational exposures. It includes 114,541 workers with exposures mostly to X-rays and gamma-rays. The mean badge dose was 24.9 mSv. In total, 68% of the workers had doses below
10 mSv, 26% in the range of 10-100 mSv, and 6% of the doses exceeded 100 mSv. The data on workers demonstrated a strong healthy worker effect: the standardized mortality ratio for malignant neoplasms was 0.84 with a 95% confidence interval from 0.82 to 0.86. As in most epidemiological studies, the confidence interval is just based on statistical fluctuations and does not take into account other sources of uncertainty, such as uncertainties of the dose estimates. In analyses with a linear dose–response model, all four estimates of excess relative risks per unit dose for mortality from and incidence of leukaemia and of malignant neoplasms excluding leukaemia were found to be significant (table C2) and to be consistent with corresponding values among the atomic bombing survivors.

Table C2. Best estimates and 90% confidence intervals of excess relative risks per unit dose (Sv⁻¹) in the third analysis of the United Kingdom National Registry for Radiation Workers [M21]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Leukaemia excluding CLL</th>
<th>Malignant neoplasms excluding leukaemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>1.7 (0.06, 4.3)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.02, 0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence</td>
<td>1.8 (0.17, 4.4)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.04, 0.51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C42. A larger number of epidemiological studies on solid cancer risks after low-dose-rate, moderate-dose exposures has been published recently and is summarized in appendix D.

C43. Jacob et al. evaluated 12 recent studies of solid cancer mortality and incidence after protracted exposure with moderate cumulative doses [J5]. For each of the low-dose-rate, medium-dose studies, they calculated the risk for the same types of cancer among the atomic bombing survivors with the same gender proportion and matched quantities for dose, mean age attained and mean age at exposure. The main analysis included seven independent mortality studies: five on radiation workers, one on emergency and clean-up workers after the Chernobyl accident, and one on the residents of villages located along the banks of the Techa River in the Southern Urals. Analyses of the remaining mortality studies and of the incidence studies were consistent with the main analysis. In the main analysis, the combined estimator of the ratio of the excess relative risk per unit dose from the low-dose-rate, medium-dose study to the corresponding value for the atomic bombing survivors was found to be 1.21 (90% CI: 0.51, 1.90). Omitting one of the studies changes the best estimate of the ratio at most by 26%. The lowest risk ratio with a value of 0.96 (90% CI: 0.12, 1.80) was obtained when the study of the Techa River residents was excluded. The highest risk ratio with a value of 1.44 (90% CI: 0.48, 2.41) was obtained when the study of the United Kingdom radiation workers was excluded. It is noted that none of the low-dose-rate, moderate-dose studies took dose uncertainties into account. It can be expected that the uncertainty ranges of the risk estimates become larger, if such uncertainties are taken into account.

D. Evaluation of the uncertainty of the DDREF

C44. This section summarizes results on the distribution of the DDREF specifically for the transfer of excess risks as observed among the atomic bombing survivors to low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures. Figure C-II illustrates distributions obtained by:

(a) BEIR VII from a Bayesian analysis of cancer and life shortening data in mouse experiments, and of solid cancer incidence among the atomic bombing survivors [N19];

(b) Kocher et al. by evaluating radiobiological and epidemiological data for an application in the Interactive RadioEpidemiological Program [K7];
(c) Jacob et al. by a comparative analysis of recent low-dose-rate, medium-dose epidemiological studies and data for the atomic bombing survivors [J5].

The ratio of the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for the DDREF were 3.2 in the risk calculations of BEIR VII [N19] and 5.7 in the distribution assumed in [K7]. In the analysis of recent epidemiological data the ratio of the bounds of the 90% confidence interval was 3.7 [J5]. Based on these results, the Committee considers that the present knowledge or degree of belief of the value of the DDREF may be expressed by an uncertainty range with a ratio of the upper and lower bounds of the 90% confidence interval in the order of four but not smaller.

C45. The Committee acknowledges that recent epidemiological studies do now allow for a direct assessment of the uncertainty distribution for the ratio of relative cancer risks in low-dose-rate, medium-dose exposure scenarios and among atomic bombing survivors. Such exposure scenarios are typical for workers with higher occupational exposures. Recent epidemiological work indicates risk per unit dose values for such exposures similar to those observed in the LSS for the atomic bombing survivors. The geometric standard deviation of the probability density function for the DDREF is estimated to be about 1.5 (see figure C-II). For higher dose rates/doses the uncertainty of the DDREF is assumed to be less, for lower dose rates/doses to be larger.

E. Uncertainty associated with the projection of risk to the region of low and very low doses

C46. Sometimes situations arise where a projection of risk is required for exposed or potentially exposed individuals or populations in which cumulative doses are substantially below levels for which there is direct epidemiological evidence of a statistically significant increase in health effects. In these situations, the uncertainty in risk projection should include uncertainty in the dose–response models used to extrapolate risk beyond the domain of direct epidemiological evidence. Model uncertainty (see appendix B) ought to be addressed through consideration of alternative dose–response functions each of which represents a plausible biological explanation for the extrapolation of risk to low and very low cumulative doses (cumulative doses substantially less than 100 mGy in addition to the 1 mGy to 10 mGy contributed annually by background from natural sources of radiation).

C47. Alternative risk projection models used to extrapolate risk to the region of low and very low cumulative dose may include dose–response functions that are non-linear with respect to the incremental cumulative dose above background. Such dose–response functions may include a threshold dose, below which the incremental increase in risk with increasing dose is zero, or negative. The degree of plausibility attributed to a given dose–response model is represented by an assigned fraction or weight. This weight would be determined by (a) the extent to which the model adequately explains the dose–response function in epidemiological studies for which there is direct evidence of a statistically significant relationship between an increase in cumulative dose and an increase in disease and (b) the extent to which there is evidence for biological mechanisms that support the extension of the model to estimate risk in the region of low and very low cumulative dose.

C48. Information about biological mechanisms that could be used to support a risk projection model applied at low cumulative doses may come from in vivo experiments in animals or in vitro cultures of human or animal tissues and cells. Models of carcinogenesis are particularly suited to integrate knowledge about biological mechanisms in the risk projection. In the case of maximum uncertainty, all risk projection models that are considered reasonably plausible are assigned equal weight (the weight
would be $1/N$, where $N$ is the number of plausible alternative risk projection models under consideration).

C49. When risk estimation involves risk projection to the region of low and very low cumulative dose, the overall uncertainty in the risk ought to be larger than the uncertainty in risk at dose levels for which there is direct epidemiological evidence.

C50. At low to very low dose, the lower bound of the uncertainty interval may overlap zero additional risk. The final result will depend on the dose–response functions employed by the models used for low-dose risk projection and the plausibility weights assigned to each of the alternative risk projection approaches. It is likely, however, that the upper limit of uncertainty on the estimated risk will not be substantially affected by uncertainty in dose–response models used for risk projection, unless the weight of evidence supporting risk thresholds at low and very low dose is strong [I12, L4].

IV. TRANSFER FOR EXPOSURES TO OTHER TYPES OF RADIATION

A. Modifying factors to estimate risks of cancer for different radiation types

C51. Estimates of cancer risks from exposure to ionizing radiation are based primarily on analyses of data on dose response for members of the LSS cohort, who mainly received acute exposures to high-energy photons. When those data are used to estimate cancer risks from exposure to other types of radiation (for example, neutrons, alpha particles, and lower-energy photons and electrons), estimated risks for the LSS cohort should be modified to account for the possible dependence of risks at a given absorbed dose in radiation type. In radiation protection, this dependence is represented by the quality factor ($Q$) and radiation weighting factor ($w_R$) [I14]. However, those quantities are defined point values with no uncertainty that are used to calculate the protection quantities dose equivalent, equivalent dose, and effective dose; they are not intended for use in estimating risks of cancer from actual exposures of identified individuals or groups [I7, I14].

C52. This section discusses a modifying factor to represent the effectiveness of different radiation types, compared with high-energy photons, in inducing cancer in humans. It also discusses uncertainty distributions for that factor that were developed for use in estimating risks from actual exposures. For a given radiation type, this factor is a quantity analogous to $Q$ and $w_R$ that modifies an estimate of absorbed dose in an organ or tissue of concern to obtain a biologically significant dose on which the risk of cancer in that organ or tissue is assumed to depend. Modifying factors for different radiation types and their uncertainties are estimated mainly on the basis of data on relative biological effectiveness (RBE) obtained from radiobiological studies. Modifying factors for some radiation types can also be estimated on the basis of epidemiological data.

C53. The modifying factor to represent the effectiveness of a given radiation type in inducing cancer in humans for the purpose of estimating risks from actual exposures was called a “radiation effectiveness factor” by Kocher et al. [K6]. Use of a term other than RBE to denote this modifying
factor was based on two considerations: (a) an RBE, as strictly defined [N4], represents the results of radiobiological studies under controlled conditions; and (b) whereas an RBE is a ratio of absorbed doses of different radiation types that give the same biological response [N4] the quantity of interest in estimating cancer risks is a ratio of risks at the same absorbed dose, in a manner analogous to the use of $Q$ and $w_R$ in radiation protection. The two ratios generally are not the same. Other investigators have incorrectly referred to this modifying factor as an RBE.

C54. Specification of a reference radiation, with a defined biological effectiveness of one, is important in estimating modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of different radiation types in inducing cancer in humans. In radiobiological studies to estimate RBEs, the reference radiation often is high-energy gamma rays from decay of $^{60}$Co or, less commonly, $^{137}$Cs or orthovoltage (180–250 kVp) X-rays. However, many radiobiological studies have shown a significant difference in the effectiveness of high-energy gamma rays and X-rays in inducing stochastic effects. High-energy photons, such as $^{60}$Co gamma rays, are the more appropriate reference radiation when it is considered that their energies are closer to the mean energy of photons in exposures of the LSS cohort [I11, K6].

B. Quantification of modifying factors up to UNSCEAR 2006 Report

C55. In past UNSCEAR reports, including its 2006 Report [U12], the Committee did not evaluate radiobiological and epidemiological data for the purpose of estimating modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of different radiation types in inducing cancer in humans. Although ICRP [I11] evaluated data on RBE, the purpose was to inform judgements about values of $Q$ and $w_R$ for use in radiation protection. ICRP’s evaluation was not aimed at developing estimates of modifying factors for specific radiation types and their uncertainties for use in cancer risk assessments.

C56. Prior to the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12], Kocher et al. [K6] presented the first effort to estimate modifying factors and their uncertainties for all the radiation types of primary concern in exposures of workers and the public, including lower-energy low-LET radiations as well as neutrons and alpha particles. Subjective probability density functions of modifying factors to represent their uncertainty were developed on the basis of an evaluation of radiobiological and epidemiological data. Those probability density functions are incorporated in models to estimate cancer risks and their uncertainty in the Interactive RadioEpidemiological Program (IREP) [K7, L5].

C57. Since the analysis by Kocher et al. [K6] was first presented, other investigators have developed estimates of modifying factors and their uncertainties for alpha particles and tritium beta particles.

C58. The following sections discuss values for modifying factors and their uncertainties for neutrons, alpha particles, lower-energy photons, and low-energy electrons that were developed for use in cancer risk assessments. Modifying factors for other radiation types that are of concern only in certain medical procedures, unusual occupational exposures, or travel in space (i.e., protons, fission fragments, and heavy ions) are not considered. A recent NCRP report [N12] includes a detailed review of modifying factors and their uncertainties for all radiation types of potential concern, including radiation types not considered in this report.
C. Modifying factors for neutrons

C59. An analysis by Kocher et al. [K6] is the only effort to date to develop subjective probability density functions of modifying factors for neutrons. Modifying factors were developed that applied over the ranges of energies defined by the step-function representation of $n_R$ recommended in ICRP Publication 60 [I7]. Separate modifying factors for induction of solid cancers and leukaemias were developed on the basis of estimates of RBE for cancer induction or life shortening due primarily to cancer in laboratory animals, which indicated that the effectiveness of neutrons in inducing leukaemias is substantially lower. Ratios of the upper bound to the lower bound of the 95% CI of subjective probability density functions ranged from 10 to 30, depending on the cancer type (solid cancers or leukaemias) and neutron energy.

C60. Several issues arise in estimating modifying factors for neutrons and their uncertainties [K6, N12]. In addition to accounting for a difference in the effectiveness of neutrons in inducing solid cancers and leukaemias, challenges include (a) the paucity of relevant data on RBE at energies outside the energy range of most fission neutrons, (b) the likelihood that RBEs for induction of cancers and life shortening due primarily to cancers in laboratory animals overestimate the effectiveness of neutrons in inducing cancer in humans [I11], and (c) the observed increases in RBEs with decreasing dose. In addressing the last issue, Kocher et al. [K6] adopted an approach of developing modifying factors for induction of solid cancers that applied at any dose and dose rate on the basis of estimates of RBE at high acute doses, $RBE_H$ [C9, E1, E2]. The advantage of that approach, which can be used when a linear dose response in humans is assumed, is that it reduces uncertainty in modifying factors. That approach could not be used in developing modifying factors for induction of leukaemias, given the assumption of a linear–quadratic dose response in humans. Those modifying factors were based on estimates of RBE at low doses and low dose rates, $RBE_M$.

C61. Kocher et al. [K6] applied a small correction to the assumed probability density functions of modifying factors for neutrons to account for a possible inverse dose-rate effect in cases of chronic exposure. That correction, which was assumed to be uncertain, takes into account that the effectiveness in inducing cancer may increase when a given dose of neutrons is delivered at lower dose rates [C9, I7, I11, N4].

D. Modifying factors for alpha particles

C62. Several issues arise in developing modifying factors for alpha particles and their uncertainties [K6, N12]. Perhaps the most important issue is a consequence of the short ranges of alpha particles in tissue [I19]. When the location of critical target cells relative to the location of internally deposited alpha-emitting radionuclides is not known precisely, estimates of absorbed dose in the critical cells may be highly uncertain, and estimates of RBE for alpha particles and inferences about modifying factors may be erroneous. This issue may be especially important when alpha emitters are incorporated in the skeleton and bone cancer or leukaemia is the disease of concern.

C63. Other challenges in developing modifying factors for alpha particles include (a) the pronounced increases in values of RBE with decreasing dose in radiobiological studies [N4], (b) the possible dependence of modifying factors on cancer type, including differences in modifying factors for induction of specific solid cancers as well as a difference in modifying factors for induction of solid cancers and leukaemias, and (c) the use of low-LET reference radiations other than high-energy gamma rays in radiobiological studies to estimate RBEs, especially the use of beta-emitting radionuclides in
studies of bone or lung cancer in animals. Given that most estimates of RBE for alpha particles were obtained under conditions of chronic exposure, risks of solid cancers, as well as leukaemias, must be estimated using modifying factors at low doses and low dose rates that are based on estimates of $RBE_M$.

C64. Estimates of modifying factors for alpha particles and their uncertainties developed by various investigators are summarized in table C3 and described below.

Table C3. Summary of subjective probability density functions of values of modifying factors for exposures to alpha particles developed by various investigators for use in cancer risk assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Modifying factor</th>
<th>95% subjective confidence interval</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kocher et al. [K6]</td>
<td>All solid cancers</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.0, 80)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grogan et al. [G20, G21, G22]</td>
<td>Lung</td>
<td></td>
<td>(9.3, 96)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liver</td>
<td></td>
<td>(8.0, 50)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td></td>
<td>(10, 156)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA [U3]</td>
<td>All solid cancers except bone</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.1, 49)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert et al. [G9]</td>
<td>Lung</td>
<td></td>
<td>(14, 98)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob et al. [J3]</td>
<td>Lung</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6, 112)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRP [I11]</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.7, 380)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kocher et al. [K6]</td>
<td>Leukaemias</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0, 33)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grogan et al. [G20, G21]</td>
<td>Leukaemias</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.95, 9.5)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA [U3]</td>
<td>Leukaemias</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0, 3.9)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Modifying factors are intended to represent the effectiveness of alpha particles in inducing cancer in humans, compared with high-energy photons; they apply at low doses and low dose rates.

* Assumed probability density function is log-normal.

* Modifying factor of 10 for bone cancer is assumed; uncertainty was not assessed.

* Value was “central estimate” and was not identified as median or mean.

* Assumed probability density function is three-component hybrid distribution.

1. Modifying factors for alpha particles and solid cancers

C65. Kocher et al. [K6] developed a subjective probability density function of a modifying factor for induction of all solid cancers on the basis of estimates of $RBE_M$ for induction of bone or lung cancer in laboratory animals [I6, M20, N4]. This distribution was supported by estimates of $RBE_M$ for various stochastic effects in cell systems.

C66. Grogan et al. [G20, G21, G22] developed separate subjective probability density functions of modifying factors for induction of lung, liver, or bone cancer. These distributions were based in part on estimates of $RBE_M$ for induction of cancers in laboratory animals [I6, M20, N4]. The probability density functions for liver and bone cancer also were based on comparisons of estimated risks in medical patients who were administered Thorotrast with estimated risks for the LSS cohort. The
probability density function for bone cancer also took into account an estimate of the relative toxicities of $^{239}$Pu and $^{90}$Sr in inducing bone tumours in beagles.

C67. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) used an analysis of selected data (including a comparison of estimated risks of lung cancer for underground miners from exposure to radon decay products with estimated risks for the LSS cohort) to develop a subjective probability density function of a modifying factor for induction of all solid cancers [U2]. That distribution was retained in EPA’s recent revision of its cancer risk models [U3], except a modifying factor of 10 for bone cancer, with no uncertainty, was adopted on the basis of a comparison of data on induction of bone cancer in beagles injected with $^{226}$Ra or $^{90}$Sr. EPA [U3] also discussed (a) recent estimates of RBE$_{\alpha}$ for induction of lung cancer in beagles, which range from about 1.5 (95% CI: 0.7, 9) to about 20, and (b) comparisons of risks of lung cancer for underground miners and for the LSS cohort based on recent data, which suggest that the modifying factor for lung cancer could be in the range of about 2–11.

C68. Gilbert et al. [G9] and Jacob et al. [J3] developed subjective probability density functions of a modifying factor for induction of lung cancer on the basis of comparisons of estimated risks for Mayak workers exposed to plutonium with estimated risks for the LSS cohort. The modifying factor developed by Gilbert et al. [G9] applies to male and female workers, whereas the modifying factor developed by Jacob et al. [J3] applies to males only. By using an alternative risk model for Mayak workers, Jacob et al. [J3] also obtained a modifying factor with a 95% CI of (9, 81).


2. Modifying factors for alpha particles and leukaemias

C70. Kocher et al. [K6] developed a subjective probability density function of the modifying factor for induction of leukaemias on the basis of three lines of evidence: (a) a comparison of estimated risks for medical patients who were administered Thorotrast with an estimated risk at low doses and low dose rates of high-energy photons derived by EPA [U3] from data for the LSS cohort and an assumed DDREF; (b) an evaluation by EPA [U2] of risks of leukaemias for radium dial painters who ingested $^{226}$Ra and for medical patients who were administered $^{224}$Ra compared with risks for Thorotrast patients; and (c) estimates of RBE for induction of leukaemias in mice by fission neutrons and an assumption that RBEs for alpha particles and fission neutrons should be similar [I18, S21]. Subjective weights were assigned to probability density functions that were assumed to represent each of those data sets.

C71. Grogan et al. [G20, G21] developed a subjective probability density function of a modifying factor for induction of leukaemias on the basis of (a) a comparison of estimated risks of leukaemia for Thorotrast patients and the LSS cohort and (b) estimates of RBE for induction of leukaemias in mice by fission neutrons. A single probability density function was assumed to represent both data sets.

C72. As noted above, EPA [U2] initially derived a modifying factor for induction of leukaemias on the basis of estimated risks in radium dial painters and two groups of medical patients. That modifying factor was in the range 0–1. In the recent revision of its cancer risk models, EPA [U3] took into account (a) estimated risks for Thorotrast patients; (b) recent estimates of risks for the LSS cohort; and (c) a recent analysis of risks for ankylosing spondylitis patients who were injected with $^{224}$Ra. The higher
modifying factor now assumed by EPA was supported by an RBE for induction of leukaemias in mice by fission neutrons [U3].

C73. ICRP [I11] discusses data for Thorotrast patients and the LSS cohort, which indicated that the modifying factor for induction of leukaemias is much less than the $w_R$ of 20, and notes a conclusion by the International Agency for Research on Cancer [I4] that the modifying factor is in the range of 1–2. ICRP [I11] also discusses a study in haematopoietic stem cells in mice, which indicated an RBE relative to X-rays of about 11 for a chromosome aberration associated with leukaemia. The RBE relative to high-energy gamma rays could be higher.

C74. Assessments of risks of leukaemias due to intakes of alpha-emitting radionuclides depend on an assumption that ICRP’s dosimetric models for alpha emitters deposited in the skeleton are accurate. However, this assumption can be questioned when the location of alpha emitters relative to critical stem cells in bone marrow is not known precisely [K6, U3]. Possible errors in dosimetric modelling could result in an underestimation of the uncertainty in the modifying factor for induction of leukaemias. Possible errors in dosimetric modelling can be taken into account, at least to some extent, by incorporating estimates of RBE for induction of leukaemias in mice by fission neutrons into the probability density function for the modifying factor for alpha particles [G20, G21, K6]. Kocher et al. [K6] also emphasized the desirability of separating the problem of dosimetric modelling for internal alpha emitters from the problem of estimating the effectiveness of alpha particles in inducing cancer.

3. Correction for inverse dose-rate effect

C75. Kocher et al. [K6] applied a small correction to their assumed probability density functions of modifying factors for alpha particles to account for the possibility of an inverse dose-rate effect at low doses. The uncertain correction was assumed to be smaller for alpha particles than for neutrons.

C76. It can be argued that an inverse dose-rate effect should not be taken into account explicitly in estimating cancer risks in humans from intakes of alpha-emitting radionuclides [K6]. For example, this effect has not been seen in studies of underground miners at the lowest levels of exposure to radon decay products [L25], and estimates of RBE obtained in radiobiological studies under conditions of chronic exposure may account for any such effect in humans. However, an assumption of a small inverse dose-rate effect at low doses may be supported by an analysis of risks of lung cancer from exposure to radon decay products in homes [F4], which suggests that the risk per unit exposure is somewhat larger in residential settings than at higher levels of exposure in underground mines.

4. Discussion of modifying factors for alpha particles

C77. The subjective probability density functions of modifying factors for alpha particles summarized in table C3 illustrate a number of important points. Uncertainties in the modifying factors are large, ranging from about 6 to nearly 60. Central estimates and their uncertainties can depend on cancer type, even for different solid cancers. Some differences in modifying factors are a consequence of differences in assumptions about radiobiological and epidemiological data to be used in an analysis. Finally, all the analyses illustrate the importance of subjective scientific judgement in estimating modifying factors and their uncertainties.
E. Modifying factors for lower-energy photons

C78. Many radiobiological studies and microdosimetric calculations have indicated that the effectiveness of X-rays at about 250 kVp or less in inducing stochastic effects at low doses and low dose rates is a factor of about 2–3 higher than the effectiveness of high-energy gamma rays [B18, I18]. The BEIR VII Committee [N19] and ICRP [I11, I14] acknowledged that the greater effectiveness of X-rays is potentially important in cancer risk assessments.

1. Modifying factors as a function of photon energy

C79. An analysis by Kocher et al. [K6] is the only effort to date to develop subjective probability density functions of modifying factors for lower-energy photons. One modifying factor was assumed to apply at energies of 30–250 keV, and a higher modifying factor was assumed to apply at energies less than 30 keV. The uncertainty in the assumed modifying factors was a factor of about 5 at 30–250 keV and about 6 at the lowest energies. Photons of energy greater than 250 keV were assumed to have a modifying factor of 1.0, with no uncertainty.

C80. The subjective probability density function of the modifying factor at photon energies of 30–250 keV [K6] was based in large part on estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} for induction of dicentric chromosome aberrations in human blood lymphocytes by 220–250 kVp X-rays [N4]. That distribution also took into account (a) indirect estimates of RBE for X-rays obtained by comparing estimates of RBE for radiations other than photons relative to X-rays with estimates for the same end point in the same biological system relative to high-energy gamma rays; (b) comparisons of risks of specific cancers for the LSS cohort (for example, thyroid and breast cancer) with risks for medical patients exposed to X-rays; and (c) a comparison of incidences of thyroid tumours in rats exposed to \textsuperscript{131}I beta particles or X-rays. Comparisons of cancer risks for the LSS cohort and medical patients and the study in rats were inconclusive owing to large uncertainties in the data. For example, the 95% CI of the RBE for X-rays inferred from the data on risks of thyroid cancer for the LSS cohort and medical patients was 0.2–4.0 [K6].

C81. The subjective probability density function of the modifying factor at photon energies less than 30 keV [K6] was based on the probability density function at 30–250 keV and an increase in the effective quality factor for photons at energies less than 30 keV ([I18] Fig. 3).

2. Recent estimates of RBE for lower-energy photons

C82. A variety of radiobiological data more recent than data reviewed by NCRP [N4] could be used to develop subjective probability density functions of modifying factors for lower-energy photons. Examples include an extensive set of estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} and their uncertainties for induction of dicentric and acentric chromosome aberrations in human blood lymphocytes [B24, K16, S7, S8]. ICRP [I11] concluded that the data for dicentrics provide the most reliable information on RBE\textsubscript{M} for conventional (orthovoltage) and lower-energy (for example, mammography) X-rays. RBE and their uncertainties also have been obtained in studies of chromosome aberrations in human mammary gland epithelial cells [B10], micronucleus formation in various human and mouse cells [H20, L11, S22, V2], and neoplastic transformations in CGL1 human hybrid cells [F7, G13, H12]. However, several of these studies used orthovoltage X-rays as the reference radiation, and not all estimates are for an RBE\textsubscript{M}. 
C83. Estimates of RBE for induction of various aberrations in human blood lymphocytes by low-energy photons also have been obtained in recent studies using multi-fluor fluorescence in situ hybridization (mFISH) or FISH [M11, M12]. Data on dose response for induction of dicentric chromosome aberrations or apparently simple translocations obtained in one study [M11] gave estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} for 30 kVp X-rays relative to 60Co gamma rays substantially lower than the RBE\textsubscript{M} for induction of dicentrics by 29 kVp X-rays reported by Schmid et al. [S7]. Other estimates of RBE for low-energy photons obtained in studies using FISH or mFISH are relative to 120 or 180 kVp X-rays.

3. Validity of estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} for induction of dicentric chromosome aberrations

C84. Studies of induction of dicentric chromosome aberrations in human blood lymphocytes provide the most extensive set of data on RBE\textsubscript{M} over a wide range of photon energies. Recent estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} for dicentrics [B24, K16, S7, S8] and the earlier estimates used by Kocher et al. [K6] were obtained in studies in which aberrations were scored by conventional Giemsa staining [I2]. However, recent studies using mFISH have raised doubts about the validity of using such estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} to estimate modifying factors for lower-energy photons. Studies using mFISH revealed two concerns about the data for dicentrics and the conventional use of a linear–quadratic model to represent the dose responses for lower-energy photons and the reference radiation and to derive estimates of RBE\textsubscript{M} [N12, T7].

C85. A study of induction of chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes following acute exposure to high doses of high-energy gamma rays using mFISH [L22] showed that the upward curvature in the dose response that is commonly observed when those aberrations are scored by conventional Giemsa staining is due mainly to the competing influences of simple chromosome exchanges (which are important at any dose) and complex exchanges (which are important only at high doses), rather than a curvature in the dose response for a single end point (simple exchanges). Furthermore, the dose response for simple exchanges was nearly linear at all doses, with only a slight upward curvature. When a linear–quadratic model is used to represent a dose response for multiple end points, none of which is linear–quadratic in form, derivation of an RBE\textsubscript{M} from the initial slopes of the modelled dose responses for the lower- and higher-energy photons may produce misleading estimates [L23]. In such an analysis, the curvilinear dose responses for complex exchanges, which are important only at higher doses, distort (mask) the initial linear slopes in the dose responses for simple exchanges only.

C86. The second important observation resulted from a study of induction of chromosome aberrations in human fibroblasts by high-energy gamma rays using mFISH [L23]. Data for simple aberrations were obtained under conditions of acute exposure or chronic exposure at low dose rates. As in the study discussed above [L22], the dose response for simple aberrations following acute exposure was nearly linear at all doses. The dose response for chronic exposure at low dose rates also was linear, but the slope was a factor of 5–6 less than the slope of the dose response at high dose rates. This large difference was contrary to an expectation based on an assumption of a linear–quadratic model that the slope of the linear dose response for simple chromosome exchanges ought to be independent of dose rate.

C87. Studies using mFISH described above indicate that data on dose response for dicentric chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes that are scored by conventional Giemsa staining probably cannot be used to estimate modifying factors for lower-energy photons and their uncertainty. The same concern arises in using data on acentric aberrations.
4. Adequacy of data to estimate modifying factors for lower-energy photons

C88. Given the problem with conventional studies of dicentric chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes noted above, which probably invalidates the use of the most extensive data on RBE\textsubscript{M} to estimate modifying factors for lower-energy photons, other radiobiological data appear to be inadequate to characterize the energy dependence of the modifying factor for photons. This limitation is an important concern when X-rays over a broad range of energies are commonly used in medicine. Although radiobiological data for other end points and recent data on chromosome aberrations using mFISH could be analysed, those data are not extensive, and their applicability to cancer induction in humans can be questioned.

C89. Ideally, modifying factors for lower-energy photons would be estimated on the basis of epidemiological data. However, definitive analyses of cancer risks for populations exposed to lower-energy photons, such as medical X-rays of various energies, compared with risks for the LSS cohort have not been performed. Such comparisons are difficult for several reasons. The statistical power of studies must be high, given that cancer risks for populations exposed to lower-energy photons may be no more than a factor of 2–3 higher than comparable risks for the LSS cohort. It is apparent, for example, that the sizes of populations exposed to medical X-rays that were used in the analysis by Kocher et al. [K6] were too small to detect a difference in the effectiveness of those radiations and high-energy photons in inducing cancer. Other sources of uncertainty not considered in that analysis include (a) the possible importance of a DDREF in dose responses for lower-energy photons in medical patients who received highly fractionated exposures and (b) an assumption about the transfer of risks for the LSS cohort to medical patients of other nationalities with different baseline cancer rates.

C90. The biological effectiveness of lower-energy photons relative to high-energy photons also can be investigated using microdosimetric calculations, as described in a recent review [N16]. Analyses of track structure and biophysical models of radiation action suggest that the primary determinant of biological effects of low-LET radiation is damage to DNA produced by secondary electrons with energies of about 0.1–5 keV at the ends of radiation tracks. On the basis of such analyses, an RBE for lower-energy photons relative to 60Co gamma rays can be estimated from calculated fractions of the absorbed dose from each radiation type delivered by low-energy secondary electrons. Calculations suggest that the RBE for orthovoltage X-rays should be about 1.5 and the highest RBE at lower photon energies should be about 3 [N15]. Nikjoo and Lindborg [N16] also caution, however, that it probably is naive to assume that there are such simple relationships between microdosimetric calculations, which are based on physics only, and biological effects including cancer.

C91. Estimation of modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of lower-energy photons in inducing cancer in humans and their uncertainty over a wide range of energies of interest is difficult at the present time. Nevertheless, cancer risk assessments that attempt to account for uncertainty in risks from exposure to lower-energy photons should include an estimate of this modifying factor and its uncertainty. Given the current state of knowledge, it might be said that the modifying factor for orthovoltage X-rays and other photons of similar energies could be in the range of about 1–4, and that the modifying factor for lower-energy photons could be somewhat higher. An assumption that the modifying factor for photons of all energies is 1.0 with no uncertainty would not be consistent with the current state of knowledge.
F. Modifying factors for low-energy electrons

1. Beta particles from tritium decay

C92. Many radiobiological studies, including studies of induction of cancer in animals, have indicated that low-energy electrons from beta decay of tritium are more effective in inducing stochastic effects than high-energy gamma rays or orthovoltage X-rays [A2, C12, N4, S33]. However, several issues arise in estimating a modifying factor for tritium beta particles on the basis of estimates of RBE from those studies [K6]. Some studies used orthovoltage X-rays, rather than high-energy gamma rays, as the reference radiation. The reference radiation dose was delivered as an acute exposure in some studies, rather than as a chronic exposure to match typical exposures from tritium. In studies in which tritium was administered as tritiated water (HTO), which is the usual practice, the uncertainty in the absorbed dose due to uncertainty in the water content of an organism or cell type can be substantial. Finally, RBEs for organically-bound tritium (OBT) are substantially higher than RBEs for HTO or tritium incorporated in amino acids [S33].

C93. In estimating cancer risks for humans, the quantity of interest is the modifying factor at low doses and low dose rates. Probability density functions of modifying factors for tritium beta particles developed by various investigators are summarized in table C4 and described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reference radiation</th>
<th>Modifying factor</th>
<th>95% credible interval</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kocher et al. [K6]</td>
<td>&gt;250 keV photons</td>
<td>(1.2, 5.0)*</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamby [H2]</td>
<td>High-energy gamma rays</td>
<td>(1.0, 3.5)*</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison et al. [H6]</td>
<td>High-energy gamma rays</td>
<td>(1.0, 2.5)*</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little and Lambert [L18]</td>
<td>High-energy gamma rays</td>
<td>(2.04, 2.33)*</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orthovoltage X-rays</td>
<td>(0.96, 1.39)*</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Modifying factors are intended to represent the effectiveness of beta particles from tritium decay in inducing cancer in humans, compared with indicated reference radiation; they apply at low doses and low dose rates.

* Assumed probability density function is log-normal. Probability density function is assumed to apply at energies of discrete electrons, including internal conversion and Auger electrons, and at average energies in continuous spectra of beta particles less than 15 keV, except when Auger-emitting radionuclide is incorporated in DNA.

* Assumed probability density function is normal.

* Assumed probability density function is uniform with lower and upper bounds of 1.0 and 2.5.

* Form of assumed probability density function is not specified.

C94. Kocher et al. [K6] developed a subjective probability density function of the modifying factor on the basis of estimates of RBE for various stochastic end points, including induction of solid tumours or leukaemias in animals, obtained in studies reviewed by Straume and Carsten [S33]. Estimates of RBE obtained in studies using X-rays as the reference radiation were taken into account by assuming a nominal modifying factor for X-rays relative to high-energy photons of 2. Those data and data indicating higher RBEs for OBT compared with RBEs for HTO influenced the upper bound of the assumed probability density function.
The modifying factor developed by Kocher et al. [K6] was assumed to apply to electrons of energy less than 15 keV, including low-energy internal conversion electrons and certain Auger electrons emitted in radioactive decay. In cases of exposure to beta-emitting radionuclides, the modifying factor was assumed to apply when the average energy of the continuous spectrum of electrons is less than 15 keV.

Hamby [H2] used estimates of RBE for HTO in studies of stochastic end points reviewed by Straume and Carsten [S33] to develop a subjective probability density function of the modifying factor that represents estimates of RBE in studies that used high-energy gamma rays as the reference radiation. Estimates of RBE relative to X-rays and estimates for OBT were not taken into account. Harrison et al. [H6] used estimates of RBE for HTO and OBT relative to high-energy gamma rays obtained from the same review [S33] to develop a subjective probability density function of the modifying factor. Upper bounds of the probability density functions developed by Hamby [H2] and Harrison et al. [H6] are substantially lower than the upper bound of the probability density function developed by Kocher et al. [K6].

Little and Lambert [L18] used estimates of RBE for several stochastic end points obtained in studies reviewed by the United Kingdom’s Advisory Group on Ionising Radiation (AGIR) [A2] to develop probability density functions of the modifying factor. Studies that used high-energy gamma rays or orthovoltage X-rays delivered chronically as the reference radiation were considered separately. By applying strict selection criteria, only six studies using high-energy gamma rays as the reference radiation and three studies using X-rays were judged to provide reliable estimates of RBE. The small uncertainties in the modifying factors estimated by Little and Lambert [L18] were a consequence of combining estimated uncertainties in RBE from each study by assuming statistical independence. Such small uncertainties based on radiobiological data may not represent the current state of knowledge of the effectiveness of tritium beta particles in inducing cancer in humans.

Similar to the analyses for alpha particles discussed above, differences in the modifying factors for tritium beta particles and their uncertainties developed by different investigators are a consequence of different assumptions about relevant radiobiological and epidemiological data and the importance of subjective scientific judgement.

Epidemiological data that could be used to estimate the effectiveness of low-energy tritium beta particles in inducing cancer compared with high-energy photons have not been reported [A2, C12]. The lack of epidemiological evidence to support estimation of a modifying factor for tritium beta particles is a potentially important shortcoming.

### 2. Biological effectiveness of Auger electrons

The biological effectiveness of Auger electrons requires special consideration as a consequence of their very low energies (often a few kiloelectronvolts or less [I15]), their high intensities (often exceeding one per disintegration of a radionuclide [I15]), their short range in tissue (usually less than 1 μm [S14]), and the tendency of some Auger-emitting radionuclides to be incorporated in DNA [I7, I11].

Limited data on RBE are summarized by ICRP [I7, I11]. When an Auger-emitting radionuclide penetrates a cell but is not incorporated in DNA, estimates of RBE for a number of end points are similar to RBEs for low-energy tritium beta particles. However, when Auger emitters are incorporated in DNA, much higher RBEs have been reported (for example, for cell transformation). Such high RBEs are supported by calculated patterns of energy deposition.
C102. On the basis of these considerations, Kocher et al. [K6] assumed that the modifying factor for tritium beta particles applies to Auger electrons of energy less than 15 keV unless an Auger-emitting radionuclide is known to be incorporated in DNA. Those investigators concurred with a recommendation by ICRP [I7] and NCRP [N5] that the biological effectiveness of Auger emitters incorporated in DNA should be evaluated as special cases using techniques of microdosimetry (see also [I14]).

G. Summary of modifying factors

C103. Assessments of uncertainties in estimated risks of cancer from exposure to ionizing radiation should take into account modifying factors to represent the effectiveness of radiation types other than high-energy photons in inducing cancer and their uncertainties. The quantities $Q$ and $w_R$ developed for use in radiation protection generally are inappropriate for use in estimating risks of cancer from actual exposures of identified individuals or groups. However, neither the Committee nor other authoritative national or international organizations (such as ICRP, NCRP, or the BEIR committee) have developed recommendations on these modifying factors and their uncertainties for use in cancer risk assessments.

C104. Various investigators have used radiobiological and epidemiological data to develop subjective probability density functions to represent uncertainty in modifying factors for different radiation types including neutrons, alpha particles, lower-energy photons (such as orthovoltage or mammography X-rays), and low-energy electrons (especially beta particles from decay of tritium). Those probability density functions indicate that uncertainties in the modifying factors based on the current state of knowledge are substantial. If the ratio of the upper bound to the lower bound of a 95% credible interval is used to represent uncertainty, the uncertainty may range from about 10 to 30 or more for neutrons and alpha particles, and may be a factor of about 4 for lower-energy photons and low-energy electrons.

C105. Many of the probability density functions of the modifying factors developed by various investigators may not properly represent the effectiveness of particular radiation types in inducing cancer in humans. Estimates of modifying factors and their uncertainties may be particularly problematic (a) for neutrons at energies lower or higher than the predominant energies of fission neutrons, owing to the scarcity of radiobiological data, and (b) for lower-energy photons, for which there are concerns about the validity of radiobiological data on induction of dicentric chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes. For all radiation types, there are concerns about the applicability of radiobiological data in cells or laboratory animals to cancer induction in humans, and relevant epidemiological data are limited. Estimation of modifying factors for lower-energy photons on the basis of epidemiological data is especially desirable, given the widespread use of X-rays of various energies in medicine. Obtaining reliable estimates of modifying factor for various radiation types of concern in exposure of workers and the public is an important area of future research.
V. INTEGRATIVE APPROACHES FOR QUANTIFYING THE OVERALL UNCERTAINTY IN RISK ESTIMATES

C106. Once uncertainties and their dependencies have been identified and quantified for each term in a risk assessment algorithm, they must be properly combined in order to produce an estimate of the uncertainty in risk. This procedure would include uncertainties in exposure for specific age groups of the exposed population and for each sex. When the risk assessment algorithm is simplified to a series of uncertain multiplicative terms, estimation of the uncertainty in risk can proceed using algebraic closed-form solutions to the propagation of the variances of logarithms of all terms used to estimate risk (see appendix A). This simplified approach was used to quantify uncertainty in risk coefficients by BEIR VII \[N19\]. Propagation of the variances of logarithms through a multiplicative series of uncertain terms was also employed to estimate uncertainty in thyroid dose for the dose reconstructions performed for public exposures to Nevada Test Site fallout \[N3, S20\].

C107. In most cases, however, risk assessment algorithms cannot be simplified to a multiplicative series of terms and these algorithms are sufficiently complex that there are no closed form solutions to the propagation of uncertainty. In these cases, Monte Carlo simulation is applied to propagate uncertainty in risk (see appendix A). Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation was the method used to quantify uncertainty in risks from CT scan exposures \[B7\], from exposures to fallout from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons in the Marshall Islands \[L6\], and for estimation of uncertainty in radiogenic cancer risk coefficients for absorbed doses received by specific organs and tissues \[B8, K7, N7, U3\]. It is also the most common form of uncertainty propagation used in dose reconstructions to support risk assessments or epidemiological studies \[N10\].

C108. The terms in the risk assessment algorithm that contribute most to the overall uncertainty in risk will vary according to the specific question being addressed. For the estimate of the risk to all organs combined resulting from low-dose-rate uniform whole-body exposure from external radiation, uncertainty in the dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) and uncertainty in the form of the dose–response model will dominate over statistical uncertainties and uncertainty of risk transfer between populations \[K7, U3\]. For the estimate of the risk to specific organs from internal emitters affecting only a few organ sites (i.e. thyroid gland), uncertainty in the estimate of the absorbed organ dose, and statistical uncertainty in the risk coefficient for that organ site will tend to dominate over other sources as long as the cumulative dose received is above levels at which there are substantial questions about the correct form of the dose–response model. For specific organ sites in which there are substantial differences in the baseline rates of disease between the exposed population of interest and epidemiological cohorts from which risk coefficients have been obtained, the transfer of risk between populations can be an important source of uncertainty \[K7, U3\]. The use of the excess relative risk to calculate the assigned share for a given diagnosed case of disease includes \(a\) all of the uncertainties involved with the estimation of the uncertain dose received and the relevant age and sex-specific excess relative risk per unit dose, as well as \(b\) uncertainties associated with the extrapolation of a cohort-based risk estimate to infer the chance that radiation caused or contributed to a specific case of disease in a specific person \[K7, R4\].
APPENDIX D. UNCERTAINTIES IN SELECTED RISK EVALUATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

D1. This appendix contains examples of risk evaluations that (a) summarize the present relevant knowledge; (b) provide estimations of risk quantities and their uncertainty; and (c) indicate the impact of different sources of uncertainty on the estimation of the risk and its uncertainty. Criteria for selecting the examples of risk evaluations were: (i) importance for decisions involving the safe use of ionizing radiation or addressing public controversy; (ii) availability of a sufficient amount of information allowing a meaningful assessment of uncertainties; (iii) existence of publications also addressing sources of uncertainty other than simple statistical uncertainty (for example, exposure or dose...
uncertainties, or model uncertainties); and (iv) existence of a recent epidemiological study related to the issue of the risk evaluation. Based on these criteria, the following risk issues were evaluated:

(a) Solid cancer after external exposure to radiation with cumulative doses in the order of 100 mGy above normal background radiation;
(b) Thyroid cancer after childhood exposure to radioiodine;
(c) Lung cancer after exposure to residential radon.

D2. For each of the first two risk evaluations, two calculations are performed in this appendix: one is based on studies excluding the recent study of the issue of interest, and one takes the recent study into account. The purpose of this approach is to elucidate how the recent studies have actually improved knowledge on the specific risk issue that they had addressed.

II. SOLID CANCER RISKS AFTER EXTERNAL EXPOSURE TO RADIATION WITH CUMULATIVE DOSES OF THE ORDER OF 100 MILLIGRAYS

D3. In the past, risk estimates for solid cancer after protracted exposures with cumulative doses of the order of 100 mGy have mainly been derived from data on survivors of the atomic bombings. Owing to the nature of the event, atomic bombing survivors were acutely exposed to a wide range of doses. More recently, observational studies focusing on populations with protracted exposures leading to cumulative doses of the order of 100 mGy have become available. In some of these studies sources of uncertainty beyond statistical random variation were taken into account in estimating solid cancer risks. These studies, together with recent data published by the Committee and other material, are summarized and discussed. The focus in terms of risk coefficients is on the excess relative risk per unit dose, one of the core statistical risk measures estimated in many radiation epidemiology studies.

A. Summary of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report

D4. The impact of dose levels on the precision of risk estimates was discussed in the UNSCEAR 2006 Report, annex A [U12]. It was concluded that very large studies are needed to provide bounds on the risk estimate at low doses that will be informative and useful. It was also noted that the influence of confounding factors becomes increasingly important at low doses. The risk of solid cancer after external irradiation with cumulative doses of the order of 100 mGy has been investigated in large studies, and increases in rates of solid cancer are judged to be the main contributor to excess mortality after such exposures.

D5. The UNSCEAR 2006 Report also summarized the impact of dose measurement errors and other uncertainties on study associations and risk estimates, pointing out recent developments in methods for evaluating such uncertainties. The core concepts outlined in that report included systematic and random error; the topics of differential and non-differential errors, as well as different error models, are developed in more detail in this report. It was also noted that new epidemiological studies had begun to provide estimates of risk from radiation exposure corrected for dose uncertainties. Newly developed statistical approaches to deal with other uncertainties including those arising from
methodological biases such as misclassification, non-response and confounding were still under scientific debate.

D6. The UNSCEAR 2006 Report noted that a complete model to correct for uncertainties would need to take into account all the sources of uncertainty in a given study. However, as frequently only limited information is available in this regard, researchers have to use whatever information is available to make judgements about the distributions of these uncertainties. It was also noted that some systematic biases in studies may be difficult or impossible to account for properly in analyses.

D7. In terms of total solid cancers in the LSS cohort, the report included mortality data with follow-up until the end of the year 2000, using the most recent dosimetry system DS02. Risk estimates were found to be somewhat lower than in previous follow-ups. Other features such as the linearity in dose of the excess solid cancer risk and the modification of ERR per unit dose by age at exposure and attained age as well as previously noted sex differences in risk were similar to those from earlier evaluations.

D8. For solid cancer mortality in the LSS, the average ERR at 1 Sv was given as 0.48 (90% CI: 0.40, 0.57) for the total cohort excluding survivors with weighted colon dose below 0.005 Sv, over the full range of doses. When restricting the analysis to specific dose ranges, a statistically significant positive trend first occurred over the 0-0.2 Sv dose range, with an ERR per unit dose estimate of 0.53 (95% CI: 0.02, 1.07) Sv\(^{-1}\). For lower dose ranges, the risk coefficient was not statistically significant. The corresponding values for solid cancer incidence were given as 0.62 (90% CI: 0.55, 0.69) Sv\(^{-1}\), with a statistically significant positive trend, 0.58 (95% CI: 0.20, 0.98) Sv\(^{-1}\) in the dose range 0–0.25 Sv. Some reasons for the discrepancy of these findings to previous evaluations, mainly related to the methodological approach, were discussed in the report.

D9. The report also included risk estimates for solid cancer derived from other cohort studies, mainly among workers in the nuclear industry, for comparison. For mortality from solid cancer, the average ERR per unit dose in these studies ranged from -0.07 to 0.97 Sv\(^{-1}\), and for solid cancer incidence from -0.67 to 2.3 Sv\(^{-1}\). In general, workers in these studies received low radiation doses at low dose rates. Some of these studies included explicit approaches for dealing with uncertainties, and have been reviewed in more detail here.

D10. The UNSCEAR 2006 Report also presented a series of estimates for lifetime cancer risk based on mortality and incidence data from the LSS cohort of atomic bombing survivors. Projected lifetime cancer risks were calculated at three test doses: 0.01 Sv, 0.1 Sv and 1 Sv. The report discussed several important factors on which the results depended, notably:

(a) The exposed population for which risk estimates were developed;

(b) The models used to describe risk at low doses;

(c) The methods used to extend the excess risk models beyond the period of observation of the population used to develop those models;

(d) The cause-specific incidence and mortality rates and the age structure of the populations to which rates were applied;

(e) The methods used to transfer estimates of excess cancer risk based on models for one population to another population;

(f) The method used to allow for dose fractionation or dose-rate effects.
Annex A, chapter IV of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] adjusted the risk estimates for dosimetric errors using a regression calibration approach. Following work of Jablon [J1], the Committee assumed dose uncertainties to be log-normally distributed, and used a central estimate of 35% for the general dose uncertainty.

The Committee’s report used several linear and linear–quadratic models specifically developed for the lifetime risk estimations; these included models employing Bayesian MCMC methods to account for uncertainty in dose estimates. The results illustrated the sensitivity of lifetime risk estimates to variations in underlying rates. Differences in risk estimates were of a similar magnitude to those due to different transfer or risk projection methods. It was also noted that uncertainties in estimates of risk for specific types of cancers were generally greater than for all cancers combined.

Applying the linear models to five specific populations, the report estimated the mean lifetime risk of exposure-induced death due to solid cancer after an acute exposure to a dose of 100 mSv (equivalent to about 100 mGy) to be about 3.6%–7.7% Sv$^{-1}$. Bayesian models yielded slightly lower risk estimates, ranging from 2.3%–5.4% Sv$^{-1}$. These estimates were noted to be somewhat lower than those previously estimated by the Committee, owing mainly to the use of different risk projection and transfer models. A smaller contribution of the revised dosimetry—in the order of 8%—was also noted. The statistical uncertainty of the estimates was assumed to be in the order of a factor of 2, and lower bounds of the confidence interval included zero.

**B. Epidemiological studies**

**1. Worker studies**

The UNSCEAR 2006 Report reviewed the international worker study of Cardis et al. [C4]. In short, the authors had studied mortality in a large cohort of workforces from 15 countries and 154 nuclear facilities, including 407,391 workers monitored for external photon (X and gamma) radiation with personal dosimeters. The average individual effective dose was 19.4 mGy, and 90% of the workers received doses less than 50 mGy. Thus, this study is regarded as potentially highly informative for the dose range of interest in this report, also owing to the fact that specific attempts were made to study errors in recorded doses across facilities and time [T2], as well as conducting sensitivity and confounding factor analyses.

The surprisingly large influence of the data from Canada and potential reasons for this were discussed in the UNSCEAR 2006 Report. Major differences between an earlier analysis of Canadian nuclear workers and the Canadian cohort included in the international worker study were apparently related to the exclusion of a particular group of workers, namely Ontario Hydro employees, from the pooled study. Thus the Canadian cohort results were largely driven by the cohort of workers from Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) sites. In the framework of a sensitivity (or influence) analysis of the international worker study, the removal of the Canadian cohort resulted in a markedly diminished ERR per unit dose for all cancer other than leukaemia, 0.58 (95% CI: -0.22, 1.55) Gy$^{-1}$, compared with the statistically significant value of 0.97 (95% CI: 0.14, 1.97) Gy$^{-1}$ for all cohorts combined. Problems associated with the Canadian data were assessed in detail by Ashmore et al. [A13]. From their analysis it could be concluded that the handling of records for the AECL cohort contributed importantly to the observed upward shift in risk found in the international analysis. In particular there was a failure to include records of workers with zero recorded doses during the period 1956–1970 in
the data set used for the international workers study. The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission has recently published a preliminary summary of their re-analysis of the Canadian nuclear worker data [C13], which also indicates that there were problems with the reporting of dose for the early AECL workers. In general terms, this example shows how influential systematic errors in a subset of data for a large pooled study can be with regard to the overall study results.

D16. In terms of measures of uncertainties of effect, vital status in the international worker study was ascertained through linkage with national or regional death registries, or in some cases through compiling death records individually from relevant authorities. Follow-up completeness ranged from 87% to 100%, and for over 90% of deaths the cause was known. No systematic missing value mechanism seems to have been assumed in the study.

D17. The separate study of errors in dosimetry had the objectives: (a) to evaluate the comparability across facilities and time of currently available dose estimates; and (b) to identify and quantify bias and uncertainties in available dose estimates [T2]. Dosimetry technology, workplace exposure conditions, and calibration practices were identified as major sources of dosimetric errors for doses from high-energy photons, with administrative practices contributing little to errors. Through detailed sub-studies, errors were quantified and bias factors specific to the doses to each organ of interest calculated for each dosimeter model and by facility type (nuclear power plants and mixed activities facilities), with associated uncertainties. Finally, “corrected” organ doses were calculated by dividing recorded doses by the appropriate organ dose bias factor.

D18. The study of dosimetry errors did not reveal major biases as the result of using any specific dosimeter or calibration technique. Therefore, bias correction factors were generally close to one, with varying magnitude of the uncertainties. It was noted that biases were time-dependent, with larger bias in earlier study periods, where also the doses received by the workers tended to be larger. Since also the information on technology, exposures and practices were less detailed for these periods, this study confirms the challenges inherent in attempts to quantify errors and uncertainties. Even if reasonable assumptions about the magnitude of errors and the distribution of uncertainties can be made in situations of scarce information, a considerable risk of bias remains.

D19. Confounding in the international worker study was assessed through various statistical approaches. However, the quality and extent of information on potential confounding factors varied between cohorts. For smoking, only indirect approaches (via the exclusion of lung and pleural cancers strongly associated with smoking) could be implemented [C3, C4]. Excluding these cancers from the category of “all cancers except leukaemia” markedly reduced the power and thus increased the statistical uncertainty of risk estimates. Duration of employment as a known confounding factor was included in the main analyses.

D20. Risks of solid cancer were also estimated by Atkinson et al. [A15] from the workforce cohort of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). This cohort includes 51,367 workers, of whom 51% were classified radiation workers. The mean cumulative dose was given as 18.8 mSv. Adjustments to recorded doses were made to account for doses below the detection limit, non-returned dosimeters and unit changes. The standardized mortality ratio (SMR) for all cancer in the total workforce was 0.80 (95% CI: 0.77, 0.83) and 0.76 (95% CI: 0.72, 0.79) for radiation workers. In trend analyses, no association with dose was found, and no estimates for ERR per unit dose were given. Issues of uncertainty beyond statistical variability were not addressed.

D21. Muirhead et al. [M21] studied cancer incidence and mortality among 174,541 workers in the most recent analysis of the United Kingdom’s National Registry of Radiation Workers, with follow-up to the end of 2001. The mean lifetime dose was just below 25 mGy, but varied markedly between
facilities. Values of ERR per unit dose were calculated with a linear model, using maximum likelihood methods. Age, sex, calendar period, industrial classification and first employer were included as risk factors in the analyses. For all cancers excluding leukaemia, an ERR per unit dose of 0.275 (90% CI: 0.02, 0.56) Gy \(^{-1}\) for mortality and of 0.266 (90% CI: 0.04, 0.51) Gy \(^{-1}\) for incidence were calculated. Very similar ERR values were found when the strongly smoking and asbestos-related lung and pleural cancers were excluded, which indicates that smoking and asbestos were probably not confounding the ERR estimates to a large extent. The study is notable for its size, completeness of follow-up (only 0.6% not traced) and length of follow-up. Uncertainties in dose estimates or from other sources were not modelled.

D22. Wing and Richardson [W10] estimated cancer risks for workers at the Hanford facility who were exposed both to internal and external radiation. Missing values in the dosimetry records were primarily confined to the early time periods after 1944 and missing doses from external exposure were imputed through a stepwise algorithm. The mean (median) dose for all ages was 27.9 (4.3) mGy. Risk factors included in the analyses were age-at-risk, birth cohort, sex, race, socio-economic status, employment status, in vivo monitoring, and plutonium exposure potential. Risk analyses focused on age at exposure, and statistical models linear and exponential in dose were used. The ERR per unit dose for all cancers (assuming a minimal lag time of 10 years) was 0.28 (90% CI: -0.30, 1.00) Gy \(^{-1}\). For all cancers combined, no differences between workers potentially exposed to plutonium and other workers were noted. Also, only marginal differences between the models (linear versus exponential) were found. However, a strong potential for confounding due to smoking was noted, but no direct information on smoking was available. Furthermore, the analyses indicated that the confounding effect of smoking varies strongly with age, as high lung cancer risk coefficients were seen particularly for cohort members aged 55 and above.

D23. Telle-Lamberton et al. [T1] estimated the risk of all cancers for a French cohort of 29,204 nuclear workers that were partially included in the international worker study [C4]. A substantial number of workers in this cohort analysis were also exposed to internal radiation contamination. The mean cumulative external radiation dose was 8.3 mGy, and recorded doses were categorized in 11 groups for dose–response analyses. Relative risks for a dose of 100 mGy were calculated, adjusted according to the protocol of the international worker study. For all cancers the RR estimate was non-significantly elevated, RR\(_{linear} = 1.2\) (90% CI: 0.99, 1.45) for 100 mGy. Confounding due to smoking and other factors could not be assessed.

D24. Cancer mortality of about 21,500 workers at the Mayak complex was reported by Shilnikova et al. [S12]. Individual uncorrected gamma dose estimates were used in the analyses, and dose–response analyses were adjusted for internal exposures via a surrogate index of plutonium exposure. Average worker doses were 0.8 Gy. Cohort follow-up was 90%, and information on cause of death was rather complete for workers at the main plants, but somewhat less so for workers at auxiliary plants. A high percentage of autopsies for deaths of cohort members residing in Ozyorsk, a town close to the Mayak complex, was noted. Linear ERR models involving doses from both internal and external exposure were employed. The ERR per unit dose for solid cancers excluding lung, liver and skeletal cancer was estimated as 0.08 (90% CI: 0.03, 0.14) Gy \(^{-1}\) from a linear model. Adding a quadratic dose term indicated non-linearity of the dose–response, and led to a more than doubled risk coefficient for doses below 3 Gy; the ERR per unit dose was 0.21 (90% CI: 0.06, 0.37) Gy \(^{-1}\). No sex differences were seen, but there was a decreasing risk with increasing age at hire. Several sensitivity analyses were conducted, including separate analyses for migrated and non-migrated cohort members, which showed no significant differences. With regard to uncertainties, issues related to the precision and possible errors of external and internal exposure estimates, as well as confounding due to smoking and other occupational exposures, are limitations of the study.
D25. Silver et al. [S19] examined cancer mortality in an updated cohort of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNS) workers in the United Kingdom, who were employed at PNS between 1952 and 1992, and followed until 1996. The total cohort comprises 37,853 workers, including a subcohort of 13,468 workers with monitoring records for external radiation exposure. The mean doses from shipyard exposures were 19.95 mSv, and the mean total exposures were 20.59 mSv when off-site doses were included. Further non-radiological exposures to potential carcinogens (asbestos, silica, welding fumes, and organic solvents) were considered. Cancer mortality varied substantially among subcohorts. Cancer cases were slightly increased in the total cohort, SMR = 1.06 (95% CI: 1.02, 1.10), while cancer deaths in the unexposed group were close to unity, SMR = 1.01 (95% CI: 0.87, 1.18). Strong dose–response relationships were found for leukaemia (with a 2-year lag), and lung cancer (a 15-year lag). Both exposure groups presented very different occupational exposure histories, which might have led to a differential distribution of risk factors such as smoking/health lifestyle within the subcohorts. These differences might partially explain the observed variations in cancer mortality within the different exposure groups. Asbestos exposure as a confounding factor is likely to explain a proportion of the elevated lung cancer risk observed in the cohort. Further limitations may be due to unknown/missing information on vital status, under-ascertainment of the cause of death, and misclassification of exposure status, as well as missing information on prior exposures. Owing to the absence of quantifiable information, risk estimates did not take these sources of uncertainty into account.

D26. Boice et al. [B15] analysed mortality among nuclear technology development workers at Rocketdyne facilities in California, United States who were employed between 1948 and 1999. Vital status was obtained from various mortality databases, while cumulative doses were collected from company records in addition to record linkage with national dosimetric registers. The 5,801 workers, of whom 2,232 were monitored for radionuclide intake, had a mean radiation dose of 13.5 mSv. The SMR analysis (compared with the general population of California) found no significant elevation of the risk of all cancers combined, with an SMR of 0.93 (95% CI: 0.84, 1.02). The RR at 100 mSv for all cancers, excluding leukaemia, was 1.00 (95% CI: 0.81, 1.24). When considering radiation exposure due to Rocketdyne activities only, there was an increase in the RR to 1.11 (95% CI: 0.81, 1.52). However, no significant dose–response trends were observed for any cancer. Overall, the results in this study are based on small numbers of deaths and low occupational doses.

D27. Ivanov et al. [I24, I26] assessed the mortality among Chernobyl emergency workers in a cohort of 65,905 persons with registered low to moderate doses from external exposure between 1991 and 1998. The cumulative doses ranged between 5 mGy and 300 mGy with a mean dose of 116 mGy. Relative to the Russian population as a whole, the risk for cancer (malignant neoplasms) was slightly reduced: the SMR was 0.87 (95% CI: 0.80, 0.95). Circulatory disease mortality however showed an increased risk: SMR was 1.07 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.13). Furthermore, statistically significant dose–response analyses presented elevated excess risks for cancer with ERR per unit dose of 2.11 (95% CI: 1.31, 2.92) Gy$^{-1}$ (with an external control: Russian population) and 2.04 (95% CI: 0.45, 4.31) Gy$^{-1}$ (internal control), respectively. These risk estimates are in accordance with those derived from the LSS cohort. Uncertainties were acknowledged by Ivanov et al. with regard to the potential impact on risk estimates of the administrative control of recording maximum permissible doses, in particular due to varying values of maximum permissible doses at different times after the accident. When a worker exceeded the maximum permissible dose, the worker was simply ordered to leave the radiation area. Thus, the documented doses may be equal or even less than the maximum permissible dose, even though the worker in fact exceeded the dose limit. This may have led to overestimates for the mortality risk. These uncertainties were not accounted for in risk estimates. A further important source of uncertainties in the risk estimates is the adopted value for the time of the latent period in the development of radiation-induced cancers. Both the latent period and the ERR for solid cancer incidence were assessed by Ivanov et al. [I25] in a cohort of 59,770 Chernobyl emergency workers for the follow-up period 1986 to 2005.
Using maximum likelihood methods, the minimal latent period was estimated to be 4 years (95% CI: 3.3, 4.9), with the corresponding ERR per unit dose of 0.96 (95% CI: 0.28, 1.72) Gy\(^{-1}\). The maximum estimated latent period of 10 years corresponded to an estimate for the ERR per unit dose of 0.20 (95% CI: \(-0.04, 0.80\)) Gy\(^{-1}\).

D28. Risk estimates for the solid cancer incidence during the period 1991–2001 in this cohort (based on 55,718 emergency workers) resulted in an ERR per unit dose of 0.33 (95% CI: \(-0.39, 1.22\)) Gy\(^{-1}\) for the period 1991–2001, and a slightly lower value of 0.19 (95% CI: \(-0.66, 1.27\)) Gy\(^{-1}\) for the truncated period 1996–2001. As is known for this cohort, some 15% of dose estimates are not based on individual measurements but on group measurements or imputations. Large uncertainties may thus be associated with the dose estimates, but for the majority of doses the uncertainties are not likely to exceed 50%.

D29. Sigurdson et al. [S18] analysed the cancer incidence among 90,305 United States radiologic technologists between 1983 and 1998 including a large proportion of women (77%). Cancer incidence was collected from mailed questionnaires and from death records. Individual dose information was not available, and exposure time windows were used as surrogates. Female technologists showed an increased risk for all solid cancers combined; the standardized incidence ratio, SIR, was 1.06 (95% CI: 1.02, 1.10). For breast cancer the SIR was 1.16 (95% CI: 1.09, 1.23). Since no individual doses were estimated for this analysis, risk coefficients could not be calculated. No relevant uncertainties were mentioned apart from minor limitations related to design of the study (such as non-respondents). Cohort workers may not be representative of the general population (a possible healthy worker effect), but as indicated the study contributes little to improving risk estimates for solid cancer associated with specific radiation dose levels.

2. Environmental exposures

D30. Residents along the Techa River have been exposed to ionizing radiation due to releases from the Mayak complex. Cancer mortality for the extended Techa river cohort of 29,873 residents (of whom 60% are women) was reported by Krestinina et al. [K12]. The follow-up included the period 1950 to 1999. There was considerable loss to the cohort owing to migration out of the catchment area. Residence and vital status and causes of death were registered through collaboration with local address bureaux and local statistical offices, as well as through interviews. Dosimetry was provided through a specific dose reconstruction system, including internal and external exposure, with individual doses based on local measurements and individual-specific modifications such as detailed residence histories. Dose to the stomach was used for the analysis. For solid cancers excluding bone cancers (owing to potential effects of \(^{90}\)Sr exposure), the ERR per unit dose was estimated as 0.92 (95% CI: 0.2, 1.7) Gy\(^{-1}\); the risk coefficient is 70% higher for women than for men, but the difference is not significant. Risk estimates increase with increasing age at exposure and attained age, contradicting findings from Mayak studies or the LSS. Limitations of this study include the loss to follow-up and a high percentage of missing information on cause of death, as well as uncertainties in individual dose estimates. Data on potential confounding factors are generally not available. Preliminary assessments of the potential impact of medical exposures suggested no serious biases in the health effect estimates. Improvements to the dosimetry system are ongoing.

D31. Cancer incidence in the extended Techa River cohort for the period 1956 to 2002 was also studied by Krestinina et al. [K13]. Some 60% of the original cohort could be included. Cancer incidence data were obtained through various sources, and with different quality and completeness for the different time periods. The mean and median stomach doses for cohort members were 40 and 8 mGy, respectively. Using a linear model, the estimated ERR per unit dose was 1.0 (95% CI: 0.3, 1.9)
In a model with a quadratic dose–response term, markedly higher ERR per unit dose estimates were computed for high doses, but for low doses the risks were lower than in the linear dose–response model. Women had slightly lower risks than men in the analyses. Limitations are similar to the mortality analyses, but the cohort is even smaller and therefore estimates somewhat less precise. No systematic approach is provided to include uncertainties related to dose or to confounding factors in developing the risk estimates and their confidence intervals.

D32. Background ionizing radiation in relation to cancer incidence was studied by Nair et al. [N2] in Kerala, India. A cohort of 69,958 men and women (ages 30–84) from areas of high background radiation was studied. Information on age and sex as well as other risk factors that could act as confounding factors, such as smoking bidis, education and occupation, was available from a baseline survey. Cancer diagnoses were based on histopathology and death certificate information, but a non-negligible proportion (about 20%) came from clinical observations or tests. Individual gamma doses were estimated from measurements conducted in households and outdoors, and occupancy as well as migration were taken into account. Cosmic ray components were subtracted from the measured dose to obtain estimates of terrestrial background radiation. The average individual cumulative (terrestrial) dose at the end of follow-up was estimated as 161 mGy. No associations between all cancer excluding leukaemia and annual or cumulative radiation dose were found. The ERR per unit dose was –0.13 (95% CI: –0.58, 0.46) Gy\(^{-1}\), calculated using a linear model. The study includes information on some important potential confounding factors; however, limitations related to the dose estimation, to the accuracy of the data on potential confounding factors, and to the end point verification are noteworthy.

D33. In Taiwan, residents were exposed to high levels of external radiation in buildings where steel contaminated with \(^{60}\)Co was used for construction [H22]. A cohort of 7,271 people was assembled and followed-up from 1983 to 2002. Doses were reconstructed through a specific dosimetry system based on environmental measurements and taking occupancy and other factors into account. The 6,246 persons for whom doses could be reconstructed received mean cumulative doses of 47.8 mGy (excluding background), ranging from less than 1 to about 2,360 mGy. Cancers were ascertained through the National Cancer Registry. Relative risks for different dose categories were calculated, and for all solid cancers a RR of 1.2 (95% CI: 0.5, 2.9) for those receiving doses greater than 50 mGy compared to those receiving less than 1 mGy was estimated. Higher relative risk estimates were found for women compared to men. The most recent follow-up of this cohort includes three more years of follow-up (1983 to 2005); hazard ratios (HR) for an increase of 100 mGy in dose were estimated. For leukaemia (excluding chronic lymphatic leukaemia, CLL) an increased HR at 100 mGy of 1.19 (90% CI: 1.19, 1.31) was reported, and slightly lower hazard ratios for breast cancer (HR at 100 mGy of 1.12, 90% CI: 0.99, 1.21) [H23]. The risk estimates in both reports were adjusted for attained age, but no other confounding factors such as smoking and socio-economic status were included. Thus the confidence intervals for the risk estimates do not reflect any uncertainties beyond statistical variability.

D34. Bauer et al. [B2] analysed radiation exposure due to local fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing and reported results from a study on a historical cohort exposed in the vicinity of the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site in Kazakhstan. The cohort of 19,545 inhabitants included residents from exposed villages with a mean cumulative dose estimate of 634 mSv and residents of comparison villages who were each assigned a common effective dose estimate of 20 mSv. The follow-up time ranged from 1960 to 1999. The study found a significant dose trend for solid cancers with an ERR per unit dose of 1.77 (95% CI: 1.35, 2.27) Gy\(^{-1}\) for the total cohort, and 0.81 (95% CI: 0.46, 1.33) Gy\(^{-1}\) when considering the exposed group separately. Uncertainties in this study were related to follow-up loss (that is unclear information of vital status) due to emigration in the 1990s particularly in the exposed group. However, sensitivity analyses restricted to 30-year follow-up showed fairly consistent results compared to the 40-year follow-up. As additional selection bias in the comparison group could not be ruled out, results from the exposed group were assumed to be more reliable than those for the
total cohort. The exposure data used in this study did not allow for specific lag and age–time windows. In addition, a risk assessment for low dose ranges could not be made as no individual exposure information in the comparison group was available.

3. A joint analysis of low-dose-rate studies

D35. A joint analysis of epidemiological studies of populations with low-dose-rate exposures of the order of several hundred milligrays included most of the studies mentioned previously [J5]. Both solid cancer incidence and mortality were investigated, and risk estimates from these studies of chronic exposures were individually compared to ERR estimates derived from appropriately selected subsets of data from the LSS of acutely exposed atomic bomb survivors. A joint estimate of the ratio of the risk estimates from these studies and the LSS was then derived. Individual estimates of the ERR per unit dose ranged from 0 Gy\(^{-1}\) to 4.8 Gy\(^{-1}\) for mortality studies and from 0.3 Gy\(^{-1}\) to 1 Gy\(^{-1}\) for incidence studies, whereas the comparison risk estimates from the LSS showed much smaller variation. In six of twelve studies, the best estimate of the ERR per unit dose was larger than in the LSS, and in five studies the estimates were of comparable magnitude to the LSS estimate. The overall study results as well as sensitivity analyses indicated that the ERR per unit dose values from the studies of chronic exposure were similar to those calculated from the LSS. Limitations of individual studies with regard to dosimetry and to absence of information of potential confounding factors impair the ability to interpret the result, but there was consistency between results of different analyses using varying study subsets. Uncertainty beyond statistical variability could not be incorporated in the study.

C. Studies with focus on uncertainty analysis

D36. Using data from the study of workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Stayner et al. [S25] presented a method to estimate uncertainties from shared errors in exposure assessment. More specifically, they used Monte Carlo methods to estimate confidence intervals that specifically reflect statistical sampling errors and errors from uncertainties in exposure estimates. Shared errors in exposure estimates arise from the use of group means to assign individual doses, as commonly is the case when job–exposure matrices are used. Similarly, shared errors occur when individual dose estimates are available and corrections are applied that are the same across specific jobs or facilities, which is the situation in the international worker study and the data used by Stayner et al. [S25].

D37. Starting from a model with measurement errors of the assignment type, including both shared and unshared errors between subjects, the authors propose a Bayesian approach, using Monte Carlo simulations techniques to randomly select realizations from the distribution of true dose given the measured dose. Central estimates and confidence intervals are then computed using maximum likelihood approaches. No additional covariates such as age or sex are included as potential effect modifiers, and the authors note that this is a simplification.

D38. Analyses of the risk of all cancers excluding leukaemia in the ORNL dataset were then carried out, using the bias factors derived with the methods of the dosimetry errors sub-study for the international worker study [S25]. The ORNL workers study had previously shown a positive dose–response relationship between all cancers and radiation dose, but these analyses had not included any specific approach to deal with exposure or other uncertainties [W10]. Whereas the earlier, non-simulated analysis led to a value for ERR per unit dose of 5.38 (90% CI: 0.54, 12.58) Gy\(^{-1}\) (originally
Sv$^{-1}$), the Monte Carlo maximum likelihood method yielded an ERR per unit dose of 4.82 (90% CI: 0.41, 13.31) Gy$^{-1}$. The two risk coefficient estimates were statistically not distinguishable.

D39. As expected, the simulation approach yielded broader confidence intervals than the conventional analysis, but in the case of ORNL data the differences seemed rather marginal; the lower confidence bound decreased by about 24%, the upper increased by about 6%. This may be due to the comparatively good quality of exposure information in this and comparable studies of radiation workers with individual measurements. Overall, the authors point out that the Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimates appear to be indicated only for a situation where shared errors are of concern, while for situations where unshared errors predominate, less complex approaches are recommended by the authors.

D40. Little et al. [L17] expanded on the analyses in the UNSCEAR 2006 Report [U12] that explicitly take account of dosimetric and other uncertainties. The general approach is very similar to the UNSCEAR 2006 Report, fitting generalized linear, linear–quadratic and linear–quadratic–exponential models to the most recent data on survivors of the atomic bombings. Lifetime risk projections for 5 contemporary populations are provided for test doses of 0.01 Sv, 0.1 Sv and 1 Sv, based on both Bayesian and classical regression calibration approaches. In terms of model choice, simple models linear in dose fitted the data about as well as the more complex models, but statistical and other arguments were put forward to motivate the preferential choice of linear–quadratic models. Through the Bayesian modelling, random dose errors as well as uncertainties in the model parameters describing the shape of the dose–response curve are taken into account. In addition, variations of risk with time since exposure and age at exposure are considered. The estimated solid cancer risks did not differ markedly between the different modelling approaches and test doses applied, however, central risk estimates were somewhat lower than those calculated in earlier UNSCEAR reports. Uncertainties reflected in the Bayesian credible intervals were slightly larger than those from regression calibration approaches without adjustment for dosimetric errors.

D41. A different approach to risk estimation is mechanistic modelling of the carcinogenic process. A study by Jacob et al. [J4] focused on the inclusion of non-linear dose effects at low doses. Different forms of the two-stage clonal expansion (TSCE) model of carcinogenesis were applied to data from the atomic bombing survivors, and the biologically motivated models were compared to empirical risk models conventionally used in the LSS analyses. Including low-dose hypersensitivity in radiation-induced cell inactivation did not materially improve model fit, but differences in estimates of ERR per unit dose between models with and without low-dose hypersensitivity were noted when doses below 1 Gy were studied. For young age at exposure, TSCE models yielded lower excess relative risks than conventional models. As a way to take this model uncertainty into account, Jacob et al. proposed to use the upper and lower limits of the uncertainty range for estimates derived from mechanistic and empirical models with comparably good fit as guidance. With such an approach, the uncertainty range of the empirical ERR estimate for the LSS data on solid cancer (age at exposure 10 years, attained age 70 years) would be inflated by some 30%, which is seen to reflect model uncertainty. The nominal value of the factor by which the width of the uncertainty range would be expanded depends on the specific exposure situation investigated as well as the choice of models that are being compared.

D. Selected risk evaluations

D42. For this scenario the Committee has considered a hypothetical population of workers who began work at age 30 and received occupational exposures to low-LET radiation from the ages of 30 to
44 with a total dose of 100 mGy. More specifically, annual doses of 8 mGy are assumed for the first five years, 7 mGy annually for the next 5 years and 5 mGy annually for the last five years. Follow-up is presumed to start at age 45. The quantities of primary interest are the rate of radiation-associated cases, the attributable fraction (which is defined as the ratio of the number of excess cases to the total number of cases), the mean life lost per case and the mean life lost per person.

D43. The Committee has considered two approaches to the evaluation of radiation-related solid cancer risks and associated uncertainties are considered. The first approach relies on the NRRW for the risk levels for all organs combined and considers possible age-related changes in the magnitude of the healthy worker effect. This is feasible for this scenario since the NRRW is a large study with published risk estimates based on dose estimates of high quality and relatively lengthy follow-up. However, since the published analyses provide little information on possible temporal variation, the Life Span Study results were used to characterize potential temporal variation in the excess relative risks. Because risk estimates were defined directly in terms of the results of an analysis of the population of interest, DDREF was not considered in this uncertainty assessment. For the second approach, the nature of the radiation effect on solid cancer rates was characterized using site-specific BEIR VII risk models derived primarily from LSS cancer incidence data without any consideration of the actual NRRW results and with no allowance for healthy worker effects.

1. NRRW-based risk and uncertainty assessment

D44. Using information on the risk estimates from the third analysis of data from the United Kingdom’s National Registry for Radiation Workers (NRRW) [M21] an estimate was made of the expected rate of (occupational) radiation-associated non-leukaemia deaths in a population of male workers who receive a total dose of 100 mGy as a result of long-term low-dose-rate occupational exposures. The focus here is on allowing for the effect of uncertainty in risk parameter estimates, in the form of the risk model and, to some extent, in the differences in solid cancer and all-cause mortality rates between the NRRW workers and the general population of the United Kingdom. In this scenario there is no attempt to deal with the effect of dose uncertainty since the published data do not include enough information to address this issue. However since the doses were based on badge dose readings, it is likely that classical measurement error is the primary source of dose uncertainty, but that the magnitude of this uncertainty is such that it should have little impact on the risk estimates. It is also assumed that age-specific rates for all-cause and mortality and cancer incidence are fixed at the 2009 United Kingdom population values.

D45. The fitted risk models in [M21] are limited to simple time-constant ERR models. The estimate for the ERR per unit dose for solid cancer (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) is given as 0.275 (90% CI: 0.02, 0.56) Gy⁻¹. The reported confidence interval for the time constant estimate is almost symmetric, therefore the Committee considers it reasonable to approximate the (asymptotic) standard error of the reported ERR per unit dose as 0.13 and describe the uncertainty in the parameter for this model as having a normal distribution N(0.28, 0.13).

D46. Although [M21] notes that there was no evidence of significant temporal variation in the ERR, the Committee considers it reasonable to assume that such variation is possible, and even quite likely. It has allowed for this possibility by considering both time-constant and age-varying ERR models to be equally plausible. For this exercise the Committee developed uncertainty distributions for the parameters in the age-varying ERR model using expert judgement as follows. First, it assumed that the time-constant ERR is a reasonable estimate of the ERR at age 60 with a standard error similar to that for the time-constant model and with an “estimated” attained age effect in which the ERR varies in
proportion to a power of age. Based loosely on the atomic bombing survivor data the Committee assumed that the ERR would tend to decrease in proportion to the inverse of age, i.e. attained age to the power -1 but that this value is uncertain and could even be positive. Uncertainty in this parameter was assumed to correspond to a standard error of about 0.75 (which, in terms of frequentist hypothesis testing based on asymptotic normality implies a two-sided \( P \) value of about 0.2). Further the correlation between estimates of the two parameters in the age-varying ERR model (ERR at age 60 and the power of age) was assumed to be 0.5 (which is similar to the correlation between similar parameter estimates in models fitted to the atomic bombing survivor cancer incidence data).

D47. As for many occupational cohorts, the rate of deaths from all causes and from cancer for male workers in the NRRW are less than predicted on the basis of national rates. Such differences are often said to reflect a “healthy worker effect”, in which people who are working or who had long working careers tend to be somewhat healthier than the general population. The Committee decided to allow for the healthy worker effect in these risk projections but to assume that there is some uncertainty in how the ratio of rates in a (retired) worker cohort to that of the general population varies with age. In particular, it assumed that rates in NRRW cohort members were less than the national rates throughout the 40s but that this difference gradually attenuates as the population ages. The analysis in [M21] found standardized mortality (SMR) ratios of about 0.8 for both all causes and for cancer. The Committee has applied an SMR of 0.8 from the start of follow-up (at age 45) to age 50 but that from age 51 to 90 it allowed the SMR to increase linearly to a random value between 0.8 and 1 (SMR_{90}) and then remain at this level for the remainder of life. The value of SMR_{90} for a specific trial was sampled from a beta density function with parameters 1.5 and 0.5 that was scaled to the range of 0.8 to 1 with a mean of 0.95.

D48. The computations made use of a United Kingdom life-table for 2009 obtained from [U5] and national death and cancer incidence rates for the same year [O1]. These rates were given for the first year of life, for ages 1 to 4 years, then in five-year intervals to age 84 with rates for category of people aged 85 and over. The life-table included ages up to 110 years. For ages up to 90, non-leukaemia cancer incidence and mortality rates were defined for each year of age using linear interpolation between the available rates assuming that the reported values were a good approximation to the rates at the midpoints of the age intervals. From age 91 onwards the age-specific rates were set equal to the estimated rate for age 90.

D49. Computations of radiation-associated cases were based on the “risk of exposure-induced deaths/cases” (REID/C) method described in [T3] and used in [U12]. The REID/C method computes the exposure-associated “excess” in a given year as the product of probability of survival (cancer-free survival in the case of incidence data) to that year given the exposure and the difference between the disease rates for exposed and unexposed populations for the outcome of interest in that year. (Equations for the REID/C and some alternative measures of lifetime risks are given in the glossary.) The total expected number of exposure-associated cases is then the sum of the expected excess cases over the years of interest. Since the number of excess cases does not provide a complete summary of the impact of the exposure, it is useful to augment this value with some estimates of when the exposure-associated cases are expected to occur. There are several possible summaries. One summary that has been used by UNSCEAR [U10] and the ICRP [I14] and in various other reports (for example in [P12]) is the expected years of (cancer-free) life lost per excess case. However the interpretation of this statistic is not consistent with people’s intuitive sense, meaning it is not directly related to changes in life expectancy or the time to cancer diagnosis among exposed individuals. One reason for this is that it is probably more realistic to think of radiation exposure as resulting in a dose-dependent acceleration of the cancer development process in exposed individuals than as affecting only those who develop a radiation-induced excess case. Therefore this report also considers two other, more intuitive summaries of the temporal impact of exposure. These are (a) the expected cancer-free life lost per person (i.e.
change in life expectancy) and (b) the expected cancer-free life lost per cancer case (changes in expected age at cancer diagnosis/death). Because of the magnitude of these two summary statistics, the values are expressed in units of days of life lost per person or per cancer case.

D50. Monte Carlo methods were used to generate samples from the probability densities for the model, parameter estimates, and limiting SMR described above. For each of these samples the total risk in the exposed population, and the life expectancy of this population and an analogous unexposed population, were estimated. Table D1 presents estimates and 95% credible intervals for these values drawn from the empirical distribution of the statistics over 5,000 samples.

Table D1. NRRW-3 based estimates of lifetime exposure-associated non-leukaemia cancer cases and related quantities for United Kingdom nuclear workers who received an absorbed dose of 100 mGy between the ages of 30 and 44 with no additional occupational exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95% credible interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer cases (baseline)</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>38.9 41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess cases (radiation-associated)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.07 1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable fraction (%)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.2 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life lost(^b) per person (days)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life lost(^b) per cancer case (days)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>9 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life lost(^b) per excess case (years)</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.1 14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy, unexposed</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>77.3 78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy, exposed</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>77.2 78.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Cancer cases and excess cases are for an assumed population of 100 workers with follow-up from age 45 through to the end of life. Risk estimates are based on risk models from the NRRW cohort studies.

\(^b\) Since these values are for incident cancer cases, life lost is actually cancer-free life lost and life expectancy is cancer-free life-expectancy.

D51. The results indicate that for this scenario the lifetime risk of developing a non-leukaemia cancer (other than non-melanoma skin cancer) is expected to be about 40 per 100 exposed workers while the expected risk of an exposure-associated cancer is slightly less than 1 case per 100 exposed workers. This indicates that about 2.4% of the cancers are expected to be associated with the exposure. Exposure has only a small effect on life expectancy in the population as a whole, and cancers in the exposed population are predicted to be diagnosed about 4 months earlier on average than in an unexposed population.

D52. Table D2 provides information on the expected age distribution of the risk of exposure-associated cancer death and the estimated proportion of the risk of death for each age group due to the exposure. The results indicate that for each age-group considered, between 2.2% and 2.6% of the relevant cancer risks are expected to be associated with the exposure. However, because the Committee has given some consideration to models for which the ERR is allowed to vary with age at diagnosis, assuming a decrease more likely than an increase, there is a slight decrease in the expected attributable fraction for the older age groups.
Table D2. NRRW-3 based estimates of exposure-associated non-leukaemia cancer risk and attributable fractions by age at diagnosis for United Kingdom nuclear workers who received an absorbed dose of 100 mGy between the ages of 30 and 44 with no additional occupational exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at diagnosis</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95% credible interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCESS RISK (PER 100 WORKERS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–59</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–89</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTION (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–59</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–89</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. BEIR VII/NCI-based risk and uncertainty assessment

The risk models from the third analysis of the NRRW cohort applied above to estimate risk for the case of United Kingdom male workers exposed to 100 mGy do not have well-defined age-varying terms and they are based on a population with a relatively short follow-up. It is of interest to estimate risk for the same example case using risk models developed from longer follow-up of the Japanese atomic bombing survivors (LSS cohort). The most recent, well-established risk assessment methodology based on the LSS data has been developed by the United States National Research Council/National Academy of Science (NRC/NAS) BEIR VII committee [N19]. The BEIR VII methodology includes risk models for 11 site-specific cancers: stomach, colon, liver, lung, breast, uterus, ovary, prostate, bladder, thyroid and leukaemia, plus a risk model for all remaining solid tumours (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer). This methodology has been further expanded by the United States National Cancer Institute [B7] to include risk models for seven additional cancer sites: oral cavity and pharynx, oesophagus, gall bladder, pancreas, rectum, kidney, and brain/central nervous system (CNS), plus a modified risk model for the new remaining solid tumours (still excluding non-melanoma skin cancer). This section describes how the BEIR VII/NCI risk assessment methodology
has been applied to assess the risk of cancer incidence for the example case of United Kingdom workers exposed to 100 mGy.

D54. The standard BEIR VII/NCI models for both the ERR and EAR of solid cancers other than of the breast and thyroid have the form \( \beta_S D \exp[\gamma e^* (a^* / 60)] \) where \( \beta_S \) is the site-specific risk coefficient (for males or females), \( D \) is the dose in gray, \( \gamma \) is the age at exposure parameter, \( e^* = (e - 30)/10 \) for \( e < 30 \) and zero for \( e \geq 30 \), where \( e \) is age at exposure in years, \( \eta \) is the attained age parameter and \( a^* = (a/60) \) where \( a \) is the attained age in years. The parameters were estimated using the 1958–1998 cancer incidence data from the LSS and DS02 dosimetry [N17]. For most cancer sites this dataset offers many advantages including its large size, high quality cancer incidence data, wide range of doses and inclusion of all ages and both sexes. For breast and thyroid cancer, detailed pooled analyses are available based on data from the LSS and medically exposed populations. The risk of thyroid cancer is based on the ERR model derived from the pooled data of seven studies described by Ron et al. [R3], as analysed by Land et al. [L5] and modified for sex-dependency by the BEIR VII committee [N19]. The ERR thyroid model is similar in form to the standard model for solid cancers, but depends only on age at exposure and not on attained age (i.e. \( \eta \) is equal to zero). The preferred model for breast cancer is the EAR model from the pooled analysis of four cohorts by Preston et al. [P11]. That model has the same form as the standard model for solid cancers, but \( e^* = (e - 25)/10 \) for all ages \( e \) at exposures, and \( a^* = (a/50) \). For leukaemia, models are based on the LSS data for the period 1950–2000 and exclude chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL). The ERR or EAR BEIR VII models for leukaemia are linear–quadratic in dose and depend on sex, age at exposure \( (e) \) and time since exposure \( (t) \). The linear–quadratic model is applied for acute exposures, but only the linear term can be applied for chronic exposure (meaning that the quadratic term can be dropped). To account for the lower risk during the latency period of cancers, S-shaped adjustment factors that vary from 0 to 1 were applied for all risk models, for the first few years after exposure, as described by Kocher et al. [K7]. The uncertain latency adjustment is phased in between 4 and 11 years after exposure for solid cancers, 0.4 and 4.1 years for leukaemia and 2.5 and 7.6 years for thyroid cancer.

D55. The exposure was assumed to be chronic starting at age 30 and ending at age 44 and a total dose of 100 mGy was assigned to each of the seventeen cancer sites and to the remainder cancer grouping. The excess risk of cancer incidence was calculated for each cancer site separately and a total risk was estimated by summing across cancer sites. Leukaemia was not included in this summation, so that the resulting risk is comparable to the estimates based on the NRRW cohort. Since the LSS cohort was exposed acutely to (relatively) high doses of radiation, the risk for the assumed chronic exposure of United Kingdom workers was adjusted by a dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) described by a log-normal distribution with a geometric mean of 1.5 and a geometric standard deviation of 1.35 [N19]. The risk from radiation exposure for the United Kingdom worker population was projected using a risk transport model that linearly combines the ERR and EAR risk projections with 70% weight for the ERR model and 30% weight to the EAR model (except for lung cancer for which the weights are reversed, thyroid cancer for which only an ERR model was used, and breast cancer for which only an EAR model was used).

D56. The United Kingdom baseline cancer incidence rates [O1] and life-tables [U5] for the year 2009 used in this calculation are the same as those used in the computation based on the NRRW cohort. The baseline rates were adjusted to account for the “healthy worker effect” in the same way as in the NRRW calculation; that is, a standardized mortality ratio (SMR) of 0.8 has been applied from up to age 50, after which the SMR was allowed to increase linearly from 0.8 at age 51 to SMR\(_{50}=1.0\) at age 90 and stay constant for the remainder of life. The SMR\(_{50}\) was considered to be uncertain and described by a beta probability density function with parameters 1.5 and 0.5, scaled to range from 0.8 to 1.0.
D57. The estimated risk of cancer incidence was expressed as the rate of radiation-related cases, and it is based on the “risk of exposure-induced death/cases” (REID/C) method [T3]. The uncertainty in the risk estimates was obtained using Monte Carlo methods (sample size of 500 with Latin Hypercube Sampling) to propagate uncertainties in the risk model parameters, latency adjustment, transport between population, DDREF, and healthy worker effect. Uncertainties associated with the assumed dose of 100 mGy and with selection of competing dose–response models were not considered.

D58. The BEIR VII/NCI [N19] methodology predicts a radiation-related risk from age 45 until the end of the remaining life of 0.81 (95% CI: 0.32, 1.6) cases per 100 exposed workers (table D3) and a total expected rate of cases of 41.8 cases (95% CI: 38, 44) per 100, leading to a predicted attributable fraction of 1.9 (95% CI: 0.8, 3.7) per cent. The uncertainty in these estimates for all cancers combined is dominated by the uncertainty in the DDREF. Age groups 70-74 and 75-79 seem to account for the largest excess risk, each with about 16% of the total excess risk of 0.81 cases per 100. However, the attributable fraction is largest for age group 45-59 and it decreases with increasing age group up to age 70 after which it remains relatively constant. The cancer-free life lost per person was estimated at about 53 days, while the cancer-free life lost per cancer case is 129 days and the cancer-free life loss per excess case is 16 years.

Table D3. Estimates of exposure-related risk of cancer incidence, based on the BEIR VII/NCI risk assessment methodology, for United Kingdom nuclear workers who received an absorbed dose of 100 mGy between the ages of 30 and 44 with no additional occupational exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95% credible interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cancer cases()</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess cases()</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributable fraction (%)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXCESS CASES BY AGE AT DIAGNOSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at diagnosis</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–89</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Summary

D59. As detailed above, risk estimates for solid cancer after exposures in the order of 100 mGy can be derived from a number of studies of diverse populations and exposure conditions. The group of solid cancers is made up of a large number of subgroups of individual cancer sites. In terms of statistical power, risk estimates for the combined group of solid cancers are usually based on comparatively large numbers whereby the statistical uncertainty is reduced. However, in biological terms the group is made up of rather diverse entities. Carcinogenic processes and causal associations with radiation as with other important risk factors vary substantially between individual solid cancer sites. Thus, risk estimates for the overall group need to be interpreted with caution even if detailed exposure, outcome, confounding factor and other information are available.

D60. Overall the body of evidence on solid cancer risks after external irradiation with cumulative doses in the order of 100 mGy is established by highly sophisticated analyses of data from the atomic bombing survivors on the one hand and a growing number of studies of persons externally irradiated through their occupation or environment on the other hand.

D61. In terms of sources of uncertainty beyond statistical sampling error, most work has focussed on dosimetric errors, notably in the LSS but also in other studies, for example, the international workers study. Uncertainty from other sources, be it from procedural aspects of conducting the study to absence of or lack of precision of information on potential confounding factors, are frequently noted in terms of a qualitative assessment, but usually not formally incorporated into risk estimation. Methods for multiple bias modelling are under development, but since basic information is not available at times, there will be limits to statistical treatment of biases also in the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTION (%) BY AGE AT DIAGNOSIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–89</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total cancer cases and excess cases are expected values for an assumed population of 100 workers with follow-up from age 45 through to the end of life. The number of cases includes all solid tumours, except non-melanoma skin cancer.
D62. Crude risk estimates for solid cancer that do not take into account any uncertainty considerations are presented in numerous studies. The statistical precision of such estimates is greatest when estimated from LSS data, simply owing to the comparatively large power of the study and the wealth of information. On the other hand, the exposure situation and many other aspects limit the usefulness of LSS-based risks for describing the risks of solid cancers after protracted exposure at low cumulative doses. Thus, direct risk estimates from studies of populations with low-dose-rate exposures, even if less powerful and more prone to bias, need to be considered.

D63. There is evidence of a positive dose response from these studies involving low-dose or low-dose-rate exposures (e.g. [K12, S12]), and the observed ERR per unit dose values are generally consistent with those estimated from the LSS. An expected result of including additional uncertainties into the risk estimation is the widening of the uncertainty range around the ERR central estimate.

D64. The best estimates of the two approaches agree very well on a lifetime excess risk for cancer incidence of 1% among United Kingdom radiation workers with a total dose of 100 mGy. Thus the new study of cancer cases among members of the United Kingdom NRRW increases the confidence in the transfer of all estimates of cancer risk from the Japanese survivors of the atomic bombings to other populations. Although this approach took into account uncertainties due to the risk transfer from Japanese to United Kingdom populations, and from exposures ranging from acute to protracted, the calculated 95% credible interval (0.32% to 1.6%) is considerably smaller than the one derived from the NRRW study (0.07% to 1.97%). The large uncertainty in the latter approach is due to the limited statistical power which the NRRW study had in spite of its large size (177,000 workers). Whether or not the uncertainty range based on the risk transfer is too narrow cannot be answered at the present stage.

III. THYROID CANCER AFTER RADIATION EXPOSURE DURING CHILDHOOD

D65. Thyroid cancer after radiation exposure during childhood is a major concern after accidental releases of radioactive isotopes of iodine from nuclear installations. A number of studies documented that children are substantially more sensitive to radiation exposure than adults. Before the Chernobyl accident, most of the knowledge on thyroid cancer risk in humans related to external exposures [R3]. A major question was then how to transfer the risk from external exposures to that from internal exposures to radioactive iodine. After the Chernobyl accident, direct knowledge on the effects of exposure to $^{131}$I were gained by epidemiological studies of thyroid cancer among those in Belarus and Ukraine, who were exposed during childhood or adolescence. The present section summarizes the knowledge on thyroid cancer after childhood exposures to ionizing radiation, and discusses uncertainties for the hypothetical example of an $^{131}$I-exposure at age of 10 years with a thyroid dose of 200 mGy.

A. Summary from previous UNSCEAR reports

D66. Annex A of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report summarized epidemiological studies of radiation and cancer [U12]. It concluded that the thyroid is highly susceptible to the carcinogenic effects of external
irradiation during childhood. A pooled analysis of thyroid cancer risk after external exposure during childhood resulted in an estimate of the ERR per unit dose of 7.7 (95% CI: 2.1, 28.7) Gy\(^{-1}\) and of the EAR per unit dose of 4.4 (95% CI: 1.9, 10.1) cases per 10\(^4\) PY Gy. Thyroid cancer risks remain elevated after such exposures for long times with some indication that the ERR begins to decline at about 20 years after exposure. The dependence of the excess risk on sex was considered to be unclear. The excess risk decreases strongly with increasing age at exposure.

D67. Annex D of the UNSCEAR 2008 Report [U14] discussed health effects due to radiation from the Chernobyl accident. It concluded that the substantial increase in thyroid cancer incidence seen among those exposed as children or adolescents in Belarus, the Russian Federation and Ukraine showed no signs of diminishing up to 20 years after exposure. The ingestion and inhalation of radioiodine contributed substantially to the thyroid dose. A number of epidemiological studies had been performed and resulted in consistent estimates of the ERR for thyroid cancer after an exposure during childhood or adolescence with a thyroid dose of 1 Gy. There was, however, conflicting evidence as to whether or not iodine deficiency increased the risk from radiation exposure. It was emphasized that medical surveillance of thyroid diseases increased in the affected countries after the accident leading to an increase of the thyroid cancer cases reported in the registries. This factor has to be taken into account in making any kind of risk projection.

B. New evidence, not accounting for the impact of dose and model uncertainties

D68. Gilbert et al. [G11] updated the analyses of thyroid cancer rates in the aftermath of the Nevada atmospheric nuclear bomb tests. Data on thyroid cancer incidence from eight “Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results” tumour registries were analysed for the period 1973–2004. The calculation was based on the assumption that persons remained in the same county from 1951 to 2004. Mean thyroid doses were estimated for each county, sex, and age in the calendar years 1951, 1952, 1953, 1955, 1957, 1958 and 1962 (representing 1961 and subsequent years). An increased thyroid cancer risk was observed for mean thyroid doses in the range of 60 to 120 mGy received before one year of age. The ERR per unit dose estimated for this age-at-exposure group was 1.8 (95% CI: 0.5, 3.2) Gy\(^{-1}\). There was no evidence that this estimate declined with follow-up time. Furthermore there was no evidence that the thyroid cancer risk increased after exposures at ages above 1 year. The authors admit that the study results need to be interpreted in light of limitations and biases inherent in geographical correlation studies, including large uncertainty in individual dose estimates and case ascertainment resulting from migration.

D69. Bhatti et al. [B11] updated a study of second primary thyroid cancer among childhood cancer survivors. Data were analysed for 12,547 of 5-year survivors of radiation therapy for childhood leukaemia, Hodgkin lymphoma, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, central nervous system cancer, soft tissue sarcoma, kidney cancer, bone cancer and neuroblastoma diagnosed between 1970 and 1986. In total, there were 119 subsequent pathologically confirmed thyroid cancer cases. A maximum of the relative risk for thyroid cancer of 14.6 (95% CI: 6.8, 31.5) was found for a thyroid dose of 20 Gy. For lower doses, the risk increased linearly with increasing doses, and the ERR decreased with age at exposure. The EAR was higher for females and increased with time after exposure.

D70. Adams et al. [A1] analysed data on thyroid cancer among about 1,300 individuals, who had radiation treatment of an enlarged thymus between 1926 and 1957, and among about 1,770 siblings. Almost all of the exposed (96%) were treated at 1 year of age with a mean thyroid dose of 1.29 Gy.
Thyroid cancer occurred in 50 irradiated subjects, and in 13 non-irradiated siblings. Including the lowest dose group receiving 0.01–0.24 Gy, thyroid cancer risk was increased in all dose groups except one. Only the group receiving 0.25–0.49 Gy had low statistical power and no case occurred in this group. The ERR per unit dose was 3.2 (95% CI: 1.5, 6.6) Gy$^{-1}$, the EAR per unit dose was 2.2 (95% CI: 1.4, 3.2) per 10,000 person-year Gy. Thyroid cancer incidence appeared to decrease 40 years after exposure and remained elevated up to 70 years after exposure.

Brenner et al. [B20] analysed thyroid cancer in a cohort of about 12,500 Ukrainians who were under 18 years of age when the Chernobyl accident occurred and had individual radioactivity measurements taken within the following two months. The arithmetic mean of the thyroid doses was 0.64 Gy, and the geometric mean was 0.20 Gy. Cohort members underwent up to four thyroid screening examinations. While the first examination reflected cancer prevalence [T8], results of the last three screenings between 2001 and 2007 could be used to calculate incidence risk [B20]. The ERR per unit dose was 1.9 (95% CI: 0.4, 6.3) Gy$^{-1}$, the EAR per unit dose was 2.2 (95% CI: 0.04, 5.8) per 10,000 person-year Gy. The ERR per unit dose varied significantly by oblast (region) of residence, but not by time since exposure, use of iodine prophylaxis, iodine status, sex, age, or tumour size.

In summary, the two new analytical studies on external exposures confirmed earlier analyses by deriving risk estimates either similar [B11] to the previous study of the same cohort, or a lower estimate of the ERR per unit dose [A1]. The latter can probably be attributed to a decrease of risk with very long follow-up times that had a median of 57.5 years in that cohort. The new study of thyroid cancer after the Chernobyl accident was conducted over a longer time period after exposure than earlier studies and tended to have a lower estimate of the ERR per unit dose.

### C. Impact of dose and model uncertainties

Mallick et al. [M6] constructed Bayesian methods for modelling a monotonic regression function when the dose estimates are subject to classical measurement errors, assignment errors, or a mixture of the two (see also appendix B). They applied their method to the study of thyroid neoplasms in relation to radioactive fallout from the Nevada Test Site (NTS). They showed that as the ratio of classical to assignment errors increases the estimated ERR per unit dose increases, as do the length and upper end of the corresponding 95% credible interval. Neglecting all errors, that is, working with the geometric mean of the dose distribution for each of the individuals, resulted in an ERR per unit dose of 13 (95% CI: 1.5, 18) at 1 Gy. If, however, all errors were assumed to be random variability of true dose about an assigned value, that is, to be assignment errors, then the result was 9.0 (95% CI: 2.1, 12). On the other hand, if dose uncertainties were 100% classical measurement errors, then the ERR would be 18 (95% CI: 7.0, 32). Thus, in this case, neglecting the uncertainties in dose estimates would only be misleading (a too low estimate, and a too narrow credible interval), if most of the uncertainty would be due to classical measurement error.

Li et al. [L14] refined methodologies to deal with the complex error structure in the dosimetry for the NTS Thyroid Disease Study. Their methods take account of the fact that assignment errors could be shared within subgroups of the cohort. They assume further that the errors are a mixture of classical measurement errors and assignment errors. They compare the results with an analysis, in which it is assumed that all errors are 100% due to unshared assignment errors and regression calibration is used with the expectation value of the individual dose. The point estimate and the upper limit of the 95% credible interval of the ERR for thyroid neoplasms are found to increase by about a factor of 2–4 depending on assumptions made about the overall uncertainty in dose estimation. The authors conclude
that using regression calibration and expectation values for individual doses can lead to a substantial underestimation of risk-per-unit-dose values, when sources of uncertainty include mixtures of classical measurement error and shared sources of assignment error.

D75. Kopecky et al. [K10] analysed data on thyroid cancer in the Bryansk oblast, Russia, among individuals, who were 0–19 years old at the time of the Chernobyl accident. The population-based case–control study included 66 primary thyroid cancer cases diagnosed after the accident up to September 1998. Thyroid dose estimates were based on a model for environmental concentrations and had uncertainties assumed to be log-normally distributed (median geometric standard deviation of 2.2). The authors assumed that all of the error in the doses was due to classical measurement error. No consideration was made for shared sources of uncertainty. Correcting for such a kind of error resulted in an increase of the estimated ERR per unit dose by a factor of three. However, the adjusted estimate is likely to be too large, since not all of the random dose uncertainty arose from classical measurement error. On the other hand, the effect of shared sources of dose uncertainty remains to be evaluated.

D76. Walsh et al. [W3] analysed the impact of using different models for the estimate of the thyroid cancer risk after exposure to ionizing radiation during childhood. They identified the modelling of the baseline risk as the reason for contradictions in results that had been obtained previously by two different papers [J2, L15] in analysing thyroid cancer incidence in Ukraine after the Chernobyl accident. Different quality-of-fit criteria favoured parametric modelling of the baseline to various stratified models of the baseline. Differences in ERR estimates amounted to more than a factor of 3 for ages below 4 years old at exposure. EAR estimates are predicted to be very similar using the different models. For thyroid cancer incidence at 12 years after exposure of the atomic bomb survivors, ERR values predicted by a model with a parametric baseline risk were higher than a model with a stratified baseline risk by more than a factor of 3 for ages below 7 years at exposure.

D77. In summary, methods to correct thyroid neoplasm risk estimates for random dose errors have been implemented in two studies, both of which are characterized by large dose errors. In these cases, corrected estimates of the ERR per unit dose are larger by a factor of about three than those in a regression calibration with mean values used for individual dose. The impact of shared sources of uncertainty can influence the dose response further, but these shared errors remain to be evaluated explicitly. The Committee emphasizes that reliable risk estimates are normally derived from studies with more certain dose estimates, and are thus less affected by dose uncertainties. The impact of the choice of the model on estimates of thyroid cancer risk from exposure to radiation has been analysed for two studies with more reliable dose estimates. For a time since exposure of 12 years, ERR estimates for young ages of exposure were strongly influenced by modelling of the baseline rates. EAR estimates were more stable.

D. Selected risk evaluation

D78. For this scenario the Committee considered a hypothetical group of Ukrainians aged 10 years at the time of the Chernobyl accident. Their cumulative thyroid dose was 200 mGy. The dose was nearly exclusively due to incorporation of $^{131}$I, so that short-lived radioiodines and external radiation do not need to be considered. Surveillance of thyroid diseases in this hypothetical group should reflect the situation in the higher contaminated parts of Ukraine about one to two decades after the accident. The quantities of primary interest are the expected total rate of baseline and radiation-associated cases (per 10,000 people) up to the end of April 2004 and up to the end of life of the group members.
1. Risk estimation taking account of studies after the Chernobyl accident

D79. In the recent analysis of the UkrAm cohort, excess risks for thyroid cancer incidence in the period 2001 to 2007 were estimated for Ukrainians, who have been exposed during childhood or adolescence in 1986 to radioiodine released from the Chernobyl nuclear power plant [B20]. Two post-accident case-control studies in Belarus and Russia made estimates of the ERR at about 8 years after exposure [C2, K10]. The time dependence of the ERR and of the EAR over a period of 4 to 15 years after exposure has been assessed in a population study in Belarus and Ukraine [J2]. The results of these four studies agree within their ranges of uncertainty (figure D-I). They indicate a decreasing ERR during the first 20 years of exposure whereas the EAR varied less with time after exposure.

D80. The post-accident studies cover a period from 4 to 21 years after exposure. In order to make lifetime predictions, results from other studies are needed. The recent analysis of cancer incidence in the LSS covers a period from 13 to 53 years after exposure [P14]. Figure D-I shows two kinds of transfer of the LSS data (transfer of the ERR and transfer of the EAR) to the population of Ukraine including an extrapolation to times after exposure shorter than the period for which incidence data are available for the LSS. The extrapolation of the ERR in the LSS agrees within the uncertainty ranges for each of the ERR results of the post-accident studies [B20, C2, J2, K10] (upper panel of figure D-I). On the other hand, the post-accident studies indicate a time-since-exposure (TSE) effect (according to Jacob et al. [J2]: the ratio of the ERR at TSE = 5 years to that at TSE = 15 years is 4) that is captured better by the transfer of the extrapolated EAR than by the transfer of the extrapolated ERR (TSE effect of about 2). Also, the post-accident EAR results agree better with the transfer of the extrapolated EAR than with the transfer of the extrapolated ERR (lower panel of figure D-I).

D81. For the transfer of risk quantities for thyroid cancer from one population to another, generally the ERR is used [N19, U12]. This is motivated by the pattern of thyroid cancer rates observed during thyroid screening and surveillance, and the assumption that ERR estimates are less influenced by these conditions. It is, however, noted that the estimates of the ERR per unit dose differed in four cohorts of a pooled study by a factor of 13, whereas the estimates of EAR per unit dose differed only by a factor of 3 [R3]. A better agreement of EAR estimates was also found between the LSS data and results for thyroid cancer in Ukraine after the Chernobyl accident (figure D-I). In the present exercise, the ERR is transferred according to a generally adopted procedure, and results in:

\[
\text{ERR}_{\text{Ukraine}} = \text{ERR}_{\text{LSS}}; \quad \text{EAR}_{\text{Ukraine}} = \frac{\text{ERR}_{\text{LSS}} \times \text{baseline}_{\text{Ukraine}}}{\text{baseline}_{\text{Ukraine}}}
\]  

(D.1)

and as an alternative, the EAR is transferred according to the relatively good agreement of EAR estimates obtained in different studies, and results in:

\[
\text{ERR}_{\text{Ukraine}} = \frac{\text{EAR}_{\text{LSS}}}{\text{baseline}_{\text{Ukraine}}}; \quad \text{EAR}_{\text{Ukraine}} = \text{EAR}_{\text{LSS}}
\]  

(D.2)

D82. The upper parts of tables D4 and D5 summarize results of the calculations for the period 1986 to 2004. According to the thyroid cancer incidence in 2009 for the whole of Ukraine, which is not expected to be significantly affected by the radiation exposure from the Chernobyl accident, about six baseline thyroid cancer cases are expected among 10,000 females who were of age 10 at the time of the accident. Independent of whether the ERR or the EAR are transferred from the LSS to this Ukrainian population group, about nine additional thyroid cancer cases are expected to be induced by an \(^{131}\text{I}\) exposure with a thyroid dose of 200 mGy. The baseline incidence among males who were of age 10 at the time of the accident is more than a factor of four lower than among females. For males, the transfer of the EAR model results in nearly twice as many predicted excess thyroid cancer cases than the ERR model transfer.
Figure D-I. Estimates of excess risk of thyroid cancer after the exposure to $^{131}$I of Ukrainians at age 10 with a thyroid dose of 1 Gy

The upper panel gives results on the ERR, the lower panel results on EAR. The triangle with 95% confidence intervals gives results for the UkrAm cohort [B20]; the circle and square results for two case–control studies [C2, K10]; the solid line results for the Ukrainian population [J2]; the dashed line results for the transfer of the (extrapolated) EAR for the LSS [P14]; and the dashed-dotted line results for the transfer of the (extrapolated) ERR for the LSS [P14].
The lower parts of tables D4 and D5 summarize results of the calculations for lifetime risks. According to the thyroid cancer incidence in 2009 for the whole of Ukraine, about sixty baseline thyroid cancer cases are expected among 10,000 females who were of age 10 at the time of the accident. According to the transfer of the EAR model, this number is doubled by an $^{131}$I exposure with a thyroid dose of 200 mGy. A transfer of the ERR model results in a considerably lower number of excess cases. The baseline incidence during lifetime for males who were of age 10 at the time of the accident is lower than for females by more than a factor of four. For males, the transfer of the EAR results in more than twice as many predicted excess thyroid cancer cases than the ERR transfer. It may be noted that the difference is here because of an uncertainty in the risk model, and not because of an uncertainty in the transfer model. If the EAR model estimate for the EAR is replaced by the product of the ERR and the baseline in the LSS, then the difference of the lifetime risks of the two transfer models is relatively small.

Table D4. Estimates of hypothetical number of thyroid cancer cases among 10,000 Ukrainians, who were of age 10 years at the time of the Chernobyl accident and received a thyroid dose of 200 mGy from incorporation of $^{131}$I, using the ERR model for the transfer of the risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period and sex</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Excess</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986–2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D5. Estimates of hypothetical number of thyroid cancer cases among 10,000 Ukrainians, who were of age 10 years at the time of the Chernobyl accident and received a thyroid dose of 200 mGy from incorporation of $^{131}$I, using the EAR model for the transfer of the risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period and sex</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Excess</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986–2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Risk estimation not taking account of studies after the Chernobyl accident

D84. The radiation-related excess risk was calculated using a risk model derived from the pooled data of seven studies described by Ron et al. [R3], as analysed by Land et al. [L5] and modified for sex-dependency by the BEIR VII committee [N19]. The pooled analysis included the LSS cohort of Japanese survivors externally exposed to radiation from the atomic bomb detonations in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and cohorts of patients externally exposed to medical X-rays mostly in childhood.

D85. The risk model is linear in dose, accounts for a decrease of risk with increasing age at exposure, and does not depend on attained age. The mathematical form of the ERR model is \( \beta S D \exp[\gamma e^*] \) where \( \beta_S \) is the ERR per unit dose, \( D \) is the dose in grays, \( \gamma \) is the age at exposure parameter, \( e^* \) is \((e-30)/10\) for \( e \) less than 30 and zero for \( e \) greater than or equal to 30, where \( e \) is age at exposure in years. Parameter \( \beta_S \) has a value of 0.53 for males and of 1.03 for females and its uncertainty is described by a log-normal probability density function with a GSD of 1.96 for both males and females. The age-dependent parameter \( \gamma \) has the same value of -0.83 for both males and females.

D86. The risk of thyroid cancer incidence was estimated by applying the risk model to the 2009 baseline thyroid cancer incidence rates for Ukraine [N5] weighted by the survival function for Ukraine determined from 2009 life-tables [U5]. The exposure scenario assumes males and females who were 10 years of age at the time of Chernobyl accident in 1986 received thyroid doses from intake of \(^{131}\text{I}\) equal to 200 mGy. Doses from \(^{131}\text{I}\) are delivered as a chronic exposure, and thus the BEIR VII DDREF (log-normal distribution, GM = 1.5, GSD = 1.35) was applied. Given that only individuals of age 10 are assumed to have been exposed and that, for thyroid cancer, mortality is very low compared to incidence, the survival function of the exposed population is virtually identical to the survival function in the absence of exposure. Thus, for this exposure scenario, the lifetime attributable risk (LAR) is a very good approximation for the risk of exposure-induced deaths/cases (REID/C).

D87. Uncertainties in all risk estimates were calculated using Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation (sample size of 500 with Latin Hypercube Sampling) and are presented as an arithmetic mean and a 95% credible interval. Uncertainties in the results include uncertainties in model parameters and in DDREF. Uncertainty associated with the assumed dose of 200 mGy and with the selection of competing dose-response models for estimating the excess risk per unit dose were not considered.

D88. The upper part of table D6 summarizes results of the calculations for the period 1986 to 2004. Of the total expected number of about 2 cases among 10,000 males, the mean value of the predicted excess cases constitutes about 30%; and of the total number of 11 cases among 10,000 females, the mean value of predicted excess cases constitutes about 50%. Baseline and relative risks from radiation exposure are assumed to be larger for females than for males. Upper and lower bounds of the 95% credible intervals for the radiation-associated cases differ by a factor of about 16. The uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the BEIR VII estimate of the ERR per unit dose (GSD = 1.96), followed by the BEIR VII uncertainty in the DDREF (GM = 1.5, GSD = 1.35).

D89. The lower part of table D6 summarizes results of the calculations for lifetime risks. Of the total number of 20 cases among 10,000 males, the mean value of the predicted cases constitutes about 30%; and of the total number of about 120 cases among 10,000 females, the mean value of the predicted cases constitutes about 50%. Baseline and relative risks from radiation exposure are assumed to be larger for females than for males. Upper and lower bounds of the 95% credible intervals for the radiation-associated cases differ by a factor of 18. Again, the uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the ERR per unit dose and DDREF estimates.
Table D6. Estimates of hypothetical number of thyroid cancer cases (best estimates and 95% credible intervals) per 10,000 Ukrainians, who were of age 10 years at the time of the Chernobyl accident and received a thyroid dose of 200 mGy from incorporation of $^{131}$I, using the BEIR VII models [N19]

Calculations did not take into account post-accident studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period and sex</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Excess</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986–2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>1.3 (–)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.11, 1.8)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.4, 3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>5.8 (–)</td>
<td>5.2 (0.94, 15)</td>
<td>11 (6.7, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>14 (–)</td>
<td>6.6 (1.2, 21)</td>
<td>20 (15, 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>62 (–)</td>
<td>59 (11, 210)</td>
<td>121 (73, 272)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Summary from the two risk estimations

D90. The two calculations agree quite well on the estimates of the radiation-related thyroid cancer risk during their lifetime of a hypothetical group of Ukrainians exposed after the Chernobyl accident to $^{131}$I. In the BEIR VII model, it is assumed that the ERR can be directly applied to the Ukrainian population after the Chernobyl accident. A comparison with the results after the Chernobyl accident, however, shows a better consistency with a transfer of the EAR from the LSS to the Ukrainian population. The EAR transfer results in a predicted number of radiation-related thyroid cancer cases during their lifetime that is higher than that derived using an ERR transfer by a factor of 3 for males and by a factor of 2 for females. The transfer of risk introduces an uncertainty additional to those discussed in the last subsection.

D91. The BEIR VII model assumes an ERR that is independent of time after exposure. Post-accident experiences, however, demonstrated higher ERR values for a few years after exposure than at times after more than a decade. As a consequence, the predictions that take into account the experiences of the Chernobyl accident result in higher risk estimates for the first two decades after the exposure than the BEIR VII model. The difference is most expressed for males, for whom the EAR (ERR) transfer results in a number of predicted excess cases larger than those in the BEIR VII approach by a factor of about 5 (2.5).

IV. LUNG CANCER AFTER RESIDENTIAL EXPOSURE TO RADON DECAY PRODUCTS

D92. Inhalation of radon gas and its progeny represents one of the main sources of radiation exposure of the general population. The annual per caput dose resulting from this type of exposure typically represents about half of the effective dose received by members of the public from all natural sources of radiation exposure [U12].
D93. The principal health effect from exposure to radon decay products is an increased risk of lung cancer. Review of available epidemiological data shows no consistent evidence for an association between radon concentration and any cancer other than lung cancer [I17]. Prior to the past decade, estimates of this risk were based on studies of miners. Meanwhile, however, there is direct evidence from studies of residential radon exposure for a causal relationship between indoor radon exposure and the risk of lung cancer in the general population [U13, W8]. More than 20 analytical studies (mostly case-control studies) of residential radon exposure and lung cancer have been published and reviewed by the Committee [U13]. Most of the studies showed a positive association between radon exposure and risk of lung cancer; however, the estimated risk coefficients varied substantially between studies and often did not reach statistical significance. For this reason, pooled analyses of the individual data of 13 European [D2, D3], 7 North American [K14, K15] and 2 Chinese studies [L30], respectively, were performed by the three respective research groups. These pooled studies consistently showed an approximately linear increase in the risk of lung cancer with increasing long-term radon exposure.

A. Uncertainties in radon exposure assessment

D94. The greatest challenge in epidemiological studies of residential radon exposure is to assess accurately the radon concentrations for the relevant period of interest, i.e. 3-5 years (represent a minimum latency period for lung cancer) to about 35 years before diagnosis of lung cancer or date of interview for the controls [L26]. Usually one-year radon measurements in one or two rooms of the current home and all other dwellings inhabited by the cases and controls during the period of interest were performed. Indoor radon concentrations in the population are considered to be log-normally distributed. They vary considerably with time (day, season, year) and location. Sources of uncertainty in the assessment of retrospective exposure to radon have been extensively discussed [B14, H10, L26, S27, U13].

D95. Uncertainty in the assessment of residential radon exposure arises from detector measurement error, the use of current measurements of radon concentrations in air to reflect past levels of up to 30 or more years ago, spatial variations within a home, gaps from missing radon concentration measurements, failure to link radon concentrations with subjects’ mobility, and measuring radon gas concentration as a surrogate for dose from radon progeny [B14, L26, W8]. The impact of formally adjusting for uncertainties in the assessment of radon exposure has been investigated in a few studies of residential radon exposure [D1, D2, D3, L1, U13]. In the European pooled analysis of 13 studies of residential exposure to radon the adjusted linear excess relative risk for an increased concentration of 100 Bq/m$^3$ was estimated to be 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) [D1]. In paragraph 4 of annex E of the UNSCEAR 2006 Report the Committee considered this estimate as an appropriate, if possibly conservative, estimate of the risk from residential exposure to radon [U13].

D96. Heid et al. [H10] provided a comprehensive list of the sources of errors in the assessment of radon exposure and classified them by type of error (classical or assignment) (see table D7). The authors defined classical error as either repeated observations with values varying about the true value (such as detector measurement error), or if one measurement is used as proxy for the average, and if repeated measurements would vary about the average (such as room-to-room or year-to-year variation). In most studies of residential exposure to radon, one-year measurements of the radon concentration were made by means of alpha-track detectors. The average radon concentration is estimated by counting the number of etched tracks made on a plastic film by alpha particles. This process is subject to error, which has been estimated to be about 15%-25% [L26]. Next to that, radon concentrations vary with placement of the detector in a specific room or between rooms. In most studies one measurement
was conducted in each of the main living room and the bedroom, while in the other occupied rooms no measurements were performed; the values for these rooms were assumed to be equal to those rooms with measurements. Seasonal variation is another source of error, if radon concentrations measured over a period of less than one year are used to estimate the annual average. Thus most residential radon studies perform one measurement over a year or two consecutive 6-month measurements to avoid this type of error.

D97. The major source of classical error in exposure assessment, however, is the use of current measurements in order to reflect the conditions of previous years. Even if a person has lived only in one home over the whole exposure period of interest, there are major year-on-year variations owing to structural changes (such as insulation of windows), changes in living habits (more or less ventilation) and climate changes. Even more uncertainty may arise if the current home owner differs from the study participant. The potential size of this type of error was investigated in a range of studies by conducting measurements in the same dwelling in different years [D2, H21, L31, Z2]. Overall, considerable variability was found, exhibiting a coefficient of variation on a linear scale of 40%–50% on average.

D98. Based on measurement data of the West and East German residential studies, Gerken et al. [G5] identified factors that determine the radon concentration in homes. These included fixed factors such as type of house, and changeable factors (variates) such as the heating system (single oven versus central heating), windows insulation (for example, single glazing versus double glazing) and ventilation habits. Correction factors were developed by means of variance analyses in order to take into account differences for current residents and former residents. Correction factors for single variates ranged between 1.05 and 1.2. A maximum correction factor of 1.4 was reached in the rare case of changes in more than variate. Applying such correction factors for structural and ventilation changes, but also for seasonal variation in the case of short-term measurements, results in assignment error [H10]. This type of error occurs if a groups’ observation is assigned to each individual of the group, but the value for individuals would differ within each group [H10].

D99. Uncertainty also arises from gaps in the exposure history owing to demolished homes, homes that cannot be located or were occupied briefly and not measured, or the current occupant refuses measurements or died within the measurement period. Weinberg et al. [W7] compared several methods for dealing with missing exposure values by imputation and evaluated the corresponding bias in risk estimates. These methods included: (a) to substitute each missing value with the mean across all measured values in the study; (b) to substitute each missing value with the mean across all measured exposure values of the controls; (c) to substitute each missing value of a case with the mean across the measured values of all cases, and each missing value of a control with the mean across the measured values of all controls; (d) to substitute the missing value with a concentration of zero; and (e) to substitute the missing value of a specific individual with the time-weighted average across all measured periods for that individual. Assuming no other source of error, the method of assigning the arithmetic mean across all measured control residences turned out to be the best method, inducing no bias in risk estimate and no distortion in the confidence interval coverage. This method can even be improved by imputation within strata of predictive information on the missing home (such as knowledge of the storey).
Table D7. Sources and type of error in assessing residential radon exposure (adapted from Heid et al. [H10])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of error</th>
<th>Source of error</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classical error</td>
<td>Variability between measurements</td>
<td>Deviation between measurements obtained repeatedly at the same time and place; detector measurement error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between placements</td>
<td>Variation depending on the placement of the detector in a room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between rooms</td>
<td>Radon concentrations in the rooms without measurements differ from radon concentrations measured, e.g. in the living room as proxy for the concentrations in other rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between seasons</td>
<td>There is strong seasonal variation in radon concentrations, with nearly twice as high radon concentration in the winter compared to the summer. Error occurs if short-term measurements were used to estimate the average one-year radon concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between years</td>
<td>Variations over the years due to differences in the weather, structural changes and the habits of the occupants in a home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between owners</td>
<td>Different ventilation habits and structural changes of the former and current inhabitant of a home, which leads to conditions in the home during measurement different from the conditions during residency of the study subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differences in ventilation habits by room and time of day</td>
<td>The detector measures average radon concentration for the full day, but the bedroom is occupied during the night and the other rooms during the day. For example, if the bedroom is ventilated more during the day than at night, the measured bedroom concentration underestimates the concentration during the bedroom’s occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability between environments</td>
<td>Radon concentrations in residential environments other than the principal home are not measured and assumed to be as high, on average, as the principal home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False recall of occupancy or residency</td>
<td>False recall of occupancy times for rooms and residency times for homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment error</td>
<td>Imputation of missing values</td>
<td>Gaps in the exposure history arise from demolished homes, not traceable, homes outside the study area, and refusal to respond by or death of the current occupant. Missing measurement values were imputed, e.g. by assigning the arithmetic mean of measured homes of the controls to the missing values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applying correction factors for seasonal variation or previous owners</td>
<td>A certain factor is assigned to all individuals with (1) the same seasonal pattern, (2) the same house-alterations, or (3) the same changes in ventilation habits between current house owner and study participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using exposure data as surrogate for the lung dose</td>
<td>Error in the equilibrium factor and from variability between persons. Lung doses of persons with the same radon and radon progeny exposure vary owing to respiratory differences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Implications of exposure uncertainties on risk estimates

D100. Based on theoretical considerations Heid et al. [H10] investigated the effect of additive and multiplicative classical and assignment error on the risk estimate derived from studies of residential exposure to radon and described intuitive measures of the size of error. A non-differential random homoscedastic error model was assumed. The authors noted that the impact of both types of error on the risk estimate differs substantially. The classical error could induce severe bias. It attenuated the dose–response curve and in the case of multiplicative error it could even distort the dose–response curve. In contrast to this, no notable bias on the risk estimates was induced by assignment error. If at all, multiplicative assignment error may lead to slightly increased risk estimates, while additive assignment error induces no bias. However, assignment error weakened the precision of the risk estimates. The resulting effects of multiplicative and additive classical and assignment error are illustrated in figure D-II [H10]. The figure shows the theoretically observed dose–response curve when the dose is measured with additive (standard deviation, SD = 50) or multiplicative error (GSD = e^{0.4}) of the classical or assignment type and a true relative risk of 1.12. The authors recommended conducting repeated measurements (for example, more detectors in one room, or several measurements over many years) in future epidemiological studies, in order to gain insight into the size of errors. Analyses of German data on repeated measurements of radon, for example, provided evidence for a multiplicative error owing to variabilities between measurements and between years in the West German study [H10].

Figure D-II. Theoretical observed dose–response curves when the dose is measured with additive (standard deviation = 50) or multiplicative (standard deviation on log-scale = 0.4) error of the classical or assignment type and a true relative risk of 1.12 (see the line “none = add Berk”) (adapted from [H10])
D101. Investigators have addressed uncertainties in exposure assessment by formally adjusting risk estimates using various models [D1, D2, D3, H11, L1, L31, R1], using glass-based measurements instead of measurements in air [A5, L2], limiting participants to long-term residents by study design [F4], conducting sensitivity analyses limited to subjects with more accurate information [D3, K14, K15, L30] or improving the exposure assessment through linkage with spatial and temporal mobility [F5]. Applying these methods, an increase in the order of 50% to 100% in the estimate of excess relative risk of lung cancer per unit dose was observed [B14]. The different methods of accounting for uncertainty will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. Table D8 provides an overview of the results of studies of residential exposure to radon with formal adjustment for error in the exposure estimate.

D102. The Swedish radon study [L1] adjusted risk estimates for multiplicative classical error arising from uncertainty in radon exposure assessment. The study included 1,360 lung cancer cases and 2,847 controls. Radon was measured in 8,996 dwellings that had been occupied at some time since 1947. Overall, 27.4% of dwellings could not be measured. Empirical data from Sweden had been used to estimate uncertainty in the assessment of radon exposure using a Monte Carlo modelling technique. Simulations included sources of errors related to the detector, extrapolation of three-month measurements to one-year measurements, year-on-year variation due to structural and ventilation changes, gaps in exposure history, and spatial and temporal (age-dependent) variation in occupancy patterns. Adjusted risk estimates were obtained from regression analyses based on expected values for true time-weighted average of the radon concentration (TWA), conditional on the observed TWA. A linear exposure–response, a log-normal distribution for the true TWA, and a log-normal distribution for a relative error with constant coefficient of variation were assumed. The estimated ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration was 0.10 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.22) per 100 Bq/m³ without adjustment for error. It increased to about 0.15 to 0.20 Bq/m³ after adjustment. Assuming a best coefficient of variance of about 50%, the estimate for the ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration was 0.17 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.37) per 100 Bq/m³.

D103. Uncertainties in the assessment of radon exposure have also been formally taken into account in the south-west England study [D1]. The study included 982 lung cancer cases and 3,185 controls. Radon concentrations had been measured in homes occupied during the 30-year period ending 5 years before interview. Two consecutive 6-monthly measurements had been performed in the living room and bedroom. The average annual radon concentration was estimated assuming an occupancy time of 45% in the living area and 55% in the bedroom. The time-weighted average radon concentration over the 30-year period of interest was calculated. Missing radon concentrations were imputed by the arithmetic mean in each geographical group of controls according to Weinberg et al. [W7]. The estimated ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration without adjustment for uncertainties in exposure was 0.08 (95% CI: −0.03, 0.20) per 100 Bq/m³; this value became 0.14 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.29) per 100 Bq/m³, after excluding subjects with incomplete coverage of measurements over the 30-year period. Uncertainties were taken into account according the methodology of Reeves et al. [R1] for logistic regression. A coefficient of variance on the original scale of 51% was assumed based on external data from a study on repeated radon measurements. After accounting for error the estimated ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration increased to 0.12 (95% CI: −0.05, 0.33) per 100 Bq/m³ for the full data set and to 0.24 (95% CI: −0.01, 0.56) per 100 Bq/m³ in the restricted group.
### Table D8. Studies of residential exposure to radon that estimate risk before and after accounting formally for uncertainty in the assessment of radon exposure or compare air-based with glass-based detectors (adapted from [B14])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study location, author</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of controls</th>
<th>ERR per 100 Bq/m³ (95% CI)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORMAL ADJUSTMENT FOR MEASUREMENT ERROR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden [L1]</td>
<td>1 281</td>
<td>2 576</td>
<td>0.10 (0.01, 0.22)</td>
<td>No adjustment for uncertainty in radon exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17 (0.03, 0.37)</td>
<td>Adjustment for uncertainty in radon exposure (CV of 50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-west England, United Kingdom [D1]</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>3 185</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.03, 0.20)</td>
<td>All subjects, no adjustment for error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>484</td>
<td>1 637</td>
<td>0.12 (-0.05, 0.33)</td>
<td>Adjustment for error in exposure according Reeves et al. [R1] (CV of 51%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14 (0.01, 0.29)</td>
<td>Complete coverage of 30 years with measurements, no adjustment for error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24 (-0.01, 0.56)</td>
<td>Adjusted for error in exposure according Reeves et al. [R1] (CV of 51%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gansu, China [W5]</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1 659</td>
<td>0.16 (0.03, 0.40)</td>
<td>All subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29 (0.03, 1.04)</td>
<td>Adjusted for error in exposure (CV of 43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gansu, China [L31]</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>1 143</td>
<td>0.23 (0.06, 0.57)</td>
<td>≥70% coverage of exposure time window with measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.65 (0.16, 3.04)</td>
<td>Adjusted for error in exposure (CV of 43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Germany [H11]</td>
<td>1 053</td>
<td>1 667</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.04, 0.12)</td>
<td>No adjustment for uncertainty in radon exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11 (-0.12, 0.42)</td>
<td>Adjustment for error in radon exposure (size 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 (-0.04, 0.48)</td>
<td>Adjustment for error in radon exposure (size 0.4) and smoking (error 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany [H11]</td>
<td>1 449</td>
<td>2 297</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.19, 0.15)</td>
<td>No adjustment for uncertainty in radon exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02 (-0.38, 0.68)</td>
<td>Adjustment for error in radon exposure (size 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12 (-0.32, 0.83)</td>
<td>Adjustment for error in radon exposure (size 0.4) and smoking (error 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe [D2, D3]</td>
<td>7 148</td>
<td>14 208</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03, 0.16)</td>
<td>No adjustment for uncertainty in radon exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 (0.05, 0.31)</td>
<td>Adjustment for measurement error using regression calibration methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 (0.05, 0.31)</td>
<td>Adjustment for measurement error using integrated likelihood methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe [F2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri [A5]</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.13, 0.57)</td>
<td>Air-based measurements with alpha-track detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>372</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>0.63 (0.07, 1.93)</td>
<td>Glass-based detectors with surface monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden II [L2]</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.33 (-0.12, 2.00)</td>
<td>Air-based measurements with alpha-track detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75 (-0.04, 4.30)</td>
<td>Glass-based detectors with surface monitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPARISON OF AIR-BASED WITH SURFACE-BASED RADON DETECTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study location, author</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of controls</th>
<th>ERR per 100 Bq/m³ (95% CI)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missouri [A5]</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.13, 0.57)</td>
<td>Air-based measurements with alpha-track detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>372</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>0.63 (0.07, 1.93)</td>
<td>Glass-based detectors with surface monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden II [L2]</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.33 (-0.12, 2.00)</td>
<td>Air-based measurements with alpha-track detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75 (-0.04, 4.30)</td>
<td>Glass-based detectors with surface monitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CV:** Coefficient of variation on the original scale.
D104. Lubin et al. [L31] investigated sources of uncertainties in radon exposure assessment in a sub-study of the residential exposure study in Gansu Province in China [W5]. Within this sub-study, 1,654 detectors were placed in between one and five rooms in 55 houses over three consecutive years. The variations of radon concentrations within rooms, between rooms within a dwelling, between dwellings, and over time were evaluated. Temporal variation turned out to be the single largest source of uncertainty; however, substantial residual variation remained unexplained. The maximum likelihood estimate of the total variation from sources other than the type of dwelling was 0.17 with a standard deviation of 0.011, resulting in a geometric standard deviation for uncertainties from these factors of 1.50 (95% CI: 1.47, 1.55) or a coefficient of variance of 0.43 (95% CI: 0.40, 0.46). A modified regression calibration approach was used to adjust risk estimates in the full study for uncertainty of exposure. To exclude as far as possible additional assignment bias, through imputation of missing radon values using radon concentrations of the controls, risk analyses were performed using the full data set and the data set restricted to subjects with 70% coverage of measurements in the 5–30 year period of interest. The unadjusted odds ratios at 100 Bq/m³ were 0.16 (95% CI: 0.02, 0.44) for the full data set and 0.24 (95% CI: 0.06, 0.62) for the restricted data. After taking uncertainties into account, the odds ratios increased to 0.29 (95% CI: 0.03, 1.04) and 0.65 (95% CI: 0.16, 3.04).

D105. Uncertainty may not only be present in the assessment of radon exposure, but also in the assessment of potential confounding factors. Heid et al. [H11] investigated the impact of measurement error in radon exposure and of smoking on the risk estimate. She applied the regression calibration method adopting a bivariate multiplicative error model of the classical type. By means of sensitivity analyses the effects of various errors in exposure on the odds ratios were explored within the West and East German residential radon study. Both variables were assumed to be log-normally distributed and the error to be non-differential random and homoscedastic. A small negative correlation between radon and smoking was observed (−0.06). The original uncorrected odds ratios per average radon concentration in air had been 0.97 (95% CI: 0.81, 1.15) per 100 Bq/m³ in the West study and 1.04 (95% CI: 0.96, 1.12) per 100 Bq/m³ in the East study, respectively. The odds ratios increased after correction for errors in radon exposure, for example to 1.02 and 1.11 respectively, assuming a measurement error of 0.4 (explaining 40% of the variance of the log of radon exposures among controls) in radon exposure and accounting for the correlation between radon and smoking. Additionally accounting for an error of, for example, 0.5 in the smoking variable even increased the odds ratios to 1.12 (95% CI: 0.68, 1.83) and 1.16 (95% CI: 0.91, 1.48) respectively, again after accounting for correlation of both variables. Generally, adjustment for measurement error led to wider confidence intervals. The authors noted that the correlation between radon exposure and the smoking variable affects the correction even if the smoking variable is error-free.

D106. So far the largest and most informative study on lung cancer and indoor radon is the pooled analysis of 13 European case–control studies published by Darby et al. [D2, D3]. It included 7,148 cases and 14,208 controls, all with detailed information on smoking histories and radon measurements in homes that the individual had occupied during the past 15 years or more. The available radon measurements covered a mean of 23 years in the relevant radon exposure period 5–34 years prior to interview. Individual exposure to radon (called “measured” radon concentration) was calculated as the time-weighted average of the radon concentrations in all the homes occupied over the past 5–34 years. Missing radon values were substituted by the mean concentration of the controls in the specific study or specific area strata [D3]. A linear regression model was used, with stratification for study, age, sex, region or residence within each study, and detailed smoking history.

D107. Formal adjustment of the risk estimates for classical (year-on-year variability of measurements) and assignment (imputation of missing values) measurement errors was performed. In order to account for classical measurement errors, a log-normal distribution of the “true” (or long-term
average) radon concentration within each geographical district was assumed. Next to that, it was assumed that, on a logarithmic scale, the variability associated with repeated measurements of radon concentrations in the same dwelling was normally distributed about the true concentration for that dwelling [D3]. For those countries where repeated radon measurements had been made, these data were used to estimate a country-specific coefficient of variation for the classical measurement errors. For all countries with no data available the median of the estimated values for the other countries was used (CV = 40%). Two different methods for correcting estimates of risk from residential radon exposure for errors were used [D2, D3, F2]: the regression calibration method, and the method of integrated likelihood.

D108. Regression calibration was used to replace the measured radon concentrations by their expected values. After correction, the mean of the TWA of radon concentration among cases and controls decreased: for cases from 104 Bq/m³ (observed) to 90 Bq/m³ (corrected); and for controls from 97 Bq/m³ (observed) to 86 Bq/m³ (corrected). The main effect of regression calibration is that the values for people exposed to high observed radon concentrations tended to be substantially lower after correction, while for those exposed to low observed radon concentrations, the corrected values tended to be somewhat increased. This can be seen in table D9, where for example, in the group of 181 persons (66 cases and 115 controls) with a measured concentration of more than 800 Bq/m³, the mean measured value was 1,204 Bq/m³, whereas the mean corrected value was 678 Bq/m³. Similarly, among those persons (566 cases and 1,474 controls combined) with a measured concentration of less than 25 Bq/m³, the mean measured value was 17 Bq/m³, whereas the mean corrected value was 21 Bq/m³.

Table D9. Mean observed and corrected radon concentrations by categories of observed radon concentration for the cases and controls [D3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed radon concentrations (Bq/m³)</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of controls</th>
<th>Mean observed radon concentration a (Bq/m³)</th>
<th>Mean corrected radon concentration b (Bq/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>1,474</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–49</td>
<td>1,999</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–99</td>
<td>2,618</td>
<td>5,033</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>1,296</td>
<td>2,247</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–399</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400–799</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥800</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1,204</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Observed radon concentration for each address in the 30-year period ending 5 years prior to the index date, weighted according to the length of time that the person lived there.

b Corrected radon concentration, after uncertainties in the assessment of the radon concentrations were taken into account.

D109. In the European pooled study the estimate for the ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration was 0.084 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.16) per 100 Bq/m³ without adjustment for measurement error. After adjustment for uncertainty in the assessment of radon exposure the estimate increased to 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.30) per 100 Bq/m³ using regression calibration [D3]. A similar result was obtained when the method of Monte Carlo integration of the likelihood was used (estimated ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration was 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) per 100 Bq/m³). Figure D-III shows on the right the linear relationship between the relative risk of lung cancer and TWA-corrected radon concentration. Also shown on the right are relative risk estimates plotted against the mean corrected radon concentration for persons in categories. Owing to the fact that the corrected mean in the highly exposed group is only about half the mean observed value, the slope of the relationship is steeper after accounting for errors.
Figure D-III. Relative risk of lung cancer according to the TWA of observed radon concentration (on the left) and the TWA-corrected radon concentration (on the right)

The relative risks and 95% CI are shown for the analyses by category, as are the estimated linear relationships (solid lines) with 95% CI (dashed lines). The risks were calculated after stratification by study, age, sex, region of residence, and smoking history. On the right, the estimated linear relationship was calculated using the method of integrated likelihood, and the relative risks from the analysis based on categories of observed radon concentration were plotted against the mean corrected radon concentration for each of these categories [D3]
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D110. Analyses of effect modification by sex, age, smoking status and histological type of lung cancer gave similar results with and without correction for measurement errors, although the correction had a proportionately greater impact on the ERR estimate for ex-smokers and lifelong non-smokers than on the corresponding estimate for current smokers. Nevertheless, there was no statistically significant heterogeneity in the ERR estimates between smoking categories, either with or without adjustment for measurement errors. Furthermore, the ERR estimates and confidence intervals from the analyses of effect modification were similar using the regression calibration and integrated likelihood approaches. Fearn et al. [F2] suggested that regression calibration should perform very well in adjusting for measurement errors in studies of residential exposure to radon and lung cancer and that more sophisticated approaches are not required.

D111. Table D10 summarizes the estimated ERR per unit measured radon concentration for the three pooled analyses in Europe [D2, D3], North America [K14, K15] and China [L30]. While the European study was formally adjusted for uncertainties in radon exposure, no such adjustments have been made so far in the pooled North American and Chinese studies. However, sensitivity analyses have been performed by restricting subjects to those assumed to have more accurate exposure estimates, that is, complete or higher coverage of the period of interest with radon measurements or lower mobility (living in only 1 or 2 homes). Risk estimates increased with increasing assumed accuracy of dosimetry, leading to nearly doubling of the estimate.

Table D10. Estimates and 95% confidence intervals of excess relative risk per unit radon concentration from pooled residential studies with and without restriction to more accurate exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study, restrictions</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of controls</th>
<th>ERR per unit radon concentration (per 100 Bq/m³)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE [D2, D3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects &lt;3 residences, ≥20 years measured</td>
<td>7 148</td>
<td>14 208</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>(0.03, 0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 221</td>
<td>8 371</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>(0.03, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH AMERICA [K14, K15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects, no restriction to mobility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥15 years measured</td>
<td>3 662</td>
<td>4 966</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(0.00, 0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥20 years measured</td>
<td>2 764</td>
<td>3 857</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>(0.00, 0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 years measured</td>
<td>2 263</td>
<td>3 172</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>(0.01, 0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects residing in 1 or 2 houses only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥15 years measured</td>
<td>1 621</td>
<td>2 323</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>(0.03, 0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥20 years measured</td>
<td>1 910</td>
<td>2 651</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>(0.00, 0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 years measured</td>
<td>1 552</td>
<td>2 170</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>(0.03, 0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA [L30]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects</td>
<td>1 050</td>
<td>1 995</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>(0.01, 0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete coverage of exposure period</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>(0.09, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjects residing in one home</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>(0.08, 0.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D112. The pooled North American residential radon study [K14, K15] included a total of 3,662 cases and 4,966 controls. Residential radon levels were measured for one year by alpha-track detectors. For
each individual the time-weighted average of the radon concentrations in the homes was calculated for the period 5–30 years prior to the date of interview. The ERR per unit average radon concentration was 0.11 (95% CI: 0.00, 0.28) per 100 Bq/m³. Analyses restricted to individuals with presumed “more accurate dosimetry” resulted in increased risk estimates. For example, for individuals who lived in only one or two homes in the 5–30 year period and for which alpha-track measurements covered 25 years of this period, the ERR per unit average radon concentration was 0.21 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.52) per 100 Bq/m³. The Chinese pooled study [L30] included 1,050 cases and 1,996 controls. Similarly to the North-American pooled study, the time-weighted average of the radon concentration in the homes within the exposure period 5–30 years was calculated. The ERR per unit increase in measured radon concentration was 0.13 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.36) per 100 Bq/m³. When analyses were restricted to individuals resident in only one home and with complete measurement coverage in the relevant period the estimate of ERR per unit average radon concentration increased to 0.33 (95% CI: 0.08, 0.96) per 100 Bq/m³.

D113. Field et al. [F5] reported on the variation in risk estimates related to different exposure scenarios within the Iowa Radon Lung Cancer Study [F4]. The study was restricted to individuals who lived in their current home for at least 20 years. It included a total of 413 cases and 614 controls. Information on the temporal and spatial occupancy pattern in the home, outside and in other buildings was obtained via mailed questionnaire and face-to-face interviews. One-year radon measurements were conducted in various areas in the home. In addition, data from regional outdoor radon measurements were used and the subject’s exposure when in other buildings was assessed. Several methods were used to calculate the cumulative radon exposure in the period 5 years to 20 years prior to interview. The preferred model was based on radon measurements in the home, outdoors, and in another building with linkage of these values to the individual’s spatial and temporal occupancy patterns. Other models used radon measurements in either solely the basement, the living and/or bedroom, assuming a 70% standard occupancy time for all subjects. Overall, the preferred radon-exposure model exhibited slightly higher risk estimates and the lowest measurement error as compared with the other models that ignored the individual mobility pattern. The findings were similar when the analyses were restricted to the subjects still alive (283 cases and 614 controls) with presumably more accurate information on mobility and more representative radon measurements. The lowest risk estimate and the highest measurement error were found for the model using solely basement radon measurements. Here, misclassification of exposure was expected to be high, because radon concentrations in the basement were particularly high, while occupancy was low. The authors argued that the improved dosimetry model reduced exposure misclassification, and thus was likely to contribute to increased risk estimates.

D114. Heid et al. [H9] investigated how bias in risk estimates from additive and multiplicative measurement error differs between groups with different parameter values of exposure. For example, in the West German residential radon study [K11] higher risk estimates have been observed when data were restricted to individuals living in radon-prone matching areas (365 cases and 565 controls) as compared to the entire study (1,449 cases and 2,297 controls). The subgroup was characterized by a larger mean and standard deviation of observed radon exposure (59 Bq/m³ and 66 Bq/m³) compared to the entire group (49 Bq/m³ and 47 Bq/m³), respectively. The effect of varying exposure parameters on the bias from measurement error was investigated by means of theoretical considerations and simulations, assuming a non-differential homoscedastic random error. Results showed that bias from both additive and multiplicative assignment error was independent of exposure distribution parameters. In contrast to this, bias from additive classical error decreased with increasing exposure variance, but was independent of the exposure mean. Bias from multiplicative classical error decreased with increasing geometric standard deviation or increasing coefficient of variation of exposure, but was independent of the geometric mean of exposure. The results indicate that the bias possibly differs between groups where these parameters differ. Therefore, if groups with for example varying exposure
variance are compared, the bias on the estimates of the risk coefficient possibly differs between groups even if the true underlying risk coefficient and the size of measurement error is assumed to be the same across groups and for all individuals.

C. Use of glass objects for radon dosimetry

D115. An innovative method to potentially improve retrospective assessment of radon exposure are dosimetry techniques based on the $^{210}\text{Po}$ surface activity on glass objects that have been in a subject’s home through the whole or the major part of the exposure period of interest \([B13, M5, S26, W6]\). CR-39 alpha-particle detectors, so-called surface monitors, are made from an alpha-sensitive material, allyl diglycol carbonate. They directly assess long-term (20-year or more) cumulative exposure by analysing glass objects in the home. The surface monitors take advantage of the fact that the first long-lived radon progeny, $^{210}\text{Pb}$ (half-life 22 years), becomes embedded in glass surfaces in homes. The alpha-activity of $^{210}\text{Po}$, a decay product of $^{210}\text{Pb}$, is measured in glass objects.

D116. A critical point in using glass-based monitors are factors affecting the deposition of radon daughters on the surface of the object, such as the aerosol concentration, the relative extent of surface areas compared to the volume of the room, the air-exchange rate and air motion in the room or the position of the object \([W1]\). It was argued that tobacco smoke reduces the plate-out of radon progeny on surfaces and that this could introduce bias \([W6]\). Bochicchio et al. \([B13]\) compared air-based and glass-based measurements in a sample of 26 dwellings. The correlation between both methods was relatively high (0.83) for objects exposed in non-smoky dwellings, while it vanished (−0.01) when the objects were exposed in smoky dwellings. Other critical issues concern accuracy of estimates of the age of the glass objects, history of the glass before it was used in the homes, and in large-scale epidemiological studies the existence of suitable glass objects to cover the exposure period.

D117. It has been discussed whether glass-based measurements can provide a better representation of the cumulative radon exposure in the exposure period of interest than air-based measurements in the current dwellings. Two residential radon studies used both methods of measurements \([A5, L28]\). In both studies substantially higher risk estimates based on measurements on glass compared to measurements in air were observed (see table D8). Results indicate a presumably greater precision in the estimation of past exposure when using surface monitors compared to air-based monitors. However, some unexplained bias that affects cases and controls differently cannot be ruled out completely.

D118. The Missouri residential radon study \([A5]\) was the first epidemiological study that provided risk estimates based on both types of dosimetry: air radon detectors and CR-39 surface monitors. The study included 512 lung cancer cases and 553 controls. Indoor air dosimeters had been placed in the current dwellings for one year, and the annual time-weighted average radon concentrations for the 5–25 years exposure period were calculated. Two glass objects for cumulative radon measurement by surface monitors were identified by questionnaire and interview. The detectors were affixed for 4 weeks to the glass objects after being cleaned. The cumulative radon values from surface detectors were converted into annual TWA of radon concentration by dividing the cumulative readings by the number of years the subject owned the glass object. Correction factors were empirically derived \([M5]\) to adjust for differential deposition rates among smokers and non-smokers and for window-glass or not. A statistically significant excess odds ratio at 150 Bq/m$^3$ of 0.95 (95% CI: 0.1, 2.9) for TWA of the radon concentrations measured by surface monitors was found, while no elevated ERR was present when measurements were based on indoor air detectors. Alavanja et al. \([A5]\) argued that a possible explanation for this result would be that surface monitors are less prone to random error than air-based
monitors. He demonstrated using a Monte Carlo simulation study that a year-on-year variability in the range, as estimated by Steck et al. [S26], could completely dilute a risk of the magnitude observed using surface monitors when current measurements using air-based monitors are employed to reflect the exposure period.

D119. Both glass-based and air-based measurements had also been performed in a Swedish case–control study on lung cancer among never-smokers [L2]. The study included 110 lung cancer cases and 231 controls. Two air measurements were performed for 3 months in the heating period in all dwellings occupied by the individual for at least 2 years in the 32-year period ending 3 years before interview, and the annual TWA of the radon concentration was calculated. Two surface-based measurements were performed using glass objects that were preferably at least 20 years old, and new when present for the first time in the subject’s home. Calibration factors were applied to translate surface activity into average radon concentration for the exposure period of interest. The ERR per unit average radon concentration was estimated to be 0.33 (95% CI: −0.12, 2.0) per 100 Bq/m$^3$ for air-based radon measurements and 0.75 (95% CI: −0.04, 4.30) per 100 Bq/m$^3$ for surface-based radon measurements. Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke did not modify the relation between surface-based and air-based radon concentration estimates.

D. Evaluation of the risk and its uncertainty

D120. Overall the three major pooled analyses of residential radon exposure and lung cancer provide consistent risk estimates (see table D11). Without adjustment for uncertainty in the assessment of radon exposure, the estimate of ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration is 0.08 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.16) per 100 Bq/m$^3$ in the European study [D2, D3], 0.11 (95% CI: 0.00, 0.28) per 100 Bq/m$^3$ in the North American study [K14, K15] and 0.13 (95% CI: 0.01, 0.36) per 100 Bq/m$^3$ in the Chinese study [L30]. Risk estimates based on measured radon concentrations without accounting for error are likely to underestimate the true risk. In the European pooled study, so far the largest study, the ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration increased from 0.08 per 100 Bq/m$^3$ to 0.16 per 100 Bq/m$^3$ after taking into account year-on-year variation. The joint risk estimate from the three pooled studies, when assuming a similar effect of adjusting for year-on-year variation in the Chinese and North American studies as in the European study, would be around 0.20 per 100 Bq/m$^3$ [W8].

Table D11. Summary of risk estimates derived from pooled residential studies (adapted from [W8])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Number of controls</th>
<th>ERR per unit radon concentration (per 100 Bq/m$^3$) (95% CI)</th>
<th>Adjusted ERR per unit radon concentration (per 100 Bq/m$^3$) (95% CI)a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe [D2, D3]</td>
<td>7 148</td>
<td>14 208</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03, 0.16)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05, 0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America [K14, K15]</td>
<td>3 662</td>
<td>4 966</td>
<td>0.11 (0.00, 0.28)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China [L30]</td>
<td>1 050</td>
<td>1 995</td>
<td>0.13 (0.01, 0.36)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average of above results of pooling studies</td>
<td>14 354</td>
<td>26 164</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20 b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Adjusted for year-on-year random variability in indoor radon concentrations.
b Informal estimate, indicating the likely effect of removing the bias induced by random year-on-year variation in radon concentration.

D121. Sources of uncertainty in the assessment of past radon exposure include year-on-year variation, detector measurement error, failure to link spatial and temporal mobility, gaps in exposure history, and
use of radon exposure as a proxy for radon progeny dose. Several methods have been applied to account for these uncertainties in exposure assessment, such as using glass-based measurements instead of air measurements \[A5, L2\], limiting participants to long-term residents by study design \[F2\], conducting sensitivity analyses with restriction to subjects with more accurate information \[D3, K14, K15, L30\] or improving the exposure assessment through linkage, with spatial and temporal mobility \[F5\]. Applying these methods consistently led to an increase of the excess relative risk of lung cancer in the order of 50\% to 100\%. In addition, uncertainty in the assessment of major confounding factors such as smoking may be present, possibly leading to bias in the estimated risk \[H11\]. This indicates that the true ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration could be somewhat higher, even after correction for year-on-year variation in measured radon concentrations \[W8\].

D122. The excess risk of lung cancer associated with indoor radon concentration is small, therefore confounding is of particular concern. Most of the individual studies were matched by age and sex, ensuring little confounding by these factors. The three pooled analyses were additionally stratified by age, sex and study. There was substantial negative confounding by smoking. In the European pooled study much effort was spent to control adequately for smoking in the risk analyses \[D2\]. Detailed sensitivity analyses suggested that it is appropriate to control for smoking by stratification into 20 groups: never-smokers, current cigarette smokers in 12 groups (subdivided by age at starting smoking and cigarettes per day smoked), ex-smokers in six groups (subdivided by time since stopping smoking and cigarettes smoked per day), and smokers of pipe, cigars, and cigarillos. The ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration stratified by age, sex and study without stratification for smoking increased from 0.023 to 0.084 after additional stratification for smoking. Also restricting the risk analyses to lifelong non-smokers led to a comparable statistical significant risk of 0.11 (95\% CI: 0.003, 0.28) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\); for current cigarette smokers, a value of 0.07 (95\% CI: −0.01, 0.22) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) was obtained \[D3\]. It is interesting to note, that a similar result was obtained in a joint analysis of three European case–control studies among uranium miners: The ERR per unit exposure was 0.012 (95\% CI: 0.005, 0.026) per WLM among never smokers and long-term ex-smokers, while a value of 0.007 (95\% CI: 0.003, 0.013) per WLM was found for short-term ex-smokers and current smokers. Other potential confounding factors such as social status or employment in an occupation with an established lung cancer risk have been investigated in the European radon indoor study as well \[D3\]. Inclusion of these risk factors in the model, however, did not change the risk estimate.

D123. Misclassification of disease could be another issue of bias in the risk estimates. In most studies lung cancer cases were collected from study clinics. Inclusion criteria for a case were a histological or cytological confirmation of a primary lung cancer. In the pooled European analyses, fewer than 10\% of the cases and controls were based on death certificates only. The ERR per unit TWA of radon concentration stratified by age, sex and study without stratification for smoking increased from 0.023 to 0.084 after additional stratification for smoking. Also restricting the risk analyses to lifelong non-smokers led to a comparable statistical significant risk of 0.11 (95\% CI: 0.003, 0.28) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\); for current cigarette smokers, a value of 0.07 (95\% CI: −0.01, 0.22) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) was obtained \[D3\]. It is interesting to note, that a similar result was obtained in a joint analysis of three European case–control studies among uranium miners: The ERR per unit exposure was 0.012 (95\% CI: 0.005, 0.026) per WLM among never smokers and long-term ex-smokers, while a value of 0.007 (95\% CI: 0.003, 0.013) per WLM was found for short-term ex-smokers and current smokers. Other potential confounding factors such as social status or employment in an occupation with an established lung cancer risk have been investigated in the European radon indoor study as well \[D3\]. Inclusion of these risk factors in the model, however, did not change the risk estimate.

D124. There was little evidence of effect modification by age in the pooled European \[D2\] and North American study \[K14, K15\]. In the European pooled study \[D2\], the ERR per unit observed TWA of radon concentration were 0.11, −0.02, 0.14, 0.8 and 0.00 per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) for the age categories: younger than 45, 45–54, 55–64, 65–74, older than 75 years, respectively (\(P\) value for trend test: 0.98). The same held true for the risk estimates related to the corrected radon concentrations (\(P\) value for trend test: 0.28). Here the corresponding risk estimates were −0.12, 0.13, 0.16, 0.16 and 0.57 per 100 Bq/m\(^3\), respectively.
D125. In the European pooled study, the effect of different measures of the radon concentration and of different models for the relationship between radon concentration and lung cancer were investigated [D2]. The published results are based on the time-weighted average of radon concentration in the 30-year period of interest (5–35 years prior to interview). Using the time-weighted average of the 5–14 years, 15–24 years or 25–35 years in the past only, or the time-period weighting factors of the BEIR VI model led to nearly similar results. When instead of linear relative risk model (\(RR = 1 + \beta x\)), a linear–quadratic relationship (\(RR = 1 + \beta_1 x + \beta_2 x^2\)) or a log-linear relationship (\(RR = \exp(\beta x)\)) was applied, there was no statistically significant improvement in the fit.

D126. The cumulative risk of death from lung cancer by age 75, 80 and 85 years for lifelong non-smokers and continuing smokers of 15 to 24 cigarettes per day at various levels of observed radon concentration and corrected radon concentrations was evaluated in the pooled European case-control study [D2]. The authors assumed that the relative risk of lung cancer increases by 0.08 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.16) per increase of 100 Bq/m\(^3\) in the observed radon concentration regardless of smoking status. This overall risk estimate was taken, because there was no heterogeneity between the estimated relative risks for the three different smoking categories. The corresponding risk estimates had been 0.11 (95% CI: 0.003, 0.28) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) for lifelong non-smokers, 0.08 (95% CI: 0.003, 0.21) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) for ex-smokers and 0.07 (95% CI: −0.01, 0.22) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\) for current smokers, respectively. The cumulative risk was additionally calculated after adjustment for the effect of random uncertainties in the assessment of radon concentration according the regression calibration method. It was assumed that the relative risk of lung cancer increases by 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) per increase of 100 Bq/m\(^3\) corrected radon concentration again regardless of smoking status. The corresponding risk estimates for lifelong non-smokers, ex-smokers and current smokers had been 0.20 (95% CI: 0.02, 0.53), 0.18 (95% CI: 0.02, 0.47) and 0.09 (95% CI: <0.08, 0.37) per 100 Bq/m\(^3\). Again there was no evidence of heterogeneity between these risk estimates. The authors assumed a relative risk of lung cancer for continuing smokers compared to lifelong non-smokers of 25, which refers to the overall estimate in the study. The absolute risk of lung cancer for the lifelong non-smokers was taken from a prospective study of the American Cancer Society [P3], because no comparable data had been available for Europe. A comparable relative risk per unit TWA of radon concentration for smokers and non-smokers means that the excess absolute risk (number of cases per person years of risk) is considerably higher for smokers than for non-smokers.

D127. Table D12 shows the results of the estimated cumulative risk of death from lung cancer by age 75 and 85 years in relation to observed and corrected radon concentrations for lifelong non-smokers and current smokers. For lifelong non-smokers with no exposure to radon, the cumulative risk of death from lung cancer was estimated to be 0.42% or 0.81% by the age of 75 or 85 years, respectively [D2]. For lifelong non-smokers with finite exposure to radon, the cumulative risks of death from lung cancer were somewhat greater, for example, with values of 0.71% or 1.35% at 800 Bq/m\(^3\) by the age of 75 or 85 years, respectively. For continuing smokers of 15–24 cigarettes per day, not only was the cumulative risk of death from lung cancer with no exposure to radon much higher (10.4% or 19.1% at age 75 or 85 years, respectively), but the increase in the cumulative risk with an increasing observed radon concentration was also substantially higher. For example, with an observed radon concentration of 800 Bq/m\(^3\) the cumulative risks associated were evaluated as 16.8% or 29.8% by age 75 or 85 years, respectively. It is important to note that the cumulative risks for ex-smokers who had quit smoking less than 10 years previously would be about 80% of those of continuing smokers. For those who quit smoking more than 10 years previously the risks would be lower [D2].

D128. When instead of observed radon concentrations, the corrected radon concentrations were considered, a similar pattern of risk was observed, however, with consistently higher risk estimates (see table D12). The cumulative risk of death from lung cancer for lifelong non-smokers with no radon exposure was estimated to be 0.41% or 0.78% by the age of 75 or 85 years, respectively. For lifelong
non-smokers with finite exposure to radon, the cumulative risks were estimated to be somewhat higher, for example, with a value of 0.91% or 1.78% by age 75 or 85 years for 800 Bq/m³, respectively. For continuing smokers of 15–24 cigarettes per day, the cumulative risk of death from lung cancer increased from 10.11% with no radon exposure to 21.6% at 800 Bq/m³ by age 75, and from 18.5% with no radon exposure to 37.3% at 800 Bq/m³ by age 85, respectively. As for the results on observed radon concentrations, the cumulative risks for ex-smokers who gave up smoking less than 10 years previously would be about 80% of the risk for continuing smokers.
Table D12. Cumulative risk of death from lung cancer by age 75 and 85 years for lifelong non-smokers and continuing smokers of 15–24 cigarettes per day at various levels of observed and corrected radon-concentration

From source ([D2], tables 29 and 38)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By age</th>
<th>Radon concentration (Bq/m³)</th>
<th>Lifelong non-smokers</th>
<th>Continuing smokers of 15-24 cigarettes per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative risk (%)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 years</td>
<td>TIME-WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF OBSERVED RADON CONCENTRATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.42, 0.49</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.43, 0.56</td>
<td>12.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.43, 0.69</td>
<td>13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.43, 0.95</td>
<td>16.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME-WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF CORRECTED RADON CONCENTRATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.43, 0.54</td>
<td>11.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.45, 0.66</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.49, 0.91</td>
<td>16.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.57, 1.42</td>
<td>21.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 years</td>
<td>TIME-WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF OBSERVED RADON CONCENTRATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.81, 0.94</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.81, 1.06</td>
<td>21.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.82, 1.32</td>
<td>24.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.83, 1.82</td>
<td>29.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME-WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF CORRECTED RADON CONCENTRATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82, 1.03</td>
<td>21.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.86, 1.27</td>
<td>23.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.94, 1.75</td>
<td>28.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.10, 2.70</td>
<td>37.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Absolute risk of lung cancer for the lifelong non-smokers taken from a prospective study of the American Cancer Society [P3].
- The relative risk of lung cancer for continuing smokers of 15-24 cigarettes per day was assumed to be equal to the overall estimates in the study.
- The relative risk of lung cancer was assumed to increase by 0.08 (95% CI: 0.033, 0.158) per 100 Bq/m³ increase in the time-weighted-average (TWA) of observed radon concentrations and to increase by 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05, 0.31) per 100 Bq/m³ increase in the TWA of corrected radon concentrations regardless of smoking status.
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In 1955 the United Nations General Assembly established the Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) in response to concerns about the effects of ionizing radiation on human health and the environment. At that time fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons tests was reaching people through air, water and food. UNSCEAR was to collect and evaluate information on the levels and effects of ionizing radiation. Its first reports laid the scientific grounds on which the Partial Test Ban Treaty prohibiting atmospheric nuclear weapons testing was negotiated in 1963.

Over the decades, UNSCEAR has evolved to become the world authority on the global level and effects of atomic radiation. UNSCEAR’s independent and objective evaluation of the science are to provide for—but not address—informed policymaking and decision-making related to radiation risks and protection.